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The beginning of a record playing 
chain is the record. If the turntable does not 

extract the musical information from the 

record, it is lost for ever. No amount of 

money spent further along the chain, on 

speakers for example, will recreate a signal 

which is lost at the beginning. In fact, 

you may only amplify original deficiencies 

by reproducing them more faithfully.

The Linn Sondek LP12 transcription 

turntable is designed and manufactured to 

extract as much information as possible from 
the modern long playing record. It is, quite 

simply, the link missing in so many play-back 

systems between your ear and the recorded 

performance.

If you can appreciate the differences 
between listening to a record on a good 

system and hearing something that 

approaches live music, then the logical place 

to start is with the Linn Sondek LP12.

A product of integrity which offers 

proven value and performance.

LP12
LINN
SONDEK
simply better!
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

This book follows the format we have developed 
over the years in the Choice series, so regular 
readers should have no difficulty in finding their 
way around; for the newcomer, the book is divided 
up for convenience into a number of sections. First 
is a short Editorial Introduction, which is an 
opportunity to explain the reasons behind some of 
the decisions made concerning the project as a 
whole, and also make a few excuses for the products 
that have been left out!

The Consumer's Introduction is an attempt to 
discuss many of the different aspects of amplifiers 
and their performance in non-technical language 
that is as jargon-free as possible. The first section 
examines the evolution of the amplifier over the 
years, which gives an interesting perspective on 
today's designs. The second section examines the 
role of the amplifier itself in rather more detail, 
discussing the necessities and the 'frills', the 
matching and the design requirements. The third 
section discusses the review procedure itself, 
explaining what we have done and why we have 
done it; the various technical parameters found in 
the reviews themselves are explained (albeit less 
than rigorously), and some of their implications 
examined. The fourth section suggests the criteria a 
would-be purchaser should bear in mind when 
considering buying an amp, together with a few 
words of advice on what not to do when he has 
bought it! The Technical Introduction, freed from 
constraints of avoiding technicalities, explains in 
some detail the test procedures adopted and their 
rationale.

The Reviews themselves provide a straight
forward written description of the various amplifiers, 
conveniently grouped under subheadings which 
discuss the design itself, its lab performance, the 
results of our listening tests, and a general 
summing-up. Each report is accompanied by 
selected data from our tests to enable the product's 
compatibility with other components to be 
established, and the basis of our judgements to be 
examined.

The Conclusions looks in retrospect at the 
overall findings of the project, discussing such 
trends as may have been established, while the Best 
Buys and Recommendations highlights those 
products that have performed particularly well, 
both in absolute terms, but specifically in relation 
to their price.

The Overall Comparison Chart is another 
summary section, which presents a selection of the 

data obtained for each amplifier in tabular form, to 
enable the would-be purchaser to easily short-list 
models that best meet his or her specific 
requirements.

We should point out that mere are dangers in 
ignoring the detailed parts of the book and merely 
relying upon the summaries. If we felt that some 
sections of the book were unnecessary, we wouldn't 
have gone to the trouble and expense of writing and 
publishing them! A summary always leaves a lot 
unsaid, and if relied upon can be misleading. They 
are published because they are a useful way of 
presenting our findings accessibly, but amplifier 
reviewing does not readily lend itself to the 'pithy 
one-word characterisation', and the summaries 
should not be regarded as substitutes for the reviews 
themselves.
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, Super-A sound.
Or the undiluted truth aboutamplifiers.
Super-A isn't just a name we've produced 
because we think it sounds superior. It's the 
name that actually applies to the superior 
sound we can produce.

So what does Super-A do? It achieves 
the undistorted clean performance of 
Class-A amplification together with the high 
efficiency of Class-B. With no compromises.

n m rmtrrtr

ClassAorB?
For power amplifiers in hi-fi the Class-B 
mode has been predominantly popular - 
because it is efficient. Roughly 3 times more 
efficient than Class-A. But it achieves this 
efficiency by permitting its power output 
transistors to switch on and off. This leads 
to switching and cross-over distortion.These 
forms of distortion often make the final 
musical output sound harsh and unnatural.

On a Class-A operated amp the 
transistors remain on all the time. So they 
yield a cleaner, less distorted audio 
output. But Class-A is inefficient because it 
eliminates switching distortion by the 
constant application of a fixed bias current.

AtJVC's Audio Engineering Research 
Centre we saw the way to obtain the best 
of both worlds. So we went to work on a 
unique vanable bias circuit.

Super-A ...the 'cool'amp.
The all new Super-A amp has an active 
bias-control circuit to adjust the bias current 
as the output level varies. This prevents 
the power transistors from switching 
completely off by providing a minimum 
bias when there's no signal present for the 
transistor to amplify.

With less power wasted as heat 
it actually saves on power consumption.

In short, we've achieved the "cool" 
amp. Distortion is reduced and efficiency 
improved. (fhe efficiency is equal to that 
of Class-B despite its high-power output). 
Linearity is higher and distortion is lower 
than in any conventional Class-A amp.

The result is simply better

r i n k

hi-fi performance.

TheAX9.
The'dream'amp.
TheA-X9isthe 
cleanest sounding‘ 
most accurate 

integrated amplifier on the market. The 
Super-A eliminates all trace of switching 
distortion. Indeed distortion is as low as 
0.0005% at Ik Hz at rated output, because 
the transistors do not switch on and off.

• Of course the circuit operates in the 
Class-A mode as befits the Super-A power 
amp section. Output power is 100 watts 
RMS per channel, both channels driven, 
into 8 ohms, 20 Hz to 20k Hz, 0.005% 
THD. Isn't that music to your ears?

Tell me more.
Interested? Why not send for your guide 
to Super-A sound and the X-series of 
stereo integrated amplifiers? Write to 
JVC (UK) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate, 
Staples Corner, 6-8 Priestley Way, London 
NW2 7AF, today.

JVC
ANOTHER STEP CLOSER TO REALITY

__ _____ ___ __________________________________ I

JVC is the trade mark of the Victor Company of Japan



EDITORIAL INTRODUCTION

This is the third occasion on which Dave Watson 
and I have had the temerity to tackle amplification 
on this scale. It is still a horribly difficult job, and 
we are well aware of our limitations. But with the 
benefit of some hindsight the long term con
sistency appears to be quite good, so we continue 
to have some confidence in our findings.

There was a certain amount of controversy 
when Dave and I originally teamed up to produce 
this title in the series (at a time when few people 
acknowledged differences in amplifier sound 
quality), because his retail involvement was con
sidered a possible basis for bias by the paranoid. 
(Anyone who has actually done a Hi-Fi Choice will 
know that you don't actually have time to be 
biased.) But for this reason we have continued to 
exclude Nairn and Nytech, because their historical 
association with his shop is quite close. However 
the findings of this volume should completely 
eradicate any such fears, because a couple of 
years ago -Dave's shop and Technics parted 
company. Soon afterwards he took on Sansui; 
such is life! (In fact I'm the one who should be 
feeling embarassed, because I was taken to 
Japan by Technics earlier this year, so I’ll just 
have to go again with Sony this Autumn to 
preserve the balance.)

To say that we are quite free of bias is of course 
utterly ridiculous, and certainly our basic attitudes 
are bound to be reflected in the book (as are 
any author's). However I do hope and believe 
that we succeed in preventing favouritism for 
particular products from entering into the findings. 
Indeed it could be that we are over-critical of the 
audiophile oriented products in some sort of 
compensation; certainly as a group they did not 
do quite as well as I might personally have hoped.

Following the success of the recent Turntable 
and Tonearm edition, we made^ a particular effort 
to include rather more 'top end equipment than 
we have tackled in the past, on the grounds that a 
person who purchases a book devoted to amplifiers 
treats them rather more seriously than the typical 
rack system purchaser, and is therefore in
terested in the complete gamut of products 
available. It remains a very difficult problem to 
hold the £70 and the £700 amplifier in the same 
perspective (and perhaps it is not even valid to 
try).

There is the usual roster of absent friends due 
to model range changes (in the mass market), 
and an unwillingness to supply amongst some of 
the specialist manufacturers (or perhaps they 
just didn’t get it together in time, or I didn’t chase 
them hard enough). But the inclusions are pretty 
6

comprehensive, and we certainly didn't have 
room for many more. We have reprinted the 
findings for five models from Receivers, Tuners, 
and Amplifiers, removing the tuner references, 
and five other important models have been fully 
re-tested (A&R, Meridians, NAO 3020, Revox).

One gripe at any of the manufacturers who 
bother to read this is that the manuals leave quite 
a lot to be desired. With a few notable eceptions, 
these seem to talk down to the purchaser in a 
most condescending way, along the lines: "Thank 
you for your good taste in buying our amplifier, 
this is how to put a plug on, here is the volume 
control and so on, now go ahead and enjoy 
yourselves”. There is very little attempt to help 
the purchaser to get the best out of the product, 
via choice of loudspeaker cables, cartridge 
matching and all the interface conditions which 
affect the amplifier and the system performance. 
(Congratulations to Paul and Stan of PS Audio for 
their efforts in this direction.) All in all though this 
does seem an appalling waste of an opportunity 
to really help the purchaser to get the best out of 
a product.

There is no point in going over the same 
ground as the Conclusions, and maybe its just 
the 'post natal depression' of finishing one of 
these projects. But I cannot see that amplifier 
design has improved very much over the years, 
which is a pity. Its nice to see lots of moving-coil 
inputs around (saving money on expensive step 
up devices), and ergonomics and prices do show 
slight improvements. But sound quality improve
ments are still happening largely at the turntable/ 
arm/cartridge and loudspeaker ends of the chain. 
I suppose I am also a little disappointed that we 
haven't yet managed to find a really good ob
jective indicator of subjective performance. But 
then I have been looking for those in all categories 
for five years now, with only limited success! 
Never mind, we still have plenty of pipe dreams!

Finally I should like to express my thanks to all 
those who gave up their time and risked their 
sanity assisting with the listening tests. In no 
particular order or star sign: Adrian, John, Alvin, 
Roy, John, Alan, Mike, Ian, Julian, Norman, Paul 
and Ian.

Paul Messenger



If you're going to 

put speakers in a dustbinyou 

cant use rubbish!

Milliard
MULLARD LIMITED. MULLARD HOUSE. TORRINGTON PLACE, LONDON WC1E 7HD TELEPHONE 01-580 6633 TELEX 264341

But Kitty wanted speakers that would appeal to the sensitive ears of the 
other cats in her alley. Tricky, but we met her requirements. She lapped it 

up and so will you.
No matter what your market our high quality speakers are the cats 
whiskers and in your cabinets will make the purrfect combination.

We offer a wide range of systems and units plus an unrivalled 
depth of technical know-how which can produce designs that are right 

up your alley.
For further details, write to us on company headed paper 

at the address below. »

For the 
technically minded

SPEAKER SPEC
Power Handling Capacity 80W 

Maximum Power 140W 
Operating Power 5W 

Frequency Range
(DIN) 35 20 000 Hz
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THE TRUTH, TH 

AND NOTHING

Sadly, seekers after truth in 
sound reproduction are usually 
disappointed.

True, most manufacturers 
have managed to reduce the 
nagging problem of distortion by 
feeding back part of the output 
signal into the input.

A compromise solution, at 
best. Which, to us at Technics,is no 
solution at all.

So we’ve gone our own way 
and come up with a totally new 
concept in circuit design.

We call it Linear Feedback.
And, combined with New 

Class A, it actually achieves the 
theoretical ideal of nil distortion.

We’ve now put theory into 
practice by incorporating Linear 
Feedback into our 80 watts per 
channel SU-V7 amp.

To hear its pure clarity is a 
positive revelation.

The perfect match
Of course, the perfect power 

source needs the ideal input.
May we suggest our ST-S6 

quartz synthesizer tuner as the 
perfect match?

Needless to say, it’s more than 
a match for your average hi-fi tuner.

Naturally you’d expect 
features like auto-scan tuning and 
random access memon for 
pre-tuning.

(Though not necessarily on 
upto 16 FM/AM stations).

But how about a multi

Technics s,*«« »wm sm ft® st-ss



E WHOLE TRUTH 

BUT THE TRUTH

functional digital display showing 
signal strength as well as broadcast 
frequency?

Or an IF band with switchable
to “super-narrow” for better 
selectivity on the crowded FMdial ?

Or MPX demodulation for
better stereo separation?

Or a 25 kHz signal instead of 
the usual 5 kHz to avoid noise 
problems? _

All that, mark you, in a sleek 
unit only 53mm high.

Frankly, there’s simply no 
tuner/amp combination to touch 
our ST-S6 and SU-V7

And that’s the honest truth.

Technics
SU-V7 amplifier and ST-S6 tuner 
300-318 Bath Road,Slough,Berks SL1 6JB. Tel: Slough 34522.

DC-peak sampling hoiä MPX
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Send for the free 18 page 
Design Story expplaining 

the new HX Professional 

recording system.

If you like keeping up to date with new 
technology, you'll want to know about 
HX Professional. At present the system 
is exclusive to Bang & Olufsen, but its 
benefits are such that other manu
facturers of serious hi-fi are almost 
certain to include it in future models. 
So now is the time to learn about it

In brief,HX Professional is a new 
recording system developed by 
Bang& Olufsen in co-operation with the 
Dolby Laboratories. It is featured in the 
new Beocord 8002 cassette deck and 
works with the deck's advanced 
recording control functions to give disc
quality recordings and reproduction with 
ALL types of tape - not just expensive 
metal tapes.

The Beocord 8002 Design Story, 
including details ofHX Professional, 

is available on request. For your 
free copy write to

Bang& Olufsen UK 
Limited, Dept. B, 

Eastbrook Road,
Gloucester GL4 7DE. 

Telephone (0T>2) 21591.

Bang&Olufsen

Bang&Ol^ulsen

HX Professional
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CONSUMER INTRODUCTION

THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE AMPLIFIER
Taking a historical perspective can give insight 
into the way things are today, particularly when 
change has been as rapid and as sweeping as hi
fi has seen over the past thirty or so years. If one 
were to step back thirty years, the current hi-fi 
user would be baffled and bewildered by the 
resources at his disposal, as neither the micro
groove (LP) record, FM radio, nor tape recorder 
were domestically established. What sources 
were available were strictly mono, and naturally 
required the services of an amplifier and loud
speaker to make themselves heard. Hi-fi in those 
days was very much a technical hobby, frequently 
appealing to the same sort of person as did 
amateur radio. And with no real shops as such, 
the chances were that apparatus was almost 
entirely home-built often using the components 
that were readily available from the government 
surplus stores that gathered in areas like 
Tottenham Court Road.

As often as not, the most famous designs of 
this period were just that: printed details of 
circuit configurations that originated from the 
valve manufacturers or legendary engineers 
such as D.N.T. Williamson. One first collected 
together the components and then settled down 
to assemble the design oneself; indeed, since 
much of the 'art' in valve amplifier design was 
vested in the construction of the output trans
formers, the transformer manufacturers were 
probably better known than those who assembled 
complete amplifiers. The finished units tended to 
be extremely heavy and bulky, and were there
fore usually left in their constituent parts rather 
than ‘integrated’. So one would frequently find 
separate chassis for pre-amp, power amplifier 
and power supply sections; as the pre-amp is the 
only part to which one normally requires access, 
the bulkier parts could be mounted out of sight 
and mind in a convenient cupboard.

So, in those early days hi-fi was substantially a 
hobbyist market, with much of the apparatus 
home-constructed by people who had a fair 
amount of technical knowledge, and who were 
also prepared to accept or impose standards of 
domestic acceptability that would be unusual in 
the majority of homes. Even though the amplifiers 
were comparatively low-powered and mono only, 
they were big, cumbersome and very heavy, 
requiring careful housing because of the plentiful 
heat produced. The high temperatures and 
attendant heating and cooling also reduced 
component life and reliability.

Over the years size was gradually reduced as 

advances were made in transformer and circuit 
design. The advent of stereo in the 'fifties was a 
major setback to the 'domestication' of the 
amplifier, because most of the circuitry and 
components needed to be doubled up. By this 
time most designs consisted of two units: the 
power amplifier/power supply, and the pre-amp, 
the latter drawing its power va an 'umbilical cord' 
from the main power amplifier. There was little 
point in doubling up on everything for stereo, 
unless one was merely adding to an existing 
system, so the normal practice became either to 
control two mono power amplifiers from a single 
stereo pre-amp, or alternatively use a stereo 
power amplifier, so that both channels could 
share a common power supply for economy. 
Keeping pre-and power amplifiers separate 
remained de rigeurforthe 'serious' enthusiast, as 
indeed it does today. But at the popular end of 
the market there was a move towards total 
integration, which was made possible by smaller 
transformers, modest power outputs, and im
proved circuit efficiency, though not without 
some compromises or design difficulties.

The Transistor appears
So about twenty years ago the amplifier sti II used 
valves, but had become sufficiently compact that 
a stereo model would typically occupy less space 
than the mono equivalent of a decade earlier. 
The market as a whole had grown considerably, 
with the improvements in discs and the intro
duction of FM radio, so that manufactured product 
overtook the home-constructed type in 
importance.

One part of the development of hi-fi which 
receives little attention is that until very recently 
the industry carried little commercial 'clout', and 
was not important enough to warrant the high 
cost of, for example, developing purpose-designed 
electronic components. Most of the devices 
used were the crumbs from the table of larger 
electronics concerns, such as radio, military, or 
telecommunications. These would be adapted to 
hi-fi use by the ingenuity of the designers, but 
longterm developments remained somewhat 
dependent on the opportunities afforded by the 
available devices.

When the transistor was invented in 1948, it 
was in no way suitable for analogue or digital 
audio use, being fundamentally no more than a 
convenient electronic switch. However, switches 
are of great importance to the electronic industry 
as a whole, and its potential for reliability, 
longevity, simplicity of mass production, and low 
voltage operation, were sufficientto divert nearly
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Presenting one small improvement that 
every speaker in this publication could benefit 
from-Mitsubishi's System 4. Its a complete 50W 
per channel stereo system cleverly crafted in 
miniature-a dramatic saving m size that has no 
reflection on the performance-nor on the long 
I ist of Space Age features.

For instance, the illuminated tuning scale 
that changes from white to green to indicate when 
you're perfectly in tune, the touch sensitive 'tuning 
lock' and the LED signal strength display The 
tape deck features full metal tape compatibility 

Automatic Pause Spacing System, 'Soft-touch' 
logic switching, LED peak level indication and 
Dolby N R-all with an amazing level of just 
0.05Wrms Wow and Flutter.

Speaking figuratively the ultra-wide dynamic 
range pre-amp with built-in head amplifier features 
a lOOdB Signal to Noise ratio whilst the power 
amplifier boasts a Total Harmonic Distortion figure 
of only 0.008% (50W-3d8) •

Which, when you size it all up, merely confirms 
Mitsubishi's reputation-when it comes to Hi-Fi, 
nothing sounds better.

It's a Mitsubishi



CONSUMER INTRODUCTION

all research away from thermionics (valves). 
Indeed at the end of the ’■forties prototypes 
existed of a low voltage 'cold' valve, which might 
have heralded a whole new generation of 
thermionics, with probably far reaching effects 
for audio had not the transistor appeared at 
about the same time and usurped the develop

' ment money.
11 was the mid 'sixties before the transistor 

really became a force to be reckoned with in the 
hi-fi market; fifteen years on it is still scorned by 
many die-hard enthusiasts! It is probably fair to 
say that the early transistor amps were introduced 
rather prematurely, and did not offer the sound 
quality of a similar valve amp. By the end of the 
' sixties they were beginning to come of age, and 
by the middle 'seventies had achieved a maturity 
that at least places them on an even footing with 
valves, while offering a lot of other advantages 
besides. The early transistor amps achieved a 
degree of commercial success far beyond what 
their audio potential deserved, primarily because 
of inbuilt advantages that soon made them 
cheaper as well as domestically more acceptable 
than valves.

First and foremost the transistor amp runs 
comparatively cool, so the extremes of tempera
ture which the valve shares with the light bulb, 
and which reduces its working life compared to 
the transistor or flourescent tube, were absent 
While assisting reliability, this also allows greater 
flexibility in siting the amplifier with the reduced 
weight and need for ventilation, and this is very 
useful in a family situation. Secondly the transistor 
amp is more compact and cheaper to make than 
the equivalent valve amp, particularly when 
comparing power for power, mainly because 
output transformers need no longer be used. 
Consequently the Leak Stereo 30 transistorised 
integrated amplifier was very little larger than 
Leak’s valve stereo pre-amp which was being 
manufactured at the same time, and which 
needed to be used with bulky power amplifiers: 
similarly the Quad 303, a 45 watt per channel 
stereo transistorised power amplifier was similar 
in size and lighter than each of the two 15 watt 
mono power amps it replaced. Thirdly, the 
transistor amplifier arrived about the same time 
that the low-output magnetic cartridge had 
established a firm foothold, and in the mid'sixties 
the transitor amplifier caused less hum and noise 
problems here than the valve equivalent. Finally, 
the transistor was less subject to the gradual 
ageing process that always plagued valve designs, 
and by and large would not change its per
formance as much over a period of time

While both manufacturers and customers 
rushed headlong into the transistor age, hind
sight might suggest that this was a case of the 
deaf leading the deaf. Although it was possible to 
' prove’ the superiority of the transistor amplifier 
on paper, many designers had overlooked many 
implications of the sweeping changes they were 
making whilst embracing this whole new way of 
doing things. Remember the valve amplifier was 
the result of decades of careful, painstaking 
development, so it was perhaps inevitable that 
the new technology would have its teething 
problems. It must nevertheless remain some
thing of a tribute to the persuasiveness of 
marketing techniques that transistors became 
established so quickly and with such little fuss- 
we were after all basking in the 'white heat of 
technological revolution’ around that time, and 
had already finished 'never having had it so 
good

This is not intended an a panagraeic against 
transistors, as I am a happy user of transistor 
power myself, while quite freely admitting that 
certain valve designs remain high on my list of 
personal favourites It is intended to illustrate the 
unfortunate way that fashion and attendant 
commercial pressures tend to dominate the hi-fi 
markets, and can work against rather than in 
favour of the consumer. It is an interesting fact 
that on the whole the 'breakthrough' in tech
nology usually acts against the best interests of 
the user first time around, because many of the 
attendant problems are only partly overcome. 
The second and third generations usually turn 
out to be far safer bets, particularly as the 
reduction in fashion status usually also results in 
a lower price!

Undoubtedly one of the reasons that the 
transistor gained its foothold so quickly was that 
it appeared to offer superior power at reduced 
price. This was true under test bench conditions, 
but it was many years before it became accepted 
that the 'real' conditions of music signal and 
loudspeaker drive gave the valve amp certain 
compensatory advantages, particularly when 
driving near the overload limit, and that the 
transistor amp probably needed to be twice the 
power of its valve equivalent in lab terms to avoid 
running into its potentially rather nastier over
load problems.

(This unfortunate state of affairs seems likely to 
repeat itself in the imminent changeover to 
digital disc systems. These have been developed 
according to specifications which seemed 
adequate by analogue standards, but early 
experience suggests that the best analogue is

13



The Esotec Series PM6.

CHOICE 

HI

Esotec is the creme de la creme.
Shown here is the Esotec stereo 

pre-main amplifier which offers class A 
or class AB operation.

In class AB mode it delivers 120 
watts per channel RMS of high speed 
amplification. In class A mode it 
delivers 30 watts per channel RMS of 
silky smooth supreme fidelity

It is of course designed to drive 
difficult speaker loads.

The control amp section includes a 
high quality MC head amp designed 

to complement the best cartridges 
available today.

Naturally such equipment is not 
available in every hi-fi store. We make 
precious few of them but we make 
each one very, very well.

For further information on Esotec 
equipment contact us direct on the 
Freefone number below.

ESDTECseres
.........■>.... 

Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd.. Debmarc House, 193 London Road, Staines, Middlesex. Freefone 2347.
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CONSUMER INTRODUCTION

still superior in certain important ways. History 
seems determined to do its usual repeating 
trick!)

Even though some diehard enthusiasts might 
disagree, from the point of view of mass market 
audio the transistor amp was a godsend. And 
even though the initial steps may have been a 
little faltering, the end result has been to spread 
hi-fi to a far wider audience at reduced cost. 
There is no doubt that if even a big manufacturer 
was to mass produce valve designs in large 
quantities today there would be a significant cost 
penalty of at least 50% compared to an 
'equivalent' transistor model.

The amplifier receives a rival
At around the time that the integrated transistor 
amplifier was gaining a foothold, another form of 
integrated unit known as a receiver was also 
starting to appear in the UK, effectively com
bining an integrated amplifier with a tuner. This 
combination went from strength to strength 
commercially, because of its benefits in extra 
compactness and a saving of about 20% over 
equivalent separate tuner and amplifier com
binations (costs saved on power supply, transport 
and case etc), despite some penalty in flexibility. 
The decision to go for a receiver instead of an 
amplifier will depend largely on how important 
radio is as a signal source, and this in turn may 
well depend on the area in which the purchaser 
lives: the shot in the arm of the receiver market 
generated by the introduction of stereo radio in 
the late sixties must have to some extent been 
dissipated by the current poor financial situation 
at the BBC where radio has obviously been 
forced to play second fiddle to TV.

The receiver has certain limitations in flexibility. 
First if one decides to improve either amplifier or 
tuner, it is necessary to change both at once. 
Secondly one has no control over the propor
tions in which the money has been spent; this 
equation has already been handled by the 
manufacturers. So if you decide you want a really 
powerful or high quality amplifier section, it is 
invariably necessary to purchase a 'state-of-the- 
art' tuner section to go with it, and if this is not 
desired the receiver may prove a false economy. 
Finally, while it is true that one or two specialist 
receiver manufacturers produce machines with 
amplifiers that stand up to the better separate 
combinations, the manufacturer who operates in 
both markets normally pays rather greater 
attention to the separate component — not a 
hard and fast rule, but a general indication of 
attitudes and priorities. Although there is very 

little apparent justification, receivers do tend to 
get tainted by the 'jack of all trades, master of 
none' syndrome which, taken to its logical con
clusion, makes such a mess out of music centres.

The last decade
So we arrive at the beginning of the 'seventies 
with hi-fi sales booming like never before (or 
since!), almost total transistorisation, a handful of 
separate pre-and power amp combinations and 
rather more integrated designs available, plus of 
course a burgeoning of receivers. The quality of 
the actual electronic devices continues to 
improve and/or get cheaper, but most of the 
changes that are taking place are more at the 
dictates of fashion and marketing than any 
particular desire to improve the breed.

With a strong home market, domestic manu
facturers introduced a number of imaginative 
and refined designs which continued to stress 
compactness, but the market as a whole seemed 
to equate size with potency, and increasing 
compactness beyond a certain point gave rise to 
diminishing commercial returns. The first major 
trend, inspired by the steadily increasing 
numbers of imported products, was to make the 
preamplifier section (controls etc) more and 
more complicated. Around the same time loud
speakers were tending to become less efficient, 
and required increased amplifier power, so 
something of a power race also began.

The major market expansion occurred in the 
first part of the 'seventies, under a favourable 
climate for increased imports from Japan, which 
then still experienced very fortunate trading 
conditions, due in part to exchange and labour 
rates. Most of the UK companies in the hi-fi 
market were still comparatively small, specialis
ing in hi-fi, while the larger UK Consumer 
Electronics companies, which were active in the 
radio and TV markets, seemed curiously reluctant 
to take the hi-fi market seriously. So with one or 
two exceptions (Goodmans/Thorn, Leak/Rank) 
there was little spare production capacity 
amongst the existing manufacturers to cope with 
a big increase in demand.

The Japanese electronics industry, already 
large from its international transistor radio 
successes, found that their domestic consumer 
was an avid purchaser of hi-fi equipment. The 
reasons for the Japanese home market strength 
have never been fully explained, although the 
difficulties in aspiring to home ownership must 
assist in fuelling the consumer economy, and a 
bi-annual productivity bonus scheme also assists 
in creating demand for pricey consumer durables.
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CONSUMER INTRODUCTION

Whatever the reasons, the Japanese home 

market is estimated to be a similar size to the US 

market or the whole of Western Europe, so 

naturally the scale of operations is enormous, 

and enables the industry to respond quickly to 

specific local changes in demand anywhere in 
the world.

It is easy to see how the Japanese made strong 

inroads into the UK market in the early seventies: 

less perhaps on the basis of technical or sound 

superiority than due to a reputation for excellent 

reliability and a marketing professionalism which 
appealed to the less technical hi-fi dealer who 

was now appearing. It is not as immediately 
apparent why they have achieved such a 

dominant position at the expense of many UK 

manufacturers, until one recalls a character

istically crass piece of tax legislation perpetrated 

by Chancellor Healey in the mid seventies, as a 

deflationery measure in the middle of a con

sumer boom. The decision to raise the VAT rate 

on luxury goods,including electronics, to 25% 
was probably necessary; the decision to 
announce the measures and then allow a month 

period of grace before they came into effect was 

a piece of fiscal lunacy from which the market 

has never really recovered. During the month's 

'period of grace' it is estimated that approximately 

twelve months of normal business was done by 

the harassed retailer. There was no way that the 

domestic manufacturers could hope to meet this 

twelvefold increase in demand, and some merely 

acquired a reputation for poor reliability in 

attempting to do so. Instead retailers accepted 

money for goods that hadn’t even left the 

Japanese factories, and most importers emptied 

their European warehouses (one bringing in 

goods at the rate of three containers a day.) This 
extraordinary route to a tax increase pre-empted 

the best part of a years business, and it is hardly 

surprising that the slump which followed almost 

wiped out the home market,sending many 

retailers to the wall and killing off several manu

facturers who were insufficiently established in 

export markets to cushion the blow. While the 

importers themselves also suffered to some 

degree in the aftermath, the slump carried barely 

a ripple back to the giant Japanese manu

facturing plants, because for them it was both a 

distant and an isolated event.

In the wake of this boom/slump the Japanese 

have asserted an even more dominant influence 

on the market. However, a number of healthy 

new small-scale home manufacturers have 

replaced those that disappeared, building upon 

the fragmentation that is the latest and current 

market trend. By this I mean that the market has 

split into different camps. Some consumers are 

following the trend towards greater complexity 

that was established at the start of the seventies 

and which was to achieve its zenith in the 

quadrophonic deMcle of the mid-seventies 
(about which the least said the better). Others, 

perhaps in reaction against this overt consumer- 

ism,but also because it is increasingly accepted 

that the simpler the signal path the better the 
attainable quality, have opted to go the other way 

entirely, even to the exclusion of tone controls. 

This trend towards simplicity is by no means just 

a British phenomenon, and similar trends exist in 

America and Japan. Neither does it appear to be 

short-lived, because the approach is now being 

reflected in the more 'exclusive’ products from 

the major volume manufacturers.

Coming right up to date, we have a market that 

at the same time offers enormous variety between 

its extremes,while also appearing regimentally 

conformist in the mass market sector (where 

sometimes the most obvious difference between 

products is the makers name.) There has been a 

revival of interest in the valve amplifier, as a 

number of recently introduced models show. 

Most are as yet only power amps, and in any case 

have a rather specialist appeal, so we have.not 

included them in this book

The resources of the Japanese majors and the 

sheer size of the market has finally enabled 

companies to devote money to fundamental 

research for hi-Ii ends, resulting in a number of 

new devices like Sony’s and Yamaha’s V-FETs, 

Hitachi’s MOSFETS, and Trio and Matsushita’s 

EBTs, components whichwill presumably be made 

available to other manufacturers in due course. It 

is also true to say that the market has never been 

more controversial, with some companies taking 

up the stance that there is no real difference 

between the majority of competently designed 

amplifiers apart from price, power and facilities, 

while others claim that the amplifier makes a vital 

contribution to the overall sound of a system A 

more detailed discussion of these contrary 

positions will be found elsewhere in the book

Stylistically compactness is now not only 
acceptable but de rigeur in fashion terms, and 

although they show no signs of ousting con

ventionally sizedcomponents, 'micro' components 

offer an alternative with no performance sacrifice 

In pursuit of the slim line there is greater interest 

in separate components, though these are 

usually only sold together as part of a rack 

system.However the receiver is definitely on the 

decline and modern amplifiers often emphasise
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‘ audiophile' features like a moving-coil cartridge 
input and tone control bypass switching.

THE ROLE OF THE AMPLIFIER
There can be little doubt that the amplifier lies at 
the heart of the hi-Ii system. Lose one of the 
other components and you probably still have a 
spare programme source, or a single loudspeaker 
or headphones through which to listen. But lose 
the amplifier and the system is silent. The 
amplifiers job is quite simply to accept signals 
from a variety of different programme sources, 
process them as required, and then amplify them 
sufficiently to drive loudspeakers. So far so good; 
this is fine as a basic definition, but as soon as 
one starts to try and define this in engineering 
terms, controversy begins. Before becoming 
enmeshed in this, let us look at the sort of things 
an amplifier is usually capable of doing, why it 
incorporates these facilities, and what sort of 
reasoning lies behind their inclusion or exclusion.

Every amplifier consists of three basic'building 
blocks’, namely the pre-amp, power amplifier and 
power supplies. These are normally combined 
together in the same box to make up an 
integrated amplifier. Some designs, either for 
technical or fashion reasons, separate these into 
separate boxes in various configurations, 
normally with power amplifiers and supplies in 
one section and the pre-amp in the other, although 
sometimes power amplifiers and power supplies 
are further separated.

The pre-amp contains the various signal inputs 
and their switching circuitry, required processing 
(eg pickup equalisation) or optional processing 
(eg tone controls), plus feed signals for tape 
recorders. Having converted the different input 
signals to a common and controllable one (eg 
volume, balance), this signal can then be passed 
to the power amplifier. The power amplifier’s job 
is to multiply this signal to a sufficient level to 
drive the loudspeakers, and as a by-product 
headphones, to the required levels. The power 
supply or supplies are an integral part of the 
other components and perhaps should not be 
considered separately at all; their job is to supply 
the right amounts of electricity in the right places 
and at the right time.

The pre-amp:
The bare necessities
There are a number of basic functions that every 
pre-amp section should be capable of carrying 
out competently. These include being able to 
accept and correctly process the signals from a 
variety of programme sources, notably record 

player (ie cartridge), tuner, and tape recorder. It 
should also control the volume level and channel 
balance and provide a suitable signal to send to a 
tape recorder for recording a signal received on 
one of the other inputs. None of these functions 
are entirely without their problems.

The pickup cartridge input
The pickup input should be designed around the 
signals it receives from a cartridge. Until recently 
this was almost invariably a moving magnet type 
design with a typical output level of 1 mV/cm/sec, 
responding to the disc modulations in a velocity 
sensing manner. Understanding those last two 
technicalities is not really necessary; their 
implication is that most cartridges produced a 
similar output from the same record, and that it is 
necessary to process this output by changing its 
relative level at different frequencies, because of 
the way the disc cutting is pre-emphasised to get 
the information on in the first place. (If this 
equalisation process was not carried out, the 
sound would be all top, treble, and tizz, with no 
bass.) Happily a 'standard' weighting curve exists 
for this transformation, known as the RIAA 
equalisation curve, although there is slight con
troversy regarding the deep bass, and rather 
more concerning CBS' desire to foist a non
compatible noise reduction system upon all and 
sundry.

One fly in the disc input ointment has been the 
recent increase in popularity of the moving-coil 
cartridge, which normally produces a lot lower 
voltage output than the moving magnet type, and 
consequently needs special treatment. (There 
are a number of 'high output' m-c cartridges 
about, and these should work normally, but the 
majority need about 20dB extra gain.) Most 
manufacturers/importers of m-c cartridges 
supply step-up devices (transformers and head 
amps) to match them to the normal amplifier 
input, but these tend to cost at least£50, which is 
something of a deterrent. (This high final price is 
caused by the fact that head-amps need to be 
self-contained 'mini amplifiers', with their own 
case and power supply — often batteries.) To 
build the head amp into the amplifier in the first 
place, either as an optional extra or as an extra 
feature, costs very little indeed in manufacturing 
terms, and is increasingly found amongst the 
more modern models, including the majority 
evaluated in this book.

This is not the end of the problems for the 
pickup input. The very 'nature of the beast' is a 
mechanical miracle that has no right to work at 
all, and succeeds in doing so by mechanical
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wizardry that has placed the two major unavoidable 
'resonances' outside the audio band. A resonance 
is, basically, a mechanical loss of control which 
will be reflected in the electrical output. This is a 
•major difference between the pickup and the 
other types of signal with which the amplifier is 
required to deal; namely that neither the band
width, nor the behaviour outside the required 
bandwidth are accurately known or predictable. 
The pre-amp has to cope with resonances 
beyond the audio bandwidth in both directions, 
ie infra- and ultrasonic.

Until fairly recently, most moving magnet 
cartridges incorporated an automatic HF rolloff 
(due to an electrical filter caused by the resonant 
interaction of their internal inductance and 
resistance with the resistance and capacitance 
of the arm lead and pickup input). For a number of 
reasons including the flirtation with CD4 
quadrophony and the desire to avoid 'messy' 
compatibility problems, the emergence of low 
inductance cartridge types came about, including 
by their very nature the moving-coil types, leaving 
the ultrasonic band with its tip-mass resonance 
'wide open'. The significance of this remains the 
subject of disagreement among manufacturers 
and designers, although I have heard of claims 
that signals of a much higher level than expected 
and at extremely high frequencies have been 
measured, and if this is substantiated it may 
cause some concern.

The pickup input of an amplifier therefore has a 
number of potential troublespots: it requires 
heavy equalisation and much more gain than the 
other inputs, particularly for moving-coil 
cartridges; certain input parameters are not 
standardised, and yet can affect the performance 
of the system; the absolute content of the signal 
in terms of bandwidth and amplitude is not 
precisely known, and therefore could cause 
overload or slew-limiting problems. As the disc is 
both the most important signal source forthe hi-fi 
user, and also the one most likely to cause 
problems, we have concentrated on this input in 
our examination of the amplifier.

The tape inpuVoutput
The tape recorder must be connected to the 
amplifier so that it can replay tapes via the 
system, but also so that it can record any of the 
signals being processed by the amplifier from 
other inputs, such as tuner or disc. The situation 
is made rather tricky by the fact that there are two 
international standards which are not really 
compatible with one another. One is based on 
the German DIN standard and is used by many 

European manufacturers, while the other uses 
the so-called 'phono' plug and socket, and has 
been adopted by American and Japanese manu
facturers. Both systems have advantages and 
disadvantages, and there is little likelihood of 
problems when sticking to one or the other. But it 
is a fact that there are very few cassette recorders 
using the DIN standard compared to the 'phono
oriented' Japanese models in the marketplace, 
and in many Japanese machines the DIN socket 
tends to be something of an afterthought.

The DIN socket does have some advantages 
over the phono in terms of its engineering, 
convenience and compactness, so some (pre
dominantly British) manufacturers use DIN 
connectors for these benefits, but accepting the 
reality of the market place wire them to phono 
level standards. While some might condemn this 
practice on the grounds that standards are set to 
be kept, their defence that they are making the 
best of a pretty bad job is perhaps valid. 
Nevertheless this does make it extremely diffi
cult to quote glib rules concerning absolute 
compatibility between types of connector, and 
the reader is advised to consult the individual 
reviews in this and our companion volumes, or 
rely on the integrity and guarantee of a good 
dealer, to ensure prospective purchases match 
each other properly.

As most available tape machines are best used 
via phono sockets, and most amplifiers are 
equipped with phono sockets or DINs mas
querading as phonos, the following basic 
matching rules may prove useful: for 'phono' 
standards, signals prefer to travel from one 
impedance to a similar or larger impedance (up 
to say 1 OOX), while the sensitivity of an input 
should be similar or somewhat less than the 
output level that it is being fed, though this 
output level must never exceed the input's 
clipping point (which proved to be greater than 
10 volts for nearly all the amplifiers tested, which 
is more than adequate). The overall rule must be 
to use phono-to-phono or DIN-to-DIN except 
where the DIN is a 'disguised phono' (see 
reviews, comparison chart). Fortunately there is 
usually sufficient leeway built into both tape 
machines and amplifiers by virtue of their various 
gain controls that serious practical problems are 
rarely encountered.

The tape selector on an amplifier is usually 
fitted to a different switch than the main input 
selector in order to take advantage of off-tape 
monitoring, which is offered by many reel-to-reel 
and some of the more expensive cassette decks. 
This means that the pre-amp continues to handle
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input from disc or tuner, processing and sending 
this signal to the tape deck, while the power amp 
section of the amplifier (and the later stages of 
the pre-amp) can be switched independently 
between this 'source' and the tape inputs. Tape 
recorders which have separate record and replay 
heads (ie three-head machines) can replay a 
signal that they are recording almost simul
taneously, so the user can make instant com
parisons between the signal that he wishes to 
record and the recording that he is making, which 
is an extremely useful way of ensuring that no 
problems are being encountered.

More complex facilities for tape deck connec
tion will be described later in the consumer 
introduction.

Other essential inputs
In addition to providing for disc and tape connec
tion, a tuner input is an essential. In fact this is 
normally the same as the tape replay sockets, 
because the signal from a tuner is typically the 
same as that from a tape recorder (although of 
course no 'record' signal need be sent from the 
amplifier.) Most amplifiers include more than one 
socket of this type, to facilitate connection of 
such devices as television audio tuners and 
transistor radios (to cover wavebands not 
provided on the system tuner.) Duplicate tape 
in/out sockets also may be provided, and this 
enables signal processors such as graphic 
equalisers and noise reduction systems to be 
easily connected.

The Volume control
The most important control on the pre-amplifier 
adjusts the volume level, so it is ergonomically 
desirable that it is easily accessible and readily 
identifiable. It is also important the the volume 
can be adjusted over a very wide range, without 
significant shifts in channel balance. A curious 
myth seems to have spread amongst those who 
normally have little to do with hi-fi, to the effect 
that the power of an amplifier is in some way 
related to how far round the scale the volume 
control needs to be for normal listening levels; I 
have even encountered people who have 
criticised an amplifier for needing to have the 
volume control above halfway! If an amplifier has 
already reached the point of delivering full power 
from a typical signal when the volume control is 
only halfway, increasing it will only drive the 
system into distortion, and therefore the second 
half of its travel is entirely wasted; the usable part 
of the range becomes unnecessarily cramped, 
and a small movement results in an undesirably 

large 'jump' in volume.
The ideal volume control should cover a range 

of at least 60dB evenly, so that similar sized 
rotational steps result in similar sized changes in 
volume. Many of the potentiometers used for 
audio volume controls can manage fine at the 
higher volumes, but are frequently too sensitive 
at the lower levels, so that a slight movement 
gives too large a change for accurate setting; 
moreover this can give problems in maintaining 
accurate channel balance at these low levels. It 
was fashionable until recently to use volume 
controls which mimic the action of professionally 
used 'attenuators', so that their operation consists 
of a series of steps. This often makes problems of 
low level volume setting rather worse, though 
happily the trend is now reversing.

One useful technique that is often used to 
extend the operating range of a potentiometer is 
to combine it with a switchable attenuator that 
offers one or two positions of muting or quieting, 
typically subtracting 20dB from the operating 
level. As well as helping to 'stretch' the low level 
area of control, this feature is quite handy wh^. 
for example, answering a telephone or addressing 
a spouse. The mute switch is therefore a useful 
part of a volume control, although its greatest 
benefit will be confeued when the volume 
potentiometer itself is a fairly cheap device; a 
really good full range control (necessarily expen
sive) renders it much less necessary.

The balance control
The final essential control is the balance control, 
which is I suppose the fundamental distinction 
between mono and stereo pre-amps. This is 
required to adjust the channel balance, that is 
the relative loudness of the two channels, which 
can be necessary for a number of reasons. In fact 
the balance control is not likely to be needed 
very often, but is important when it is needed. Its 
uses include compensating (more or less) for an 
off-centre stereo listening seat, or making some 
allowance for speakers which are not the same 
distance from the listener; compensating for a 
poor output match between the two channels of 
a stereo cartridge or two loudspeakers with 
slightly different sensitivities; compensating for 
volume control 'mistracking', ie channel balance 
shifts at different volume levels.

Most balance controls are able to quieten 
completely one or other of the channels at their 
extremes of travel, which can be useful when 
checking for system faults or for correcting 
potentiometer mistracking at extremely low 
levels. A great many balance controls are also 
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fitted with a centre-indent knob, ie one that 
‘clicks’ at the centre position; this is largely 
unnecessary unless the equipment is so sited or 
designed as to make visual identification difficult. 
(It could be argued that the balance control 
should be set by ear and should not be calibrated 
at all, as this can psychologically pressure the 
individual into using the centre position when it is 
inappropriate. But unless the pre-amp is sited 
near the listening seat, it can be difficult to set an 
uncalibrated control by ear alone.)

OTHER FEATURES AND FACILITIES:

'Mode' switching
The simple stereo/mono switch must count as 
the most useful of the 'inessentials', and indeed 
some would regard it as essential, especially for 
playing old mono recordings, as it reduces the 
background noise level (especially low frequency 
‘rumble' effects) without sacrificing any of the 
music. Other frequently provided 'mode' switch 
positions include left and right hand channels 
alone, plus a 'reverse' position which swops left 
and right stereo channels - a convenience only 
really useful if the system has been wired up with 
the channels reversed somewhere in the chain. 
Most of these 'mode' switching positions can be 
useful in fault checking, but the more com
plicated they become, the harder it can be to 
check for a specific fault, as the complexity of 
combination can become confusing.

Other inputs/outputs
In addition to those basic facilities mentioned in 
The bare necessities, and the power amp outputs 
that will be discussed in the power amp section, 
amplifier manufacturers frequently offer a 
number of other inputs and outputs to increase 
the versatility of their machinery. The value of 
these will depend very much on the complexity of 
the installation in which the amp is to be used. 
The switching for connecting tape recorders or 
extra inputs are available as accessories which 
can be added later if desired, so those who may 
be concerned about the future expansion of their 
system, and hence the provision of unnecessary 
amplifier inputs, really have very little to worry 
about.

A few models include a front-mounted jack 
socket for connecting a microphone. The only 
real purpose appears to be to enable the user to 
play DJ at a party or on tape. As this has little to 
do with hi-fi as we perceive it, we have paid little 
attention to this facility. Those who wish to use 

mikes in conjunction with tape recording will find 
such a facility available on the tape deck; this can 
usually be switched to give output through amp 
and loudspeakers direct if required. The mike 
socket on an amplifier usually does offer a mono 
'mixing' facility that the tape decks frequently do 
not (would-be DJs please note). But they by no 
means offer the versatile mixing facilities re
quired by the serious home recordist, which is 
better satisfied by the accessory mixer units that 
can be obtained.

At first sight the most confusing switching must 
be that employed to connect and cross-connect 
two tape recorders. And when one considers how 
few people are actually likely to own two tape 
recorders, let alone record('dub') from one to the 
other or vice-versa, their widespread inclusion 
seems rather unnecessary. I suppose the real 
reason is that the addition of such a feature is 
quite cheap, but the extra five-position function 
sacrifices as much in ease-of-use as it gains in 
versatility. Some manufacturers provide one of 
the tape sockets on the front panel, so that one 
can easily connect a friend's tape recorder into 
the system without creating mayhem amongst 
the rear wiring arrangements. This would seem 
an admirably sensible arrangement, because 
there is no doubt that cassette tapes usually 
replay best on the machine on which they have 
been recorded. So if a friend wishes to pillage 
your collection of rare non-copyright material, 
he'll probably get the best results by bringing his 
own recorder along for the evening.

A method of switching which allows the signal 
being sent to the recorder to be different from the 
one which is being replayed via the loudspeakers 
might be useful. This has parallels with the way a 
video recorder allows one to record a second 
channel while watching the first, and could be 
useful as a 'time-stretch' mechanism, enabling 
one to remain independent of the radio 
schedules while using the hi-fi as one pleases. 
One could therefore play records while simul
taneously capturing a desired radio broadcast on 
tape,. or monitor a long radio programme while 
using the hi-fi for record playing, and then find a 
desired extract at a later time without having to 
go through the whole programme(ie by using the 
fast winding and search capabilities of the 
recorder.) I imagine this facility might be quite 
attractive to those who build up a large library of 
recordings from the radio, although it is hardly an 
impossible feat to by-pass the amp and connect 
recorder and tuner directly to one another when 
the occasion demands! If one wished to listen to 
the radio while (probably illegally) recording
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discs, however, this switching arrangement 
would be essential.

The final input/output that is sometimes fitted 
to the more expensive integrated amplifiers is a 
'break-point' between pre- and power amp 
sections. These usually comprise two sets of 
phono sockets, either physically and electrically 
connected by metal rods, or controlled via an 
adjacent switch. This allows the integrated amp 
to be regarded as a separate pre-/power com
bination in all but siting flexibility, with the 
possible advantage that certain accessories can 
be inserted between pre-and power amp stages 
if desired.

The items that might be inserted between the 
amp stages include graphic equalisers, which 
are very popular in the US but never seem to 
have captured the consumer's imagination (or 
ears?) in Britain. Another device that has proved 
popular in the US but is very much in its infancy in 
the UK is the 'add-on' subwoofer system, which 
can be driven directly from the loudspeaker 
terminals, but in practice usually works better if it 
incorporates its own power amp, and this in turn 
requires pre-amp feed and usually some form of 
electronic crossover. One system approach that 
requires a pre-/power split, and which shows 
plenty of signs of gathering momentum in Britain, 
is the so-called 'active' speaker system, where 
each drive unit in the speaker system is driven 
directly from a power amplifier.

The sound-shapers 
(tone and loudness controls, filters etc.)
One of the classic definitions for an amplifier is a 
'straight wire with gain'. In my view this leaves a 
number of stones unturned, but nevertheless 
has a certain elegance as a concept, meaning 
that the amplifier should merely produce a 
magnified version of the input signal, and other
wise leave it unchanged. In fact very few hi-fi 
users seem content to leave things as simple as 
that, and most seem to demand a number of 
special controls to interfere with the original 
sound balance created by the recording 
engineer. (Readers will have to excuse a certain 
air of disdain when discussing tone controls and 
the like;having lived happily without them for 
four years or more now, I remain fairly un
convinced of their benefits.)

To return to the definition, a magnified version 
of the input signal implies that the amplifier 
magnifies all the frequencies presented to it by 
the same amount, and is therefore described as 
operating 'flat'. The various sound-shapers are 
designed to change this 'flatness' by emphasising 

or de-emphasising some frequencies with 
respect to others, and this is what is meant by 
changing the sound 'balance'. There are a number 
of different types of sound shaper, and these will 
be discussed separately; most have some poten
tial for adversely affecting the signal, and for this 
reason a number of the more expensive amplifiers 
around are omitting them entirely, or going to 
some lengths to ensure that they can be 
switched out of the signal path.

The heart of the matter is that any circuit used 
to 'bend' the frequency response of an amplifier 
introduces an electrical resonance, and 
resonances are fundamentally undesirable things 
that should be avoided as far as possible, 
because they can cause 'ringing' and phase 
shifts. The counter-argument is that such circuits, 
and indeed resonances in general,are inevitably 
introduced by a variety of mechanisms at different 
parts of the recording/playback chain, so that 
one or two more are neither here nor there. But at 
the same time two wrongs rarely make a right, 
and I think it is not unfair to regard the avoidance 
of resonances in the audio band as something 
worthwhile per se.

Most tone controls are designed to act over a 
large segment of the audio band, usually intro
ducing a tilt centred around the middle fre
quencies, so that the frequencies above or below 
receive a fairly gentle rate of boost or cut (the 
rate depending on the setting of the control.) 
Some manufacturers like Quad for example offer 
slightly different modes of operation. A number 
of manufacturers increase the flexibility of tone 
controls by providing alternative 'turnover points', 
ie the frequencies at which the shape of the 
frequency response changes,so that the bass 
control may operate only over the bass region or 
well up into the midband if desired. A number of 
manufacturers also offer a 'middle' or 'presence' 
tone control that boosts or depresses the upper 
midband, usually to a fairly small degree.

But what are the reasons for fitting tone 
controls in the first place? A number of ex
planations can be given,including enabling the 
user to compensate to some degree for the 
characteristics of the listening room, helping to 
overcome inadequacies in the other equipment 
used (notably cartridges, loudspeakers and 
cassette decks), and attempting to compensate 
for a poorly balanced commercial recording. 
Taking these applications in turn, the treble 
control can help to compensate for a poor 
loudspeaker/room match, but its action usually 
extends over too wide a band to give more than 
crude assistance, and it is more sensible to
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ensure speaker/room matching before purchase; 
as far as bass compensation is concerned, the 
tone control is completely inadequate, and the 
only solution is to use a professional type 
(expensive) graphic equaliser that enables 
complex tailoring to be accomplished. Even so 
many people regard the adverse effects of the 
multiple resonances introduced by such a 
device as far more detrimental than the original 
room-induced deviation from the 'flat' state.

The tone control can help compensate for the 
inadequacies of ancillary equipment, and indeed 
it was probably introduced to enable this to be 
done. Nowadays however even modestly priced 
equipment can be found which gives a tolerably 
flat response, or one which is sufficiently flat to 
be beyond effective tone control compensation. 
Cartridges are best compensated by their pre
amp loading, cassette decks can give a fairly flat 
response at modest cost provided they are 
aligned and adjusted correctly and used with a 
properly matching tape. Perhaps the most useful 
application is in helping to augment the bass 
response of a small loudspeaker, but as before 
the value of the tone control must always be 
offset against its distortions.

A futher application of the tone control might 
be to doctor the balance offered by the recording 
engineer. This is also one of its more defensible 
roles, but again one only has to contrast the 
crudity of its operation compared to the variety of 
complex equalisations available to the engineer 
on the individual constituent parts of a recording 
to appreciate the ultimate futility of the 'hi-fi 
consumer as recording engineer'. This is not to 
deny that some users find the ability to change a 
recorded balance useful, particularly on record
ings made more than about fifteen years ago; my 
own experience on modern recordings is that it is 
invariably better to use a carefully set up and 
optimised 'flat' system.

The loudness (contour) switch or control often 
fitted to amplifiers, is of even more questionable 
value than tone control circuitry. The theory is 
that because the ear is progressively less sen
sitive to low and high frequencies compared to 
middle frequencies as volume levels are reduced, 
the loudness control attempts to compensate for 
this effect by boosting low and high frequencies 
by an appropriate amount, for use at low listening 
levels. However in my opinion the loudness 
effect perceived by the ear is an essential part of 
the hearing mechanism, and any attempt to mess 
around with it introduces its own forms of distor
tion. Because the mechanism is inbuilt, we are 
used to living with it, and in fact use it to help 

determine absolute levels of loudness. So when 
we are listening quietly it is more natural to hear 
the bass and treble somewhat suppressed than 
to boost them in order to try and fool the ear into 
believing that it is hearing sounds at a higher 
level than they in fact are. It has been my 
personal observation that the better the hi-fi 
system is, the less necessary and the more 
obtrusive a loudness contour becomes.

The final 'sound-shaper' is the filter, whose 
operation is normally rather more discreet than 
tone controls and loudness contours. While a 
variety of different filter types are used in 
different electronic applications (with evocative 
names such as 'notch', 'comb', and ‘band-pass'), 
from the point of view of the audio amplifier we 
really only have to consider two types: the treble, 
scratch, high, or (strictly speaking) 'low pass' 
filter and the rumble, subsonic, low, or high-pass 
filter. As its name suggests, the filter acts to 
remove certain parts of the signal bandwidth, 
and its activities are usually restricted to the 
extreme ends of the audible frequency spectrum, 
or even beyond the audible range.

There is an old but nonetheless sound adage in 
audio that goes 'The wider you open the window, 
the more the muck flies in', and the purpose of 
filters that act beyond the actual audio band (ie 
infra- and ultrasonic types) is to curtail the 
passage of too much 'muck', which can have 
unpleasant repercussions on the actual audio 
signal.In many cases these filters are optional 
and operated by a front panel switch, but in other 
models they are tailored into the design concept 
of the amplifier, in order to prevent successive 
stages from getting each other into trouble. An 
advantage of the 'fixed' filter is that the designer 
can take it into account when considering the 
overall phase and slewing characteristics of the 
amp; if the filter is switchable, its effect upon the 
system phase or slew rate will depend on whether 
it has been selected by the user or not.

While most filters offer a fixed rate of attenua
tion, some enable gentle or steep slope rolloffs 
■ to be selected. Naturally the steeper the slope 
the less 'muck’will be able to fly through the 
'window', but unfortunately at the same time the 
filter itself produces increasingly unpleasant 
side-effects. Indeed it has always seemed rather 
unfair that the British press has regularly 
castigated Japanese amplifiers for the relative 
ineffectiveness of their filtering in terms of the 
amplifier's frequency response (especially com
pared to the steeper rates of filtering available on 
many British designs), without I feel fully appre
ciating that the Japanese themselves prefer the
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' gentle' filter rate that introduces less of its own 
unpleasantnesses.

Although fixed or variable filters are sometimes 
fitted to operate outside the audio bandwidth, 
there are many designs which offer them working 
within the band also. This, like the tone control, is 
something of a throwback to the days when 
equipment was less capable than it is today, and 
the familiar names of these filters - rumble and 
scratch - indicate their original purposes. 
However very few turntables worthy of the 
description hi-fi produce significant amounts of 
rumble these days, and the problem at low 
frequencies has much more to do with the LF 
resonance of the arm/cartridge combination 
than any other factor. The 'scratch' filter is a 
hangover from the days before the LP disc, the 
idea being that it helped to remove record 
surface noise or the exaggeration of surface 
noise due to the tip mass resonance of the 
cartridge. Here again events have rather over
taken the filter, and surprisingly few hi-fi cartridges 
now have an obtrusive tip mass resonance within 
the audible regions. While the exaggeration of 
record surface noise remains an unpleasant 
phenomenon, it is more likely to be improved by a 
change of cartridge, arm, turntable or even pre
amp than any attempt to use filtering. Certainly 
the causes are still fairly obscure, and seem to in
volve a variety of mechanisms that are not entirely 
susceptible to analysis; but attacking the cause of 
any problem is always much more satisfactory than 
treating the symptoms in a way which is both 
inadequate and coarse.

So despite their limitations, switchable filters 
.can be useful in some circumstances, although 
predominantly in attempting to cover up problems 
in the system. The argument for fixed filtering at 
the extremes of the audio band does seem rather 
more cogent, because under these conditions 
the filtering can be regarded as an integral part of 
the amp itself, and hopefully, problems can be 
avoided while the benefits accrue.

THE POWER AMPLIFIER
The power amplifier has the supposedly simple 
task of driving the loudspeakers with the signal it 
receives from the pre-amp. That this is in fact a far 
from simple task is evident from the existence of 
an international committee which is currently 
deriving specifications to cover the complexities 
and controversies that surround the 'interface' 
between amplifier and speaker. To examine and 
discuss some of the ideas involved, it is first 
necessary to understand a little about what 
electricity consists of and how it behaves. This 

does not mean that I am about to launch into a 
jargon-ridden treatise on electronics, but an 
examination of the nature of electricity and its 
relationship with hi-fi will help establish a 
perspective on some of the controversies 
surrounding amplifier design.

Electricity is concerned with the movement of 
minute particles called electrons within a con
ductive medium, which is usually a metal. The 
engineering discipline of electronics is basically 
concerned with controlling the behaviour of 
electrons by manipulating the medium in order to 
carry out all manner of complex tasks, some of 
which are concerned with hi-fi reproduction and 
transmission.Hi-fi is trying to store and reproduce 
sound, and sound is a vibration in the molecules 
of the air, with the size (amplitude) of the vibrations 
corresponding to volume, and their frequency 
(number of vibrations per second) to the pitch of 
the sound.This is often accomplished by making 
a 'model' of these air vibrations in the form of 
electrical vibrations - hence the microphone 
converts the movement of the air into a move
ment of electrons via a diaphragm. The reason 
electricity and electronics are used for this 
purpose is merely that their technology is the 
most suitable; one could probably derive hi-fi 
systems based on mechanico-acoustics like the 
early 'pre-electric' gramphones, or even use 
fluidics, but electronics is the easiest medium in 
which to work.

The fluid flow of normal household plumbing 
yields analogies that are useful in understanding 
some basic concepts of electricity, although the 
parallel should not be taken too far, as it really 
only refers to the direct current system (as used 
in cars), ratherthan the'alternating' or vibrational 
variety used in the home and for audio. When 
examining the flow of water through a tap, two 
considerations (or 'parameters' to use a little 
scientific jargon) determine the rate at which the 
water flows. One of these is the force or pressure 
with which the water is being pushed, which 
corresponds rather neatly to the voltage in an 
electrical system; the other is the size of the 
outlet through which the water flows, and this 
corresponds to an electrical circuit's resistance. 
The actual rate at which the water is flowing 
(current) depends on both the pressure (voltage) 
and the size of the opening (resistance), and one 
can cut down the flow from a tap by either turning 
the tap off a little, or alternatively by adjusting 
another tap which is part of the same system, as 
this often shares the total pressure available. It 
also explains why an upstairs bath may not run 
water any faster than a downstairs sink despite
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having a larger tap (ie lower resistance): its extra 
'current capability is offset by a reduced 'voltage', 
pressure or head of water.

The analogy becomes rather more hazy when 
considering how one uses electricity. Water is 
drawn by turning a tap so that the water flows, 
impelled by the pressure at a rate which also 
corresponds to the size of the orifice. One'draws' 
electricity by completing a circuit so that a 
voltage difference lies across a resistance, and 
this impels the current to flow, the amount 
depending on the voltage and the resistance 
according to that tried and trusted relationship 
Ohm's Law. The resistance is frequently a heating 
coil (to provide heat or light) or a motor (which 
adds a few complexities that are not really 
relevant here yet).

Under more complicated alternating circum
stances, the simple concept of resistance 
becomes the more complex 'impedance', with 
the addition of two rather more abstruse types of 
load known as 'capacitance' and 'inductance'; 
these have much in common with resistance, but 
their behaviour depends on the alternating 
frequency ie the rate of vibration, and they have 
peculiar effects that are rather like storing the 
electricity for brief moments, in the way that a 
spring can store mechnical energy. This has the 
effect of throwing the voltage and current cycles 
out of phase (out of step with each other). While it 
is inconvenient from the point of view of simple 
conceptualisation that these more complex 
loads exist, it is perhaps just as well because 
much of electronics is based on tinkering with 
these properties!

So far we have examined electricity ratherthan 
electronics, yet the distinction is an important 
one, and frequently not appreciated; indeed 
confusion often seems to result from the fact that 
certain elements of hi-fi engineering derive from 
electrical engineering, while others are rooted in 
electronics. In a nutshell, electrical engineering 
is concerned with electricity as a form of energy- 
its generation and the ways in which its energy is 
used. In contrast electronics is to do with using 
the properties rather than energy of electricity in, 
for example, signal processing and control 
functions. Perhaps the most fundamental distinc
tion between the two is that when we are dealing 
with electrical energy we are concerned with 
quantities, and hence the electrical current plays 
as important a role as the voltage. When dealing 
with electronic signal processing, current plays a 
minor and usually quite insignificant role, the 
signals being modelled by the voltage, and the 
circuit components kept at a high impedance to 

avoid the inconvenience of surges of unnecessary 
current. In fact large currents would prove a 
considerable embarassment for delicate signal 
processing tasks, for the very reasons that they 
are used in an energy or power context, namely 
their ability to generate heat and magnetic fields.

I f there is any single cause of the disagreement 
and controversy evident today in amplifier 
design, I am quite sure that it is due to the 
confusion of these two disciplines. Most dis
cussions of amplifier behaviour seem to concern 
themselves primarily with the voltage signal, 
which is designed to correspond with the audio 
signal input, while in point of fact the loud
speaker is a motor which requires current to drive 
it (and on a rather smaller scale the pickup 
cartridge is a generator of comparatively low 
impedance which tends to produce significant 
current as well as voltage).

However to get back to the subject of power 
amplifiers, their essential characteristic is to 
deliver energy to the loudspeaker in order to get 
back an audio signal corresponding to the 
'voltage model' of the audio signal that has been 
passed through the pre-amp. Ensuring that the 
output voltage corresponds to a magnified 
version of the input voltage without significant 
distortions is one part of the problem, and indeed 
the area that attracts most attention because it is 
in the 'familiar' field of electronics, and voltage is 
much more susceptible to measurement than 
current. Having presented this voltage to the 
loudspeaker, the loudspeaker draws the appro
priate current corresponding to its impedance at 
that instant of time, and it is here that we find 
some fundamentally unreconcilable disagree
ments between designers. The nub of the problem 
is deciding exactly what the impedance of the 
speaker is, in order to decide what the amplifier 
has to do to drive it accurately.

Those who have read reviews of loudspeakers 
in hi-Ii journals (including our own) will be aware 
that curves are shown which depict the'modulus 
of impedance' of the loudspeaker, as a function 
of the different frequencies it is required to 
handle (typically from 20 Hz-20kHz). Although 
this 'modulus of impedance'is intended to 
represent the resistive load of the speaker at 
different frequencies, and hence the current that 
will be drawn to correspond to a particular 
voltage, it is well known that the capacitance and 
inductance components that make up part of this 
load may cause problems, due to large currents 
'disguised' by the current/voltage phase-shifting 
mechanism mentioned earlier. Some designers 
take an even more extreme view, pointing out
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quite correctly that the modulus type of measure
ment merely averages out the impedance value 
over the whole cycle. This they suggest disguises 
the fact that at some frequencies, and under 
certain transient conditions common in music 
signals, the amount of current required to satisfy 
the speakers demands (and hence keep it under 
control) can be considerably larger and also far 
less predictable than that required to meet 
steady state conditions.

While this debate may appear somewhat 
esoteric in this context, and will no doubt be 
resolved in the fullness of time, its implications 
for power amp design are far-reaching for the 
following reasons. To supply a certain number of 
volts and make available a certain number of 
amps costs, by and large, a fairly fixed amount of 
money in components, labour costs etc. Con
sequently most amps are designed to deliver 
their maximum power when driving a load of say 
4-8ohms, within which the typical modulus of 
speaker impedance lies. If it should be technically 
desirable to provide an excess of current to meet 
this hypothesised less predictable load, it will 
cost considerably more money to provide the 
same voltage and hence loudness (though not 
necessarily energy) from the system, with merely 
the possible benefits of offering better loud
speaker control. So if this load unpredictability is 
established, amplifier designers will either have to 
make considerably more expensive amps to pro- 
ducethe same approximate volume, or accept com
promises in sound quality due to this phenomenon. 
11 may seem a little irresponsible to suggest that the 
whole concept of amplifier design may need a 
fairly radical rethink; but a number of specialist 
manufacturers have been producing 'heavy 
current' designs, in some cases for several years 
now, and with significant commercial success. 
And at a seminar with one of the world’s leading 
amplifier design theoreticians, who was retained 
by a major international manufacturer, some very 
similar ideas were expressed, together with 
suggestions that experimental evidence was 
imminent. It would be irresponsible to take a firm 
stance at this juncture, but at the same time it 
would be equally irresponsible to ignore a 
potentially vital element in amplifier design.

Slew rate limiting
Amplifier design never seems actually to stabilise, 
even though many commentators and designers 
tend to suggest that all the problems are long 
solved and nicely under control, and certainly 
orders of magnitude less severe than the distor
tions which occur in other components in the 

audio chain. Over the last few years the related 
distortion mechanisms known as Transient Inter
modulation (T. I. M. or T I. D.) and Slew Rate Limiting 
have both been put forward, hotly debated, and 
finally won a grudging acceptance that has finally 
found its way into commercial design. The 
concept of slew rate limiting is fundamentally so 
simple and obvious that it is surprising it was not 
' discovered earlier

As mentioned previously, the audio signal is 
modelled by a complex alternating voltage, and 
one of the amplifier's tasks is to magnify that 
voltage to a sufficient level to enable the 
attendant current to drive loudspeakers with the 
original signal. This is usually accomplished by 
using a number of amplification stages, each of 
which in turn enlarges the voltage. One of the 
characteristics that defines the performance of 
transistors is known as the 'slew rate’, and this is 
the maximum speed at which the voltage in the 
transistor can change. When taking into account 
the maximum voltage swing required (ie the 
signal level), this slew rate determines how 
quickly the device can switch on and off, and 
hence how high a frequency it can handle before 
limiting and distortion sets in (it has been 
suggested that the slew rate should be two 
octaves - four times - the required high 
frequencies).

Obviously for the same device, the smaller the 
voltage swing required, the higher the frequency 
that can be handled. If we then start with a very 
small very high frequency signal, such as might 
be developed by a moving-coil cartridge for 
example, and the amplification stage provides an 
overall gain of X10, then the transistors that 
provide the output from that stage must be 
capable of slewing ten times faster than the 
fastest input signal to avoid distortion. This is not 
so much of a problem with the fast, small transistors 
used in the middle of the amplifier, but the large 
output transistors which have to pass heavy 
currents to drive the loudspeakers are by their 
very nature comparatively 'slow, so there is a 
danger that the devices will not be able to keep 
up with themselves. Two solutions are open to 
the designer the 'low-key1 approach is to use 
carefully designed low-pass filtering between the 
various stages so that no stage receives a signal 
that is too fast for it to handle; the 'hi-tech’ 
approach is to develop faster and faster devices 
at the high voltage end, and this has led to 
'superfast’ output devices like the V-FET, EBT, 
and power MOSFET. In the final analysis this 
approach probably has the edge, although one 
should not overlook the adage about the dangers 
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of opening the window too wide and allowing too 
much muck through; sometimes careful band
width control can give the best compromise.

I don't propose to try and explain TIO fully in 
similarly simple terms, because it would take 
rather longer and not really serve any useful 
purpose. In essence though TIO can be regarded 
as somewhat similar to SID, applied to complete 
circuits rather than just devices. Most amplifiers 
rely on a mechanism, called feedback, which 
compensates for distortion producing 'non
linearities' in the devices. However it takes a 
finite time for this feedback to operate, depending 
on the circuit design, and in this case the circuit 
can 'fail to catch up with itself when trying to 
handle the highest frequencies, so that the 
output becomes un-corrected distortions.

Output switching
This is another area where there is some measure 
of controversy amongst designers, with some 
claiming that speaker switches in the signal path 
between power amplifier stages and loudspeakers 
are undesirable either on performance or re
liability grounds. Certainly there is some reason 
to regard switches that carry comparatively heavy 
currents representing delicate transient musical 
information with a measure of suspicion, al
though the majority of amps use them anyway. 
However the fact that the more expensive and 
exotic models, and those from specialist 
' enthusiast' manufacturers, tend to eschew them 
suggests perhaps that there is no smoke without 
fire, and that there is at least the possibility of 
sound quality benefits where switches are not 
used.

The reciprocal argument would claim that the 
provision of a headphone socket and the need 
for this to mute the speakers already introduces 
speaker switching, but then the exotic models 
tend not to provide headphone switching either! 
While the debate remains unresolved. I do believe 
there is some room for re-thinking how speaker 
and headphone switching is carried out, and with 
a little more care in the engineering it should be 
possible to have one's cake and eat it too. One 
neat solution is fitted to the MR A60 amp, which 
provides three terminals per channel on the 
back; one of these is connected 'directly while a 
parallel one connects via the headphone socket, 
and the third 'return' also connects direct. The 
user then has the option of a 'straight-through' 
connection, or via the headphone socket with its 
built-in muting.

I personally would like to see all amps with at 
least one 'straight-through' speaker connection 

socket, and then perhaps two switchable positions 
for those wishing to use auxiliary speakers in 
other rooms; these switched sockets could also 
offer the headphone option, and could perhaps 
be arranged to give either/or rather than 
either/or/both, to avoid the possibility of damage 
if the 'main' speakers are left connected. Alter
natively perhaps the best approach to head
phone drive is to provide a special output circuit 
designed specifically for this function.

The whole area of interfacing between amplifiers 
and loudspeakers is sufficiently riddled with 
doubts,controversies and unknowns that the 
connection of more than one set of speakers for 
serious listening must be open to question. The 
problems of loudspeaker drive are complicated 
to say the least, but the fact remains that an 
amplifier is primarily designed for one set in 
terms of its 'conventional' power rating and 
impedance matching, and even its ability to do 
this adequately is challenged by the existence of 
multi-amplification systems (where a separate 
power amplifier is used for each loudspeaker 
drive unit).

Headphone driving poses few of the problems 
found with loudspeakers, if only because a far 
smaller amount of energy is required, the head
phone only needing to energise the ear canal 
rather than an entire room. The majority of 
headphones should work without any difficulty 
from a normal headphone socket, which should 
be designed to give a fairly good match for the 
various types encountered as well as a measure 
of protection against their being overdriven and 
destroyed by the comparatively high-powered 
amplifier. Some of the more exotic designs, 
typically those using electrostatic or electret 
principles of operation, are designed for direct 
connection to loudspeaker terminals via special 
adaptor boxes which also ensure this matching/ 
protection function. Those amplifiers which are 
not provided with headphone sockets can use 
them via an external adaptor/switch box, but the 
same comments and reservations about switching 
in the speaker signal path mentioned above will 
of course apply.

Power indicators
A number of amplifiers are fitted with large 
meters which are supposed to indicate the 
power being delivered by the power amps. 
Different mechanisms are used to display this, 
but the standard so-called 'VU'-type swinging 
needle meter type is usually marginally worse 
than useless, because its reaction time is 
invariably too slow to respond accurately to the
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transient peaks which are the important part of 
the music signal. Some methods of metering, 
either using very fast and expensive needle 
types or some sort of electronic light emitting 
device, are of limited usefulness, although there 
are none that I know of that actually register 
power. They are in fact all devices which 
measure the voltage that is being delivered to 
the loudspeakers. They are then calibrated in 
watts (the measure of power) as a result of the 
designer’s flight of fancy that the loudspeaker 
load that they will be driving is precisely eight 
ohms at all frequencies (which in point of fact it 
never is).

So-called 'power meters’ will not therefore give 
information about the power being delivered by 
the amp; they will give information about the 
voltage being presented at the output terminals, 
provided they are fast enough. This can still be 
useful, because if an amplifier is called upon to 
deliver more voltage than is within its design 
capabilities it goes into a state known as 'clipping'. 
This can cause a variety of ill effects ranging from 
simple distortion to more serious 'latch^ up' losses 
of signal while it, so to speak,recovers its breath. 
There is also the possibility of loss of control 
and/or instability. So clipping can be indicated by 
decent power meters (although one or two 
simple light emitting diodes - LEDs - are in fact 
quite sufficient), so such meters do have their 
uses. Incidentally if you find that you wish to run 
your amp into its clipping region quite often, 
there are only two solutions open: buy a more 
powerful amp, or use more efficient or sensitive 
loudspeakers.

THE POWER SUPPLIES
Amplifier power supplies have recently come 
under close scrutiny from designers, some of 
whom have suggested that they comprise the 
most important single part of any design. Indeed 
one could go so far as to describe an amplifier as 
a power supply connected to a loudspeaker, with 
the signal applied by controlling this supply in the 
manner of a tap controlling the flow of water. A 
variety of different design approaches exist, and 
some of these have been touted as 'inherently 
desirable’ by advertising copywriters. But like 
most things audio, the 'feature' is less important 
than the appropriateness of its application; there 
is no single 'right way, merely a variety of 
available techniques, whose effectiveness is 
probably pretty closely related to their price.

The problem with power supplies is that when 
you remove power from them, you reduce their 
ability to deliver more power. A slight drop in 

capability may not matter in a household 
domestic electricity supply, where one is only 
interested in drawing 'crude' power from the 
system. But audio power corresponds to an 
extremely complex and subtle musical signal, so 
any such lack of capability will show up as a form 
of distortion in the signal. A power supply that is 
fairly impervious to such undesirable effects is 
often referred to as 'stiff.

It is therefore quite likely that two separate 
supplies will be better than one, all things being 
equal, because the demands on one will be 
unaffected by the demands on the other. 
However in practice all things are by no means 
equal, and a number of considerations need to 
be taken into account. The most important is that 
two supplies will inevitably cost twice as much as 
one, if each is to match the capability of the 
single one. In practice 'twin-powered' amps tend 
to use two somewhat smaller supplies, which is 
perhaps fair enough as they only have to power 
one loudspeaker and hence provide on average 
half as much energy. However music consists of 
peaks rather than averages, and the smaller 
supply will necessarily be less capable of pro
viding voltage or current peaks than a bigger 
shared supply.

So the twin power supply approach that is 
commonly encountered, where each supply is 
relatively smaller, may offer certain advantages 
in reducing interference between channels, but 
is also likely to reduce the peak power capability 
of the amplifier, a corresponding disadvantage. A 
similar result to 'twinning' may be obtained by 
'regulating', which involves controlling the output 
of the power supply by electronic means. This 
again effectively gives separate power supplies, 
although only one transformer is used, but again 
the peak capabilities are lower than with a similar 
unregulated supply, and so a larger supply will be 
needed to obtain equivalent peak performances. 
To this cost penalty must also be added the cost 
of the regulating circuitry.

Quite clearly there is 'no such thing as a free 
lunch'. If one were to try and define the power 
supply's functions, this would probably be to 
provide the required current and voltage at every 
stage of the amplification, in such a manner that 
all points of supply remain independent, inasmuch 
as they do not influence each other. The big 
question mark remains over that word 'required', 
and here we come back to the points made 
earlier concerning possible unknowns in pre^ 
amp current handling and loudspeaker transient 
current requirements. Those designers who 
emphasise both the subjective performance of 
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their amplifiers and the importance of their 
power supplies tend to try to increase the 
independence of the different stages, their 
current handling capability, their internal control, 
and the speed at which they can supply both 
voltage and current.

For example, the Meridian 103 modular system 
splits the amp into three basic units, one is a pre
amp with built-in supply, the second is a stereo 
power amp without power supplies, and third a 
power supply section. The user can choose 
between operating with this single power supply 
module for a power of 35 watts per channel, or 
having two separate (and incidentally identical) 
power supplies to give 45 watts per channel and 
claimed subjective improvements; this configura
tion also permits the purchaser to begin with one 
supply and upgrade without obsolescence at a 
later date. Likewise the Nairn 160 and 250 power 
amps are claimed to offer virtually identical 
power amplifier circuitry, yet one costs twice the 
price of the other because of their power supply 
differences, the 160 having a single unregulated 
supply while the 250 uses a larger transformer 
and no fewer than four regulated supplies.

REVIEWING AMPS: THE PITFALLS
There is probably no audio component more 

difficult to evaluate meaningfully than the ampli
fier, for a number of very good reasons. Many of 
these have been touched on in the preceding 
sections which examined the constituent parts in 
some detail, but this is an opportunity to tie them 
together. Two quite opposite schools of thought 
currently exist amongst the experts in the field. 
The problems boil down to the simple question of 
choosing the criteria that are relevant for design 
or evaluation, and here the reader will have to 
make some effort to establish his criteria, rather 
than merely taking the reviewer- or his critic's- 
words for it.

These opposing stances are so dissimilar and 
strongly held that there can be no consensus 
approach to deciding what makes an amplifier, 
broadly speaking, good, bad or indifferent. One 
point of view would not be inaccurately described 
as ‘objectivist’, and claims that any reasonably 
designed amp that is operated within its limits(of 
power capability into the accompanying loud
speaker impedance) will sound indistinguishable 
from any other, provided sufficient care is taken 
to match levels and ensure that there are no 
frequency response anomalies.

Close to this extreme position are many others 
who consider that as the measured distortions 
introduced by amplifiers are so much lower than 

those produced by other elements in the chain, 
notably cartridges and loudspeakers, any 
marginal differences between models will be 
irrelevant. The implication is that the only valid 
criteria for a sensible approach to purchasing an 
amplifier are its power capability in relation to 
price, one’s requirements and loudspeakers, and 
the features and facilities that are needed, 
provided that the design does not show any 
obvious weaknesses on technical measurement.

The alternative so-called 'subjectivist' stance 
proposes that amps are really by no means 
perfect, and that their performance exerts a 
powerful influence on the overall sound quality of 
a system. It is also implied that our present 
measuring techniques are unsuccessful at 
revealing important audible differences. If one 
accepts this point of view, the criteria of power 
capability and facilities should be extended to 
include listening tests. Furthermore it is also 
suggested that comparable power ratings may 
not yield similar maximum tolerable loudness 
levels, and that a 'loudness capability is a more 

• valid or useful criterion than measured power.
The essential difference between these points 

of view is that one places importance on listening 
tests, while the other regards their results as 
figments of either the imagination or inadequate 
test procedures. While the co-authors of this 
book are both firmly convinced that the amplifier 
does indeed make a vital contribution to sound 
quality, our researches before the project got 
under way indicated that current methods of 
subjective assessment, at least when dealing 
with large numbers of products, are far from 
reliable. Moreover objective measurement tech
niques cannot be relied upon to give results 
which correlate with claims for sound quality 
either. Consequently any findings related to 
sound quality must be regarded as tentative 
rather than definitive.

Despite this measure of uncertainty we are 
quite convinced that listening tests must be 
carried out, and the results reported. Even 
though the 'subjectivists’ have not succeeded in 
proving the reliability of their results, the fact 
remains that a sizeable percentage of those 
involved in hi-Ii- probably the majority -would 
regard themselves as more or less in this camp. 
So while the easy way out would be to omit more 
than cursory subjective testing, and produce a 
book based merely on simple (and perhaps 
meaningless) objective tests, this would have 
rendered the project worthless in the eyes of a 
significant segment of audio opinion. To take the 
opposite course and rely heavily upon listening
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tests of dubious reliability in order to make value 
judgements would be equally indefensible.

From this vantage point, perched uncomfort
ably upon the horns of a dilemma, it is possible to 
see a way to wriggle out of this situation by 
means of careful qualification and a degree of 
necessary reserve. Therefore an amp which 
offers a competitive package of power and 
facilities will not be debarred from commenda
tion on the basis of poor results in the listening 
tests, though the review will naturally exhort the 
reader to confirm or deny our findings for himself. 
Similarly, good and consistent listening test 
results will be sufficient justification for com
mending an amplifier that might not otherwise 
qualify, for example on the basis of price/power 
or poor measured distortion.

Our advice to the buyer must be to try to 
confirm or deny our subjective results for himself, 
or at any rate try to establish for himself the 
importance of sound quality in amplifiers. Those 
who line up with the 'objectivists' will neverthe
less find the reviews useful in providing facility/ 
power/price data to assist them in making a 
choice, and can cheerfully ignore our'subjective 
impressions'! Hopefully those like ourselve who 
consider that amplifier differences are signifi
cant will find our subjective findings correspond 
to some degree with their own, and consequently 
our attempts in this direction will be of some 
value.

The listening tests
Over the past few years a number of projects 
have been undertaken by this and other 
magazines in the hopes of establishing reliable 
subjective test procedures for amplifiers. Overall 
the results have not shown great consistency, 
though the indications in the most recent instances 
nave been more encouraging than heretofore. 
There remain many pitfalls though, particularly 
when dealing with a large number of products in 
projects such as this.

To try and avoid unreliability as much as 
possible, we decided to carry out several quite 
separate listening tests under different circum
stances on all of the amps, while trying to 
ensure that the conditions for listeners were as 
relaxed as possible. The'blind' listening included 
a number of repeats to help give an indication of 
reliability. One could continue to make listening 
tests more and more elaborate in the hopes of 
making them more reliable and meaningful. Even 
so there appears to be no guarantee that the 
results could be replicated independently else
where under different circumstances, which is 

the real criterion for a 'scientific' testNeverthe- 
less we feel that we have at least done our 
damnedest to avoid generating unreliable 
results, while remaining aware that this is an area 
where nothing is strictly provable.

In my own experience, the only really reliable 
method of subjective amp assessment remains 
to live with the model for at least a few days under 
relaxed home conditions, and even this can give 
results that may not be truly universally applicable 
(in other words they may only work in the context 
of the particular system). Under such 'home' 
circumstances I have myself spent over £1500 
on my personal amplification system; while this 
may not prove anything (apart from certifiable 
tendencies in some people's estimation), it does 
indicate a personal commitment to the subjective 
importance of the amplifier in a hi-fi system. 
Unfortunately it is impossible to carry out this 
extensive 'home-use' evalutation on the large 
range of products that are accommodated in a 
Choice project- if this was attempted the results 
would not only still be somewhat system
dependent, but many of the models would 
probably have become obsolete in the 
meantime!

The measurements
The measurements taken on an amplifier fall 
roughly into two types: those that are taken in 
order to determine the basic physical and 
electrical parameters of the amplifier, such as its 
size and input sensitivities; and those that are 
taken in order to get information on how well the 
amplifier performs, such as distortion and noise 
measurements. The former are vital in order to 
establish whether the amplifier is likely to match 
electrically other items of equipment, the room 
decor, the available shelf space, the impedance 
of the speakers being used, etc, etc. The second 
group is intended to give information on how well 
the amp performs rather than merely what it 
performs, and implies that we have some 
knowledge of what constitutes a worthwhile lab 
performance. (In point of fact many so-called 
performance measurements have developed not 
so much because they represent desirable 
amplifier functions, but more because the 
machinery existed to carry out the test!)

When embarking on this project we examined 
closely the tests that were normally carried out 
by manufacturers and reviewers in order to build 
up a programme. Although we would have liked 
to include some fairly new techniques in the 
hopes of achieving close reliable subjective/ 
objective correlations, this was not always 
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practical for a variety of reasons: some can be 
challenged on the grounds that they are not 
representative of 'use' conditions; some risk 
damaging the amplifier through stressing it too 
hard, and the last thing we wanted were a lot of 
'dead' amps; some require rather more develop
ment of technique and/or apparatus than was 
possible in the time available. However this still 
left us with an enormous number of possible 
measurements to take on each amplifier, all of 
which qualified for possible inclusion either on 
grounds of tradition, hoped for correlation, or to 
reveal potential trouble spots.

There are of course an infinite number of 
measurements that one could take on a single 
amplifier. The big question, for which no-one has 
provided a totally satisfactory answer, is which 
measurements are the important ones. If one 
accepts the point of view that the differences 
between amps are insignificant, then measure
ments are merely required to show that the 
sample is performing adequately and to define 
the parameters necessary for basing one's 
selection on price/power/facilities/matching. 
The fact that even a 'poor amplifier will produce 
harmonic distortion, frequency response and 
crosstalk measurements that are 'betted than 
those given by the best speakers and cartridges 
continues to argue that perhaps most amplifier 
measurements are irrelevant.

If one takes the stance that amplifiers do play 
an important role in sound quality, then which 
measurements indicate the sound quality per
formance?. The simple answer is that we don't 
know! All we can hope to do is to take a lot of 
measurements of different kinds and look for 
patterns developing between the amplifiers, 
rather than absolute values that can be labelled 
'good' or 'bad'. There is even some evidence 
which suggests that improving certain aspects of 
measured performance without due considera
tion for the total design may actually worsen the 
listening results. In the early days of transistor 
amp design, for example, the tendency was to 
increase the amount of feedback to a level tar 
higher than that which has been used in valve 
designs. It is now generally accepted that 
although this enhanced the measured perform
ance using simple steady state techniques, it 
also tended to introduce undesirable dynamic 
distortions, which were less easily measured but 
which were certainly audible. In tact the 
necessary low feedback in valve designs may be 
one reason why they have maintained their 
popularity amongst a minority, despite their 
inherent technical limitations and extra costs- it 

is that much more difficult to mis-engineer the 
feedback loop!

The net result of the above was that some 
amps which produced better harmonic distortion 
results than others actually sounded worse. 
Although we do not wish to imply that this is a 
reliable 'inverse' indicator either, it does rub 
home the fact that measurements are really only 
worthwhile as indicators if they follow some 
pattern which relates to the listening experience.

On the basis that absolute measurement 
values on amplifiers rarely bear any direct 
relationship to sound quality, we started by 
measuring a deliberately excessive number of 
different parameters to look for those that 
seemed to offer the best correlations, in addition 
to including those which have almost by habit 
become 'standard'! We should point out that a 
further process of editing has been applied to the 
results published, because printing interminable 
lists of figures is baffling for any but the most 
technical reader,and ultimately self-defeating; 
we see little point in publishing data merely to 
prove that we have taken it! Let us now examine 
the different measurements that were taken, 
discussing the meaning and interpretation of the 
results.

Power output
The power of an amp is traditionally expressed in 
watts, which is the unit of electrical power 
derived by multiplying together the volts and 
amps supplied across and through a specified 
load.

All electrical power systems work by setting up a 
voltage across a load, and this itself determines 
the current required: with ordinary power 
systems like the mains or car battery (and 
ignoring AC voltage complexities), the voltage 
supplied is set at 240 and 12 respectively, so 
%amp at 240 volts will give 60 watts, whereas 5 
amps will be necessary at 12 volts to give 60 
watts (% x 240 = 5 x 12 = 60). If the voltage is 
fixed, then the power is determined by choosing 
the load to allow the right amount of current to 
flow. This can be worked out by means of Ohm's 
Law, which states that the current (I, amps) 
multiplied by the load (R, ohms) equals the 
voltage (V, volts). So the load that gives 60 watts 
via V. amp from the mains will have a resistance of 
960 ohms, but with the 12 volt battery it will be 
2.4 ohms. Getting back to the audio situation, the 
amplifier sets up a voltage that corresponds to 
the required loudness and the signal content, 
and the loudspeaker then specifies the required 
current according to its load.
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Small Wonder

The A&R integrated amplifier and its matching T21 stereo 
f.m. tuner are tangible proof that biggest isn't always best.

Numerous reviews have shown the modestly priced A60 to be 
amongst the best available, regardless of cost. The A60's sound 
quality is outstanding and its reliability legendary. The T21 has been 
equally well received; and all this from units only 2 3/8 inches 
(60mm) high!

full details and the names of dealers

HFCh 
9-81

v
...3

We've designed the A60 and T21 to be used in the home, not the 
dealer's showroom. The controls are simple and straight-forward to 
use. The satin black facias are smart and straight-forward to use. The 
satin black facias are smart but unobtrusive. Interchangeable wood 
sleeves (with a choice of teak, walnut, rosewood and black) enable 
them to be matched with almost any furniture scheme.

Small wonder Hi-Fi Choice 1 has awarded them the accolade of 
'Best Buy'.

If you are thinking of buying an amplifier, tuner or 
receiver you must audition A&R eqm.pment. Wnite or
phone today for 
near you.

A&RCAMBRIDGE
Amplification and Recording 
(Cambridge) Ltd
Denny End Industrial Centre, 
Waterbeach, CAMBRIDGE.
Tel. (0223) 861 550
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• We require the amplifier to work right across 
the audio spectrum from the deepest bass at 
20Hz to the highest treble at 20kHz. While it is 
true that most of the energy will be required at 
the middle frequencies, there are some 
indications that a restricted power delivery 
capability at the frequency extremes can be a 
slight weakness. As our quotations of power are 
made as far as possible at the level at which 0.1 % 
distortion is reached, a reduced power reading 
may merely correspond to an increase in distor
tion. The 'standard' load used to represent loud
speakers is 8 ohms, so we have measured the 
maximum power with both channels driven 
simultaneously into 8 ohms at a suitable mid
band frequency (1 kHz), and repeated the 
measurement at 20Hz and 20kHz to check for 
any possible limitations.

We then measured the power with only one 
channel driven. If the amp can produce more 
power when driving only one channel, this 
implies that the power delivery when both 
channels are driven is being limited to some 
extent by the capabilities of the power supply 
'running out of steam' and not fully meeting the 
demands placed upon it. In other words the 
power supply could with advantage be 'stiffened'.

In addition to measuring the channels separately 
with an 8 ohm load, we have also investigated 
their ability to drive into lower impedances. The 
theoretically 'ideal' amplifier would maintain its 
voltage and double its current when the load is 
halved, thus producing double the 8 ohm power 
output into 4 ohms and a further doubling into 2 
ohms. However, to do this is expensive and 
usually also means restricting the power that 
can be delivered into 8 ohms, as the amp has to 
be 'balanced' with reduced voltage and increased 
current capability.

A minority of designers consider that it is 
necessary to sacrifice loudness for this enhanced 
ability to drive complex loads, their claim being 
that it is vital to prevent the loudspeaker from 
being starved of current. The majority would say 
that this is largely unnecessary overdesigning, 
and is potentially commercial suicide! The debate 
continues, and the proof of the pudding must 
remain in the listening experience. But we have 
as far as possible measured the amplifiers' 
abilities to drive these low impedances in order 
to give an indication of the designer’s priorities 
and also the ability of the amp to drive some of 
the 'nastier” speaker types around.

The final power test is a measure of the 
transient power of the amp, to see what it can 
develop in a short 'burst', which is probably more 

representative of music peaks than the steady 
state sinewaves used for the other power tests. A 
high 'burst' capability should indicate an amp 
that goes quite gently into distortion when it is 
driven hard. It can also however indicate a 
degree of 'looseness' or lack of power supply 
control which can impair detail.

Inputs
We have measured a large number of parameters 
concerned with the inputs of the amplifiers so 
that the reader can check matching with the 
inputs and outputs of other components that may 
already be owned or be contemplated for future 
purchase. Details concerning checking the 
matching of sensitivities and impedances is 
given in the earlier section describing the 
different pre-amp inputs in detail; note that the 
input capacitance of the disc input can signifi
cantly affect the sound from moving magnet 
cartridges.

Outputs
Our figures relating to the outputs from the amp 
that feed tape decks and headphones are 
designed to try and indicate typical use conditions. 
The precise conditions are specified in the 
technical introduction, but for the tape outputs 
the intention has been to measure the signal 
when loaded by a typical tape deck impedance of 
the appropriate standard, and when driven at 
typical signal levels from disc and auxiliary inputs.

Any power amp is more than capable of driving 
headphones, as these require relatively little 
energy compared to loudspeakers - so little in 
fact that most models can be driven from a tape 
deck pre-amp with little difficulty. The main 
problem when driving headphones from power 
amps is avoiding destroying their delicate 
moving parts with too much power. For this 
reason the headphone socket is fitted with an 
attenuator, and this serves the extra purpose of 
allowing the amplifier to drive the headphone in 
its normal working range. If driven directly from 
the speaker terminals, the volume control will 
need to be kept retarded, and this can allow the 
residual noise in the potentially powerful 
amplifier output stage to become obtrusive; an 
attentuator minimises this problem. To ensure 
that the headphone socket is suitable for driving 
the wide variety of impedances types found 
amongst commercial designs, we have measured 
the socket voltage that is supplied across two 
typical representative impedances (8 ohms, 2.2
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kohms) using a 'standard representative' input 
signal.

Noise
While we have measured this parameter with one 
of the most recent standard methods, there is 
little doubt in my mind that noise has a fairly 
limited effect upon the listening experience, 
because no domestic program source yet avail
able can produce noise figures that are any
where near as good as most amplifiers; further
more most sources have a far more restricted 
'real' dynamic range capability than even their 
noise figures indicate. Admittedly some very low 
inherent noise figures are promised for the 
'digital disc' formats that are appearing in proto
type form from a number of manufacturers, but 
this does little to change my feelings (prejudices?) 
that by and large random noise is the least 
offensive form of distortion, and insignificant 
compared to other problems generated in 
systems when the music is actually playing-after 
all there is little point in listening to the 
background noise on its own!

Damping factor
The damping factor is the ratio of the internal 
impedance of the amplifier output to the 
impedance of the loudspeaker (which is tradi
tionally taken as 8 ohms). The theory is that the 
amplifier acts as a brake on the movement of the 
loudspeaker cone by acting as a near short 
circuit when seen from the speaker. (Try for 
yourself the difference in pushing a reflex loaded 
loudspeaker bass cone with and without a wire 
connecting the two speaker terminals together).

In practice there seems little point in increasing 
this ratio beyond 40 (some consider 15 is ample), 
and it is likely that the dominant factor will be the 
resistance of the speaker leads in any case. 

.(Note though, that the latest trend is to reduce 
this effect by including speaker wires in the 
feedback system; this will be referred to in 
greater detail in the relevant individual reviews.)

The output impedance of the amplifier is in fact 
an artificial effect caused by the feedback loop 
within the amplifier, and we have measured it at 
three frequencies to see where and whether 
there is any significant variation. A significant 
drop in damping factor at HF can be an indication 
that the internal bandwidth of the amplifier is 
limited, and this may result in unpleasant distor
tion effects (TID etc) if fed from a wids-hfl nrtwirtth 
source such as a moving-coil cartridge.
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DC offset
The DC offset is a measure of the DC voltage 
measured at the amplifier's outputs. This is an 
undesirable side-effect that has come about 
since most amplifiers abandoned capacitor 
coupling in favour of direct coupling a few years 
ago. It will produce a slight forward or backward 
permanent offset in the speaker cone, which 
could be a possible source of distortion and will 
also heat the voice coil unnecessarily. It is a 
convenient indicator to show how well the 
amplifier has been set up when it left the factory. 
The DC offset should be as small as possible and 
similar in both channels.

Power bandwidth
This is an indication of the highest and lowest 
frequencies at which the amp can deliver 
reasonable amounts of power at low levels of 
distortion. It is difficult to interpret, as although 
there are indications that a narrow bandwidth 
has certain undesirable attributes, there is also 
evidence that too wide a bandwidth may give rise 
to equally harmful effects of a different kind (the 
wider you open the window etc.) It is probably 
desirable for this bandwidth to cover the audio 
band from 20Hz to 20kHz, but extension much 
beyond this is likely to be unnecessary, and 
bandwidths extending significantly above 50 kHz 
may give rise to problems.

Total Harmonic Distortion
Rather than quote a figure for this parameter, we 
have examined the content of the distortion in 
order to make a value judgement.

Harmonic distortion is one of the key traditional 
parameters of amplifier design, which is one 
reason why most designers make sure that their 
products show little of it! However its effect are 
known to be fairly innocuous, because music 
signals contain large proportions oi harmonics 
naturally. In addition, cartridges and loudspeakers 
both produce quite large amounts of harmonic 
distortion, more than sufficient to mask that 
produced by virtually any amplifier. The addition 
of harmonics to a single note will change its 
'timbre' slightly, but unless the amplifier is 
producing large amounts of high-order harmonics 
(l1 ths, 13ths etc), the distortion is unlikely to be 
detectable. The examination of harmonic distor
tion is frankly more use in understanding the 
internal behaviour of the amp than in producing a 
meaningful result which will r.orrnlAte with 
subjective listening tests.
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Intermodulation Distortion
Intermodulation distortions are generally con

sidered to be far more offensive than their 

harmonic brethren. Whereas the harmonic 

distortion merely gives extra amounts of fre

quencies which are present in the music anyway, 

marginally changing their relationship but nothing 

else, intermodulation distortions are the products 

of two (or more) frequencies, and give the 

frequencies that were not present in the original 

at all, known as sum and difference components. 

For instance the combination of frequencies at 

19kHz and 20kHz (quite likely to be produced as 

a result of the tip mass resonance of a typical 

cartridge and poor disc surfaces) will produce an 

unrelated difference signal at 1 kHz, where the 

ear is quite sensitive.

Hum performance
Once again we decided the best way to describe 

the hum performance of an amp was via a value 

judgement, after a careful examination of the 

hum spectrum. Hum is, I suppose, related to 

noise, but acts at particular frequencies, which 

therefore stand out when it is present, and the 

results are far more objectionable than the 

gentle 'swishing' of random noise. The cause of 

hum is breakthrough from the mains alternating 

frequency of 50Hz (60Hz in the US), but its 

effects become more objectionable when higher 

harmonics which are more clearly audible are 

generated (eg 150, 200, 300Hz).

Crosstalk and Separation
Crosstalk or separation is a measure of the 

breakthrough from one channel of a stereo 

amplifier to the other. Traditionally it has been 
held that there is likely to be no problem provided 

it exceeds a modest 40dB, which is more than 

most pickup cartridges can manage. However 

crosstalk is a form of distortion, and if it lies only 

40dB below the other channel signal it is rather 

higher than other forms of amplifier distortion. 

Crosstalk may also provide an indication of the 

interdependance of the power supplies.

Crossover distortion
Nearly all commercial amplifiers operate in what 

is known as class B or class AB mode. This refers 

to the way in which the output signal is passed 

through two sets of transistors, one of which 

handles the 'top' half of the wave cycle, and the 

other the 'bottom' half. As the signal is passed 

from one to the other, one set is switched off and 

the other on, and this will cause a slight 'ripple' 

distortion effect known as crossover distortion. 

We have examined the crossover components in 

each amp on an oscilloscope, and comments are 
made where they suggest a potential source of 

trouble.

CHOOSING AND USING AN AMP
How does one set about choosing an amp from 

the hundred or more models that are available 

these days? At first sight the prospect is daunting, 

but providing one doesn't simply panic and pick 
up the first pretty one to catch the eye, it's not 

difficult to cut the list down to size. The first thing 

is to decide on a list of priorities, start getting 

down to a shortlist, and finally do a little listening 

for yourself to make sure you like the sound.

For most people the first criterion will be price. 

But having decided on a price, bear in mind that a 

little less money spent on the amp could leave a 

little more for the record deck, and you may 

prefer the overall result; alternatively a more 

expensive amp with cheaper speakers may be 

more to your liking. So go for a price bracket, but 

keep flexible, and try to listen to the cheaper and 

more expensive options at least to find out what 

you are gaining or losing.

Price is however not the only criterion; for 

many people the big question will be 'how 

powerful?' This is virtually impossible to answer 

in general terms, and provided one is reasonably 

careful, it is also probably true to say that there is 

no such thing as too much power!

Many people are nervous about matching 

amplifier power with speaker power handling, 

and consequently stick slavishly to manufacturer's 

recommendations without perhaps realising the 

slim premises on which they are based. The 

ability of an amplifier to damage a loudspeaker 

depends on so many more things than just its 

power rating, not all of which can be predicted, 

and there are really no worthwhile rules. It 

depends on the type of program (electronic 

synthesiser type music being the most dangerous), 
the ability of the amp to keep control of itself 

particularly when driven hard, and the clean

liness of the program source. It was salutary to 

note during the work for Choice: Loudspeakers 

that a 500 watt amp was used for some of the 

time; although it was possible to make some of 

the speakers protest audibly, none were 

permanently damaged, and it was surprising how 

many quite modest models accepted the full 
power rating on peaks. Although this was partly 

due to the very clean signals used, it also tended 

to show how the extra headroom and consequent 

extra control of a big amp helped matters. One 

shop with a large dem room has often remarked 
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to me how the cheap low-powered amps tend to 
blow up their speakers far more readily than the 
high powered monsters, due to the bad effects 
than can occur when a smallish amp is persist
ently overdriven.

So if too much power is unlikely to be a 
problem, what is the minimum one can get away 
with? Again one factor in the equation will be how 
well the amp behaves when it is near its limit. But 
the most important considerations will be how 
loud one likes to play music, how large the 
listening room is, and how sensitive one's loud
speakers are. The first will depend on personal 
taste, and the second on circumstances, but we 
may as well consider an average room of say 80 
cubic metres, while the third can have the most 
marked effect of all. Amongst the loudspeakers 
in one of our surveys there was a difference of 
rather more than 10:1 in the amplifier power 
needed to achieve the same level of loudness! 
So if you have very sensitive speakers, you 
should be able to get loud levels in a normal sized 
room using only a few watts of amplifier power, 
while the less sensitive designs may need as 
many as40 watts to achieve a similar level; this in 
turn means that the less efficient speakers will 
be working an amp rather harder, and will leave 
less in hand to cope with peaks (which can be 
much higher than the average power levels in 
music). 50 watts or so is likely to leave sufficient 
in hand for the 'average' situation, but if the 
speakers used are fairly sensitive, 20 watts may 
be ample. If you find even more powerful 
amplifiers of 100 watts or more beginning to 
strain and giving insufficient'headroom', it is time 
to consider using more sensitive speakers; this 
will usually be a cheaper way of getting a higher 
loudness capability. Once again there is no 
substitute for listening to a combination for 
yourself to determine whether it is loud enough 
or tolerable at its higher levels; sheer numbers of 
8 ohm watts do not give a reliable indication of 
whether a combination will sound good at high 
levels.

Another criterion for choosing an amp will be 
the provision of the right facilities. However it is 
not really necessary to place a plethora of'just in 
case' inputs as a high priority, because these can 
always be added later if such a case arises. It is 
however quite important to make sure that the 
inputs that are provided are going to match your 
other equipment adequately, and the outputs for 
tape, headphones, and most importantly loud
speakers likewise. For loudspeakers, the 
amplifier should be able to deliver plenty of 
power at the speaker's minimum impedance 
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value (if not below this), particularly if this 
minimum lies in the midrange.

Physical appearance is often one of the most 
important criteria for the purchaser. This may be 
prejudice, but I sometimes wonder whether the 
'satin-chrome monster' that gleams amongst its 
brethren on the shop shelf is very well suited to 
blend in with the lounge decor, or is merely 
gleaming in order to make sure that it is noticed 
in the shop? I may be old-fashioned, but have 
always felt that discretion was the better part of 
styling, particularly with something that one has 
to live with day in and day out. It is perhaps rather 
sad that the average customer gets little alter
native to chrome in the majority of ranges, 
although at least some manufacturers now offer 
a matt black alternative. Happily the smaller 
British manufacturers offer a wide variety of 
different styles and finishes; indeed the chances 
are that any two British amps will be more 
different from each other than the styling 
differences encountered amongst the entire 
range of Japanese hi-fi!

The final, and in our view the overriding 
criterion must be sound quality. We have done 
our best to give advice on this aspect of an 
amplifier's performance, but this is a tricky field. 
We do feel that no hi-fi product should be 
purchased without prior demonstration, and that 
the customer should ideally be afforded the 
opportunity of a home demonstration with the 
chance to compare one or two alternatives in the 
context of his own system (don't expect big 
discounts with this sort of service, however, or 
you'll end up with a bankrupt dealer!)

A good dealer should be able to demonstrate 
an appropriate improvement if he tries to sell you 
an expensive amplifier instead of a cheap one. If 
a dealer is a good one, his standard of demonstra
tion should be high, and the overall sound quality 
should be good; another old adage 'if it sounds 
wrong it is wrong' is also worth keeping in mind. 
Above all have a little faith in your own powers of 
discrimination; if a dealer can sway you by the 
standard of his demonstration rather than the 
smoothness of his patter, then the chances are 
he does have something to offer.

In conclusion a few 'don'ts' when using an 
amplifier. Don't economise on speaker cable by 
grafting together miscellaneous lengths of left
over bell wire with sticky tape; use mains cable of 
at least 5 amp, and preferably 13 amp capability, 
without any joins. Make sure this is securely 
fastened' at each end and that the two wires 
cannot accidentally touch. Don't unplug inputs or 
outputs while the amp is switched on - this is just
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asking for trouble; if you have been playing 
around with the inputs or outputs for any reason, 
then switch on afterwards at a low volume setting 
and increase this slowly while making sure 
nothing is wrong. Don't overdrive the amp for 
long periods; overdriving is usually easily detect
able by an increase in distortion, and if you keep 
it up for a long time you may well damage the amp 
or the speakers.

You are invited to telephone
N EWOUAY (063 73) 6380 to arrange 
a mutually convenient demonstration 
of the finest Hi-Fi equipment ever to 

be heard in Cornwall.

AMPS AVAILABLE
FROM:

ALLENTON AUDIO 
DERBY

Hear the CRIMSON 5101520, along with 
all the best in Hi-Fi. .. ring us now for a 

free demonstration. We also stock the 
finest Loudspeakers including CELEF, 

PRO AC and PROFILE.
ALLENTON AUDIO 
13 Saddleworth Walk, 

Shelton Lock, 
Derby.

Tel. 0332 701194

Rogers
BRITISH HIGH-FIDELITY

A75 SERIES Ill AMPLIFIER £256
A100 AMPLIFIER £321
STUDIO I LOUDSPEAKERS £322
LS3/5A LOUDSPEAKERS £193

NOW ON DEMONSTRATION AT:-

SVSTEH Mill
a ^ ^^ Street ^^y ^ffok 1" ^Oo^yt07873J 72348

ACCESS FINANCE 
AVAILABLE VISA

A&R CAMBRIDGE (S)

QUAD

CLASSIC (S)

SUGDEN

QUANTUM

MERIDIAN (S)

EXPOSURE (S)

LENTEK (S)

E UTE (S)

TRESHAM (S)
* * * *

Home demondstrations and 
installation with pleasure.

I've got the equipment if you've got 
the ears (and the money), although 
finance is available.

(S) = Sole County Agent.
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Choosing 

cartridge is as

It's one thing recognising that your 
cartridge is one of the most crucial com
ponents of your hi-fi. And that it probably 
isn't doing your record collection justice.

But quite another to decide which 
mmake and type from the many available 
you should slip in its place.

Fortunately, that's where you ran 
depend on your local ADC dealer for a 
piece of sound advice.

Simply by asking a few very personal 
details — such as the type of system you 
own, what your listening taste is and how 
far your pocket can stretch — he'll be able 
to show you a cartridge that's just right for 
you. From the very extensive ADC range.

And he'll make an astonishingly clear 
case for it by letting you listen to its superb 
reproduction for yourself.

He'll also take the trouble to explain 
how every ADC cartridge has highly 
accurate tracking ability that gives superb 
reproduction and yet minimal record wear.

All of which m^eans that you'll 
actually be left with no 
choice at all: it'll 
just have to be ADC.

Music toyourears.
Audio ¡Dynamics Corporation. Powke Lane, War-ley.

West Midlands. 864 5QH. Tel:(0384)65191

But before you go along to your local 
dealer, read what some of Britain's most 
critical listeners have to say about us.

"for my taste ^and system I re^in loyal to the 
^ADC's, particularly in te^rms of value for money'.' 
Paul Maeser in HI-A NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

"It in well detailed ^and very refined where 
app^triate, ^and its dynamics g^al, but al in a
very musical way’.'
Alvin Gold reviewing the ^C ^XLM Mklll Improved in 
WHATAL HI-A?

"This ^^rtidge was unive^ersaly liked for its clear 
natural rendition of voice which allied each 
inflection to come over clearly'.'
Dave Berrimann reviewing ^C QLM 36 Mklll Improved 
in PRACTICAL HI-A.

"Very g^al sound quality for the price in coupled 
taiin a fine lab perfo^^^e'.'
HI-A CHOICE reviewing the VLM Mklll Improved.

^VLl MMkI Improved — m-FI CHOICE BEST BUY 
ADC. QLM 34 - m-FI CHOICE BEST BUY
ADC. MMkI Improved -
m-FI CHOICE BEST BUY J|I|k|II
ADC. MMkI Improved —
m-FI CHOICE RECO^^^ED

Your local ADC specialist is listed overleaf.
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The ADC 
cartridge 

range
featuring ADC Induced Magnet System 
and revolutionary Omni-Pivot System.

YOUR ADC SPECIALIST.
Agood place to talk hi-fi.

^C dealers are carefully selected for their helpful. knowledgeable approach to the business 
of choosing hi-fi. They won't attempt to blind you with science. they'll listen to your questions, and 
provide facilities for you to make a useful comparison between various manufacturers products. 
Don't settle for anything less.

ASTRION
The best cartridge ever made!
No compromise design with extended 
contact diamond stylus fused by laser 
onto a sapphire crystal cantilever 
and located in an Orbital Pivot

Suspension block.
(a development of the 

Omni-Pivot System).
& Ultra-low distortion 
J over full frequency 
y range and 

remarkable spacial 
sound characteristics

LASKYS — all branches 
R.S.C. — all branches
AVON
Bath: Paul Green Hi-1i. Tel: 316197 
Bristol: Radfo<d Hi-fi Tel: 422709
BEDFORDSHIRE
Dunstable: Target Etectncal Tel: 67750
Kempston: B^for9 XudiO.Telfk54133
Luton: 8 & BHi-li. Tel:27758
Lutoo: Technosound. Tel: 30919
BERKSHIRE
Maiden^ad: D. Coles & Son. Tel: 26755

Erith: Hy-tek Electronics. Tel: 39402 
Margate: The Longplayer. Tel: 293477 
Sevenoaks: Sevenoaks Hi-fi. Tel: 59555 
Tonbridge: Standens. Tel: 353540 
LANCASHIRE
Blackpool: E Benfell. Tel: 49625 
Blackpool: H. Wiseman. Tel: 28416 
Chorley: Monitor Sound. Tel: 71935 
Lytham: Badgertracks. Tel: 729247 
Rochdale: Cleartone Hi-fi. Tel 524652 
Southport: Audio Corner Tel: 37332 
Southport: Southport Hrfi. Tel: 36901

Nottingham: Superti, Tel: 412137 
Sherwood: Forum H1-F1. Tel: 622150
OXFORDSHIRE
Headington: Absolute Sound & Video. Tel: 65961
Oxford: Westwood & Mason. Tel: 47783
Summertown: Horns. Tel: 511241
Summertown: Riocratt. Tel: 53072
Wallingford: Astleys. Tel: 39305 
Witney: Witney Audio. Tel: 2414

Tracks at 1,2 grams ±0.2 grams.

Newbury: 8 & B Hf.fi Tel: 32474 
Reading: B & B Hi^fi. Tel: 583730
Slough: Audiomart TelU7021 _ 
Windsor: Rad1o:d Hf.fi. ;el ;6931

LEICESTERSHIRE

SOMERSET
Taunton: Homesound. Tel: 73321
Yeovil: Yeovil Audio. Tel: 25430

Hinckley: Hinckley Sound Centre. Tel: 611541
Leicester: Leicester Hi-fi. Tel: 667801
LeiL^ler MaysHHi_ Tel: 53662

ZLM IMPROVED
State of the Art low mass cartridge 
with nude aliptic stylus on a tapered 
cantilever. Ruler-flat frequency 
response and superb tracking ability 
at 1.0 grams ±0.25 grams.

XLM MK III IMPROVED
Widely acclaimed low mass design 
with nude mounted 
elliptical stylus 
on a tapered 
cantilever.
Tracks at 
1.2 grams 
±0.3 grams.

VLM MK III IMPROVED
As XLM but with straight cantilever 
for applications requiring a more 
robust stylus assembly without loss 
of performance. Tracks at 1.2 grams 
±0.3 grams.

QLM 36 MK III IMPROVED

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Aylesbury: Chiltern Hi-fi_ Tel: 31020 
High Wycombe: B & B Hi-Ii. Tel: 35910 
S’ Wycombe .Higtes Hi-fi. Tel 30138 

.onKeynes: Techn;sound: f!t ^M9
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge: Campkins Audio. Tel: 312240 
Cambridge: Renbro Audio. Tel: 51234 
Cambridge: Steve Boxshall Audio. Tel: 68305 
Chesterton: Speechley & Co. Tel: 358611 
Peterborough: Hi-fi Consultants. Tel: 51007 
Peterborough: Soundsense Hi-fi. Tel: 41755 
St. Ives: St. Ives TV Centre. Tel: 66380
CHESHIRE
Birkenhead: Studio Electrics. Tel: 051-647 5382 
Chester: Newdawn Hi-fi. Tel: 24179
Northwich: Nordis. Tel: 3691
Wallasey: Armstrong Smith. Tel: 051-639 9257 
Warrington: Cobalt Hi-fi. Tel: 36215
Wilmslow: Hi-fi Centre. Tel: 24766
Wilmslow: Swifts. Tel: 26213
CLEVELAND
Billingham: Gilson Audio. Tel: 557420
Bishop Auckland: McKenna & Brown. Tel: 2266 
Darlington: Gilson Audio. Tel: 61922
Darlington: McKenna & Brown. Tel: 65590 
Middlesbrough: Gilson Audio. Tel: 248793 
Middlesbrough: McKenna & Brown. Tel: 248345 
Redcar: McKenna & Brown. Tel: 483829 
Stockton: Bond & Mason. Tel: 67582 
Stockton. McKenna & Biuwtl. Tel: G9995

LINCOLNSHIRE
Boston: Oldrids. Tel: 61251
Lincoln: Critics Choice. Tel: 38718
Lincoln. Lincoln HCfi Centre_ Tel: 20265
Stamford: Stamford HHi Centre. Tel: 2128

STAFFORDSHIRE
Hanley: Bowen Hi-Ii Centre. Tel:25194
Lichfield: RTTS Hi-Ii. Tel:22877
Neweastle: Clement Wain. Tel:613119

Unique Diasa elliptical stylus nude 
mounted onto straight cantilever.

Reduced tendency to 
resonance, lower 

mass and better 
& tracking ability 
/ than similarly 

priced conven- 
ventional cartridge 

with bush mounted 
stylus. Tracks at 1.2 grams ±0.3 grams.

QLM 34 MK III AND QLM 32 MK III 
For medium to high mass arms. 
Bushed elliptical stylus on straight 
cantilever.
QLM 34 tracks at 1.5 to 4 grams. 
QLM 32 tracks at 2 to 4 grams.

INTEGRA RANGE
Low mass combined cartridge and 
headshell which plugs into Inter
national tonearm sockets. Carbon 
fibre construction and finely adjustable 
for overhang and vertical tracking to 
optimise tonearm geometry. Option of 
nude elliptical, nude Diasa elliptical 
or bushed elliptical stylus.

CUMBRIA
Barrow: Barrow Hf.fi. Tel: 20473
Barrow: Searle Audio. Tel: 21233
Carhsle: G.D & M Dunfh2so2 Tel: 24915
K!ndal: Kendal Hf.fi. Tel: 25728
Ulverstoo: Sound System Audio. Tel: 53596
DERBYSHIRE
Derby:Bucklands. Tel: 48425
DEVON
Exeter: Homewjnd. Tel 72814
Exeter: KJB Electronics. Tel: 37888
Newton Abbot: KJB Electrons Tel: 60188
Paignton: Upton Electronics. Tel: 551329 
Plymouth: Peter Russell Hi-Fi Tel: 669511
DORSET
Bournemouth: Bush & St. Clair. Tel: 34796 
Bournemouth: Direct Vision. Tel: 877371 
Christchurch: H AT V Tel: 742706
ESSEX
Barking: Hyperfi. Tel: 01-5916962
Barkingside: Audiotime. Tel: 01-550 2856
Chadwell Heath: Audiotime. Tel: 01-590 3286
Chelmsford: Rush Hi-fi. Tel: 57593
Cranham: Cranham Hi-Ii. Tel:29937
Epping: Chew & Csbor ne. Tel: 74242__ _ _
Ilford: Prot Entert rises Tel: 01-553 0144
Ilford: A.T. Labs. Tel: 01-518 0915
Leigh oo Sea:Soundtrack. Tel:79150
Romford: Rush Hrfi. Tel:26840
Sattron Walden: Chew & Osborne. Tel: 23728
WalthamAbbey: Kendor Assoc Tel: 715985
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Cheltenham: Absolute Sound & Video. Tel: 583960
Cheltenham: Robbs. Tel: 513195
Cheltenham: Spa Vision. Tel: 23439 
Cirencester:TV & Hi-fi Centre. Tel: 4756
Gloucester: Robbs. Tel: 419777
Stroud: Robbs. Tel: 2753
HAMPSHIRE

ALT-1 TONEARM
One of a range of three, easy to 
install, low mass tonearms. Aluminium 
arm tube with interchangeable carbon 
fibre headshell. Effective arm mass 
7 grams. Cartridge weight range 
4 to 11

ADC

ChanCHers Ford: Hampshire Audio. Tel: 65232 
Denmead: Denmead Hi-1i Centre. Tel:50312
Fareham:Sounds of Fareham.Tel:2335IAL 
Southampton. Parkers Audio. Tel: 45926 
Stubbmgton: W.F Waite. Tel: 4335
HEREFORD & WORCESTER
Bromsgrove: Downing & Downing. Tel: 72976
HERTFORDSHIRE
Barnet: portogram_ Tel OI-449 4183
Hemel Hempstead: Hrh Markets. Tel: 40999
Hitchin: Spectrum. Tel: 52248
Letchwoith: Spectrum. Tel: 79548
Letchworth:Spectrum. Tel:79571
Radlett: Radlett Audio. Tel: 3773
Watlord: Herts Hi-Ii. Tel: 40633

Audio Dynamics Corporation 
Powke Lane, Warley, West Midlands, 
B64 5QH.

HUMBERSIDE
Beverley: Simply Hi-Ii_ Tel: 882696
R ridli nIALon — Ouav TV Tel. 72870
Grimsby: Grimsby Hi-fi Centre, lei: 43539
Grimsby: G.E. Manders. Tel: 51391
Hull: Simply Hi-fi. Tel: 29240
Scunthorpe: Les Wright. Tel: 67738
KENT
Beckenham: Hi-fi Connections. Tel: 01-658 3450
Beckenham: S.M.EIectronics. Tel: 01-650 4701
Bromley: Sound Systems. Tel: 01-460 4000
Bromley: Halcyon Electronics. Tel: 01-464 2260
Canterbury: Canterbury Hi-fi. Tel: 65315

LONDON EAST
R. Barden, E8. Tel: 01-254 8811
Cavendish Sales, El. Tel: 01-247 3453
D & J Electronics, E10. Tel: 01-556 0017
Gem, Ell. Tel: 01-556 0223
Kimberleys Hi-fi. E12. Tel: 01-478 1175
Parkwest Electronics. E8. Tel: 01-249 4814
LONDON NORTH
Amber Audio. N14. Tel: 01-886 3094
Analog Audio. N12. Tel: 01-445 3267
Andys Electronics. N10. Tel: 01-883 8969
Atlantic Electrics. Nl. Tel: 01-607 6371
Bartletts Hi-fi Centre, N7. Tel: 01-607 2296
Cannonbury Radio, Nl. Tel: 01-226 9392
Fotromx Int., N15. Tel: 01-802 4131
Goodwins. N22. Tel:01-888 0077
Grahams, Nl.Tel:01-837 4412
Martms Hi-fi Centre. Nl6. Tel: 01-254 5053
Mason Radio. N4. Tel:Ol-272 1231
W Redfern. Nl9. Tel:01-2722183
LONDONNORTH WEST
AtianticElectrics -<4 o; 4. 0302
ParkviewElectrnri:: ■ W:-: ■ ' su>,

Tel:Ol-267 7223 and 01-485 8709
Signal Processr. ■ ■ ■ ■ ।'. ■

TelOl-202 “Ti
Studio 99. NW6 lel: ULJ38bbbb
TV. & Hfi Studio. NW2 Tel: 01-450 3508
LONDON SOUTH EAST
Billy Vee. SE13. Tel: 01-318 5755
L.P Stereo: SE9. Tel: 01-859 0115
LONDON SOUTH WEST
ACV SW16. Tel: 01-769 3763
Chelsea Hi-!i: SW3. Tel: 01-351 0200
Hi-li & Components, SWll. Tel: 01223 lllO 
Jupiter Audio Centre, SW17. Tel: 01-767 2810 
M_ O"Brien. SW19. Tel: 01-946 1528
Sounds & Video Centre, SW12. Tel: 01-673 3398 
South London Hi-Ii Centre. SW2. Tel: 01-674 2033 
South London Hi^!i Centre, SW9. Tel: 01-737 0192
LONDON WEST
Azat (London), WI. Tel: 01-580 4632
Ea ling TVS Hi-fi, W5. Tel:01-579 37tt
Hf.fiCjre.Wl, (5 '■ 3459/

7383 and 01-837- oszi «911
Lion House. Wl. Tel: 01-580 7383
Mason Radio, W12. Tel: 01-743 3698
Musicraft, W2. Tel: 01-402 9729
Nandos, W2. Tel: 01-723 6809
REW, Wl. Tel: 01-637 2624
Sona Electronics, Wil. Tel: 01-229 6411
Sonic SoundAudio, WI.Tel:01-637 1909
Telesonic. WI. Tel: 01-636 8177
GREATER MANCHESTER
Bc.ton: Cleartone. Tel: 22636
Hazelgrove: Chestergate Studios.

Tel: 061-483 9828
Manchester: Central Radio. Tel: 061-834 6700
Stockport: Bespoke Audio. Tel: 061-456 85 15
Stockport: F:rbothams.Tel: ^1-480 4872
Urmston: Lloyd-Paton. Tel: 061-747 9722 
Urmston: Shannon Radio. Tel: 061-71'3 2339
Wigan:WiganHkfi_ Tel:37977
MERSEYSIDE
Crosby: PA Audio. Tel: 051-924 7287
Liverpool: Beaver Radio. Tel: 051-709 9898
Liverpool: W Brady. Tel: 051-773 6859
Liverpool: CBS. Tel:051-709 0388
MIDDLESEX
Eastcote: Eastcote Hi-fi. Tel: 01-868 2946
Edgware: Planet Hi-fi. Tel: 01-952 3238
Enfield: AT. Labs. Tel: 01-363 7981
Greenford: Bevans Radio Tel: 01-578 9699
RuiSlipManor : T.A.S. Tel:32217
Wembley: Wembley Hi-Ii. Tel: 01-903 9506
NORFOLK
Gt. Yarmouth: Martins Electronic Centre 

Tet:55044
Kmgs Lynn: Martins Electronic Centre.

Tel:61683
Norwich: Martins Electronic Centre. Tel: 27010
Norwich: Speechley & Co. Tel: 60801
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Kettering: Kettering Hi ii Centre. Tel: 515266 
f4uiUioml)ton. loten inn. Tol.J7871
Northampton: Richard Reeves Hi-Ii. Tel: 33578 
Rushden: Rushden Hi-h Centre. Tel: 2342

SUFFOLK
Bury St Edmunds: BG Audio & TV Tel: 5227
Hessell: Anglia Audio, Tel: 70212
Ipswich: Eastern Audio. Tel: 217217
Lowestoft: John Wells Photo & Audio.Tel:3742
Sudbury: System Sound. Tel: 72348
SURREY
Croydon: Spalding Electrical. Tel: 01-654 !231
Guildford: RJ. Equipment. Tel: 504801
Guildford: Umlet Hi-fi. Tel: 71534
Weybridge: Cosmic. Tel: 54522
Woking: Aereo Records. Tel: 4926
SUSSEX
Bexhill on Sea: Radiovision. Tel: 219443
Brighton: Jeffries Hi-fi. Tel: 609431
Eastbourne: Jeffries Hi-fi. Tel: 31336
L4-/SS 1C« -1 F, M /uni
St. Leonards on Sea: B & K Hf.li. Tel:439150
Worthing: Phase 3HHi_ Tel:206820
TYNE & WEAR
Gateshe<id: lintoneAudio. Tel: 774167
Newcastle: Hi-II Opportunities. Tel: 27791
Newcastle: J.G.Windows. Tel: 21356
Sunderland: Saxons Tel: 57578
WARWICKSHIRE
Leamington Spa: CTS Audio. Tel:29265
Nuneaton: BRG Hf.h. Tel: 61825
Warwick: JCV Hi-h Tel: 43796
WEST MIDLANDS
Bii iniiiglidiu. N.H Field l Irlt Tel: 021-C.2 232) 
Birmingham: Five Ways, Hf.li. Tel 021--455 (0667 
Birmingham: Forum Hf.li. Tel: 021 707 3640 
Birmingham: Griffin Radio. Tel: 021-692 1359 
Birmingham: Hornton Electronics Tel 021-643 097 
Birmingham: Perfect Electronics. Tel: 021-327 1497 
Coventry: Forum Hi-fi Centre. Tel: 21218 
Coventry: RSC Ltd. Tel: 25983
Rowley Regis: Sam Riley. Tel: 021-559 1043
i-uu...... . NS-moji Ä -nn vi ! i 1: 7
Sutton Coldfield: Puresound 11. Tel: 021-355 .838 
Wul:.,.il >O> ' I - Amh,. -^662382 
Wednesbury: Woods TV & Hi-fi Tel: (^1-556 0473 
Wolverhampton: Midland Hi-fi Studio. Tel: 771774. 
Wolverhampton: M-ilwards. Tel: 23980 
Wolverhampton:Sounds. Tel:21126 
Wolverhampton: Woods TV & Hf.h. Tel: 772901 
WILTSHIRE
Swmdon: Absolute Sound & Video. Tel 38222 
Swindon:TV & Hf.Ii Centre. Tel: 28383
YORKSHIRE
Barnsley: Barnsley Hi-fi. Tel: 5549
Bradford: Erricks. Tel: 31648
Bradford: RAM Computer Services. Tel: 391166 
Castleford: Eric Wiley, Tel: 553066
Doncaster: Quadraphema Tel: 21215
Halifax: Tape Recorder Centre. Tel: 66832 
Harrogate: Yorkshire Hi-li & Video 
Huddersfield: HudderSfBfdtoi. Tel: 44668 
Leeds: Audio Projects. Tel: 789115
Leeds CoH Jipson Tri 78^. :
Leeds: Superfi. Tel: 449075
Sheffield: Audio Centre. Tel: 737893
Sheffield: Micron Audio. Tel: 360295
Sheffield: Quadraphenia. Tel: 77824
Sheffield: Sheffield Sound Ce ntre. Tel:2.3.365
•?|N 11 >fi . i-     |. Tel: ^^
YorkHutisound Hi-Ii. Tel: 51712
Yoi"k:J. Saville.Tel:25755
York: Vickers Hi-li.Tel: 29659
CHANNEL ISLANDS
Jersey: Sound Engineering. Tel 21735
NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast: Audio Times. Tel:29907
Coleraine: Best Hi-h. Tel: 5243
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen: Holburn Hf.ti. Tel: 257!3
Aberdeen: Telemach Audio Visual Tel. 28817
Ayr: Vennel Audio. Tel 64124
Edinburgh: AlciO Aids (2stcresl ___

Tett31-2f6 ^19 and g]l-^l 2877
Edinburgh: Hf.Ii Corner. TelO31-556 7901
Edinburgh: Russ Andrews. Tel 0311557 1672
Edinburgh: The Gramophone Shop

Tel:D31-225 9535
Glasgow James Kerr. Tel: 041-332 0988
Glasgow: McCormacks Music. Tel: 041-332 6644
Glasgow: The Music Room. Tel: 041-221 2527
Glasgow: Victor Morris. Tel: 041-221 8958
Kilmarnock’ Vennal Audio
Montrose: Robt. Ritchie. 1
Perth: K.K. Peddie. Tel: 35611

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Mansfield: Baskills. Tel: 641537
Mansfield: Forum Hi-fi Centre. Tel: 23716
Mansfield: Syd Booth. Tel: 26315
Newark: Peter Ellis Audio. Tel: 4571 
Nottingham: Nick Dakin Hi-fi. Tel: 783862 
Nottingham: Nottingham Hi-fi Centre.

Tel: 784015

WALES
Cardiff: Houlden Hf.fi Tel 44011
Colwyn Bay: Owens Hiifi. Tel:30982 
Miiford Haven: Milford Audio. Tel:4078 
Newport Hi^fi Western. Tel: 62790
Port Talbot: Electronic Hf.h. Tel M2068 
Swansea: FW Haines & Co. Tel 54747



Howwould you 
like to conduet the 

Royal 
Philharmonic?

You can. From the comfort of an 
armchair.

And you don't even need a baton.
With an ^DC Sound Shaper you can 

enjoy music the way you like to hear it.
Unlike the tone controls on your 

amplifier, which operate over a very broad 
frequency spectrum, a Sound Shaper 
enables you to pick out frequencies and 
apply boost and cut to suit your listening
taste precisely.

A Sound Shaper can also 
help compensate 
for, less than ideal 
room acoustics.

We guarantee you’ll be impressed
by what they 
can do for 
your system.

SOUND SHAPERS by if

Music toyor ears.

It can reduce record surface noise, tape 
hiss and turntable rumble, help overcome 
speaker limitations, and adjust for a variety 
of other system weaknesses.

The end result: music that sounds 
better than you’ve ever heard it before.

There’s a range of 5,10 and 12 band 
Sound Shapers to choose from and your 
local ADC dealer will be pleased to 
demonstrate.



BACK ISSUES CENTRE
We have a complete selection of all 
available HI-FI CHOICE back numbers 
in our flashy new Back Issues Centre in 
the West End of London, just half a 
minute's walk from Oxford Street (close 
to Tottenham Court Road tube station). 
Of course, you could order them from 
our excellent mail order service (see 
advertisement elsewhere in this issue), 
but this way there's no postage to pay 
and you get the benefit of a free friendly 
bag and a plastic smile from our lovely 
receptionists, Sara and Maggie (surely 
some mistake here? Ed). We can also take 
your subscription or sell you a set of 
binders. Drop by next time you're in the 
West End.

COME UP AND SEE US

SUBSCRIBET
CHOICE AT LAST!

For years readers have been telling us what a good idea it would be to 
make HI-FI CHOICE available on subscription. "Our local newsagent has 

often sold out," they complain. "And since it's not a regular monthly 
publication we never know when the next issue is likely to be published." 

Well, we've finally taken your advice. For just £2.00 per issue, (which 
means that postage and packing is completely free of charge) you 

can subscribe to any of the forthcoming titles listed below.
TURNTABLES & TONEARMS (available August 1981)
AMPLIFIERS (available October 1981)
LOUDSPEAKERS (available December 1981)
STEREO SYSTEMS & ACCESSORIES (available February 1982)
CARTRIDGES & HEADPHONES (available April 1982)

Li
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Please rush me the issues of HI-FI CHOICE ticked below as they become |
available. I enclose a cheque/PO, payable to Sportscene Publishers Ltd, ।
for£____ (Rate: £2 per issue in U.K.; £2.50 per issue for overseas).
Send your cheque with this coupon to Sportscene Publishers Ltd, 14 .
Rathbone Place, London, WlP IDE. |
D Turntables & Tone Arms D Amplifiers D Loudspeakers D Stereo |
Systems & Accessories D Cartridges & Headphones. I
Name  ___________________________________________________ —
Atldrmm____________  _... ............... .... ____________________ i
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

The Technical Introduction is intended to explain 

in some detail the techniques used for the 

various measurements and some of the reasoning 

behind them. Much of the philosophy upon which 

the reviews have been based is already discussed 

in the Consumer Introduction, and will not be 

reiterated unnecessarily.

Each of the units under test have an implied 

common goal: to amplify any signal presented to 

any of the inputs by the gain setting of the volume 

control. Each particular unifs ability will be 

affected by many factors, some imposed by the 

its inherent performance, some by the external 

loads and sources, and some by any interface 

inconsistencies between the parts.

To assess any amplifier's abilities, it needs to 

be pushed to its physical and electronic limits in 

an effort to determine the performance extremities. 

This may seem a slightly unfair approach to 

testing a unit out, but in practice it is the only way 

to assess capabilities properly. In the lab we can 

vary at will any or all of the external influences on 

the amplifier. In the domestic 'use' situation we 

have very little control, and either input sources 

or output loads are substantially unpredictable.
No-one has yet shown conclusively how severely 

an amplifier is tested by the input and output 

demands, so we need to try and establish the 

performance limitations, and attempt to deter

mine how these will influence the behaviour of 

the unit in a domestic environment.

In some circles it has been commonly believed 

for some years now that all amplifiers 'sound' the 

same at the same volume settings (output ampli

tude), provided that they are operated within 

their limitations (overload etc). In principle we do 
not agree with this, because it seems clear to us 

that an amplifier very rarely has the chance to 

operate under' ideal' conditions. Almost all ampli

fiers have different transmission characteristics 

which influence the sound quality: our problem is 

finding out how to expose these.

Power

Amplifiers perform differently into different loads, 

and the power measurements are designed to 

show up technical points in the designs which 

may have some relevance to the final musical 
performance, and which will suggest what load 

impedances may be tolerated without distress.
One of the most difficult things to define 

precisely is the power output of an amplifier, and 

sometimes as many techniques as there are 

amplifiers appear to exist! As far as possible all 

our measurements were taken at distortion levels 

of 0.1 %, which more closely approximates the 

threshold of clipping than the 1 % point that has 

frequently been used in the past. This does tend 

to result in a more severe test at the frequency 

extremes, where distortion tends to be greater, 

so amplifiers that show an apparent power drop 

at these frequencies (20 Hz and 20kHz) ref the 

available power at 1 kHz may merely be indicating 

an increase in the relative distortion. In a few 

stated instances it was necessary to relax the 

distortion criteria in order to get a sensible 

measurement, and this has been noted where 

appropriate.
Before carrying out power measurements, the 

unit is allowed to warm up to normal operating 

temperature. But when the power measure

ments are being made, the local temperatures 

internally may be expected to increase some

what. This in turn tends to increase distortion 

slightly, hence reducing the power output for our 

specification 0.1 %. It can be seen that there must 

be a margin of unpredictability which cannot be 

closely controlled here.

The 'prime' measurement of the amplifier's 

output power is considered to be the power 

developed across a heavy duty Bohm resistor 

with both channels driven to 0.1 % distortion at 

1 kHz, supplemented by similar measurements 

taken at 20Hz and 20kHz. Distortion residuals 

were examined on a 'scope to check for cross

over products, hum and instability. A further 

series of measurements were taken with one 

channel only being driven and with different 

loads, to examine first the extent to which the 

power supply is affecting the power delivery of 
the amplifier, and second to give an indication of 

the voltage and current relationship of the power 

output. The assessment of the power supply 

capability is not an exact one, as it can depend on 
other elements of the design, but the 'normal' 

single power supply amplifier which shows a 

large variation between single and dual channel 

drive clearly shows that each channel can be 

'starved' to some extent when the other channel is 

driven to the limit; this will certainly affect the 

quality when the amplifier is driven hard, and 
possibly at all levels.

The decision to examine the amplifiers into a 

2ohm as well as4ohm loading was made in order 

to show the way in which the amplifier's power 

was delivered. Theoretically the amplifier should 

behave as a constant voltage supply, though for 

practical reasons it is designed to do this over 

specific load ratings. The 'theoretical' amplifier 
would therefore double its current and hence 

power each time the load impedance is halved, 

thereby requiring infinite current into a short 
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DJ ELECTRONICS HI-FI CENTRE
PHONF US NOW WITH YOUR BANKERS CARD FOR MAIL ORDER ON 01 556 0017 OR 01 556 3360 

20b ui A 5 OIK ■ ROAD LEYTON LONDON flO AT YOUR SERV<CE FROM 10 AM TO 7 30 PM MON TO SAT

We stock all the Best Buys in Amplifiers - 
A+R A60, JVC AXI, NAO 3020, 
TECHNICS SUV3/SUV7.

We also stock the best of the rest -
CRIMSON,DENON,LENTEK,ELECTRO-
COMPANIET,HITACHI,QUANTUM, ELITE

MAIL ORDER. TEL: 01-556 0017 OR: 01-556 3360
PRICE MATCHED OR DIFFERENCE REFUNDED WITHIN 14 DAYS Of PURCHASE

PHONE WITH

CO^E AND LISTEN TO

AXI HMA 7500 II
A10X AX2 AX3 AX4 AX5 HA2800 HA3800 HA4800 HA5700

HCA 7010 11
WE WILL MATCH YOUR QUOTED PRICE OR BETTER IT

s SS HI-WAY HI-FI LTD.
CAR STEREOH1-F1ANDVIDEO CENTRE

Tel: 723 5251 252 9267 Now open at: 67 Tottenham Court Road, W1 
154 Finchley Road, NW3 Mail order at: 315 Edgware Road W2
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

circuit! While some designers claim this is an 
important end in itself for reasons of transient 
control, this is not yet proven and remains a 
minority opinion (perhaps partly because of the 
practical problems involved!) The normal and 
most cost effective approach is to assume that 
the speaker presents the amplifier with a fairly 
stable load corresponding to its impedance 
modulus, and then design the amplifier to produce 
its maximum power into this impedance area, 
while limiting the current available into lower 
impedances so as to avoid getting out of the safe 
operating area of the transistors and risking 
device failure.

Unfortunately even the 'static impedance 
measure of loudspeakers gives quite a wide 
variation between models, and the amplifier 
designer has to decide what sort of load the amp 
is to be optimised to handle. By examining 
delivery into 8, 4 and 2 ohms, some indication of 
the amplifier's sensitivity to different impedances 
and the sort of impedance into which the amplifier 
is happiest working can be determined, so that a 
good combination can be chosen.

A rather more complicated power test was also 
undertaken in an attempt to get some under
standing of the transient abilities of the amplifiers, 
ie the capability of producing large amounts of 
power in the short term, such as might be 
required for a music signal. Slow-acting limitations 
on the power amplifier will not operate under 
these conditions, and some indications of the 
design and operation of the protection circuitry 
can sometimes be deduced.

The test is carried out by passing a continuous 
1 kHz signal through a gating system, which has 
been adjusted to pass a single cycle at a repetitive 
rate.This is fed into any line input, and the 
maximum peak-to-peak voltage developed across 
various load impedances is noted.The peak-to 
peak voltages are converted to RMS, and from 
this the 'single cycle’ power can be calculated.

Although we have retained 'watts’ presentation 
on the grounds of general familiarity(?), we have 
added a conversion to dBV (voltage ratios) ref 
2.83V on this occasion, and this represents the 
voltage developed across a load. if an amplifier 
behaves as an ideal 'voltage source', with un
limited current available, then this voltage will 
stay the same whatever the load. But the need to 
use practical electronic devices and keep them 
protected usually involves some form of current 
limiting.So that at some point when the load is 
being reduced, the amplifier starts to behave 
more like a 'current source’, ie current becomes 
constant and the voltage starts to drop instead, 

which is reflected in the results.
We would normally expect a high powered and 

expensive amplifier to have sufficiently rugged 
output transistors and a generous enough power 
supply to produce and handle considerable 
current, and so stay somewhere nearthe 'voltage 
source' ideal and cope with any load that it might 
encounter. One could perhaps draw an analogy 
with a very powerful car which may have poor 
chassis design, preventing the power beinq applied 
properly particularly under adverse circumstances 
(bumpy surfaces, corners etc).

The complete matrix of power measurements, 
when viewed as a whole, give a reasonably good 
idea of the power and delivery capabilities of the 
amplifiers.

The traditional method of presenting power 
uses 'watts' as the units, and in fact these are 
calculated by the formula which relates power 
with the measured voltage and the known load. 
However our hearing behaves in a logarithmic 
fashion, so it may be more realistic to show 
power measurements which are expressed on a 
logarithmic scale, such as dB levels above 1 watt.

ie dB level=10 log P2pT
where P2 is the power level to be expressed, 
P1=1 watt ref.

Alternatively the voltage developed across a load 
may be presented in dB ref2.83V=OdB(2.83V=1 
watV8 ohms).

ie dB(V) level=20 log V2 
‘ V1

where V2 is voltage level on load, V1=2.83V ref.
Most people will easily hear 3dB changes in 

power levels, as this represents a change by a 
factor of 2, ie a 3dB power increase over 100 
watts is 200 watts. This is quite a large power 
change in engineering terms, so it can be seen 
that the log scale can cover a very large range in 
quite convenient steps, which relate reasonably 
well to the way we hear.

Noise
Following some of the recent IHF recommen
dations for standard test procedures a system of 
reference levels was adopted for noise measure
ments, and also in determining relative output 
levels. The noise levels are related to 2.83V 
across 8 ohms (equivalent to 1 watt), which 
represents OdB, and are measured with the 
volume control in such a position as to produce 
this when driven from 5 mV disc and 500mV input 
levels (and, where appropriate, 500uV via m-c 
disc input).
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The source is removed to be replaced by a 
typical source input impedance relevant to the 
input in question, and the resulting noise 
developed across the load is measured with 'A' 
weighting in dB below ret

In addition the noise developed with zero 
volume is also noted under the same basic 
conditions, to check out the power amplifier's 
contribution. This is of course nominally referred 
to the 1 watt level, though frequently manu
facturers quote a figure related to the maximum 
power available. One merely compares the manu
facturer's figure to the zero volume figure plus 
the maximum output developed by the amplifier 
(the dBV figure represents this).

Hum
Similar methods were used to measure hum, but 
this time the 'A: weighting was replaced by a 
narrow band filter of 10Hz width centred on 
50Hz, 100Hz and 150Hz. Similar input loading 
was adopted. Rather than present further lists of 
figures the hum was summarised in a value 
judgement characterisation which relates to the 
average performance of the group as a whole, 
and any further qualifications deemed necessary 
are mentioned in the review text.

Inputs
Input (and output) impedances were measured 
using the Wayne Kerr642 precision bridge and a 
digital impedance meter (EPI). Sensitivities 
were related to the continuous power outputs 
already established (both channels driven) and, 
with the volume control set to maximum, a 1 kHz 
signal from an appropriate source impedance 
was increased in level until the rated power was 
achieved. The disc inputs were further checked 
at 20 Hz and 20kHz, and a sweep check made on 
the RIAA equalisation curve. The inverse RIAA 
network used for this sweep has a maximum 
deviation of0.01 dB above 100Hz, -0.1 dB below 
100 Hz.

Checking of overload points was also carried 
out at the three disc sensitivity frequencies by 
reducing the volume control setting and increasing 
the input signal until a sudden onset of distortion 
indicating pre-amp overload was noted;the 
figure was converted to dBs ref sensitivity, and 
the figure for 1 kHz has been published (others 
being mentioned if appropriate). Some random 
checking of high level inputs revealed that all 
were impervious to overload from signals up to 
1OV, so no further time was spent checking these 
clearly more than adequate margins.

Outputs
Output levels were related to the reference 
levels adopted for the noise testing, as it was felt 
that this would provide a sensible indication of 
typical domestic use conditions. The tape out
puts were loaded by a 'worst case' 1O kohms/ 
10OOpFfor'phono' sockets and those DIN sockets 
that were clearly designed to match 'phono' 
standards. DIN standard sockets were checked 
into 1OOkohm. Where checked, pre-amplifier out
puts were loaded by 22kohm, representing a 
'typical' power amplifier input impedance.

The headphone output was similarly related to 
this reference level, and the socket was loaded 
by two resistance values to represent the extremes 
found amongst commercial designs; this should 
give a fairly good idea of how the amplifier will 
drive different impedance'phones when referred 
to a speaker terminal output of 1 watt (2.83V/ 
8ohms).

Damping factor, DC offset
The damping factor was calculated by measuring 
the output voltage on a digital voltmeter both on 
and off load when driven to approximately 20 
watt at 40 Hz. The same equipment was used to 
check the DC offset values (taken and quoted if 
appropriate).

Harmonic distortion
THD plus noise is the rather more precise term 
which we are using in place of THD; the change 
has come about largely because harmonic distor
tion levels tend to be very low in many designs, 
and are frequently obscured by residual noise in 
the amplifier or measuring system. Spot measure
ments were taken with the ST 1700, with the 
residual monitored on a 'scope, at full power, 1O 
watts and 1 watt at 1 kHz and 20kHz. The figures 
have not been quoted, but a value judgement 
characterisation relating to the average of the 
test group has been derived, and any specific 
features considered relevant are pointed out in 
the text.

Intermodulation distortion
Music signals are very much more complicated 
than test signals, though they do not lend them
selves to analysis. The intermodulation test 
attempts to go a little way towards simulating 
music conditions by examining the interaction of 
two tones. In music of course there are many 
tones and harmonics, continuously stopping, 
starting, and changing, so the IM test is really 
rather 'kind'.
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Two separate tones of the same amplitude, 
quite close together in frequency, are passed 
through the amplifier, with the results recorded 
spectrally. The frequencies used were 13.5 and 
14kHz, at an amplitude of 1 watt equivalent The 
published spectrograms have a vertical resolution. 
of 90dB (+10 - -80dB), covering a linearly 
presented frequency range of O25kHz.

11 was not until we had finished all the lab work 
and broken down the test setup that we realised 
a limitation, related to the display resolution, and 
hence the discrimination of the spectrum analysis 
when used across such a wide frequency range.
11 is easy enough to be wise after the event, it is 
less easy to re-test 50+ amplifiers which are now 
at the other end of the country. So regrettably we 
were unable to do 'fine resolution’ work on the 
complete test group. But we have carried out 
extra tests on a small sample of the units to show 
something of what we missed. This is discussed 
and illustrated in the Conclusions section of the 
project. A spectrogram of the two tone signal is 
shown here, plotted directly from the B&K2010 
signal generator without an intermediate amplifier.

11 can be seen that quite a lot of the amplifiers 
do not show distinct intermodulation sidebands 
corresponding to sum and difference products, 
but rather show a significant apparent rise in 
noise, which we have dubbed a 'noise modulation 
effect’, either side of the test signals. It appears 
that this is at least partly a result of the insufficient 
display discrimination referred to earlier, but that 
the rise in noise is probably indicative of some 
'hidden’ intermodulation products. For further 
information please refer to the Conclusions.

Bandwidth
With the B&K2010 as signal source and measuring 
amplifier, a sweep was made at -3dBrefthe max 

power at 1kHz to determine the total pass 
bandwidth ofthe amplifier, concentrating on the 
disc input, but also checking the other inputs. 
This can prove something of a stern test for the 
amplifier, by generating a lot of localised heat at 
the transistors, particularly when the bandwidth 
is rather wide.

Any evidence of waveform triangulation within 
this bandwidth was noted, as this is indicative of 
slew limiting, a form of distortion that is generally 
considered to be undesirable. Slewing problems 
can be observed by this means but they are not 
easy to pin down to a precise cause without 
examining the amplifier internally stage by stage, 
and may be introduced in power amplifiers, pre
amps or internal interfaces within the amplifiers. 
We have commented on slew limiting in the review 
text where relevant

Crosstalk
Both channels were driven to an output of 1 watt, 
and then the input to one channel was removed 
and replaced by a 1 kohm source; the output from 
this channel was then recorded while the other 
was swept from 20Hz to 20kHz via the moving 
magnet disc input (via inverse RIAA).

Listening tests
Amplifier listening tests are a difficult and con
troversial area, which has a rather poor track 
record in terms of the reliability of results. We 
remain quite confident that our results have 
some meaning and are worthwhile, but it is 
necessary to add some rider clauses explaining 
various constraints and limitations, and the 
reasons behind the techniques and choices 
made.

The main technique which we use to check the 
reliability of our findings is to carry out four 
complete listening tests, and attempt to correlate 
the results in terms of descriptive comments and 
consistency of value judgement Two of these 
tests are done completely'blind' in order to avoid 
any bias from prior knowledge, or prejudice for or 
against any machines, while two other tests are 
carried out 'hands on', as an essential part of 
getting the 'feel' of the products at different 
volume levels etc.

Perhaps the most difficult problem is choosing 
the ancillary equipment for the tests, because 
this is bound to affect the findings somewhat, 
and it is almost impossible to be quite sure 
exactly how the more subtle compatibility inter
actions may influence value judgements.

The first standpoint (which is itself somewhat 
controversiaO was to use disc sources exclusively.
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This is because we firmly believe the LP disc is 
THE prime source for hi-fi in the home, is repeat
able (unlike an FM broadcast), and has its own 
special problems which the amplifier has to sort 
out.

In order to avoid gross frequency response 
aberrations arising from disc/pre-amplifier inter
actions, most of the tests had to be carried out 
using cartridges which were relatively immune to 
capacitance loading variation. This is largely 
immaterial with moving-coil types, but needs 
some care with moving magnet catridges. In the 
event we used the load-independent Technics 
EPC205CIII, plus the ADC VLM I/Iimp and ZLM 
imp models (which are more affected by load 
variations but usually only to the extent of a 
mildly falling treble at higher capacitances). 
Moving-coils were predominantly the Linn Asak 
and Asak T.

On grounds of personal preference and 
dynamic range the Sondek LP12 turntable was 
used, with Ittok, Basik and Breuer Dynamic 
tonearms, according to the cartridge being used. 
It could be argued that a cheaper more typical 
turntable would perhaps give more representative 
results with the cheaper amplifiers, though our 
feeling is that it would merely give them a harder 
time (and the panelists likewise). There remains 
the dilemma that a poorer less well controlled 
signal source may not only give an amplifier a 
more difficult job, but it will also mar discrimina
tion by its own inherent limitations.

The toughest decision of all is which loud
speakers one should use. There is no such thing 
as a speaker which does everything well. Most of 
the better sounding designs can be attacked on 
grounds of having a 'difficult and hence possibly 
unfair impedance characteristic, and all designs 
have readily identifiable strengths and weak
nesses. In the end we investigated the Quad 
ESL63, the Rogers 510, and Mission 770, but 
settled for Linn Jsobarik and Kan and Spendor 
SA3 designs. We could doubtless spend a page 
or three debating this in more detail, but the 
important trade-offs include balancing band
width, dynamic range, sensitivity/impedance, 
stereo abilities, and room suitability. Some care 
needs to be taken with loudspeakers like the 
Isobarik to ensure that their low impedance does 
not cause any of the amplifiers any trouble. But 
we can point out that provided a little care is 
taken to keep the overall levels low (made 
possible by the reasonably high sensitivity of the 
design), apparently unpromising models like the 
MRA60 and NAD3020 can be seen not to suffer 
in the least, and indeed perform well.
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The big Spender SA3 has both a high sensitivity 
and high impedance, so no apparent problems 
here. But in a recent amplifier test in Hi-Fi News 
(Colloms), it was found that the Threshold amplifier 
did not audition well with a loudspeaker design 
which combined the bass and midrange in one 
reflex loaded drive unit, yet it did fine with 
separate bass and midrange drivers in a sealed 
box design. This difference was perhaps due to 
an excessively extended LF bandwidth causing 
midrange intermodulation in the former loud
speaker under such conditions the 'bandlimited' 
isobarik is likely to give less problems than the 
SA3.

Such arguments can be extended to any loud
speaker design, and none is without its own 
peculiarities. In the end it is important to choose 
something with which the panel is happy, to 
avoid unnecessary fatigue and any irrational 
desire to hurl the speakers from the balcony at the 
end of the day. We have invariably found that 
although the loudspeaker influences the overall 
character of the sound of course, it does not tend 
to affect the relative performance of the different 
amplifiers too much. Rather it may change the 
degree with which different things upset the 
panelists, and to some extent how some aspects 
of performance are masked and others 
emphasised.

Discs were used throughout, as mentioned 
previously, and the only criteria for the selection 
of test pieces were that everybody liked the 
sound of them, and that they gave a reasonable 
spread of different types of music. This in turn 
implied that they were all analogue recordings, 
because none of us like the sound of digitally 
recorded music, and that they were 'normal' 
rather than 'audiophile' pressings for the same 
reason (ie half-speed masters were excluded 
because they sound worse than normal cuts in 
our experience).

We made a particular effort to include some 
'real' stereo classical recordings, made with 
simple microphone techniques, because these 
at least have some basis in reality. And it is 
perhaps no coincidence that our personal 
preferences in classical recordings still go back 
to the early'sixties, in the days before multi-track 
recordings. At the same time, recognising that 
music is not all classical, each listening session 
included rock type program which tends to place 
quite different demands upon the reproducing 
chain.

The listening tests included extracts from the 
following items:
Paganini violin concerto 1, Perlman RPO, EMI.



TECHNICAL 
INTRODUCTION
Elvis Costello, New Lace Shoes, from Trust. 
Mahler Symphony No 2, Solti lSo, Decca.
Mahler Symphony No 5, Barbirolli NPO, EMI. 
The Kinks, Misfits, from Misfits.
B52s, Lava, from Party Mix.
Siouxie and the Banshees, Christine, from 

Kaleidescope.
Mendelssohn, Scottish Symphony, Maag LSO, 

Decca.
Van Morrison, Madam George, from Astral Weeks.
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41 Briercliffe Rd 
Burnley, Lanes. 
Tel: 0282-22260
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AkaiAMU 11
Akai UK Ltd, Unit 12, SilverJubileeWay, Haslemere HeathrowEstate, Parkway, Hounslow, Middx. Tel01•897 7171

Presentation, facilities etc
This is a very low cost design from a brand new 
Akai range. It is amongst the slimmest units on 
the market and is finished to a very high standard 
The fascia has a slightly sculptured look which on 
first sight gives it an 'exclusive air, closer in
spection reveals it as a plastic moulding rather 
than a metal plate, though not necessarily any 
the worse for that! The styling is dominated by 
' swinging needle meters, unusual in these days 
of flashing lights. Though they have something of 
a nostalgic appeal, there is no doubt that they are 
usually inferior to inertialess LED types. But then 
we have yet to see any convincing justification 
for the fitting of metering to amplifiers in any 
case.

The single large knob controls volume, with a 
concentric ring fitted for adjusting balance while 
the two small knobs alter tonal balance. Sadly there 
is no centre indent to help verify that the tone 
controls are set flat, let alone a bypass or cancel 
switch. The larger pushbuttons select disc, tuner, 
aux and connect power, while the smaller buttons 
give loudness, mono/stereo, and tape monitoring. 
The back panel uses phono sockets throughout, 
though DIN duplication is provided for tape.

Lab performance
The lab performance of this unit unfortunately 
serves merely to reflect its very low price, with 
THD fairly high at all frequencies despite the 
modest power output. Twenty watts or so a 
channel sounds very little, but is in fact quite 
adequate for the majority of domestic situations 
provided very high levels are not required, and 
with the warning that the most insensitive 
speaker models should be avoided. However the 

delivery pattern was not particularly encouraging, 
suggesting that the power supply is something of 
a limiting factor, with very little level available into 
low impedances and quite a large percentage 
difference between single and dual channel 
drive. The slight restriction in power delivery at 
frequency extremes is indicative of an early rise 
in distortion here.

Bandwidths show a sensible attempt to control 
low frequencies on the disc input, but no such 
caution as far as high frequencies are concerned. 
The disc RIAA equalisation is rather too inaccurate, 
and this will certainly introduce audible colora
tion, while a lack of close component QC is 
perhaps emphasised by the nominal 41kohm 
input impedance measuring out at 56kohm. The 
capacitance figure of 127 pF is fine for matching 
purposes, and no compatibility problems seem 
likely to occur on any of the inputs and outputs. 
Noise figures were adequate enough, if a little 
below average, but hum was also below average, 
the crosstalk was barely adequate (being only 
-30dB at 5kHz and down to -20dB at 15kHz), 
while the IM distortion spectrum shows a signi
ficant difference product at 500Hz. All in all this is 
not a particularly inspiring performance.

Listening impressions
It is difficult to make a meaningful appraisal of 
this amplifier via the disc input, because results 
are almost bound to be heavily influenced by the 
RIAA equalisation error.All too common were 
comments of 'no bass, too much treble’, and 
slightly less polite descriptions amounting to 
much the same thing. The sound quality was 
placed well below average, with criticism of some 
treble 'splash’, a generally rather muddled sound
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particularly in loud passages, and a bass that was 
qualitatively as well as quantitatively found 
wanting.

Conclusions
In our view the compromises evident in this 
design are too severe to regard it as a real hi-fi 
amplifier. Granted the price is competitive, and 
the appearance attractive, but there must come 
some point where hi-fi criteria no longer really 
apply and one is entering an 'audio' product 
market, whatever the presentation or marketing 
approach. And this is the category into which we 
feel the AMU 11 fits more comfortably.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1 % dis!......................................19/23/21 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=Od8........................ 12.8/13.7/13.2dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms
1 kHz, 0.1 % dis!............................................28/35/30 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=Od8..........................14.5/12.5/8.8dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms.......36/55/56 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 15.6/14.4/11.5d8

Dynamic headroom (IHF)................................................0.7dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out........................................19Hz- 100kHz
Disc in - tape out........................................... 18Hz- 136kHz
Aux in - power out....................     5 Hz- 54kHz
Inputs Type Sens (m^ Imp (ohms) Cap (pFJ
Disc MM.......... Phono 2.8 56k 127
Tuner/ Aux....... Phono 140 76k
Tape 1................ Phono 140 91k
rape 1................. DIN '140 91k
Disc overload MM............................................................ 35dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (m\I) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1.................................... Phono 260 24
Tape 1................................   DIN 28 77k
Headphones (8 ohms)....... Jack 120

(2 kohms).... 2.7V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume.....................................................................-83dB
Aux ref volume................................................................-76dB
MM disc ref volume....................................................... -74dB
Other
Damping factor...................................................................... 38
THD performance................................................. average
Hum performance........................................... below average
Dimensions(Wx D xH).........171A(44)x13(33)x3(8)ins(cms)
Weight........................................... 121bs
Typical purchase price........................................................ £60

Crosstalk, mm disc input, note baseline reference

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25 kHz linear vert- range 90dB)
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AkaiAMU33
Akai UK Ltd., Unit 12, Silver Jubilee Way, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Parkway, Hounslow, Middx. Tel01-897 7171

Presentation, facilities etc
Not quite the bottom of Akai's expensive range, 
the AMU33 is still firmly in the budget amplifier 
market. The standard of external finish is very 
good indeed, though the overhang of the sharp
cornered fascia suggests that it is primarily de
signed for rack/console mounting. This is a fairly 
simple design in terms of the facilities offered, 
though it would appear to be quite versatile 
enough, and the general lack of clutter can only 
make it easier to use.

The large rotary knob controls volume, and 
has the stepping action that was de rigeur a 
couple of years ago, but which now seems to 
have fallen out of fashion (it was always more of 
an inconvenience than a benefit). The main 
styling feature is a large 'power' meter, accom
panied by a range change switch (so you can 
keep it flashing away when you’re playing the 
music quietly). Two smallish rotary controls adjust 
tone, while balance is on a concentric ring with 
the volume. A row of identical illuminating push^ 
buttons switch the inputs, with tape monitoring 
and cross-dubbing, stereo/mono and toudness 
facilities. The rear panel has phono sockets 
exclusively, including two pairs for inserting an 
equaliser or some such device between pre- 
and power amplifier sections.

Lab performance
We measured a respectable 50 watts a channel 
(near enough) from this modestly priced model, 
although there is some restriction on delivery 
into 4 and 2ohms. However speaker matching 
should not be any problem, as facility for one pair 
of speakers only is provided. The difference 
between single and dual channel drive is quite 

significant, suggesting some limitations in the 
power supply, but the power was well maintained 
at the frequency extremes, with distortion stay
ing low throughout.

The important disc bandwidth shows quite 
sensible control at high and low frequencies, but 
the RIAA is not quite as flat as we would have 
liked, and is probably out enough to cause slight 
tonal coloration. The disc input is sensibly low at 
130pF, facilitating cartridge matching. The re
maining inputs and outputs are reasonably 
typical and suggest no compatibility problems 
with other equipment. Though harmonic distortion 
was excellent and noise figures pretty good, hum 
and crosstalk were both below average, likewise 
the IM sidebands, though in the latter case the 
'noise modulation effecr is quite slight. Consider
ing the price of the unit, it is commendably free of 
significant technical limitations, while offering 
some room for improvement nevertheless in a 
number of areas

Listening impressions
The listening tests did not give particularly en
couraging results forthis model, though it was by 
no means strongly criticised like its smaller 
brother. The problem seemed to be that the 
amplifier worked fairly well when quiet, with nice 
separation and fairly good bass, but started to 
deteriorate significantly when working harder, 
the high frequencies becoming unpleasantly 
aggressive, the sound becoming more confused, 
and the bass rather'lighr. The overall rating was a 
little below average.

Conclusions
This is a neat well-finished amplifier with sound
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enough technical performance and adequate 
power at a very modest price. Unfortunately it did 
not get good reaction in the listening tests, the 
main difficulty for the panelists being the sound 

.quality at higher levels (where in fact many other 
designs also received criticism). It is in fact quite 
difficult to dismiss what is in many ways a well- 
balanced design, but we must take our subjective 
findings into account, while inviting potential 
purchasers to refute them for themselves!

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1 % dist............................
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.................

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms
1 kHz, 0.1% dist.................................
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.................

Single cycle power 1 kHz,8/4/2 ohms .
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB..............  

Dynamic headroom (IHF)................... 
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power) 
Disc in - power out.............................  
Disc in - tape out.......................... ...
Aux in - power out.............................

.. 49/49/48 Watts
16.9/16.9/16.8dB

. ..57/86/88 Watts 

. 17.6/16.3/13.5dB 
72/124/138 Watts 

. 18.6/17.9/15.4dB
................. 0.64dB

.10Hz- 60kHz 
13Hz- 200kHz 
...3Hz- 50kHz

Inputs 
Disc MM..............

Type 
. Phono

Sens (m\I)
3.8

Imp (ohms)
48 k

Cap {pFJ 
130

Tuner/Aux .... . Phono 180 9Qk.
Tape 1............ . Phono 180 1OOk
Tape 2............ . Phono 180 1OOk
Power amp... . Phono 1.1V 32k
Disc overload MM........................
Outputs (5.0mV disc input)
Tape 1..................................
Tape 2..................................

Headphones (8 ohms)....... 
(2 kohms)....

Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume............ ......... 
Aux ref volume................... 
MM disc ref volume..........
Other
Damping factor...................
THD performance..............
Hum performance..............
Dimensions(W x OxH).......
Weight.................................
Typical purchase price ...

Type 
Phono 
Phono

Level {m\I) 
200 
200 
50 

1.3V

.........35dB
Imp (ohms)

1.3 k
1.3k

-86dB
-78dB
-78dB

...................................................50 
.......................................excellent 
.............................. below average 
17V2(44) x 13(33) x4(10) ins(cms) 
............................................ 18lbs 
............................................£110

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear; vert. range 90dB)
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Amcron SA2/DL2
HHB Sales, Unit F, New Crescent Works, Nicoll Road, London NW10 9AX Tel 01-961 3295

Presentation, facilities etc
It is difficult to do justice to this extremely 
elaborate system within the space allotted for a 
Choice review. In addition to the huge pre-and 
power amplifiers (the latter massively constructed 
so that the former feels a trifle flimsy by com
parison), there is a smaller pre-amp power supply, 
which demands console mounting, plus two little 
'outboard' disc input modules, one for moving 
magnet and one for moving-coil matching, also 
powered from the pre-amp supply. Interconnect 
cables and a wooden console case were supplied, 
the former being rather unusual combinations 
which should not be lost!

The pre-amp is really much closer to a pro
fessional mixer than a hi-fi component, and has 
the capability for external computer control, as 
all the main functions are electronically operated. 
A row of phono inputs are all at line levels, and 
matched by a row of jack socket outputs: this 
allows control and mixing of up to nine separate 
inputs and two main outputs, with additional 
mono, inverted, stereo, tape, processor, and 
buffer outputs. Three tone controls per channel 
act more like equalisers, though the Q is not 
particularly high, and each may be centred on 
one of three different frequencies. Four positions of 
high and low pass filtering have a fairly steep 
18dB/oct attenuation, and a variable loudness 
contour is the main central rotary control. Volume 
and balance are digitally switched over63.5dB in 
O.SdB steps, using six pushbuttons and two large 
LED displays; alternatively this can be set once 
and for all, and loudness (with compensation) 
used instead. The three dual-concentric rotaries 
on the mixer section permit considerable flexibility 
in stereo image jiggery-pokery. A number of 

similar pushbuttons control tape recorder routing 
and defeat for tone and filters, while jack sockets 
power headphones(2) and allow front access for 
a tape recorder.

The power amplifier can be used stereo or 
'bridged mono' (over a kilowatt into4ohms here), 
and has a permanently operating fan for cooling. 
Independent volume control rotaries for each 
channel and an on/off switch are on the front, 
with a42dB range LED display of some subtlety. 
Difficult to distinguish switches on the back 
panel give stereo/mono, 'low frequency protecf 
and 'delay, the latter protecting against switching 
transients, and the 'low frequency protect' 
against sub-10 Hz signals. The elaborate pro
tection circuitry uses analogue computations 
based upon the safe operating areas(SOA) of the 
output devices, in order to get the most from 
these transistors while still keeping a watchful 
eye on them.

Lab performance
Power output at around 280 watts per channel is 
very high, showing only a slight difference 
between single/dual channel, as two separate 
high voltage supplies are used.
surprising that we measured any difference 
between channels single/dual channel, as two 
separate high voltage supplies are used.

Bandwidths are rather on the wide side through
out, unnecessarily so we feel, and considering 
that each of the phono modules cost more than 
the average price of the amplifiers in this project 
we might have expected flatter RIAA equalisation. 
However their technical performance is rather 
good, though construction might have been 
neater and 'fine tune' capacitance on mm would 
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have been appreciated instead of the 49/98kohm 
option offered. Crosstalk was reasonable, but 
could have been better with the type of volume 
control used had it not been for the mixer/blender 
circuitry. Distortion performance was good, and 
the IM spectrum showed no separately distin
guishable components but a fair amount of the 
'noise modulation effect', while the hum per
formance was only average. Construction of the 
power amplifier was excellent, but the preamp 
did not seem to be quite as well built or laid out, 
and its case marked rather easily, while the 
wooden console unit was also a little flimsy.

Listening impressions
One is forced to enter into an emotional relation
ship with the pre-amp and the manuals in order to 
get this set-up to work, and the attendant frustra
tion perhaps prejudiced 'hands on' listeners 
somewhat against the system. Here results were 
a little above average, whereas 'blind' scoring 
was significantly higher still, well above average, 
and amongst the best in the project. This does go 
some way towards justifying the exorbitant price, 
and is a creditable result for such a powerful 
amplifier. Balance was a little on the bright side, 
but bass and dynamics were good, with a notable 
lack of 'stress'. Interestingly, the bass was 
described as 'very odd' at first, until the 'wee 
switch' on the back giving 'low frequency pro
tection' was discovered and switched off, where
upon things improved markedly.

Conclusions
Despite some scepticism when first confronted 
by this beast, we have to admit that it went a long 
way towards delivering the goods, at any rate as 
far as the power amplifier was concerned (a 
slightly cheaper professional version is also 
available, without the complex level indicator 
circuitry). The pre-amp was rather less to our 
taste, seeming to compromise things rather with 
extravagant complexities, while not offering 
some of the more useful facilities like variable 
capacitance on the mm disc module or variable 
impedance on the m-c module. Furthermore the 
volume control is difficult to use: could Crown not 
have given us a shaft-encoded single large rotary? 
Though flexible in many ways the pre-amp scores 
poorly on ease of operation. Overall we don't feel 
able to recommend this combination for normal 
domestic hi-fi use, particularly at its very high 
price and with the noise of the cooling fan to 
contend with. But for specialised applications 
where price is no disincentive it may well be 
worth considering. The power amplifier looks a 
strong proposition in its own right, and is much 
more competitive on price.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1 % dist.............................. 277/289/280 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB..................... 24.4/24.6/24.5dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms
1 kHz, 0.1% dist..................................295/494/733 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................24.7/23.9/22.7dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 351/665/840 Watts 
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.................... 25.4/25.2/23.2dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)............................................. 0.4dB
Bandwidth (—3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out..................................... 2.5Hz - 113kHz
Disc in - pre out..............................................2Hz - 200kHz
Disc in - tape out............................................ 2 Hz - 103kHz
Aux in - power out.......................................DC Hz - 106kHz
Power amp only............................................DC Hz - 111 kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pFJ
Disc MM.......... Phono 0.7 - 9* 48/97 k 30
Disc MC.......... Phono .07 - .7* 100
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 235 85k
Tape (1,2, 3)... Phono 235 85k
Power amp.... Phono 2.4V 25k
Disc overload MM........................................................... 33dB
Disc overload MC.........................  34dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape (1,2, 3)...................... Jack 500 500
Headphones (8 ohms)....... Jack 220

(2 kohms).... 220
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume..................................................................—90dB
Aux ref volume.............................................................. —88dB
MM disc ref volume.................... .................... ........... —86dB
MC disc ref volume........................................................—86dB
Other 
Damping factor...................................................................785
THD performance.............................................................. good
Hum performance........................................................average
Dimensions (Wx D xH).......................... large and complex
Weight........................... , . .......... ..........very heavy
Typical purchase price.................................................. £3000
Continuously variable.

Intermodulation distortion spectrum
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Presentation, facilities etc
Such is the mayfly existence of most hi-fi equip
ment, this is now an old favourite, coming round 
for its third assessment by this Choice team. Yet I 
recall it is only five years ago that I was saying 
rude things to the designer about the original 
prototype (and he was saying rude things about 
my ears!) Individualistic in a number of ways, the 
A60 is unusually well domesticated with its 
attractive walnut sleeve and discreet fascia styl ing. 
It is perhaps a trifle wide for its height, looking 
better whenstackedwith the matching tuner, while 
the lack of differentiation between the knobs and 
buttons does not make it the easiest unit to use.

Thefour identical knobs control volume, balance, 
bass and treble, and there is no centre indent or 
tone defeat switch to ensure the latter are 
operating 'flat'. The six pushbuttons select 
the inputs, mono/stereo, and (unspecified but 
the manual says high)filter(bass roll-off is a fixed 
part of the design). A large rocker switch operates 
on/off, beside which a headphone socket can be 
used with or without speaker muting. The back 
panel has DIN sockets throughout (adaptors 
available), though in fact tape conveniently mas
querades as a phonoand aux as a DIN inpuVoutput 
set. Three speaker terminals are provided for 
each channel, giving the option of connecting 
speakers direct with no switches in the high level 
signal path, or of routing the signal via the 
headphone sockefs mute facility. A head amplifier 
is available which plugs into the disc input, taking 
its power from the amplifier. All disc inputs offer 
flexibility in cartridge loading.

Lab performance
Power is fairly restricted, though adequate for 

most domestic applications nevertheless, and a 
significant improvement on our earlier findings 
(probably attributable to improved distortion per
formance). Delivery into low impedances is fairly 
restricted, somewhat more so under steady state 
conditions than when we last tested the unit, so a 
little care needs to be taken to avoid the lowest 
impedance loudspeakers. THD has been im
proved, though it only rates average compared to 
the latest Japanese designs.

Bandwidths are deliberately tightly controlled, 
with the nicely tailored bass roll-off acting quite 
quickly below50Hz, while the RIAA is reasonably 
flat. Crosstalk has been dramatically improved 
over our earlier samples, and is now better than 
-35dB everywhere and better than -70dB at 
low frequencies. The IM distortion spectrum 
shows one noticeable sideband, though the 
'noise modulation effect' is noticeably better 
than in many other designs. Noise figures are 
slightly below average, hum is very good (another 
significant improvement), and inputs and outputs 
are very versatile. In fact apart from any philo
sophical objections to the band-limiting employed, 
and the slightly limited power delivery (one of 
which helps protect the other we feel), there are 
really no grounds for technical criticism of this 
model.

Listening impressions
Once again the listening impressions gave un
usually positivereactionsto this amplifier, tending 
further to confirm the findings of the two previous 
occasions. The fundamental reason appears to 
lie in the fact that the amplifier always seems to 
stay in control even when working quite hard, 
and as a result sounds more coherent than many
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more pretentious models. The praise is not 
unqualified, however, and the high frequencies 
are again singled out as this amplifier's weakest 
attribute, as these can sound 'untidy' and a little 
over-emphasised. But on balance resuIts are fine 
for the price, with praise of stereo, dynamics, 
tonal balance and 'focus', with more information 
than usual. The Integrated Amplifier of its title is 
rather apt.

Conclusions
Showing only a modest (and recent) price 
increase over the years, the A60 continues to 
improve technically and audibly, and sets a high 
standard as a well-balanced and well-domesticated 
package at a competitive price. A&R have also 
now had a chance to establish a good reputation 
for reliability and after sales backup, so it was a 
trifle frustrating that their new pre/power com
bination had only just reached its final prototype 
stage around the same time as this book!

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 

8 ohms, 0.1% dist................................... 41 /44/39 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................16/16.4/15.9dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1% dist........................................52/48/18 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.......................... 17.1/13.8/6.6dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms.......64/95/25 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................. 18.1/16.8/8dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF).............................................0.34dB
Bandwidth (-3d8 below half power) 
Disc in - power out......................................... 20Hz- 50kHz
Disc in - tape out................. . ...................19Hz- 160kHz
Aux in - power out.............................................6Hz - 40kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap {pFJ
Disc MM........... DIN 2.0 48k 120
Disc MC........... Phono 85/100uV •
Tuner/Aux....... DIN 100 49 k
Tape.................... DIN 100 47 k
Disc overload MM..................................................................36dB
Disc overload MC................. ..........................................36dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape.................................... . DIN 150 5k
Aux....................................... DIN 115 104k
Headphones (8 ohms).......  64

(2 kohms). ... 1.0V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume..................................................................... -85dB
Aux ref volume................................................................-83dB
MM disc ref volume....................................................... -78dB
MC disc ref volume.........................................................-75dB
Other
Damping factor.......... . .............   62
THD performance......................................................very good
Hum performance....................................................... excellent
Dimensions(W x DxH)........ 18(45)x2V2(6) x 10(26)ins(cms)
Weight.................................................................................1Olbs
Typical purchase price.....................................................£190

Disc frequency response, note expanded vertical 
scale (2dB per division) (m-c above mm below)

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25 kHz linear; vert. range 90dB)
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Aurex SC-M12/SY-C12 (revised and reprinted)
Toshiba (UK) Ltd., Toshiba House, Frimley Road, Frimley, Camberley, 
Surrey GU15 511.  Tel. (0276) 62222

This review has been adapted from that which 
appeared as a tuner/amplifier combination, shown 
in the photograph. Some care should be taken in 
comparing value judgements with those for the 
latest tests.

Presentation, facilities, etc.
This is effectively the middle combination in the 
Aurex/Toshiba micro-component range. Higher 
priced and more sophisticated components also 
exist in a similar format, allowing a variety of 
permutations, and including tuners and cassette 
decks. The elegant ultra-compact styling and 
'jewellery' finish invariably draws favourable 
comment

The pre-amplifier has phono socketry through
out apart from a mixable mike jack on the front 
panet concentric volume and balance, traditional 
tone controls, switchable loudness and tape 
monitoring for two machines complete the list The 
power amplifier includes a headphone socket and 
permits switching between two sets of speakers. 
Although fairly basic in terms of facilities, the 
simplicity prevents clutter and will satisfy most 
people. In our opinion this delightful-looking 
combination deserves better than relegation to the 
bedroom or second-system role that some market
ing people have implied should be its place.

'Lab performance
The fairly modest power output came quite expen
sive, showing modest single/dual channel differ
ence, but restricted availability into low imped
ances. Disc input bandwidth was fairly well 
controlled, but had rather high capacitance for 

matching some cartridge/arm combinations, while 
frequency response showed some variation from 
flat, though disc overload margin was exceptional. 
Other inputs/outputs seemed fine, while IM distor
tion was below average and hum and damping 
factor well below average.

Subjective impressions
Sound quality was encouraging, with comfortably 
above average results, liked for good detail, 
information and integrity, but with criticism of 
bright (but nice) high frequencies and some‘ untidi
ness'.

Conclusions
This model does perhaps merit consideration for 
applications where its styling and compactness 
holds particular appeal Listening tests give quite 
positive results, though power is a little restricted 
for the price. The disc input capacitance remains 
some disincentive.

LI HZ ....
IM distortion.
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GENERAL
Power
Bandwidth (-3dB ref max power. disc).......................... 12Hz--46kHz
Both channels20Hz/I kHz/20kHz(8 ohms. 0.1% dist)... 32/35/33 Watts 
Single channel 8/4/2 ohms (I kHz 0.1% disi)........40/39/33 Watts 
Burst power I kHz 8/4/2 ohms...................................45/59/42 Watts
Inputs Type Sens (m.) Imp (ohms) Cap
Disc MM........................... Phono 1.8 46k 300pF
Disc MC 
Tuner/aux.......................... Phono 130 35k
Tape................................ Phono 120 39k
Disc overload I kHz.. . , ...................... 45dB
Outputs (5mV disc) Type Level (m V) Imp (ohms)
Tape.......................................... Phono 215 5k
Headphones (8 ohms) . , . Jack 15
Noise (ref I Watt 8 ohms) 
Zero volume..................................................................................... —81 dB
Aux ref volume............ ....................... .. ................... . —75dB
Disc ref volume............................................................................... —77dB
Other
Damping factor........................................................................................ 24
THD performance............................................ .............................. g^ood
IMD performance...............................................................below average
Hum performance.. ........ ...... ........ .... well below average
Typical retail price.. ............ ...............................................£246

Disc i/p frequency response/crosstalk

WE STOCK AND RECOMMEND ARC, A&R, EXPOSURE, 
HARMAN KARDON, LENTEK, LINN PRODUCTS, 

NAGAOKA, NAIM, NYTECH

Come and hear these superb products all on demonstraron.
No parking problems - just pull on to our 90 foot forecourt. 

Contact Steven Bratby for all the details.

PERFECT ELECTRONICS LTD
508-516 Alum Rdck Road. Alum RRock.Birmnghangham883HX Tel ; 021-327^7/6313
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Bryston 2B/3B
KJ Leisuresound, Bridle Path, Watford, Herts. WD2 4BZ. Tel Watford 33011

Presentation, facilities etc
These mean-looking power amplifiers from 
Canada are being imported by the well known 
London dealer KJ Leisuresound, but are also 
available to other dealers. At present the im
porters are concentrating upon the power ampli
fiers, so this review combines two of these, and 
naturally the results will depend somewhat upon 
the choice of a partnering pre-amplifier. (Pre
amp performance probably accounts for rather 
more than 50% of the subjective characteristics 
of an amplifier, in our estimation, while the 
interface between pre-and power, with band
width matching and the like, can easily be 
another 25%).

Both units are uncompromisingly matt black, 
with sharp edges and protruding heatsinks (38) 
and fascias that virtually demand console 
mounting. Both have an unusual heavy duty 
coiled cable (a la telephone handset), which may 
be convenient but does risk the induction of hum 
into other components, so some care may be 
needed in siting. Massive construction suggests 
thatthese amplifiers are built to last. LED indicators 
are used for clipping on each channel and to 
indicate 'power on', though strangely the 20 
does not have an on/off switch. Each has rugged 
speaker terminals on the rear, and a switch for 

mono 'bridged' operation (we did not test this 
option). The 38 is equipped with power supply 
fusing. The accompanying literature shows that 
Bryston have tackled many of the aspects which 
are believed to affect power amplifier perform
ance, notably in offering high slew rates and 
output stages and protection which should be 
unaffected by loudspeaker impedance charac
teristics.

Lab performance
The 28 gave over 60 watts per channel into 
8ohms, with the channel independence ensured 
by the twin supply, and with generally good 
delivery into low impedances. This was slightly 
constrained into 2ohms, steady state, but well 
maintained for the 'single cycle' transient test, 
though the difference between these is fairly 
large. Bandwidths were rather wide, though not 
excessively so for a power amplifier, and the 
input sensitivity and impedance should be an 
easy match for many pre-amplifiers. Harmonic 
distortion and crosstalk were well down into the 
noise floor of the amplifier, and although there is 
some evidence of IM sidebands, the 'noise 
modulation effect' is notably absent. I lum was 
only average, and the 'air cored inductor' effect of 
the mains lead needs watching, and should be 
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kept away from pre-amps and signal leads. The 
connectors were rather close together for con
venience, and it was difficult to tighten the 
speaker terminals properly.

The 38 gave a similarly high standard of 
technical performance, with a power rating 
approximately double that of the 2 8, at 130 watts 
per channel, and with a more or less identical 
delivery pattern. In nearly every respect the 
same comments apply, though the hum here was 
very good, while the IM spectrum showed no 
specifically identifiable sidebands but a fair 
amount of the 'noise modulation effecf.

Listening impressions
Listening tests were predominately carried out 
with Nairn Audio pre-amplification, which in
evitably played a part in the results, which were 
consistently well above average, particularly for 
the 38. The bass was considered to be a little 'fat 
and 'heavy', and the 28 tended to sound a little 
'harsher” than the better balanced 38. Dynamics 

and imagery were pretty good, with some detail 
clouding but a generally good sense of rhythm. 
The 38 tended to stay under control a little better 
than the smaller 28. Overall it must be said that it 
is impossible to evaluate a power amplifier in 
isolation, but there were indications that the 
Brystons were pretty good performers, well up to 
the standard of the better models in this report. 
We had a distinct preference for the 38 over the 
28, even though their characters were quite 
similar.

Conclusions
Of the two, the 38 would appear to be the most 
interesting proposition, with plenty of 'high quality' 
power available in every respect, at a not un
reasonable price. Choice of a partnering pre
amplifier will of course be important, but the 
power amplifiers appear to have some promise, 
with rugged construction and a good technical 
performance.

GENERAL DATA Bryston 2 B
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 

8 ohms, 0.1% dist...................................  63/68/65 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................18/18.4/18.1dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1 kHz, 0.1% dis!...................................68/106/117 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................18.4/17/14.6dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz,8/4/2 ohms.......86/132/217 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.........................19.3/18.2/17.3dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF).............................................0.36dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power) 
Power amp only.............................................DC Hz - 92kHz
Inputs Type Sens (ml/) Imp (ohms) Cap IpA
Power amp.... Phono 700 48k
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume.....................................................................-89dB
Other 
Damping factor.....................................................................641
THD performance....................................................... excellent
Hum performance.........................................................average
Dimensions(Wx D x H)......... 19(48) x 11 (28) x3.5(9) ins(cms)
Weight.................................................................................171bs
Typical purchase price..................................................... £299

GENERAL DATA Bryston 3B
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1 % dist............................... 130/139/131 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB..............................21/21.4/21dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1 kHz, 0.1 % dist............................... 140/239/197 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB....................... 21.4/20.8/16.9dB

Single cycle power 1kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 163/300/528 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB....................... 22.1/21.7/21.2dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)..............................................0.1dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power) 
Power amp only............................................DC Hz - 82 kHz
Inputs Type Sens (ml/) Imp (ohms) Cap IpA
Power amp.... Phono 850 48k
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume................................................................... -90dB
Other 
Damping factor...................................................................504
THD performance  excellent
Hum performance......................................................excellent
Dimensions(Wx Dx H)........  19(48) x9(23) x5.5(1 4) ins(cms)
Weight...............................................................................321bs
Typical purchase price....................................................£399

0.0 HZ 25.000 K

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear; vert, range 90d8)

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz O- 
25kHz linear; vert, range 90d8)
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Presentation, facilities etc
Crimson is quite a new company to amplifier 
manufacturing, with its roots in the design and 
preparation of low cost powerful designs for 
the kit market. The 510/520 is a complete 
break with these traditions, and is a highly un
usual design in several ways. The pre- and power 
amplifier modules are deep (but so is a record 
players), and narrow, so that they take up very 
little space. The standard of finish is a bit'cottage 
industry, though it is quite acceptable in a rather 
low profile way, and some might regard it as re
freshingly simple and down to earth. Some care 
is necessary in siting to avoid hum.

The 'tubes' have a black crackle finish on the 
wrapped metal covers, with one end finished in 
silver the other in red. The silver end is the bit you 
look at, with the pre-amplifier sporting an LED 
'on' indicator light (important, see later), and four 
rotary knobs, the larger one controls volume, the 
others balance, input selection, and on/off/tape 
monitor. The 'crimson' end of the pre-amp has 
phono sockets throughout, plus a jack socket for 
those using the rechargeable battery pack Yes 
the pre-amp runs off batteries, 2 PP9s or recharge
able equivalent, partly for cost but mainly for 
technical reasons. The pre-amp may be modified 
internally for either moving magnet or moving
coil operation, add-on modules giving capaci
tance matching for the former and sensitivity/ 
impedance for the latter. Battery life (£2.20 a set) 
is estimated at 3 months+ of 2-3 hrs/night, and 
the rechargeable batteries plus charger cost 
about £45. The power amplifier has an 'on' 
indicator LED on the silver front heatsink, though 
the on/off switch is inconveniently sited on the 
rear, with phono sockets 'in' and 4mm sockets 
'out.
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Lab performance
Power output is quite modest, though nonethe
less adequate for most domestic uses, and is 
reasonably maintained into low impedance, 
though the very lowest impedance speakers 
should perhaps be avoided. A rather large differ
ence between single and dual channel drive 
indicates some power supply limitations.

Bandwidths show generally good control, par
ticularly at low frequencies. The RIAA LF roll-off 
is nicely tailored, though there is a 1 dB rise in the 
treble. Disc input matching is effectively infinitely 
flexible via the module system, and as supplied 
the m-c input was probably more sensitive than 
necessary. TH D was effectively masked by the 
noise of the system, which was a little below 
average, and little perturbation can be seen on 
the IM spectrum, with noticeably less of the 
'noise modulation effect which we found with 
some amplifiers. Crosstalk was poorer than 
average, though adequate nonetheless, and the 
hum performance was a little disappointing con
sidering the pre-amp battery operation. The 
manual warns that the units should not be sited 
side by side, with which we agree. Mains trans
former mechanical hum was modulated by the 
demands made on the power amplifier. Overall 
then results are unspectacular but show some 
promise; this is a flexible design with still a little 
room for improvement.

Listening impressions
Very positive results were obtained in the listening 
tests, with the units consistently receiving well 
above average praise, largely because the sound 
was felt to be much more controlled than with 
most designs. It stood out clearly on the blind 
tests, with praise for coherence, control, 



dynamics, stereo and neutrality, though it was 
also considered a trifle 'bright' and qualitatively 
the bass might have been 'tauter'. It was con
sidered to maintain its character rather well 
when driven loud. "A good 'un", as someone 
summed it up.

Conclusions
This is a new design with its fair share of 
'wrinkles' which offer some room for further 
development and improvement. And by its very 
nature it is something of an enthusiasts device, with 
operation not entirely convenient. But the fine 
subjective balance for the price demands re
commendation, though the slightly quirky nature 
of the models are sufficient to keep it from best 
buy status this time around.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dis!......................................41/43/42 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................16/16.3/16.3dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1% dist........................................54/7g/93 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=Od8........................ 17.3/16.0/13.7dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms....... 74/128/189 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................18.7/18/16.8d8

Dynamic headroom (IHF)...............................................0.7dB
Bandwidth (—3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out......................................... 20Hz- 58kHz
Disc in - pre out.............................................20Hz- 103kHz
Disc in - tape out................... ... ........ 5Hz - 142 kHz
Aux in - power out........................................... 20Hz - 61 kHz
Power amp only.............................................DC Hz - 65kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pA
Disc MM.......... Phone 2.3 45k 47
Disc MC.......... Phone 0.04 86
Tuner/Aux....... Phone 52 47k
Tape................. Phone 52 47 k
Disc overload MM..................... ........ ............. ........ 38dB
Disc overload MC............................................................ 38dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape...................................... Phone 100 1.7
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume..................................................................... -77d8
Aux ref volume............................. ................... -76d8
MM disc ref volume....................................................... -76dB
MC disc ref volume......................................................... -73dB
Other
Damping factor......... .....................___ .31
TH D performance. ........................ - ........................... good
Hum performance.............................................below •average
Dimensions(Wx Dx H)... 2x[3.3(8.5) x15(38)x4.3(11)] ins(cms)
Weight............................................................................... 151bs
Typical purchase price....................................................£228

scale (2dB per division) (m-c above,mm below).. , i., •.• ""a v.'a " " a a a a ■ f ri *

20 50 100 200 500 it "'k 10k 20k

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference 
(10dB per division

0.0 HZ 25.000 K
Intermodulation distortion specrrum (horiz. 0
25kHz linear; vert range 90d8)
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Denon PM510
Eumig UK Ltd., 14 Priestley Way, London NW2 7TN. Tel 01-450 8070

Presentation, facilities etc
Though it would win no prizes for originality, this 
amplifier looks pleasant enough with its brushed 
aluminium fascia and knobs. The continuously 
varying volume control is conveniently large and 
falls easily to hand, while the remaining functions 
are sensibly laid out in a manner which emphasises 
their importance. Unusually for a reasonably 
cheap model a moving-coil cartridge option is 
provided; upon reflection one recalls Denon's 
expertise and long experience in producing such 
cartridges, so it is quite logical.

The smaller knobs control balance, bass, treble, 
tape monitoring and dubbing, while switches 
select the inputs and power (LED indicated), 
either of two pairs ofspeakers, subsonic filtering, 
and loudness. Phono socketry is used throughout, 
with DIN duplication for Tape 2. All in all the 
ergonomics are fine, and this semi-slimline model 
is virtually devoid of any startling features.

Lab performance
The power output is reasonably generous for an 
amplifier in this price class, and power delivery 
shows good consistency between single and 
dual channel drive. Power was well maintained 
into4ohms though somewhat more curtailed into 
2ohms: choosing matching loudspeakers is un
likely to offer any problems, and the omission of a 
'both' position on the speaker selector would 
seem a sensible move, reducing the likelihood of 
causing the power stage any distress.

The important disc input bandwidth is extended 
to 1 OOkHz according to the manual, though our 
measurements indicate an internal interface 
problem at around 35kHz. The others would 
appear to have been left wide open, which is 

rather unnecessary and doesn't make life any 
easier. The inputs in general would appear to be 
fine, though the moving magnet input capacitance 
of 280 pF is rather too high for optimum matching 
with some such cartridges. (Most m-m models 
will be OK up to a total of 350pF, though this only 
leaves 70pF for the pickup leads if certain 
models are to be used.) The moving-coil input is a 
little on the insensitive side for the lowest output 
models though it would appear to be fine for 
Denon's own. Apart from the hum level which 
only rated as average all the other performance 
parameters we assessed were fine. The crosstalk 
is respectable, with the usual slight curtailment 
at high frequencies, and the disc frequency 
responses are generally smooth, showing a very 
mild upward slope towards high frequencies.

Listening impressions
The results for this model were generally positive, 
though not entirely consistent, and overall it was 
better received than its more powerful and ex
pensive twin, the 540. Most listeners found it 
reasonably well controlled and detailed, quite 
clear and with good stereo and separation, 
though there was a fair amount of criticism of a 
tendency to 'shrillness' when playing at higher 
levels. One listener in particular on more than 
one occasion was upset by 'thickening' and 
'heaviness' in the upper bass particularly, and 
was generally less well disposed overall. Even 
taking account of this dissenter, the overall 
results were a little better than average, which is 
quite creditable for an amplifier in this class.

Conclusions
This is a well balanced model which gave sensibly
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good results on most measurements, and was 
also quite well received in the listening tests, 
though it was not felt to be quite as pleasant 
when driven fairly hard. The only real note of 
caution concerns the moving magnet input 
capacitance, which is fine for models such as 
Ortofon, Shure, Grado, and Technics, for example, 
but may give less than optimum results with 
certain others. The blend of facilities, and in 
particular the provision for moving-coil cartridges 
was felt to be good, and the price for what is 
offered seems reasonable.

GENERAL DATA 
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 

8 ohms. 0.1 % dist......... -........................59/64/62 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................. 17.7/18/17.9dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1 % dist.................................. 65/104/113 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............... . ....... 18.1/17.1/14.5dB

Bandwidth (-3dB below half power) 
Disc in - power out..............................................6 Hz - 35kHz
Disc in - tape out........................................DC Hz - 1OOkHz
Aux in - power out............................................ 6Hz - 1OOkHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pFJ
Disc MM.......... Phono 2.6 50k 280
Disc MC.......... Phono 0.270 100
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 1 GO ?Ok
Tape 1 & 2 .... Phono 160 ?Ok
Tape 2................. DIN 160 ?Ok
Disc overload MM...................... .  . . ..............................35dB
Disc overload MC............................................................ 35dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms) 
Tape 1 & 2.......................... Phono 300 39 5
Tape 2.................................. DIN 45 470k
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 100

(2 kohms).... 2.5V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume................................................................... -91 dB
Aux ref volume.......... .................................................... -84dB
MM disc ref volume u n c( t ;; ........  -83dB 
MC disc ref volume........................................... .........-75dB
Other
Damping factor...................................................................... 50
THD performance....................................................... excellent
Hum performance.........................................................average
Dimensions(Wx D xH) ... 17(43) x 1 5'12(39) x4V.(11) ins(cms) 
Weight................................................................................191bs
Typical purchase price....................................................£ 144

scale (2dB per division) (m-c above mm below)

20 n 50 100 200 500 Ik 2k 5k 10k 2DkH
Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25 kHz linear; vert range 90dB)
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DenonPM540
Eumig UK Ltd., 14 Priestley Way, London NW2 7TN. Tel 01-450 8070

Facilities, presentation etc
This model shows very few differences from the 
510 reviewed at the same time, and comprises a 
semi-slimline case finished in matt silver, and 
including most of the more usual facilities. Finish 
is to a very good standard, though the well 
ventilated top cover rattled somewhat when 
tapped. The volume control is sensibly placed 
and easily distinguished, with a pleasant smooth 
action happily free of the once fashionable 
' stepping.

Rotary controls alter balance and tone and 
switch tape monitoring and dubbing, while illu
minated indicator pushbuttons select the re
maining inputs. Further pushbuttons control either 
or both speaker seJection, tone defeat, power, 
subsonic filter and loudness. Spurious indicator 
lights inform us of the'Direct /1\ circuitry employed 
in the design, and of the presence of a 'super 
equaliser' (of dubious merit) operating on the 
disc input; more useful is an indicator informing 
whether or not the tone controls are active (the 
position of a pushbutton switch can be difficult to 
assess from some angles). Phono sockets are 
employed throughout, with DIN duplication on 
Tape 2.

Lab performance
The similarities with its smaller and cheaper 
brother the 51O are as apparent in the measured 
results as they are in the physical appearance, 
although the power rating is significantly more 
substantial.Once again good delivery is main
tained into 4ohm loads but with some curtailment 
when attempting 2ohms, so only the most difficult 
speaker loads are likely to give any difficulty. The 

back panel wisely warns against the use of sub- 
8ohm models if two pairs are to be used simul
taneously. The single channel maximum shows a 
significantly larger increase over dual channel 
drive than that found with the smaller model, 
indicating that the power supply is marginally 
less well controled.

Our measured bandwidths are rather on the 
wide side, noticeably more so than for the 510, 
though the internal EHF matching problem seemed 
less severe. Once again the moving magnet disc 
input capacitance is a little on the high side for 
the best match with a few available models. The 
m-c input is a little less sensitive than usual 
though well matched to Denon models. And 
again the hum performance is the worst of the 
measured performance parameters. The disc 
frequency response and crosstalk show slight 
improvements over the cheaper model, and offer 
no grounds for criticism. Apart from the afore
mentioned minor points on the disc inputs, no 
problems are to be expected in matching the 
inputs and outputs to ancillary equipment.

Listening impressions
Unfortunately the results for the 540 were not 
terribly encouraging overall, and did not match 
those achieved by the cheaper 51O. However 
there were some indications that the moving-coil 
input might be rather more satisfactory than the 
moving magnet circuit. Criticism was levelled at 
the frequency extremes and in particular the 
bass, which was not thought to be well controlled, 
while some complaints were also made of treble 
'tizz’. The midrange character was quite liked, but 
there was no particular praise for the stereo
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imagery. Overall results were below average, 
though attained a somewhat inconsistent 'average' 
via the moving-coil input.

Conclusions
This is an attractive if somewhat undistinguished 
amplifier which gave a generally favourable lab
oratory performance. Listening test results were 
inferior to those of its less powerful stablemate: 
one is tempted to wonder whetherthis may result 
from the wider bandwidths and/or'looser' power 
supply indicated in the measurements. Though 
by no means a bad amplifier, it failed to raise our 
enthusiasm.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dis!................. .................... 95/97/95 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 19.8/19.9/19.8dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms
1kHz, 0.1 % dist.......... ......................... 113/155/134 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 20.5/18.9/15.2dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ...138/210/240 Watts 
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB..................... 21.4/20.2/17.8dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF).............................................. 0.5dB
Bandwidth (—3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out.................................... 3Hz- 63kHz
Disc In - tape out......................................... DC Hz-121 kHz
Aux in - power out...................... 3Hz - 115kHz
Inputs Type Sens (ml/) Imp (ohms) Cap (pF}
Disc MM.......... Phono 2.5 50 k 230
Disc MC.......... Phono 0.260 100
Tuner/ Aux....... Phono 150 67k
Tape 1 & 2 .... Phono 150 67k
Tape 2................ DIN 150 67k
Disc overload MM..................................   34dB
Disc overload MC.............................................................34dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc inpuij Type Level (ml/) Imp (ohms) 
Tape 1 & 2.......................... Phono 300 450
Tape 2................................... DIN 45 500k
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 100

(2 kohms).... 2.6V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume....................................................................-90dB
Aux ref volume...............................................................-82dB
MM disc ref volume......................................................—81 dB
MC disc ref volume.........................................................—73dB
Other 
Damping factor......................................................................78
THD performance.......................................................excellent
Hum performance............................................ below average
Dimensions(Wx DxH) ... 17(44)x 15%(39)x4V2(11 ^) ins(cms) 
Weight................................................................................21 lbs
Typical purchase price....................................................£ 190

20 Uz 50 10 200 50 lk 2k 5k lOk 20kH
Disc frequency response note expanded vertical 
scale (2dB per division) (m-c abovemm below)

20 Hz 50 100 20 20 Ik 2k 5k 10k 20k

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference 
(10d8 per division)

0.0 HZ 25.000 K
Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear vert range 90dB)
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Denyo AU3000M
Uher Ltd, 24 Market Place, London NW11. Tel 01 ^455 1771

Presentation, facilities etc
The Denyo got something of a reputation a while 
back as providing some real competition for the 
impressive NAD 3020, so although this is not a 
new model, it seemed a good idea to check it out 
in any case. The 'full-sized' presentation does 
give the unit a slightly old fashioned look in this 
diet conscious age, as do the swinging needle 
'power' meters. (There is absolutely no need for 
such devices anyway as far as we can see, and 
swinging needles are more mendacious than 
inertialess light types.)

The control layout is pleasantly straighforward, 
though the large volume knob has a strongish 
detent action. Five smaller rotary controls adjust 
balance, bass, treble, input selection and speaker 
selection, while toggle switches (much nicer 
than fiddly pushbuttons) give high and low 
filters, mono/stereo and tape monitoring. The 
rear panel phone sockets are DIN duplicated on 
tape, while the speaker terminals are rather 
primitive screw types mounted quite close 
together, so it could be only too easy to get a 
short circuit particularly if sensibly heavy cable is 
used. (This is a phenomenon that has destroyed 
the output transistors of many a music centre, 
though we imagine the Denyo is protected against 
such abuse.) Overall a neat enough amplifier, 
reassuringly heavy but with a slightly old-fashioned 
bulky appearance and evidence of some con
struction economies. The front panel overhangs 
the case, giving rather sharp protruding corners.

Lab performance
Considering the very low price of the model, the 
power output is remarkably healthy, though we 
had to relax our 0.1 % criteria to 0.2% to get the 

same results when the amplifier was warm, so 
some attention paid to temperature stability 
might be worthwhile. Again, measurements of 
THD+noise became poorer when the amplifier 
became warm. The power delivery shows reason
ably good maintainence into4ohms, but is some
what more curtailed into 2ohms, so some care 
should be taken to avoid the lowest impedance 
types if planning to use two pairs of speakers 
loudly and simultaneously.

The bandwidths show sensible control via the 
disc input, but the frequency response leaves a 
great deal to be desired. Frankly the 3dB 'bump' 
takes this product out of the hi-fi category in our 
opinion, and will invariably strongly dominate 
comments made upon the sound quality. The 
input capacitance at 220pF is also a trifle high for 
optimum matching with a few models if the 
turntable is not chosen carefully. Other inputs 
and outputs are fine, but the low price of the unit 
is reflected in the below average results for hum, 
IMD, noise, crosstalk and disc overload, the IM 
spectrum showing both a significant difference 
component and 'noise modulation effect'. All in 
all not the most encouraging pattern.

Listening impressions
Though results were not entirely consistent, the 
consensus rating was significantly below average, 
with the bass 'bump' dominating the character of 
the sound, giving an initially lively powerful effect 
which quite quickly palled. Under some circum
stances this 'loudness' character does work 
subjectively, giving the sound pleasant'bounce'. 
But trying to hear beyond it one becomes aware 
that the overall sound is nothing special, with a 
certain amount of'muddle' and rather untidy high
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frequencies. Not a subtle nor an accurate ampli
fier, but one which can be curiously satisfying up 
to a point.

Conclusions
An interesting if slightly dated design, the Denyo 
offers quite a lot of amplifier for the money, but 
the technical performance has sufficient weak
ness to suggest that it is more of an audio than a 
hi-fi product. The limitations lie primarily in the 
RIAA equalisation, which gives a sometimes 
enticing but ultimately not very satisfying sound 
quality.

GENERAL DATA 
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 

8 ohms, 0.1% dist................................... 34/39/39 Watts
op level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 15.3/15.9/15.9dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1% dist........................................48/60/54 Watts
op level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 16.9/14.8/11.3dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms.......58/88/81 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 17.6/16.4/13.1dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)...............................................0.2dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out.............................................9 Hz - 50kHz
Disc in - tape out........................................... 28 Hz - 100kHz
Aux in - power out............................................. 5 Hz - 50kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pF)
Disc MM............ Phono 2.35 45k 220
Tuner/Aux. Phono 170 35k
Tape................... Phono 170 39k
Tape.................... DIN 170 39 k
Disc overload MM................................................................... 26dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape...................................... Phono 300 2k
Tape...................................... DIN 20 87 k
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume... .. ..................................... . ............—31 dB
Aux ref volume................................................................-75dB
MM disc ref volume....................................................... -74dB
Other 
Damping factor......................................................................49
THD performance..........................................    average
Hum performance.............................................below average
Dimensions(WxD xH) 17(43) x9%(24) x5%(14) ins(cms)
Weight................................................................................16lbs
Typical purchase price..................................................... £75

Disc frequency response,note expanded vertical 
scale (2dB per division)

~7°i : ■ J Lill—LI— il . LI——I— L-LiJ—_20 Uz SO lOO 50 lk 2k 5k 10k 20kHz

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear vert range 90dB)
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Eagle A8500
Eagle International, Precision Centre, Heather Park Drive, Wembley HAO 1 SU. Tel 01 ^902 8832

Presentation, facilities etc
This is an attractively satin-finished full-sized unit 
with a nicely sculptured fascia dividing the front 
panel horizontally. The major styling feature is a 
rather garish power meter display. This unit is 
manufactured in Korea, and it is a credit to the 
standard of finish to say it looks as if it could have 
emanated from a Japanese factory. Only a couple 
of years ago it was quite easy to tell the difference 
between Japanese and other Far-Eastern pro
ducts, and this gap has now narrowed dramatically.

On the top section a large detent action 
volume control sits between a rotary input selector 
and loudness and mono/stereo pushbuttons. 
Beyond the 'power' meters is another rotary 
switch selecting loudspeakers. Below the input 
selector two toggle switches organise tape 
monitoring and cross-dubbing, while a small 
balance knob sits under the volume control. Two 
more rotaries adjust tone and are accompanied 
by defeat and high filtertoggle switches, matching 
the power switch at the end. The back panel has 
rather small spring grip speaker terminals, 
separately fused outputs and mains, and pre
dominantly phono sockets DIN duplicated on 
tape 2. All in all, this is a conventional enough 
amplifier, nicely presented if perhaps a trifle old- 
fashioned looking.

Lab performance
Power output is more than adequate, though 
showing some restriction at low frequencies 
under our specification, a difference between 
single and dual channel drive which is quite 
marked, and some restriction into low impedances. 
However our figures for the latter are perhaps a 
little misleading, as the current limiting operated 

asymmetrically, and in practice the fuse pro
tection would act long before this. The single 
cycle transient test shows less limitation, suggest
ing that speaker choice is quite uncritical, though 
as usual some caution needs to be exercised if 
planning to drive two sets together.

The bandwidths show a reasonable degree of 
curtailment, particularly at the low frequencies 
on disc. The frequency responses confirm this, 
though the tailoring at the low frequency end 
could have been more elegant. The input capaci
tance is a sensible 127 pF, allowing any cartridge 
types to be matched. Noise and harmonic distor
tion figures were particularly good, likewise the 
crosstalk trace, while hum performance was 
also fine. The IM spectrum showed a small 
difference component and a significant amount 
of the 'noise modulation effect'. The inputs and 
outputs seem generally pretty well chosen, 
though the output into high impedance 'phones 
was less than usual (not such a bad thing in 
fact). To summarise, the technical performance 
was sound but unremarkable, giving little cause 
for criticism.

Listening impressions
This amplifier received a rather mixed batch of 
results on audition, and these varied from average 
to well below average, so the overall reaction 
could not be described as positive. The amplifier 
gave the impression of being very powerful, 
suggesting quite positive dynamic qualities, but 
tonal colorations were also described, detail 
appeared to sound 'muddled’ at low and mid 
frequencies, while the treble was frequently 
described as 'aggressive’ and 'shrill', and stereo 
as ill-defined. It would appear from the agree-
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ment in the comments that the amplifier sub
jectively does not sound too well controlled, 
although it does have certain promising attributes. 
The variation in value judgement depends largely 
on the importance the panelists placed upon the 
control/dynamics dichotomy.

Conclusions
This amplifier is not a bad performer technically, 
but subjectively it attracted some adverse 
comment, and overall it does not appear to offer 
anything special when compared to similarly 
priced rivals in the marketplace.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1 % dist........ .............................47/58/57 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=Od8........................ 16.7/17.6/17.5dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms
1 kHz, 0.1% dist...........................................69/87/44 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 18.4/16.4/10.5dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ...84/98/100 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB...................... ,, ..19.3/17/14dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)....... ...................... ............... 0.32dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out........................................22Hz- 1OOkHz
Disc in - tape out...............................................5Hz- 90kHz
Aux in - power out........;...............9 Hz- 109 kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pFJ
Disc MM........... Phono 2.8 55k 127
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 172 49k
Tape 1 & 2 .... Phono 172 80k
Tape 2................. DIN 172 80k
Disc overload MM................................................................... 37dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1 & 2.......................... Phono 2 k 550
Tape 2.................................. DIN 46 20k
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 55

(2kohms).... 150
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume.....................................................................-90dB
Aux ref volume................................................................-84dB
MM disc ref volume....................................................... —82d8
Other
Damping factor............................... 76
THD performance.......................................................excellent
Hum performance............................................ above average
Dimensions(Wx OxH) ...17%(44) x 13%(34) x5(13) ins(cms)
Weight.................................................................................221bs
Typical purchase price.....................................................£120

Disc frequency response note expanded vertical 
scale (2dB per division)

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference 
(10dB per division)

B.B HZ 25.000 K
Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz. 0
25 kHz linear; vert range 90dB)
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The Electro (25w & 'bridged')
Norse Ecosse Electronics,Glenrothes,Scotland

Presentation, facilities etc
'The Electro' has an illustrious reputation as a 
limited power output power amplifier of the 
highest quality. Originally known as the Electro- 
companiet, it is a Scandinavian design reputedly 
based heavily upon the ideas of Matti Otala, an 
engineer of international reputation who has 
done much original and frequently controversial 
work on audio amplifier design. Production was 
originally started in Norway, but was transferred 
to Scotland a couple of years ago, under the 
aegis of Norse Ecosse Electronics.

Both units feel very 'solid' in construction, the 
power amplifier case being partly constructed 
from substantial heatsink fins. The pre-amp also 
feels quite heavy, so one is surprised to find that 
it draws power from the power amplifier. Finish is 
matt black throughout and quite tastefully re
strained with high enough standards even if not 
aspiring to Japanese 'camera finish'. The pre
amplifier is 'minimal' in the audiophile tradition, 
and hence easy to use, with a single concentric 
volume/balance control and two input selection 
switches. The rear panel uses phono sockets 
throughout for signal (the power umbilical uses a 
DIN socket), and moving magneVmoving-coil 
switching is provided here. The very substantial 
power amplifier has a plain front panel, and the 
back panel has a fused pre-amp power supply 
outlet and a large on/off toggle switch, which is 
quite easy to find 'by feel' despite its inconvenient 
location. Speaker terminals are nicely spaced to 
avoid short circuits with heavy cable. This unit 
gets quite hot at all operating levels due to its 
high A-bias, so adequate ventilation is necessary. 
An alternative arrangement using two power 
amplifiers in 'bridged' mode gives a substantial 
increase in power, from 25 to 85 watts.
86

Lab performance
The standard stereo model has comparatively 
low power delivery, below 30 watts, but the 
quality of delivery is quite good, showing no 
difference whatever between single and dual 
channel drive, and a drive pattern that is quite 
well maintained into 4ohms, if curtailed some
what into 2ohms. No particular care needs to be 
taken when choosing matching loudspeakers.

In the bridged mode using two power amplifiers 
as mono devices, output is trebled into 8ohms, 
though delivery is not quite as well maintained 
into lower impedances, so such loudspeakers 
should perhaps be avoided in this application.

The bandwidths tend to be unnecessarily wide 
in our opinion, showing little attempt at curtail
ment at either end of the audio band except via 
the m-c input. Disc input capacitance for mm is 
sensibly chosen. Inputs and outputs are a little 
unusual, with the tape input impedance rather 
low, but sensitivity is higher than usual to com
pensate, so problems are unlikely. The power 
amplifier input impedance is lower than usual at 
900ohms (with the pre-amp correspondingly so 
at 3.5ohms), so this does mean some care needs 
to be taken if using an alternative pre-amp, 
choosing one with a low output impedance to 
avoid mis-match effects.

Frequency responses were quite flat, crosstalk 
fine, but noise was not as good as many other 
designs, and in fact gave poorer results when 
measured in the bridged mode. This is probably 
because the pre-amp had become quite warm 
when testing was carried out, after standing near 
the power amplifiers. Both hum and harmonic 
distortion were somewhat below average, though 
the latter tended to be dominated by the noise. In 
many respects the technical performance was 



reasonable, but does reflect the comparatively 
early origins of this design when compared to the 
latest models from Japan.

Listening impressions
As a single stereo amplifier, the Electro was quite 
well received, though it was felt that the moving
coil input was disappointing compared with the 
mm input, and this.held the overall ratings back a 
little. Careful appraisal of the results and a little 
informal 'hands on' testing suggested that the 
power amplifier is definitely amongst the very 
best, the pre-amp is reasonably good via moving 
magnet, but a liltle disappointing via moving-coil. 
The sheer quality of the power amplifier en
courages one to increase the volume and easily 
get rather close to the limited power capabilities.

The sound was described as quite easy to 
listen to, not aggressive and quite lively, if a little 
lacking in high frequency detail (? noise effect) 
and rather 'strong' in the bass.

The unit was also liked well enough in bridged 
format, though the sound quality was not con
sidered quite as good as the stereo version. 
Once again control, dynamics and stereo received 
praise, but the detail did not seem as subtle and 
the sound tended to be a little 'shrill' and 'scratchy, 
and also a trifle 'plummy' in the bass range.

Conclusions
It is difficult to place overall value judgements 
upon a low powered amplifier at these prices, but 
the sound quality was rather promising, being a 
little limited by the pre-amplifier in our estimation. 
Technical performance was not outstanding, but 
there is no particular cause for alarm, though 
care needs to be taken if substituting pre
amplifiers. The option of doubling up the power 
amplifier when funds and needs arise is quite 
enticing, but the sound quality here did not seem 
quite the equal of the low powered version. 
Although the specification indicates low power, 
the sound quality by no means reflected this, and 
the power amplifier quality meant that it was 
often happier than more powerful models atfairly 
loud levels.

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 1k 2k Sk lOk 20k

Disc frequency response, note expanded vertical 
scale (2dB per division) (m-c above, mm below)

GENERAL DATA
Power stage 25w
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 

0 ohms, 0.1% dist.................................. 27/29/27 Watts
o/p level ref 2.&3V=OdB........................14.4/14.6/14.4dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1 kHz, 0.1% dist.......................................29/48/56 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 14.6/13.8/11.5dB

Single cycle power 1kHz, 8/4/2 ohms...... 30/48/77 Watts 
o/p level ref 2.&3V=OdB.....................14.8/13.8/12.8dB

Bandwidth (-3dB below half power 
Disc in - power out.............................................2 Hz - 94kHz
Disc in - pre out.......................................... DC Hz - 1OOkHz
Disc in - tape out.......................................DC Hz - 134kHz
Aux in - power out.....................................DC Hz - 21OkHz
Power amp only..........................................DC Hz - 220kHz
Inputs Type Sens {ml/) Imp (ohms) Cap {pF) 
Disc MM.......... Phono 1.5 48k 176
Disc MC.......... Phono 0.06 99
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 78 9k
Tape................. Phono 78 9 k
Power amp.... Phono 400 875
Disc overload MM . ____ ________________________ 41dB
Disc overload MC...........................................................40dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input Type Level (ml/) Imp (ohms)
Tape..................................... Phono 250 1 k
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms 
Zero volume................................................................... -75dB
Aux ref volume.............................................................. -75dB
MM disc ref volume ...................................................-73dB
MC disc ref volume....................................................... —71dB
Other
Damping factor.....................................................................69
THD performance............................................. below avera9e
Hum performance....................................................... average
Dimensions (W xD x H)......................15(38) x 8(21) x 3%(9)

+ 14%(37) x 13(33) x 4%(11) ins(cms)
Weight.......... ................................................................31 lbs
Typical purchase price.................................................. £575

Power stage 'bridged9
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 

8 ohms, 0.1% dist.................................. 88/90/82 Watts
o/p level ref 2.&3V=OdB........................19.4/19.5/19.2dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1 kHz, 0.1 % dist....................................90/11 (3/72 Watts
o/p level ref 2.&3V=OdB........................19.5/17.6/12.6dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz,8/4/2 ohms ... 100/145/169 Watts 
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................20/18.6/16.3dB

Other
Damping factor .. .. .............................................................53
THD performance............................................below average
Hum performance......................................................average
Dimensions (W x D x H).................... 15(38) x 8(21) x 3V229)

+ 2[14¥2(37) x 13(33) x 4%(11)] ins(cms)
Weight........................................ .....................................54lbs
Typical purchase price...................................................£880
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Elite Tuwnshend
Elite Electronics Ltd., 32 Mayo Road, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey. Tel (09322) 46850

Presentation, facilities etc
The Elite amplification system is manufactured in 
the UK under the design and direction of expatriate 
Antipodean Max Townshend. It is a modular 
system which perhaps owes a little in concept to 
the Meridian, but in execution it is quite different 
though similarly elegant and ingenious. The 
tested system uses four modules, separating the 
two power amplifiers from their power supply 
unit, but as we were going to press we heard that 
an alternative version with fully integrated power 
amplifier will be available at a saving of £70 (less 
metalwork and connecting sockets). A possible 
advantage of the completely separated approach 
is that the power amplifiers can be used next to 
the loudspeakers with short speaker leads and 
long interconnect cables.

The pre-amplifier must be one of the neatest 
and most versatile around. With its power supply 
built into the mains cable, it measures only 1% 
inches wide and 4 inches high. The single knob 
on the front controls volume, while three minia
ture toggle switches control the inputs. Two 
tiny pushbuttons for low filter and power plus 
an indicator light complete the front panel, and 
slightly less white graphic enthusiasm would 
have made this look less cluttered. The wedge 
section at the back gives easy access from 
above, allowing a small balance control to be 
sited at the top, along with two more toggle 
switches to adjust disc input loading -30/100/ 
470ohms on moving-coil and 50/150/270pF on 
moving magnets. A final pushbutton adjusts the 
pre-amplifier output. The other units are sub- 
stantiallyfeatureless, though solidly constructed 
and with the attractive 'wedge’ styling. Note
worthy however are the biggest loudspeaker 
terminals we have ever seen!
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Lab performance
Considering the very high price of the units, the 
measured results were a trifle disappointing. 
Power output is more than adequate at 95 watts 
or so, and shows some evidence of good control, 
with no difference between single and dual 
channel drive and little extra short-term capability. 
But it is also rather restricted into low impedances, 
so low impedance loudspeakers are best avoided.

Bandwidths are quite well controlled, though 
the tape output is less so, rising 3dB above 
20kHz. The mm disc input capacitance variations 
measured approximately 1OOpF higher than the 
values stated, probably because of an inherent 
contribution from the layout, but they are still 
quite useful values nevertheless. Unfortunately 
the RIAA response is not as flat as we would have 
liked, with the presence band showing a 1dB 
boost with respect to the bass and treble, and 
this is likely to be subjectively audible as extra 
'forwardness’ and 'clarity1. The mm input sensitivity 
is lower than usual, but the noise figure is quite 
good. The moving-coil input did have rather poor 
noise figures, while the overload margin of 31.6dB 
had dropped to 23dB at 20kHz;sensitivity here 
was normal. Distortion performance was not 
perhaps as good as one might expect for the 
price, while noise and hum were also only average 
(good eve^where apart from 100 Hz), and some 
IM sidebands may be identified though the'noise 
modulation effect’ is fairly slight.

Listening impressions
Inconsistency seemed to be the order of the day 
in our findings on this amplifier. Some people 
found the overall balance a little ‘bright’ and 
‘brash’, probably due to the frequency response. 
The gentle roll-offs at the extremes offended 



some listeners, while others welcomed the 'lack 
of aggression'. Some care needs to be taken in 
siting to avoid hum effects, which also may have 
affected auditioning consistency. Some listeners 
praised the dynamics and control, though others 
found these rather less satisfactory when volume 
was increased.

Conclusions
It is difficult to summarise this system, because 
neither the technical nor the subjective results 
were particularly positive, and the price is high. 
Yet the design is clever and neat, and the 
listening tests were not consistent and quite 
good on occasions. Clearly we cannot recommend 
as value for money, but suggest that those 
interested in the concept should try to audition it 
for themselves.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 

8 ohms, 0.1 % dist................................... 90/93/88 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 19.5/19.7/19.4dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1 kHz, 0.1% dist......................................93/1 25/25 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB..............................19.7/18/7.9dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 95/145/49 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................19.8/18.6/10.9dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF).............................................. 0.1 dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power) 
Disc in - power out.............................................. 5 Hz - 38kHz
Disc in - pre out...............................................DC Hz - 62kHz
Disc in - tape out.............................................. 2Hz - 200kHz
Aux in - power out............... .............................. 3 Hz - 33kHz
Power amp only................................................... 3 Hz - 40kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pi=}
Disc MM........... Phone 5 46k 168/269/

396
Disc MC.......... Phone 0.28 44/98/390
Tuner/Aux....... Phone 170 26 k
Tape................. Phone 170 26 k
Power amp.. .. Phone 1.0V 20k
Disc overload MM.............................................................32dB
Disc overload MC.............................................................32dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape...................................... Phono 170 1.2 k
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume..............................................................  77dB
Aux ref volume.........................................................  77dB
MM disc ref volume..........................................................76dB
MC disc i-ef volume     ..................................................68dB
Other 
^Doi t m^^imo factor ................ ......................... ^5^8 
THD performance......................................................... average
Hum performance....................................................... average
Dimensions (Wx D x H) ,

typically approx 15V2(39) x 13(33) x 4'14(11) ins(cms)
Weight.................................................................................331bs
Typical purchase price....................................................£860

Disc frequency response, note expanded vertical 
scale (2dB per division) (m-c above, mm below)

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz. 0
25kHz linear; vert range-90d8)
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Exposure (III)/IV/VII
Exposure Electronics, Richardson Road, Hove, Sussex BN3 5RB. Tel (0273) 777912

Presentation, facilities etc
Though Exposure are a very small company, they 
have been around for a number of years and their 
amplifier has attracted quite a bit of attention for 
a claimed good subjective performance. Their 
background in professional equipment manu
facture (mixers etc) is reflected in the styling, 
which gives the unit a pleasantly 'different' 
appearance. The power amplifier is physically 
quite large, and is available in three configura
tions: single power supply (£250+VAT), single 
supply + pre-amp supply(£30o+VAT) (as tested), 
and dual power supply (without pre-supply) 
(£400+VAT). When originally submitted, the 
model Ill pre-amp was in production, but this was 
replaced during the project by the model VII, and 
we have tried to accomodate this change within 
the review. The VII is available in two configura
tions, for use with a single (built in or external) 
power supply (£200+VAT), or with dual power 
supply circuitry (£250+vAt). Pre-amp power 
supply units are£150 +VAT each, and are rather 
more elaborate than those built into the single 
supply power amplifier. Active filter units are also 
available for multi-amp systems. Confusing, isn't 
it? Most of our work was done with the integral 
power amplifier pre-amp supply feeding the VII.

The matt black case finish is attractively high- 
lighed with dark orange legends. Phono socketry 
is used throughout apart from the pre-amp power 
supply connections which use dice-configuration 
5-pin DIN. The pre-amp has two larger knobs for 
input selection and 'master gain',while two 
smaller knobs give separate gain for each 
channel, an arrangement which enables the user 
virtually to tailor the volume control law to his 
personal requirements. The pre-amp has the 

option of moving-coil or moving magnet cartridge 
matching via a switch on the rear.

Lab performance
Power output is quite reasonable at 80+ watts 
per channel, and for our single supply version 
showed a significant but not excessive difference 
between single and dual channel drive. Delivery 
looks promising into low impedances, but the 
fusing prevented us from taking measurements 
into 2ohms, so the full pattern is difficult to 
assess, and no fuse-blowing was encountered in 
use on music programme.

Bandwidths are tightly curtailed, with those for 
the pre-amp properly lying inside those for the 
power amplifier alone. The RIAA curve is reason
ably flat, albeit with some room for improvement, 
and shows sensible curtailment of low frequencies. 
The new pre-amplifier shows a number of improve
ments over the Ill, for which we had already 
taken measurements, notably in the flatness of 
the disc input, a 10+dB improvement in crosstalk, 
and a (much needed) significant improvement in 
noise figures. Noise is still not good,presumably 
partly due to the semi-passive disc input eQ 
circuitry. But the figures are now unlikely to be 
seriously intrusive for most listeners we feel, 
though some may still find them inadequate. 
Note also that the mm input sensitivity is rather 
lower than usual, and that the disc overload 
margin is also somewhat below average. Hum 
and harmonic distortion only rated average, 
while the IM spectrum shows a significant differ
ence component, but relatively slight 'noise 
modulation effect'. Overall the technical per
formance is rather a mixed bag, which shows 
some promise, but also some areas of concern.
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Listening impressions
Rather mixed results were nevertheless overall 
reasonably enthusiastic about the sound of this 
amplifier, with some listeners rating it highly, and 
others complaining a little about noise. The VII 
pre-amp is clearly an improvement on its pre
decessor, but the power amplifier is still perhaps 
the strongest part of this combination, and is 
probably amongst the best liked in the tests. The 
results were clearly above average, but were 
insufficiently consistent to warrant enthusiastic 
endorsement. Some listeners received this system 
very well, highly rating the dynamics, bass control, 
and treble delicacy, despite the limitations im
posed by the noise floor.

Conclusions
In the basic form which we evaluated this com
bination gave quite promising but somewhat 
inconsistent listening results. It is not too ex
pensive in the context of specialist 'audiophile' 
products, and although it is not entirely free of 
problems, it would appear to offer a pretty good 
subjective performance for the price. The power 
amplifier is particularly interesting, while the pre
amp shows significant improvements over its 
predecessor.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1 % dist...................................... 81/87/85 Watts
o/p level r-ef 2.83V=OdB........................ 19.1/19.4/19.3dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1 % dist...................................... 98/150/- Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................... 20/18.8/-dB

Single cycle power 1kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 115/190/- Watts 
o/p level r-ef 2.83V=OdB............................20.6/20/-dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)...............................................0.3dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out.............................................4Hz - 43kHz
Disc in - pre out................................................... 3Hz-31kHz
Disc in - tape out.............................................3Hz-113kHz
Aux in - power out..............................................4Hz- 28kHz
Power amp only.................................................. 2 Hz - 60kHz
inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pFJ
Disc MM................. Phono 7.5 46k 60
Disc MC................. Phono 0.29 469
Tuner/ Aux....... Phono 400 139k
Tape 1................ Phono 400 139 k
Tape 2............... Phono 400 139k
Poweramp.... Phono 1.9V 18k
Disc over-load MC...................................................................................................30dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1.................................... Phono 700 100
Tape 2.................................... Phono 700 100
Pre- out................................. Phono
Noise (r-ef 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume..................................................................... -73dB
Aux ref volume................................................................-69dB
MM disc r-ef volume.......................................................... 65dB
MC disc r-ef volume.......................................................... 67dB
Other
Damping factor...................................................................... 51
THD performance...........................................................average
Hum performance.........................................................average
Dimensions(WxD xH).18(46)x12V2(31)x5(13) ins(cms)
Weight power amp............................................................271bs
Typical pur-chase price..................................... £340 + £230

Disc frequency response,note expanded vertical

Crosstalk mm disc input note baseline reference 
(10dB per division)

10. 000 -r—______________________________________________________________

-80-000 ----------------- t---------------------T------------------- T------------------- T-------------------p

0.0 HZ 25.B0B K

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz. 0
25kHz linear, vert. range 90dB)
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Harman Kardon HK750
Harman Audio UK Ltd., Mill Street Slough, Berks. SL2 500. Tel (0753) 76911

Presentation, facilities etc
This attractive and compact amplifier is a product 
of American design and Japanese manufacture. 
The legend on the front emphasises H-K's philo
sophical commitment to an 'ultrawideband DC 
amplifier', a stance which they have held con
sistently for many years. While acknowledging 
their right to their point of view, we must point out 
that this goes against our experience in practice. 
To try to put our point succintly, in an ideal world 
where there is little room for improvement, wide 
bandwidth would probably be a good thing. But 
with amplifiers' struggling to fulfil even the basic 
requirements of coping with a pickup cartridge 
and driving a loudspeaker, we feel that they need 
all the help they can get, and controlling the 
bandwidth seems to be one way of giving them 
an easier time.

However to get away from philosophy for a 
moment, the 750 is handsomely finished in matt 
silver with brightwork highlights. The large knob 
smoothly controls volume, while little ones adjust 
balance and tone. Pushbars select inputs with 
light indicators, a second group operates subsonic 
and high filtering, the ambiguously labelled 'mode' 
(presumed to mean mono) and loudness, while 
others switch power and loudspeakers. Some 
tiny rather fiddly buttons (4) switch tape monitor
ing and dubbing, while an extra one handles tone 
defeat. Phono connectors are used throughout.

Lab performance
Measuring about 60 watts per channel, the 750 
has more than enough 'urge' for almost all 
domestic circumstances, though the slight limit
ations at the frequency extremes is indicative of 
slightly below average distortion measurements. 

The delivery is better maintained than most into 
low impedances, particularly under transient 
'single cycle' conditions, so loudspeaker matching 
is really no problem. The difference between 
single and dual channel drive is quite large, 
indicative perhaps of slight limitations within the 
power supply.

As discussed above, bandwidths are deliberately 
wide open. The disc input has one of the flatest 
RIAA equalisation curves we encountered, and 
the capacitance is low enough to enable optimum 
matching with all cartridges. It is perhaps a pity 
that the second disc input was not provided with 
a moving-coil option, as this will to some degree 
limit its appeal on the UK market The IM spectrum 
shows slight sidebands, but the 'noise modulation 
effect' is encouragingly low.Inputs and outputs 
have been well chosen throughout, and there are 
no other areas of technical weakness on this 
design. We did encounter a failure with one 
sample, though the second sample to which the 
measurements relate showed good correspond
ance with those that we had taken for the earlier 
one.

Listening impressions
Listening tests gave a rather mixed bag of results 
with no particular consistency. With the lsobarik 
loudspeakers the sound was considered quite 
smooth with quite good bass definition and a 
slightly recessed midrange, though it tended to 
get a little 'bright' when loud, rating a comfortable 
average here. With the SA3s a very negative 
reaction was produced, with descriptions of 
'plummy1 bo:m and 'mcooy midrange, particularly 
on more complex material. In a recent test by 
Martin Colloms in Hi-Fi News he found that a DC- 
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coupled amplifier gave much better results with a 
sealed box enclosure (a /a Jsobarik) than a reflex 
(a la SA3), so perhaps this may be an explanation 
(viz bandlimiting by loudspeaker!)

Conclusions
Though a generally very competently engineered 
amplifier, the H-K is expensive considering the 
strange listening test results and for the power 
available. It has distinct promise, but the choice of 
facilities might have been better for the UK,and 
we feel it ought to be auditioned in a system 
context before purchase.
GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms. 0.1 % dis!............ ...................... 57/64/61 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................17.5/18/17.8dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1% dis!.................................. 72/100/123 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................18.6/17/14.9dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz 8/4/2 ohms... 85.6/153/225 Watts 
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB..................... 1 9.3/18.9/17.5dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)...............................................0.5dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power) 
Disc in - power out...................................DC Hz - >200kHz
Disc in - tape out...................................... DC Hz - >200kHz
Aux in - power out.....................................DC Hz - >200kHz
Inputs Type Sens (m\.? Imp (ohms) Cap !pA
DiscMM1&2... Phono 2.8 42k 150
Tuner/ Aux....... Phono 150 31k
Tape 1................ Phono 150 31k
Tape 2................ Phono 150 31k
Disc overload MM.............................................................37dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (m\.? Imp (ohms)
Tape 1.................................. Phono 260 1.5k
Tape 2.................................. Phono 260 1.5k
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 30

(2 kohms).. . 1.5V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume..................................................................... -83dB
Aux ref volume................................................................-79dB
MM disc ref volume....................................................... -78dB
Other 
Damping factor...................................................................... 84
THD performance.......................................................... average
Hum performance........................................................ average
Dimensions(W x D x H)........ 15(38)x 14(35)x31/2(9) ins(cms) 
Weight............................................................................... 18lbs
Typical purchase price....................................................£ 195

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference 
(1 OdB per division)

-Bi. 000
0.0 HZ 25.000 K

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25 kHz linear vert, range 90dB)
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Hitachi HM/CA 7500II
Hitachi Sales UK Ltd., Hitachi House, Station Road, Hayes, Middx. UK 4DR. Tel 01-848 8787

Presentation, facilities etc
This attractive and beautifully finished combina
tion belies its comparatively modest price, which 
is much less than its Mark 1 predecessor-. Both 
generations have majored on the use of Hitachi- 
developed ‘power mosfets' in their power output 
stages. These sem-conductor devices have been 
specially developed for audio applications, and 
are notably‘fasf; a handful of other manufacturers 
also use them, though perhaps fewer than might 
have been expected considering their claimed 
advantages.

The elaborate pre-amplifier, discreetly finished 
in contrasting browns, is perhaps a little over
burdened with tiny pushbuttons, but the main 
functions are easily distinguished. The largest 
knobcontrols volume with a detent action: this is 
calibrated in dB, and the low level settings show 
rather large steps, though the total range is 
assisted by a -20dB mute switch hidden amongst 
the pushbutton array. Beside the volume is a 
small balance knob, and a rotary switch which 
adjusts ‘fine detail' disc input parameters. The 
main input switching is done by a row of accessible 
pushbars while the little buttons switch loudness, 
mute, subsonic filter, stereo/mono, tape inputs 
and monitoring. Two other rotaries adjust tone, 
with three associated pushbuttons to change 
turnover frequency and provide defeat. Nor is the 
power amplifier devoid of features, the front 
panel consisting of two of the largest illuminated 
swinging needle meters one is likely to encounter- 
the ‘goldfish bowl’ styling technique-adjustable 
for range and forspeaker impedance. Switching 
is provided for two pairs of speakers, and there is 
also the option of direct and capacitor coupling 

via the inputs (probably worth using capacitor 
coupling with reflex type speakers). Again with 
the optional output, the pre-amplifier uses phono 
sockets throughout.

Lab performance
Considering the weight of the power amplifier-, 
output is comparatively modest at 100 watts per 
channel, but commendably shows no interference 
effects between the two channels reflected 
through the power supplies. However the power 
delivery was quite severely restricted into low 
impedances, with relay protection on 2ohms 
steady state. The relay did not operate on the 
single cycle test, and here the current limiting 
can be clearly seen. In effect this means that 
speakers need to be chosen with some care to 
take proper advantage of theSohm power avall
able, and great care should be taken in selection 
if two pairs are to be used together.

The bandwidths have been left wide open at 
high frequencies, which we feel is a pity,, though 
some rolloff at LF is apparent. In fact relay 
protection operated at 50 watts, 137 kHz, so 
some inbuilt roll-off would have been appropriate 
before this. RIAA equalisation, crosstalk and 
THD were very good, the latter belowthe equally 
good noise threshold. Some specific IM side
bands are just visible, though this is partly 
because there was very iittle of the noise modu
lation effect'. Inputs and outputs look fine, 
with disc input capacitance sensible, though we 
would have preferred to have seen capacttance 
rather than impedance variations offered, whlle 
the m-c impedance at 1Oohms is a iittle low for 
some models in our estimation.
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Listening impressions
The 750011 combination scored a straight and 
consistent above average rating. Criticisms 
were made of a number of aspects of the sound, 
though they were fairly mild. Most centred around 
a degree of 'boom and tizz’, which was fairly 
unobjectionable at low levels, but became less 
acceptable as more power was demanded. Focus, 
stereo and detail were all quite good, but al
though the amplifier sounded powerful, it lacked 
'life' and definition in the bass, giving a rather 
'over-heavy' sound. 'Sanitary urge' and 'squeaky 
clean’ were two phrases which seemed to 
summarise the comment well. The volume control 
was not much liked in use, and results for mm 
cartridges seemed a little better than those for 
m-cs.

Conclusions
This is an attracive amplifier in many ways, with 
fine presentation and generally sound technical 
performance. But it is also quite expensive for 
the power offered and for its delivery pattern, 
which needs some care in speaker matching. 
Although the listening impressions were fairly 
positive and consistent, they were unexceptional 
for the price.
GENERAL DATA 
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dis!.................................98/104/103 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB....................... 19.9/20.1/20.1 dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1 kHz, 0.1 % dis!.................................104/103/— Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.......................... 20.2/17.1/-dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms......  1 26/1 05/52 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB..............................21/17.2/11dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)............................................. 0.5dB
Bandwidth (-3d8 below half power)
Disc in - power out....................................... 3 Hz - 137kHz
Disc in - pre out.............................................. 3Hz - 93kHz
Disc in - tape out.......................................... 3Hz - 137kHz
Aux in - power out....................................DC Hz - 115kHz
Power amp only.................................. DC or 5Hz - 183kHz
Inputs Type Sens {mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pF)
Disc MM.......... Phono 2.8 21/50/100 156
Disc MC.......... Phono 2.8/0.105 1O
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 150 45k
Tape 1............. Phono 150 43k
Tape 2............. Phono 150 43 k
Power amp.. Phono 1.0V 48k
Disc overload MM.......................................................... 39d8
Disc overload MC............... . . _ ,. . _ ....... 40d8
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1................................. Phono 265 580
Tape 2................................  Phono 265 580
Headphones (8 ohms)......  70
Pre^ out (max voO............... 1.8V 800
Noise (ref 1 Watt 8 ohms) 
Zero volume...............................      97d8
Aux ref volume......................................................... . 86dB
MM disc ref volume.......................................................82d8
MC disc ref volume.......................................................77d8
Other
Damping factor........  :; . ........................69
THD performance....................................................excellent
Hum performance...... ................................................... good
Dimensions(Wx Ox H) .... 17(43'12) x 12'12(32) x 10(25) ins(cms)
Weight.......................... 401bs
Typical purchase price..................................................£390

Disc frequency response, note expanded vertical 
scale (2dB per division) (m-c above, mm below)

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference 
(1 OdB per division)

10.000

LGMAG 08

-80.000
0.e HZ 2S.0e0K

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear; vert range 90dB)
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JVC AX1
JVC UK Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate,Staples Corner, 6-8 Priestley Way, London NW2. Tel 01 -450 2621

Presentation, facilities etc
Definitely for those who like the shiny silver look, 
the AX1 is beautifully finished but has a rather 
sharp protruding fascia, and is presumably 
intended first and foremost for console/rack 
mounting. Like the Technics models the fascia is 
divided horizontally, with the most useful functions 
(plus obligatory(?) 'power' meters) in the larger 
top section. Four long bars switch power, disc, 
aux and tuner inputs and a large smooth knob 
controls volume.

The lower section has rotary controls for balance, 
bass and treble, plus sensibly arranged tape 
monitoring, mode, loudness, speaker switching 
and a headphone socket. Phono socketry on the 
back panel is supplemented by one DIN duplicate 
tape connector. Construction does show some 
signs of economy, but this is only to be expected 
at the price. In all this is a smartly finished 
amplifier with all the necessary basic facilities, 
nicely laid out and easy to use.

Lab performance
Power output is fairly modest, though adequate 
for most purposes nonetheless. Moreover it 
shows a good delivery pattern, with no restriction 
due to distortion rising at the frequency extremes, 
healthy outputs into 4 and 2ohm loading, and a 
significant but by no means excessive difference 
between single and dual channel drive. Once 
again there is evidence of cost effective engineer
ing rather than ill-balanced 'spec chasing', and it 
is unlikely that there will be any problem in 
choosing matching loudspeakers.

Bandwidths are reasonably sensible through 
the amplifier, and the RIAA curve is smooth with 
slight rolloffs at the extremes, which is usually a 

good recipe for a low cost design. One anomaly 
which we noted was a SdB rise in output to tape 
from disc between 10kHz and 100kHz: this 
is clearly wrong, though it is difficult to assess just 
what problems it may cause in practice. We are 
inclined to think that it is probably harmless, 
though the wrong high output moving-coil cartridge 
and the wrong tape recorder might result in inter
ference with the bias oscillator. The IM distortion 
spectrum showed some low level sidebands, but 
the 'noise modulation effect' was less serious 
than in many other cases. Inputs and outputs are 
all sensibly chosen, with the disc input capacitance 
a nice and low 11OpF (easily increased with 
external adaptors if required). Noise figures were 
excellent, and the fact that distortion is around 
this threshold is further evidence of good design.

Listening impressions
This amplifier did consistently well in the listening 
tests, comfortably rating above average overall. 
The bass was considered very good for a budget 
amplifier, just a trifle 'loose' but quite convincing 
nonetheless. The sound did perhaps lack finesse, 
sounding a little 'loud and 'untidy', but it was 
generally quite well integrated with good stereo/ 
depth, plenty going on and a quite exciting 
sound. The question that will inevitably be asked 
is whether or not it is a 'NAO-beater'. The answer 
as far as we are concerned must be no, but then 
neither is the NAO an AX1 beater either. They did 
similarly well overall, with the AX1 being perhaps 
a little more lively and untidy, yet quite neutral, 
while the 3020 benefited from marginally better 
integration and control at high frequencies, yet 
sounded a little more 'coloured'. Certainly this 
amplifier looks like a worthy rival.
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Conclusions
Its nice to find a budget amp where the com
promises appear to have been very well chosen, 
where the listening tests give positive results, 
and where resources do not seem to have been 
wasted excessively on gimmicks and in pursuit of 
unbalanced specification parameters.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dis!......................................37/37/36 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................15.7/15.7/15 5dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1 kHz, 0.1% dis!....................................41/65/108 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................16.2/15.1/14.3dB

Single cycle power 1kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ...51/95/138 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.. .....................17/16.8/15.4dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)...............................................0.7dB
Bandwidth (—3dB below half power) 
Disc in - power out........ ..............................8Hz- 71kHz
Disc in - tape out  ........................................4Hz- >200kHz
Aux in - power out ................................... ..........7Hz- 50kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pFJ
Disc MM................ Phono 2.8 49k 110
Tuner/Aux___ Phono 160 62k
Tape 1 &2. Phono 160 73 k
Tape 1.............. DIN 160 73 k
Disc overload MM................................................................................................35dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Laval (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1 & 2.......................... Phono 290 510
Tape 1................................... DIN 30 66k
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 100

(2 kohms). 2.6V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume.. ......................................... -87dB
Aux ref volume.............................................................. —80dB
MM disc ref volume........................  ................ -80dB
Other 
Damping factor....................................................................43
THD performance............................................... .. very good
Hum performance....................................................... average
Dimensions(WxD xH)... 16VM42)x 13(33)x4%(12) ins(cms)
Weight.................................................................................131bs
Typical purchase price........................................................ £72

Crosstalk, mm disc input, note baseline reference
(1 OdB per division)

10.000

-80. 000

LGMAG 08

25.000 K
Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25 kHz linear vert. range 90d8)
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JVCAX4
JVC UK Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner,6-8 Priestley 'A'ay, London NW2. Tel 01 •450 2621

Presentation, facilities etc
Like the other JVC models, this is something of a 
celebration in satin silver. The provision of a five- 
band graphic equaliser and power meters make 
the fascia rather 'busy' looking, but the controls 
seem quite logically grouped, while the standard 
of finish is extremely high.

The large smooth volume control is easily 
distinguished, and to its right are the four main 
pushbars with light indicators which control the 
inputs. A row of smaller buttons below switch 
mm/m-c, subsonic filter, tape 1/2, dubbing, and 
mono/stereo. Under the equaliser are defeat, 
loudness and 'record out' switches, the latter 
enabling the user to pre-equalise a tape recording, 
which can be useful in helping to 'rescue' an 
unpromisingly balanced recording. The remain
ing functions include light type 'power' meters, 
and speaker and power switching. Phono sockets 
on the back panel are supplemented by DIN on 
tape 1. In all this is a complicated looking 
amplifier which is nicely finished and laid out, so 
that it stays convenient to use.

Lab performance
Power output is quite adequate into 8ohms, 
though delivery is quite severely restricted into 
low impedances, which suggests that speakers 
should be as near to8ohms as possible, and we 
feel it would be unwise to use two pairs simul
taneously for fear of clipping. The delivery pattern 
also showed a quite significant difference be
tween single and dual channel drive, indicating 
some room for improvement in the power supply 
perhaps.

Bandwidths show some curtailment at low 
frequencies, but 'wide open' high frequencies, 

and the RIAA curves can be seen to have a very 
flat response with nicely tailored LF. The disc 
input capacitance is unfortunately high at 337pF, 
which will restrict the choice of mm cartridges to 
those suited to high capacitance (eg Shure, 
Ortofon), and those uncritical of loading (eg 
Grado, Technics). In other respects the inputs 
and outputs should be fine.

Harmonic distortion was almost completely 
masked by noise, which itself gave good measure
ments. Hum performance was only average, and 
a smallish difference component can be seen on 
the IM spectrum, together with a fair degree of 
'noise modulation effect'. Overall then the lab 
performance is quite creditable, though the power 
delivery leaves a fair amount to be desired, and 
the disc input capacitance remains a source of 
compatibility concern.

Listening impressions
Depressingly inconsistent results on this occasion 
leave us confused about the sound quality of this 
model, and exasperated at the vicissitudes of 
listening tests (the lunch interval before one 
presentation may well have been the cause!) 
Common observations included complaint directed 
against an 'ill-defined' bass, and a slighty 'thin' 
balance. But the results were too inconsistent to 
give much reliable guidance, so we can really 
only report some uncertainties here.

Conclusions
This amplifier was not very distinguished tech
nically, with a rather restricted power delivery 
into any impedance below8ohms, and rather too 
much disc input capacitance for easy cartridge 
matching. Listening tests were not consistent 
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enough for any confident appraisal here, so 
although the design is pleasant enough, and 
offers plentiful facilities for the price, we are 
unable to summon any particular enthusiasm.
GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dis!......................................73/78/77 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 18.6/18.9/18.9d8

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms
1 kHz, 0.1% dis!........................................90.5/63/30 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................. 19.6/15/8.8dB

Single cycle power 1kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 110/61/30 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB..........................20.4/14.8/8.8dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)................................................0.4dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out......................................... 5 Hz - 152 kHz
Disc in - tape out.............................................12Hz - 220kHz
Aux in - power out............................................ 2Hz - 115kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pF)
Disc MM............ Phono 2.8 46 k 337
Disc MC............ Phono 0.215 100
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 190 46k
Tape 1 &2.... Phono 190 46k
Tape 1................. DIN 190 55 k
Disc overload MM..................................................................38dB
Disc overload MC......... ........... .: ......... .......38dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1 & 2.......................... Phono 290 800
Tape 1................................... DIN 38 ?Ok
Headphones (8 ohms).......  70

(2kohms).... 2.5V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume................................................................... -91 dB
Aux ref volume............................. -82dB
MM disc ref volume..................................................... -80d8
MC disc ref volume....................................................... -75dB
Other
Damping factor...................... . ............64
THD performance..................................................... very good
Hum performance.........................................................average
Dimensions (Wx DxH)... 18(45) x 14(35) x 5(12) ins(cms)
Weight.................................................................................21lbs
Typical purchase price.....................................................£166

scale (2dB per division) (m-c above, mm below)
'.

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference 
(10d8 per division)
10.000

-80. 000 _____________ ,-------------------- ,------------------ -,------------------ -,-------------------yJ

0.8 HZ 25.080 «

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25 kHz linear, vert range 90dB)
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JVCAX9
JVC UK Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Esitate, Staples Corner, 6-8 Priestley Way London NW2. Tel 01-450 2621

Presentation, facilities etc
This large and exquisitely finished shiny artefact 
must be one of the best looking integrated 
amplifiers to come out of Japan, providing one 
doesn't have an aversion to large expanses of 
satin-chrome. The fascia is divided horizontally, 
with the major functions exposed and accessible 
along the wide top section, while less often used 
functions and controls are concealed under a 
full-width hinged section. The overall effect is 
impressive, though necessarily bulky.

The major controls are a large smooth action 
volume control, and large pushbars switching 
power, muting, and four main inputs. Under the 
subpanel things get pretty complicated, with a 
mass of similar pushbuttons. From the left, four of 
these switch loudspeakers, subsonic filter and 
tone defeat, then there are bass and treble tone 
controls. Four phono sockets allow the easy 
temporary connection of a tape recorder, and 
then there is a small rotary balance control. The 
final(daunting) row of8 buttonsuses no less than 
six to route tape recorders, which could surely 
have been better organised, with the final two 
selecting mm/m-c matching and phono 1/2. The 
back panel is predominately phono sockets, with 
DIN duplication on tape 1 (the one not duplicated 
on the front panel). A three position switch 
selects ‘mm cartridge load between 100/47k/100 
kohms, the former naturally more suitable for 
high output moving-coils than mm types.

Lab performance
Superficially power delivery reflects the mass, 
price and bulk of this model, but closer examin
ation reveals a number of weaknesses. The 120 
or so watts per channel (Bohms, both channels 

driven) increases quite significantly under single 
channel drive, which is a pity, and shows quite 
severe restrictions in the levels delivered into 
4ohms and 2 ohms. The single cycle power 
figures followed this very closely, because the 
amplifier did not go into clipping cleanly, rather 
showing many harmonics and a tendency to 
oscillate at high frequencies. All this suggests 
that speaker selection needs to be made with 
some care, and caution should be used when 
driving more than one pair at a time.

Bandwidths are very wide, which in our ex
perience is unnecessary and merely provides 
opportunity for trouble to occur. The disc input 
has impressively flat frequency responses, and 
sensible input capacitance. The option of 10Oohms 
loading might be nice with some of the high 
output moving-coils, though by and large we 
would have preferred variable capacitance 
switching for finely tuning the HF response of 
mm cartridges. There is no cause for concern in 
the other technical areas, inputs and outputs 
presenting typical matching values. Noise figures 
and crosstalk are very good indeed, and harmonic 
distortion was usually below the noise. Hum also 
gave above average performance, though the 
'noise modulation effect on the IM spectrum is 
quite pronounced, and a difference component 
is visible.

Listening impressions
Considering the pretensions of this model, listen
ing test results must be considered a little 
disappointing, the overall rating being quite 
consistently average, somewhat below that 
achieved by the humble AX1! Criticism was 
consistently made of the treble being 'bright' and 
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rather'hard’, and mention was also made of some 
midrange 'muddling', with general agreement 
that the sound was somewhat fatiguing despite a 
good feeling of power. The description 'chromium 
plated sound’ from one critic seemed quite apt 
and representative.

Conclusions
This amplifier is superficially an attractive pros
pect, with apparently high power delivery and 
plenty of facilities at a reasonable price, nicely 
laid out in terms of the main operating functions. 
Beneath the surface power delivery was a little 
ill-balanced, with unfortunate behaviour in 
clipping, while the subjective performance only 
rated average, so all-in-all it doesn't really fulfil 
the promise of its beguiling exterior.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 

8 ohms 0.1% dist..............................122/119/116 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=Od8........................ 20.9/20.7/20.6dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1% dist...................................  133/106/57 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................21.2/17/11.6dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms.......138/110/60 Watts 
o/p level ref 2.83V=Od8.....................21.4/17.4/11.7d8

Dynamic headroom (IHF)............................................. 0.16d8
Bandwidth (—3d8 below half power) 
Disc in - power out......................................... 2 Hz- 217kHz
Disc in - tape out. - ....................  .............. .  4Hz - 230kHz
Aux in - power out...................................... DC Hz - 200kHz
Inputs Type Sens (m^ Imp (ohms) Cap (pF)
Disc MM.......... Phono 2.5 100/50k/9gk 160
Disc MC.......... Phono 0.2 100
Tuner/ Aux....... Phono 200 57k
Tape 1 & 2.-.. Phono 200 66k
Tape 1................. DIN 200 66k
Disc overload MM.............................................................42dB
Disc overload MC............................................................ 42dB
Outputs (5.0mVdisc input) Type Level (m\I) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1 & 2.......................... Phono 380 319
Tape 1................................... DIN 48 76k
Headphones (8 ohms)....... Not taken

(2 kohms).... Not taken
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume................................................................... —92d8
Aux ref volume.............................................................. —85d8
MM disc ref volume............ ....... ........................... —82d8
MC disc ref volume....................................................... —77d8
Other 
Damping factor......................................................................96
THD performance.......................................................very good
Hum performance...........................'...............above average
Dimensions(Wx DxH) ... 18(45) x16%(42) x6V2(16) ins(cms)
Weight................................................................................361bs
Typical purchase price... £500 (incl cartridge valued at£100)

10 Hz 5o 00 ' 2O0 ' ' 500 ' ' Ik T2k 5T 10k ~20<
Disc frequency response, note expanded vertical 
scale (2d8 per division) (m-c above, mm below)

18.000.

-80. 000 _____________ 1____________T------------------- T------------------- T-------------------J

0.0 HZ 25.000 K
Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz. 0
25kHz linear, vert range 90d8)
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Lentek
Lentek Audio Ltd., Edison Road Ind. Estate, St Ives, Cambs. PE17 4 LF. Tel (0480) 62225

Presentation, facilities etc
This integrated amplifier from a specialist UK 
manufacturer is conventional enough in overall 
format, yet for this reviewer at least it offers a rare 
combination of function, beauty and good taste 
in styling and design. The finish is to the sort of 
standard which one has come to expect only 
from Japanese manufacturers, while the integra
tion of the heatsinking with the overall shape 
gives a pleasing octagonal fascia, and a style 
perhaps reminiscent of the pre-war Art Deco 
movement. Despite its large size, the semi-matt 
blue/grey gunmetal finish with white lettering 
should ensure that it does not stick out like a sore 
thumb amidst normal household decor.

Functions are deliberately kept fairly limited, 
though not to the degree of asceticism en
countered in some audiophile-oriented products. 
Pushbuttons with LED indicators select power, 
mono/stereo and low filter, while two rotary 
switches handle the signal inputs and tape 
dubbing functions. An LED beside the volume 
and balance controls indicates if the amplifier is 
driven into clipping. Presumably in the interests 
of sound quality, tone controls, speaker switching, 
and headphone sockets have been omitted, 
while an inordinate amount of care has gone into 
providing optimum matching for both moving-coil 
and moving magnet cartridge types. All (phono) 
socketry is fitted within a section set into the rear 
of the unit, accessible from above, so no rear 
overhang need be provided and wiring alterations 
can be made in situ (given sufficient illumination).

Lab performance
Despite the comparatively high weight of the 
unit, the absolute power delivery is not very 
large. The fact that it is very well maintained into 
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4ohm as well as 8ohm loads, and shows close 
correspondence between single and dual 
channel drive, suggests that the power supply is 
both generous and well-controlled. However the 
protection would seem to have been set con
servatively, as delivery into the 2ohm load is 
rather restricted, so speakers with an impedance 
dropping below 4ohms are best avoided. The 
bandwidths measured and shown on the disc 
input curve are sensibly controlled, and the 
crosstalk sweep shows good values across most 
of the audio band.

The disc input impedance/sensitivity options 
were too complex to fit comfortably into our data 
table, and our measurements accorded quite 
closely with the manufacturer's specification: the 
moving magnet input offered 25/34/49/104 kohm 
with 40/89/147/197/263/310/420 pF options, 
while the moving-coil had 100/250/500/650 
microV sensitivities and 38/43/54/64/78/100/ 
197/382 ohm impedances, adjusted via presets 
next to the sockets on the rear panel. Though the 
quoted 1 kHz overload margins were fine, one 
could nit-pick a little with the figure of 13dB 
which we measured at 20kHz on the m-c input.

Noise levels were very good on the disc inputs, 
though a little below those achieved by other 
amplifiers on the other inputs. The intermodula
tion test showed no identifiable sidebands, 
though there was some increase in the noise 
floor either side of the test signals. Overall the lab 
results are very good, with little cause for 
concern and evidence of a number of sensible 
choices made during the design stage.

Listening impressions
The response of listeners to this amplifier was 
neither particularly consistent nor overly en-



thusiastic. The overall rating was a little above 
average, and the most positive attribute seemed 
to be unusual neutrality, or lack of coloration, 
particularly in the midband. Criticisms were 
however directed towards the treble quality and 
to the sound quality when driven loud. Overall 
the sound was liked at lower levels, and the 
moving-coil stage appeared to be up to scratch, 
but the subjective impressions did not seem to 
accord with the power and dynamics which a unit 
of this weight and price might have been expected 
to produce.

Conclusions
This amplifier has a great deal going for it, with its 
very flexible disc inputs, beautiful presentation, 
fine technical performance, and very neutral 
sound quality. However it is expensive for the 
power offered, and was not particularly favoured 
when driven loud. It clearly has a place in the 
market when value for money is not a prime 
consideration, but it does show signs of over
engineering which perhaps mitigates against its 
competitiveness somewhat, whilst ensuring that 
the product has a reassuring solidity which 
creates confidence in the purchaser.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dis!.:....... ........................... 71/72/65 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 18.5/18.6/18.1dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1% dis!.................................... 76/135/62 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 18.7/18.3/11.9dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms .... 88/153/— Watts 
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 19.4/18.9/—dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF).............................................0.54dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power) 
Disc in - power out............................................. 7 Hz - 36kHz
Disc in - pre out.................................................. 6 Hz - 71 kHz
Disc in - tape out.............................................10Hz- 81 kHz
Aux in - power out............................................. 5Hz - 55kHz
Power amp only.................................................. 3 Hz - 63kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap/pFJ
Disc MM................. Phono • *
Disc MC................. Phono *
Tuner/Aux .... Phono 100 64k
Tape 1................ Phono 100 64k
Tape 2................ Phono 100 64k
Disc overload MM..................................................................................................39dB
Disc overload MC................................................................................................29dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1.................................... Phono 190 550
Tape 2................................... Phono 190 550
Headphones (8 ohms)........ N/A

(2 kohms).... N/A
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume........................................................................83dB
Aux ref volume................................................................—BOdB
MM disc ref volume.......................................................... 79dB
MC disc ref volume.......................................................... 79dB
Other
Damping factor.................................................................... 416
THD performance..................................................... excellent
Hum performance............................................ above average
Dimensions(Wx D x H) ... 1 7112(44%) x 14(36) x5(13) ins(cms)
Weight........................... , ,, ....................................40lbs
Typical purchase price.................................................... £750
*Very flexible, see text.

10 Hz 50 100 200 500 Ik 2k 5k 10k 10k

Disc frequency response, note expanded vertical 
scale (2dB per division) (m-c above, mm below)

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference 
(10d8 per division)

io. 000 _ _________________________________________________________________

-80. 000

B.0 HZ 25.000 X

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear vert range 90dB)
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Marantz PM310
Marantz UK Ltd., 15/16 Saxon Way Ind. Estate, Moor Lane, Harmondsworth, Middx UB7 OLW. Tel 01-897 6633

Presentation, facilities etc
This pretty little slimline lightweight is one of the 
cheapest amplifiers in the project but its standard 
of finish in no way indicates this.The fascia is a 
little unusual in being gold coloured, something 
of a Marantz tradition which seems to be stronger 
this year than last. Because it is very much a 
'budget' amplifier, facilities are quite restricted, 
and there is a pleasing lack of clutter; Marantz 
have had less opportunity than usual to over
burden us with stylistic and typeface excesses.

It does seem strange that 'power' meters are 
still with us even when cost-cutting to get to the 
lowest possible price, yet a simple group of LEDs 
provides the central styling feature, with atten
dant pushbuttons for loudness, subsonic filter 
and tape monitor. To the left, two vertical sliders 
control tone, while on the right hand side are 
three rotaries, comprising a largish detent action 
volume control and input selectors. The back 
panel is similarly simple, with one set of speaker 
terminals and five pairs of phono inputs. Though 
basic, the facilities are positively lavish com
pared with some audiophile products, yet the 
layout is logical and straightforward, so the 
amplifier is refreshingly easy to use.

Lab performance
30 watts per channel output is not particularly 
generous by current standards, but in fact it is 
quite rare to need much more power than this 
under typical domestic circumstances, particu
larly if reasonably sensitive speakers are chosen 
(such as Marantz's own, for example). Distortion 
measured below average, though not severly so, 
and this serves to restrict our power measure
ment at the frequency extremes a little. Delivery 

is reasonably maintained into 4ohms, but quite 
restricted into 2ohms, so the lowest impedance 
speakers are best avoided, although the absence 
of second speaker outlets will help avoid problems. 
A significant power difference can be noted 
between single and dual channel output, so the 
power supply is a little on the 'loose' side.

Bandwidths are quite nicely controlled, but the 
RIAA equalisation is not very accurate and will 
colour the sound somewhat. A further point to 
watch is the slightly high disc input capacitance, 
which added to the turntable combination could 
well make it difficult to match some cartridges 
optimally; however with a little care there should 
not be any serious problems. Hum breakthrough 
was poorer than average, and some sidebands 
can be identified on the IM spectrum, while the 
'noise modulation effecf is also quite pronounced 
here. In general the technical performance 
parameters are somewhat below average (except 
for crosstalk which is very good), but there are no 
particularly serious anomalies, and the overall 
balance would appear to have been quite care
fully worked out to make the best of limited 
resources.

Listening impressions
Not surprisingly the310 came in for a fair amount 
of criticism, but at the same time the amplifier 
was considered to have acquitted itself quite 
reasonably when examined as a whole, and had 
an overall rating only marginally below average. 
The sound was a little coloured and rather 
muddled, and these characteristics were much 
mu1e noticeable when working it hard. Out the 
overall sound was quite well balanced, if short on 
detail, and aggressive tendencies were mercifully
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slight. All in all we felt that an A for effort turned a 
potential C into a respectable enough B-!

Conclusions
11 is easy enough to become over-critical when 
dealing with amplifiers at the very cheap end of 
the market, where technical limitations become 
fairly obvious. But the Marantz does manage a 
surprisingly competent overall performance 
despite rather unpromising ingredients. Its not 
really hi-fi, more top-end audio, so we feel 
disinclined to recommend it formally, and an 
extra £20 is worth spending on something a little 
better. But if you must have a £65 amplifier, this 
is almost certainly the one.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dist......................................27/31/29 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=Od8........................ 14.3/14.9/14.6d8

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms
1kHz, 0.1% dist............................................38/49/18 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=Od8..............................16/13.9/6.5d8

Single cycle power 1kHz, 8/4/2 ohms.......49/69/16 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................. 16.9/15.4/6dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF).............................................. 0.7d8
Bandwidth (-3dB below half puwer)
Disc in - power out........................ ..............11Hz - 51 kHz
Disc in - tape out.............................................8Hz - 80kHz
Auxin -power out., ............5Hz-56kHz
Inputs Type Sens (m\I) Imp (ohms) Cap (pF)
Disc MM........... Phono 2.8 46k 230
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 180 60k
Tape................. Phono 180 60k
Disc overload MM..................................................................35d8

Disc frequency response note expanded vertical

Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (m\I) Imp (ohms)
Tape...................................... Phono 300 278
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 70

(2 kohms).... 2.5V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume................................................................... -84dB
Aux ref volume.................................. ........................... -82dB
MM disc ref volume..................................................... -74d8

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference 
(10dB per division)

Other 
Damping factor.......... 
THD performance........  
Hum performance......  
Dimensions(WxD x H).. 
Weight.......................... 
Typicai purchase price.

................................................... 44
...........................................average 
............................... below average 
16^2(42) x 13(33) x3%(8) ins(cms) 
............................................ 11 lbs 
................................................. £65

10.000

-80. 000

0 0 HZ 25.B80 K
Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear; vert range 90dB)
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Marantz PM550DC
Marantz UK Ltd, 15/16 Saxon Way Ind. Estate, Moor Lane, Harmondsworth, Middx. UB7 OLW. Tel01-897 6633

Presentation, facilities etc
This model lies around the middle of the large 
Marantz range, so it is free of the tightest cost 
constraints of the lowest priced models, but is 
nevertheless in a very competitive sector of the 
market Styling is peculiarly Marantz, that is with 
gold rather than silver finish, rather an abundance 
of bits and pieces enlivened by a profusion of 
typefaces.

Slightly slimmer than some, this is neverthe
less very much a full-sized model, with the fascia 
separating the controls via a raised section on 
which the less essential functions are located. 
The volume control is a little larger than the other 
three knobs around it, and has a mild detent 
action. The other rotaries control balance, input 
selector(including moving-coil cartridge option), 
and a 'record send’ selector incorporating cross
dubbing. At the other end of the fascia the tone 
controls are replaced by an elaborate five position 
graphic equaliser, the controls centred on 50/ 
200/800/3.2k/1 2.8k Hz. An 'EQ out' jack socket 
gives the useful facility of feeding a tape recorder 
directly. 'Power' LEDs are elaborately mounted 
under a transparent cover. Pushbuttons switch 
two pairs ot loudspeakers, give equaliser defeat, 
subsonic and high filters, loudness, stereo/mono 
and tape monitoring. The rear panel is exclusively 
phono sockets.

Lab performance
Power output is not unreasonable, but the 
delivery pattern gives us some cause for concern. 
The restriction at 20Hz is due to an early rise in 
the measured distortion, but the delivery into low 
impedances is also quite limited, both into 4 and 
2ohm loads on steady state measure. This implies 

that some care should be taken in avoiding low 
impedance loudspeakers, and calls into question a 
little the provision to drive more than one pair 
simultaneously. It would have been better to 
have given an either/or option, and this amplifier 
should not be used to drive two sets of speakers 
together at a party. However the power measure
ments we obtained do show some discrepancy 
with the specification (this in turn depends a little 
on how the measurements were taken), and does 
make us wonder whether our sample might have 
been misaligned, in say the protection circuitry, 
and our findings and their inferences may not be 
entirely representative.

Bandwidths show little attempt at curtailment, 
and noise was a little on the high side, particularly 
via the moving-coil input.However distortion was 
pretty low,usually below the noise of the amplifier. 
Disc input capacitance is rather too high for 
optimum matching with a number of moving 
magnet models, assuming a typical contribution 
from the turntable. Our figure is rather higher 
than Marantz spec. here, but even their 220pF 
value could be inconvenient. The alternative mm 
input uses the same basic circuitry while by
passing the head amp stage, so presumably 
similar conditions apply, though we did not 
measure this (our fault). The other inputs and 
outputs are usefully typical, and there is no 
cause for concern on the other technical measure
ments, though the 'noise modulation effect' on 
the IM spectrum is fairly pronounced.

Listening impressions
The results for the 550 were pretty fair con
sidering its place in the market, yet were also 
rather unspectacular, giving a straight average 
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throughout. The consensus seemed to be that it 
was commendably unaggressive, without obvious 
vices, but at the same time tended to make the 
music rather boring to listen to. Some general 
criticisms were made against the bass quality, 
which was considered a little 'loose', but the 
general balance was quite well favoured.One 
listener in particular consistently marked this 
model down, and the adjective 'thick' turned up 
several times in descriptions.

Conclusions
This has turned out to be very much a middle of 
the road amplifier at a middle of the road price. 
Facilities are quite useful, particularly the m-c 
option and EQ out for recording enthusiasts. But 
there are a few technical quirks, possibly due to 
quality control slip-ups on our sample, and the 
listening tests gave unspectacular results. So 
this model does not stand out in quite the way our 
other Marantz models do in their respective 
classes.
GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 

8 ohms, 0.1% dis!....... ........................... 62/72/71 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB  .....................17.9/18.5/18.5d8

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1% dis!........................................82/60/21 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=Od8.......................... 19.1/14.8/7.3dB

Singlecycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms....... 1 02/180/27 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=Od8..............................20/19.5/8.3dB

Dynamic headroom (HF)...............................................0.6dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out..........................................5 Hz - 103kHz
Disc in - tape out............................................. 6Hz - 110kHz
Aux in - power out___  . .. .......................4Hz - 92kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap !pA
Disc MM............ Phono 3.3 48k 335
Disc MC........... Phono 0.34 108
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 180 76k
Tape 1................ Phono 180 80k
Tape 2................ Phono 180 80k
Disc overload MM.................................................................. 39dB
Disc overload MC.................................................................. 39dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1..................................  Phono 270 470
Tape 2................................... Phono 270 470
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 67

(2 kohms) .... 2.5V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume................................................................... -82dB
Aux ref volume................................................................—80d8
MM disc ref volume....................................................... —77dB
MC disc ref volume.........................................................—66dB
Other 
Damping factor...................................................................... 51
THD performance................................................................good
Hum performance......................................................excellent
Dimensions(WxD xH)....... 16%(42) x 14(36) x5(12) ins(cms)
Weight............................................................................... 17lbs
Typical purchase price..................................................... £150

Disc frequency response, note expanded vertical 
scale (2dB per division) (m-c above, mm below)

-80.000
ae hz 2S.000 K

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz. 0
25kHz linear; vert. range 90dB)
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Presentation, facilities etc
Originally marketed as part of the Marantz Esotec 
brand, the PM5 is joining the top of the regular 
range now, with a welcome£100 price reduction. 
This large integrated model has a gold-coloured 
fascia which stands proud of the case proper, for 
console mounting, and is decorated with a large 
range of features. One quite unusual facility is 
that the power amplifier may be switched to 
operate either in Class A or in Class B modes: in 
theory Class A is considered to be superior 
because it eliminates 'crossover distortion’ which 
may be caused when switching from one output 
transistor to another, though in practice any 
benefit is far from proven, and also 'wastes' 
power as heat.

The copious facilities include tone controls 
which operate independently on each channel, 
elaborately scaled light-type 'power' meters, a 
five-position mode selection switch, selection for 
two sets of speakers plus a headphone socket, 
and monitoring and dubbing for two tape re
corders. Provision is made for both moving-coil 
and moving magnet cartridge types, and front 
panel switches also operate a loudness function, 
a subsonic 'rumble' filter, and a tone control 
bypass switch, the latter rather obscurely labelled 
'straight DC. The layout of the front panel knobs 
and switches has a pleasing symmetry, though 
this does not assist in finding the volume control 
easily, nor is it complemented by the inevitable 
Marantz confusion of logo typefaces scattered 
hither and thither. All inputs and outputs are on 
phonosockets. When in use, particularly in Class 
A mode, the unit naturally gets quite warm, so 
some care needs to be taken to ensure adequate 
ventilation.

Lab performance
The significant heat output from this model was 
noted, causing a continuous 'ticking'from the 
heat pipe which is used to cool the transistors. 
Power delivery comfortably exceeded the 80/20 
specification, though why the power meters are 
scaled to 200/50 watts/8ohms remains obscure. 
A significant though not excessive difference 
between single and duel channel drive power 
outputs may be seen in Class B mode, but the 
power delivery into low impedances was generally 
well maintained, so choice of accompanying 
loudspeakers should not be criticial.

Bandwidths show sensible curtailment at the 
frequency extremes, but the disc input frequency 
responses do show a mild low frequency 'bump' 
of about 1 dB, sufficient to be audible and intro
duce a measure of tonal coloration, though 
unlikely to be considered offensive. More worry
ing perhaps is our measured input capacitance 
of 370pF on the moving magnet input: although it 
could be argued that this can help control 
ultrasonic spuriae from modern wide-bandwidth 
cartridges, the fact remains that it will also have 
an undesirable effect upon the high frequency 
audio band response of a significant number of 
models, particularly with the typical extra 150pF 
provided by the turntable's pickup leads. The 
discrepancy between our finding and the 150pF 
measured for a similar amplifier (Colloms: Hi-Fi 
News May 1981) remains unexplained. In other 
respects the inputs and outputs show well chosen 
values that should cause no compatibility 
problems.

The other measured technical performance 
parameters were to a competent standard, with 
the crosstalk better than 50dB across most of the 
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audio band, noise figures a little below average, 
while the intermodulation spectrum shows no 
specifically identifiable sidebands, though there 
is a rise in noise related to the test signals.

Listening impressions
The listening tests gave generally positive results, 
with the overall ranking well above average, 
albeit with occasional dissent. Most criticisms 
were directed at a rather'brighf treble, and little 
difference was noted between Class A and B 
operation. Some informal auditioning was also 
undertaken with the related MA5 mono power 
amplifiers, which showed a slight improvement, 
and also a slight change between modes when 
driven from a high quality component pre-amp.

Conclusions
This was definitely considered amongst the more 
lively, dynamic and informative integrated ampli
fiers, and gave a well balanced subjective per
formance for the price. Some reservations never
theless remain concerning the moving magnet 
input capacitance and the perhaps unnecessarily 
elaborate arrangements (cooling etc) needed to 
provide the Class A option.

scale (2dB per division (m-c above mm below)

GENERAL DATA
Power stage Class b
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dis!................................99.4/100/98 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB................................20/20/20dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1% dis!.............................. 113/182/237 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................20.5/19.6/17.7dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 156/276/380 Watts 
o/p level ref2.83V=OdB.................... 21.9/21.4/19.8dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)........................................... 1.05dB
Power stage Class A
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dist..................................... 25/25/25 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB................................ 1 4/14/14dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1% dist.......................................26/44/65 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................14.1/13.4/12.1dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms.......29/48/81 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................... 14.6/13.8/13dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)............................................0.24dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power) 
Disc in - power out............................................ 5Hz-51 kHz
Disc in - pre out...............................................4Hz - 52kHz
Disc in - tape out............................................4Hz - 175kHz
Aux in - power out............................................3Hz - 46kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pF)
Disc MM.......... Phono 2.5 54k 370
Disc MC.......... Phono 0.25 74
Tuner/Aux.. Phono 180 39k
Tape 1 & 2 .. . Phono 180 39k
Disc overload MM...........................................................39dB
Disc overload MC.......................................................... 38dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1 &2......................... Phono 325 600
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 70

(2 kkhms).. 25V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume.................................................................. —82dB
Aux ref volume............. ...............................................—78dB
MM disc ref volume.....................................................—78dB
MC disc ref volume......................................................— 74dB
Other
Damping factor...............................................77 (Class A 64)
THD performance......................................................excellent
Hum performance....................................................... average
Dimensions(W xDxH) ... 16%(42)x 1 4V2(37)x6(1 5) ins(cms)
Weight...............................................................................281bs
Typical purchase price.................... :.............................£400

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear vert flange 90d8)
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Meridian 101/103/103D
Boothroyd Stuart Ltd., 13 Clifton Road, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7 EJ. Tel (0480) 57339

Presentation, facilities etc
This is the third time we have examined the 
Meridian amplification system in Choice, as on 
each occasion there have been detail changes 
which required re-appraisal. On this occasion 
though we have decided to combine the 103 and 
1030 review, because the products are very 
similar, sharing three modules. The module 
system is what distinguishes the Meridians 
externally and internally from most products, and 
gives them an aesthetic edge which few even 
approach.

The system is made up from three or four (D 
type) small identically sized modules which are 
discreetly finished in a textured olive green/brown. 
The pre-amp majors on external simplicity, with 
the single knob operating on/off for the pre-amp 
and the system via mains outlets, plus volume 
and balance arranged concentrically. Three toggle 
switches select inputs and mono/stereo mode. 
The pre-amp has its own power supply, while the 
input circuitry is contained on 'plug in' sealed 
plastic modules, permitting great flexibility in 
cartridge loading and future upgrading. A recent 
introduction for pre-amp internals is a 'double 
module' specifically for moving-coil matching, 
and our tests have concentrated on this version. 
Besides the pre-amp, the 103 has a power 
amplifier and its power supply, while the O 
version uses two supplies instead of one. DIN 
circuitry is used throughout, which is a trifle 
inconvenient on the disc input even though there 
is some technical justification. High quality 
adaptors are available, and for reasons of com
patibility the tape signals are matched to typical 
phono standards. Interconnection is initially con
fusing, and takes a little effort to get tidy, but 
once set up the system is very simple to use. 
110

Lab performance
Power output is not particularly large, but should be 
sufficient for most applications. Interestingly it 
shows a substantial improvement over the figures 
taken a year previously(approximately 10%). The 
single supply 103 has a delivery which is quite 
well maintained into low impedances, but shows 
a substantial single/dual channel drive difference 
and a large increase on the 'single cycle' test, 
which indicates rather 'loose' control. The dual 
supply 1030 shows a significant increase in 
power and a generally more controlled delivery 
pattern. Naturally there is no difference between 
single and dual channel drive, but the overall 
pattern is still generally 'tidier', and is again 
competent into low impedances.

Bandwidths show close control on all inputs, 
which is sound practice in our view, though the 
RIAA equalisation only meets ±0.SdB, and 
shows a trend which will almost certainly be 
audible as slightly exaggerated 'presence' and 
'brightness'. Distortion was below average, and 
several significant sidebands are visible on the 
IM spectrum. With the 103 hum was also below 
average, though excellent on the 1030 with its 
extra power supply. Crosstalk and noise figures 
were both very good, the former representing a 
significant improvement. Inputs and outputs 
seem reasonably compatible (to phono standards), 
and benefit from the flexibility of the module 
system.

Listening impressions
Listening tests gave slightly disappointing results 
compared with previous findings for these models, 
perhaps due to a rather higher overall standard 
shown by the test group. Overall the 103 rated 
only average, with the 1030 a little above average.



The sound of the 1030 was described as pleasant 
and easy to listen to, with good stereo and 
control at low levels, albeit slightly 'forward' and 
coloured in the midrange and with a tendency to 
lose subtlety and some bass control when working 
at louder levels The 103 still sounded respectable, 
but sounded more 'muddled' and 'coloured'.

Conclusions
Though this is an attractive system in a number of 
ways, it is also expensive for both the technical 
and the subjective performance which we found. 
On the technical side it still shows some of the 
weaknesses we have commented on before, 
though there are areas of improvement, while 
subjectively it does not seem to have benefited 
significantly from the module changes which 
have been made to the pre-amp.Notwithstanding 
this, it is still a respectable performer, and in our 
eyes amongst the most beautiful around, easy to 
use, and with unusual capability for future 
upgrading.

GENERAL DATA 101/103
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 

8 ohms, 0.1% dist..................................... 41/47/48 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB..........................16.1/16.9/16.9dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1% dist.......................................58/83/105 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.............................17.6/16/14.2dB

Single cycle powerl kHz,8/4/2 ohms........70/128/121 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB..............................18.5/18/14.8dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)................................................0.45dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power) 
Disc in - power out..................................................5Hz- 36kHz
Disc in - pre out.. ...........  . 3 Hz- 45 kHz
Disc in - tape out..................................................2 Hz- 50kHz
Aux in - power out. - ..................... 4Hz- 36kHz
Power amp only...................................................... 3Hz- 60kHz
Inputs Type Sens (ml/) Imp (ohms) Cap (pA
Disc MM............ DIN different modules available
Disc MC............ DIN 0.1 46
Tuner/Aux....... DIN 150 100k
Tape.................. DIN 150 19k
Power amp.. .. DIN 1.3V 9k
Disc overload MC.....................................................................37dB
Outputs (500uV disc input) Type Level (ml/) Imp (ohms)
Tape........................................ DIN 100 6k
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume........................................................................-80dB
Aux ref volume.................................................................. -80dB
MC disc ref volume........................................................... -80dB
Other
Damping factor...........................................................................58
THD performance.................... below average
Hum performance  ..............................................below average
Dimensions(Wx D x H) 3 x[5Vz(14) x 2(5) x12(30)] ins(cms) 
Weight....... ...................... - .......   .. 151bs
Typical purchase price  ..................................................... £430

Power stage 101/103 0
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1 % dist.........................................54/57/55 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.......................... 17.3/17.6/17.4dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1% dist.......................................... 58/87/99 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB..........................17.6/16.4/13.9dB

Single cycle powerl kHz,8/4/2 ohms....... 70/124/115 Watts 
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................... 18.5/18/14.6dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF).................................................0.57dB
Other
Damping factor...........................................................................58
THD performance................................................below average
Hum performance.........................................................excellent
Dimensions(W xD x H)... 4 x[(5Vz(14) x2(5) x 12(30)1 ins(cms)
Weight...................................................................................... 221bs
Typical purchase price................................. £550

scale (2dB per division) (m-c abov^mm below)

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25 kHz linear, vert. range 90d8)
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Meridian 101/105
Boothroyd Stuart Ltd., 13 Clifton Road, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7EJ. Tel (0480) 57339

Presentation, facilities etc
Sharing the pre-amplifier from the cheaper 
Meridian combinations, the 101/105 uses'double 
module' mono power amplifiers, one for each 
channel. Internally a modular construction is 
used, so that any changes or improvements to 
the design may be incorporated conveniently. 
The system is unusually compact and visually 
discreet, with a matt, textured, olive green/brown 
finish.

Facilities are strictly limited, though the 
modular construction does permit considerable 
long-term flexibility. The pre-amp has a single 
rotary knob which controls volume, balance 
(arranged concentrically) and also does duty as 
the on off switch for pre- and poweramplifiers(via 
mains outlets at the rear). Three toggle switches 
complete the line up, handling mono/stereo 
mode switching and input selection/tape monitor
ing. Though facilities are strictly limited, this 
does aid the simplicity of operation, and many 
users seem to find that most of the features fitted 
to 'mainstream' products are rarely - if ever - 
used from one year to the next. Inputs and 
outputs use DIN sockets, which is a little incon
venient particularly for the disc input, though 
good quality adpators are available. To improve 
general compatibility the'line' inputs and outputs 
are designed to work with phono ancillaries.

Lab performance
Power output is generous, with an improvement 
of about 10% over our previous findings. More
over the delivery pattern is encouraging into low 
impedances, so no spAcial com;idemtion need 
be taken when choosing loudspeakers. Naturally 
there is no interchannel interference with this 

design, though the substantial increase noted 
under single cycle transient conditions does 
perhaps indicate some power supply 'looseness'.

Bandwidths are closely controlled throughout, 
with the disc input sensibly within that of the 
power amplifier, so that unwanted signals should 
be suppressed before they can cause any harm. 
The disc frequency response shows a larger error 
than we like falling inside±0.5dB, but suggesting a 
reason for the Meridian's reputation for a 'bright' 
'forward' sound. Crosstalk measures very well, 
showing a substantial improvement over our 
previous findings. Noise figures are pretty good as 
well, though hum and harmonic distortion were 
only average, and the IM spectrum shows a 
significant sideband, though it is free of the 
'noise modulation effecf, and gives a significantly 
better result than the 103 power amplifier.

Listening impressions
Results were slightly mixed with this model, 
whose combination of attributes and limitations 
appeared to confuse the panelists somewhat. 
Overall results were comfortably though not 
exceptionally above average. Favourable 
comments were directed towards the 'punch/ 
'lively' reproduction of transients, which made 
the amplifier exciting to listen to, while stereo, 
ambience and 'weight' were all favourably 
commented upon. However there were also 
comments of occasional 'hardness', some'muddle' 
and 'muddiness' on complex passages, and a 
rather 'lumpy' tendency in the bass, with the 
amplifier tending to sound a little 'untid/, despite 
oood detail with plenty going on. Overall the 
feeling remains that inside the 105 is a rather 
better amplifier waiting to get out. It has notable 
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strengths, which carry a strong appeal for some 
listeners, but others find its weaknesses rather 
less acceptable, and the recent pre-amp changes 
do not seem to have resulted in any dramatic 
improvements.

Conclusions
Ergonomically and aesthetically this must be a 
very attractive package, but it is expensive, and 
the listening tests were perhaps not positive 
enough to fully justify the price. Technical per
formance was competent rather than spectacular, 
though power delivery was generally very good. 
We suspect that the 105 would benefit from pre
amp improvements, and are not very confident 
that the recent changes in pre-amp modules 
have been particularly beneficial. Worth con
sideration, but prior audition is essential.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1 % dis!............................... 111/117/111 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.........................20.5/20.7/20.5dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms
1 kHz, 0.1% dist..................................  117/1 74/222 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................20.7/19/17.5dB

Single cycle power1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 162/294/361 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................22/21.7/19.6dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)...............................................1.1dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out............................................ 6 Hz -- 35kHz
Disc in -- pre out................................................. 3 Hz -45 kHz
Disc in - tape out............................................. 2 Hz - 50kHz
Aux in - power out...........................................4Hz -- 33kHz
Power amp only.. ......................................3 Hz-57kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap IpA
Disc MM................ DIN Various modules available
Disc MC................. DIN 0.10 46
Tuner/Aux....... DIN 150 100 k
Tape.................... DIN 150 19k
Power amp.... DIN 1.05V 10k
Disc overload MC................................ . ......................... 37dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape...................................... DIN 100 6k
Noise (ret 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume........................... . ......................................-93dB
Aux ref volume.............................................................. -80dB
MC disc ref volume....................................................... —80dB
Other
Damping factor...................................................................... 78
THD performance........................  average
Hum performance........................................................ average
Dimensions (Wx D x H) 

1 single, 2 double x [5%(14) x2(5) x 12(30)1 ins(cms)
Weight............................................................................... 31 lbs
Typical purchase price....................................................£700

Disc frequency response, note expanded vertical 
scale (2dB per division)

20 Hz SO 100 200 SO Ik 2k 5" 10k 20k

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference 
(10dB per division)

0.0 HZ 25.BBB K

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear; vert, range 90dB)
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Presentation, facilities etc
Launched with considerable publicity two years 
ago, the 3020 quickly became regarded as THE 
budget amplifier, sending rival importers searching 
frantically for'NAD-beaters', and being the biggest 
single reason for the rapid growth and success of 
the 'Hi-Fi Markets' franchised dealer network 
We just missed it for the last Amplifiers Choice 
(and I was not a little embarassed by the cheeky 
'best buy' advertisement that they sneaked into 
that issue). But it was included with its matching 
tuner in 1980’s Receivers, Tuners and Amplifiers, 
and is definitely important enough to warrant 
complete solo reassessment for this edition.

Because of its position in the marketplace, 
rumours tend to fly thick and fast, and question 
marks have been raised over its reliability. It is 
very difficult to establish facts in such cases, but 
my collaborator David Watson, whose shop has 
sold several hundred, reckons that it is no 
different to typical Japanese products in terms of 
percentage returns, and rather better than more 
audiophile-oriented products.

To get back to the product itself, it is a simple 
and fairly conventional integrated amplifier,which 
would win no awards for its aesthetics, but which 
at least has the good taste not to glint enticingly 
in every ray of sunshine. Finished with a sort of 
olive camouflage fascia, the black knobs look 
rather cheap and plasticky (though I can't see 
that it matters much anyway), and the controls 
are reasonably simple and logically grouped. 
Features are (thankfully?) fairly basic, the only 
'frills' being a 5 LED 'power' indicator, audio 
muting and loudness switching, plus tone oontrol6 
and a headphone socket. On the rear, socketry is 
phono, with the tape DIN duplicated. Provision is 

made for a single set of speakers, and pre-out/in 
and 'Lab in' sockets are provided, as well as a 
special switchable 'soft clipping' circuit.

Lab performance
Power is naturally not generously available, but 
will still be found quite adequate for most normal 
domestic applications (I still personally feel that 
there is a place in the market waiting for a really 
good low cost 5 watt amplifier!) The distortion 
rises a little early at low frequencies, and the 
limitations of the power supply are shown in the 
nearly 25% difference between single and dual 
channel capabilities. But power is maintained 
quite well into low impedances, and represents a 
significant improvement on the earlier sample 
we tested with its tuner in 1980. When activated 
the soft clipping circuitry reduces the undistorted 
power available by 50%, but ensures that over
driving remains audibly relatively unobjectionable, 
so it could be useful for the occasional party.

Sensible bandlimiting is in evidence via the 
disc, auxiliary and power amplifier inputs, which 
are probably the most important in any case, 
though the disc frequency response might have 
been a little flatter. Crosstalk was generally fine, 
worsening somewhat towards the high frequencies. 
Inputs and outputs all have sensibly compatible 
sensitivities etc. The intermodulation distortion 
was generally good, with some increase in noise 
around the test signals, but less than with many 
other designs.

Listening impressions
Tho 3020 continued to ooorc above average 
marks quite consistently on listening tests, with 
some listeners rating it very highly indeed. The 
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extreme bass and treble character did not always 
appeal, but nearly everybody commented upon 
the high standard of integration and the realistic 
impression of dynamics. Clearly the NAD con
tinues to set an enviable subjective standard at 
its modest price.

Conclusions
Our latest sample shows some improvement 
over that tested previously, so even though the 
price has crept up slightly, NAD have not let their 
standards slip. Subjectively we find an above 
average amplifier sold at an almost ridiculously 
low price. It is clear that there are some closer 
rivals than before amongst the latest ranges from 
other manufacturers, and we have always felt 
that the NAD's performance has tended to 
become elevated above its station by the media: 
ie that at higher prices the better examples do 
sound better(such as the(lamented) Sansui 217 
and MR A60, for example). Notwithstanding this, 
the 3020 remains a sterling achievement which 
has stood the test of time well, and is thankfully 
still available.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dis!............ ....................... 28/35/34 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 14.5/15.4/15.3dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms
1 kHz, 0.1% dis!...........................................44/72/98 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................16.4/15.6/14dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 52/95/150 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB  ................. 17.2/16.8/15.8dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)............................................. 0.18dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out.. .•...........................16Hz-41 kHz
Disc in - pre out.............................................12Hz - 132kHz
Disc in - tape out............................................. 4Hz- 143kHz
Aux in - power out............................................16Hz- 39kHz
Power amp only (normal)............................... 15Hz-40kHz

(lab)...................................... 6Hz- 122kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pFJ
Disc MM............... Phono 3 47k 121
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 220 33k
Tape................... Phono 220 36 k
Tape.................... DIN 220 36 k
Power ampN/L 1250 15/30k
Disc overload MM......................................................................................38dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type
Tape............... ...................... Phono
Tape......................................... DIN
Headphones (8 ohms)....... Jack

(2 kohms)....
Pre-out(5mVdiscmaxvoO ... Phono
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume......................................  

Level (mV) Imp (ohms) 
280 1.6k

56 68 k
100 
2.6V 
1.9V

..........................-91dB
Aux ref volume.............................................................. -87dB
MM disc ref volume......................................................-80dB
Other
Damping factor..........
THD performance.......
Hum performance....... 
Dimensions(W x D xH). 
Weight..........................  
Typical purchase price.

................................................... 42 
................ ........ ...........excellent 
.................. . .................. average 
16%(42) x 10(26) x4(1 O) ins(cms) 
.............................................12lbs
................................................£90

Disc frequency response, note expanded vertical 
scale (2dB per division) (m-c above, mm below)

I
lOdB

I

-70
2B Hz 50 100 200 500 lk 2k Sk IOk 20k

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference 
(10d8 per division)

S.8 HZ 25.BBSK
Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25 kHz linear; vert, range 90dB)
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NAD 3140
Hi-Fi Markets, Unit 3, Colonial Way, Watford, Herts. Tel (0923) 27737

Presentation, facilities etc
The 3140 is clearly an attempt by NAD to 
translate the success of their 3020 model further 
upmarket into a higher price bracket. Physical 
appearance is similar to the 3020, though there 
are a number of extra facilities and illuminated 
'power' meters, so this model looks much less 
stark (alternatively, much more fussy) than its 
baby brother.

The main knob adjusts volume, and has a 
concentric balance ring control which had a 
rather sloppy 'feel' about the centre indent. Five 
identical but sensibly distributed switches select 
loudness, low level listening, mono, infra-sonic 
(filter), and power, while six identical rotaries 
switch the inputs and the signal sent to tape 
recorders independently, the tone controls, the 
speaker connections, plus a special function 
called 'speaker EQ' which is designed to com
pensate tonally for low frequency rolloff of small 
sealed-box loudspeakers.

The back panel is unusually busy, using phono 
sockets predominately but offering DIN alter
native on Tape 1. A switch selects 100/200/320pF 
options on one of the disc inputs (both mm, no 
m-c input being provided). Pushbutton switches 
activate SLC (speaker lead compensation), soft 
clipping, and a bridged mode to convert the 
amplifier to high power mono operation.Separate 
pre-ouVpower-in and 'lab in' sockets are provided, 
with different bandwidth limiting characteristics.

Lab performance
This is quite a powerful amplifier, much more 
so than its 40 watt rating might imply. Delivery is 
reasonably well maintained into 4ohms, though 
somewhat curtailed into 2ohms, so speaker 

matching is unlikely to be a problem unless one 
is planning to drive two pairs simultaneously and 
hard. A rather large difference can be seen 
between single and dual channel drive, suggest
ing that the power supply is a little 'loose'.

Bandwidths show sensibly tight control through
out, and distortion measured well, though de
teriorating somewhat towards high frequencies. 
Noise measurements were somewhat below 
average, as was hum, and the disc input equalisa
tions might have been more accurately tailored 
at the low frequency end. The flexibility of the 
various inputs is good, with the variable capaci
tance showing accurate calibration and well 
chosen values. From the point of view of the UK 
market the absence of a moving-coil input would 
seem a pity. Though the IM distortion spectrum 
shows some low level sidebands, the 'noise 
modulation effecf was less severe than with 
many other designs. We did not investigate the 
SLC feature closely, and the brochure is not 
particularly explicit upon the mode of operation. 
But in essence it is designed to take account of 
the effects produced by long runs and/or thin 
cables, both of which should be avoided in any 
case. So it is likely to be most useful when 
running auxiliary loudspeakers in another room 
some distance away.

Listening impressions
Unfortunately the 3140 did not repeat the 3020's 
impressive and quite consistent high rankings in 
the listening tests.. It was not so much that it did 
particularly badly, more that it seemed rather 
undistinguished, rating slightly below average 
overall. At low levels comments were pretty 
favourable, describing the sound as quite 'open’
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and controlled, with reasonable dynamics and 
stereo, and with no unpleasant aggressive 
characteristics, if a trifle 'soft' overall. When 
driven louder the criticisms were fairly strong, 
describing'muddling' and loss of 'weighf, resulting 
in a much less 'integrated' sound.

Conclusions
The 3140 is an interesting product in many ways, 
with a number of quite unusual features which 
show some careful thought. In terms of the 
measured performance and power outputs it is 
respectable value for money. But the listening 
tests gave far less encouraging results than for 
the much cheaper 3020, the additional facilities 
are by no means essential and the chance to 
build in a head amp has not been taken, so our 
enthusiasm remains rather lukewarm.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dis!....................................... 70/73/73 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB...........................18.5/18.6/18.6dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms
1 kHz, 0.1% dis!..........................................91/132/126 Watts
o/p level ref2.83V=OdB..................................19.6/18/15dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz,8/4/2 ohms . . 100/1 62/248 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB..................................20/19/17.9dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)............ ...... .,,.,_.. 0.18dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out__  ____11Hz - 42kHz
Disc in - pre out................................................... 14Hz - 90kHz
Disc in - tape out................................................DC Hz - 90kHz
Aux in - power out................................................14Hz - 42kHz
Power amp only (normal).................................. 11Hz - 39kHz

(lab)..........................................5Hz- 100kHz
Inputs Type Sens (ml/) Imp (ohms) Cap (PF)
Disc MM 1 . . Phono 1.2 50 k 110
Disc MM 2’ ... Phono 3.8 50 k 117/210/

339
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 250 56 k
Tape 1 & 2 ... Phono 250 56 k
Tape 2............... DIN 250 56 k
Power (normal) Phono 1.25V 18k

amp (lab) Phono 1.4V 38k
Disc overload Mm................................................................... 35dB
Outputs (5.0mV disci input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1 & 2............................ Phono 780 2.8k
Tape 2...................................... DIN 250 74k
Headphones (8 ohms).......  48

(2kohms).... 2.4V
Pre-out(5m disc in max vol) 5.5V 156
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume................................................................... ...-75dB
Aux ref volume.............................................................. . —69dB
MM disc ref volume.......................................................... —69dB
Other 
Damping factor...........................................................................104
THD performance...................................................above average
Hum performance................................................ below average
Dimensions(Wx Dx H) .... 16V2(42) x12V?(32) x4V.(11) ins(cms)
Weighl................................................... ................................ Wlbs
Typical purchase price.......................... .............. ...............£160

Î

Disc frequency response, note expanded vertical 
scale (2dB per division)

I 
lOdB 

J

20 æ 100 Œ m Ik 2k 'I lOk 20k

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference 
(10d8 per division

10.000

-ee.000

0.0 HZ 25.020 K
Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz. 0
25kHz linear; vert. range 90d8)
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OnkyoA25
Audiotrend Ltd., Bridle Path, Watford, Herts. WD2 4BZ. Tel Watford 33010

Presentation, facilities etc
As a package, the A25 must be one of the neatest 
in the book Finish is to the expected high 
Japanese standards, though there are a couple 
of sharp corners around the fascia. This compact 
design is surprisingly heavy, indicating that it is 
more powerful than its dimensions suggest. The 
overall presentation is enhanced by a hinged flap 
covering the less essential controls, leaving the 
basic visible layout simple and quite easy to use.

The exposed section of the front panel has a 
main volume control with fairly strong detent 
action, and pushbuttons for power and input 
selection (disc, tuner and tape/aux). There are 
also two 'swinging needle’ 'power’ meters of 
slightly nostalgic appearance, and indicator lights 
to differentiate between m-c and mm cartridge 
and A and B speaker selection. Under the panel 
three pushbuttons select loudness, tape 2 
monitoring, and mc/mm selection, small fiddly 
rotaries control balance and tone, while a larger 
one switches either/or/andbetween two pairs of 
speakers The rear panel uses phono sockets 
exclusively.

Lab performance
Power output is quite generous at 50 watts per 
channel, considering the size and price of the 
unit. Delivery remains quitecapable into 4ohms, 
with the level into 2ohms tailing off somewhat 
The instruction on the back panel 'total im
pedance more than4ohms' is accurate enough, 
but could be misleading for the non-technical 
user, whose memory contains the mathematical 
data 2+2=4 indelibly engraved. For the benefit 
of these 8+8=4 in impedance/parallel terms, so 
some care needs to be taken if planning to use 

two speakers together, though for a single pair 
there should not be any problems. The delivery 
pattern does show quite a large difference 
between single and dual channel drive, suggest
ing that the power supply is one of the limiting 
factors.

No attempt appears to have been made to 
control the bandwidths, and our technical evalua
tion found that the amplifier did not react too 
kindly to very high frequencies, tending to tri
angulate the incoming wavefront above 65kHz, 
so a much earlier rolloff, say above 35kHz, might 
have been more sensible. The distortion was 
good, normally buried below the noise threshold 
of the amplifier, though in fact the noise per
formance was a little below average.

The disc inputs have their fair share of problems, 
with the RIAA equalisation sufficiently far from 
flat to cause colorations, and with the moving 
magnet input capacitance a trifle on the high side 
at 220 pF, so that a little care needs to be taken to 
choose a turntable to match some of the cartridges 
around. The moving-coil input is a little noisy and 
insensitive, and the hum performance around 
50Hz is not particularly good, so the higher 
output types (ie Denon rather than Ortofon) are 
best used here, though the RIAA error is on m-c is 
a further disincentive in any case. Overall the 
Onkyo is not a bad amplifier, but has sufficient 
technical 'wrinkles’ to impair confidence a little.

Listening impressions
Listening test results were not terribly encourag
ing, with the unit quite consistently scoring a 
below average rating overall, partly no doubt due 
to the effects of the RIAA error. Certainly the 
‘ bright and bass lighf character was noted, and it 
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was felt that this might prove fatiguing in the long 
term. Besides this the character was not par
ticularly unpleasant, nor was it in any way 
distinguished, nor described particularly con
sistently by the panel members. The nearest 
thing to consensus described a somewhat 
muddled sound which was not very dynamic or 
exciting.

Conclusions
This is undoubtedly a pretty little amplifier which 
offers a moving-coil option at a very competitive 
price, and has quite a high power output to boot. 
But to be frank it was undistinguished in the 
listening tests and showed sufficient technical 
oddities to mar our confidence a little. So while it 
is not a bad design and has its own appeal, it has 
not really done well enough to merit recom
mendation, though if the sound quality appeals it 
represents a competitive enough package.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dist...................................... 48/52/51 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=Od8............................16.9/17.2/17dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1 kHz, 0.1% dis!........................................61/85/83 Watts
o/p level r-ef 2.83V=Od8........................17.8/16.3/13.2dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms.......72/112/132 Watts
o/p level r-ef 2.83V=OdB........................ 18.6/17.5/15.2dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF).............................................0.48dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power) 
Disc in - power out.............................................7 Hz- 93kHz
Disc in - tape out................... . ...................10Hz- >200kHz
Aux in - power out............................................. 4Hz- 72kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pA
Disc MM.......... Phone 3.5 43k 220
Disc MC.......... Phone 0.31 330
Tuner/Aux....... Phone 190 64k
Tape 1.............. Phone 190 64k
Tape 2.............. Phone 190 64k
Disc overload MM............................................................ 39dB
Disc overload MC................. ...........................................36d8
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1.................................. Phono 240 980
Tape 2..................................  Phono 240 980
Headphones (8 ohms).......  65

(2kohms).... 2.4V
Noise (r-ef 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume ........ . ................................................... . —38dB
Aux r-ef volume................................................................—87dB
MM disc r-ef volume....................................................... —77d8
MC disc r-ef volume.........................................................—77d8
Other
Damping factor...................................................................... 67
THD performance.......................................................excellent
Hum performance.............................................below average
Dimensions (Wx Dx H).......1 6y2(42)x11(28) x3.2(8) ins(cms)
Weight............................................................................... 14lbs
Typical pur-chase price................................................... £ 110

Disc frequency response, note expanded vertical

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear; vert range 90d8)
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PS Audio 2/III/LCC
Transonic Imports, Brooks Court, Stamford, Lines. Tel (0780) 55551

Presentation, facilities etc
Vieing with the Crimson as the wierdest set- up in 
the project, the PS is a true audiophile product in 
the American tradition, characterised by sharp 
edges, minimal standards of finish, and a con
centration on the important basics. We originally 
received two little lightweight pre-amplifier boxes 
(and were surprised to find mains leads on each), 
and a power amplifier similar in overall shape to 
the ‘classic Quad 303.

The two pre-amps are respectively a 'linear 
control centre and 'PS Ill phono pre-amplifier'. 
The control centre is a simple input selector with 
volume and balance, while the phono pre-amplifier 
accepts moving magnet and moving -coil types 
(the switch being adroitly hidden on the under
side near the back panel. Switching adjusts mm 
impedance and capacitance (22/47kohm, 50/ 
150/300pF). Moving-coil users can spend a little 
more money and purchase the ‘moving-coil 
amplifier' as well, though we have not tested 
this variation in any detail. Some care needs to 
be taken when siting the units to avoid hum. The 
power amplifier has facilities for operating as a 
higher power mono device in 'bridged’ mode 
(160w/8ohms, 180 watts, 4ohms).

Lab performance
Power delivery is rather low for such an expensive 
unit, though adequate for most domestic situa
tions nonetheless, and delivery was well main
tained into low impedances, so there is no 
problem in using any loudspeaker models. 
However the difference between single and dual 
channel drive is rather large (20+%), so perhaps 
the power supply has room for improvement, 
though PS make an interesting point on this in 

their literature. Rather than the more common 
UK technique of powering the pre-amp from the 
power amplifier to avoid hum, the PS uses the 
alternative of tiny transformers with corres^ 
pondingly small fields; hum performance was 
rather below average nevertheless.

Bandwidths show reasonable curtailment at 
the extremes, and the RIAA equalisation was 
very flat. However overload margins reduced 
somewhat at high frequencies, to 23dB mm and 
14dB m-c and noise figures on the disc inputs 
were not very good (due perhaps to part passive 
equalisation). There were also signs of HF in
stability above the -3dB points. Odd results 
were initially obtained on the disc input stage 
until we discovered that the toggle switches 
controlling input resistance and capacitance had 
been wired wrongly. Things behaved properly 
once corrected, but a brickbat nevertheless to 
PSQC.

The amplifier showed rather higher distortion 
levels than most of the models tested, especially 
at high frequencies, while crossover distortion 
was also encountered, and appears to be an 
inherent part of the design rather than an align 
ment problem. Crosstalk was very good indeed, 
but the IM spectrum shows a small difference 
component as well as noticeable 'noise modula
tion effect’. Inputs and outputs indicate no 
compatibility problems, and although our 
measured values for disc input impedance and 
capacitance varied a little from the labelling on 
the switches, they are nevertheless sensible and 
useful values.

Listening impressions
If the technical tests were inauspicous for an
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amplifier in this price class, the listening tests 
should give Paul and Stan a little more cause for 
satisfaction. Though not consistent, results were 
well above average on occasions, rating a strong 
above average rating overall. The amplifier 
sounded clear, detailed and 'confident’, with 
generally good coherence, coping quite well with 
rhythm, although it was felt to sound rather less 
good when working at louder levels and on more 
complex forms of music (ie classical orchestral 
was less convincing than solo instruments). 
Other occasional criticisms were of a touch of 
'tizz’ and a tendency for the bass to 'hang on’ to 
notes.

Disc frequency response, note expanded vertical 
scale (2dB per division) (m-c above mm below)Conclusions

If you take an audiophile-priced product (ie one 
not made by the thousand on Osaka production 
lines), and then ship it halfway across the world, it 
is difficult to preserve value for money. In the US 
this is a 'budget enthusiasf model, but it becomes 
quite high priced in the UK So we have some 
qualms about the value for money aspects, and 
some quibbles about the technical performance. 
But we found the sound interesting and some
times quite impressive, so the PS goes some way 
towards justifying its existence despite its 
oddities (which include finish, presentation and 
UK price).
GENERAL DATA

I 
lOdB 

J

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 Ik 2k 5k 10k 20k
Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline referencePower stage

Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz
8 ohms, 0.1% dis!......................................40/40/40 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 15.9/15.9/15.9dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms
1 kHz, 0.1% dis!.....................................51/82.8/128 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................... 17/16.1/15dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 53/95/150 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 17.2/16.7/15.7dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)...............................................0.1dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out.......... . ................................ 3Hz - 63kHz
Disc in - pre out..................................................3Hz - 80kHz
Aux in - power out.............................................3Hz - 62kHz
Inputs Type Sens (ml/) Imp (ohms) Cap (pF}
Disc MM....... Phono 2.2 1Ok/47k 65/215/

-80

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear vert range 90dB)

340

Disc overload MM.................................................................. 34dB
Disc overload MC..................................................................32dB

Disc MC........... Phono 0.17 10
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 360 8k
Tape 1.............. Phono 360 8k
Tape 2.............. Phono 360 8k

Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (ml/) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1.................................. Phono 600 870
Tape 2...................... . .......... Phono 600 870
Pre-amp out........................
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)

Phono 1.8V 150

Zero volume................................................................... -87dB
Aux ref volume.............................................................. -87dB
MM disc ref volume..................................................... -74dB
MC disc ref volume....................................................... -66dB
Other
Damping factor................................................................... 137
THD performance.............................................. below average
Hum performance.............................................below average
Dimensions (W x D x H) complex: 2 [9(23) x 9(23) x 3(8)] 

+ 6'12(17) x 1 2(31) x 6(1 5) ins(cms)
Weight................................................................................17lbs
Typical purchase price................................................... £670
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Pioneer A7
Pioneer UK Ltd., Pioneer House, The Ridgeway, lver, Bucks. SLO 9JL. Tel (0753) 652222/7

Presentation, facilities etc
Pioneer's variation on making a complicated 
amplifier reasonably straightforward to use at 
least has a touch of originality, though the 
permanent 'underground map' (follow green lights 
to Victoria) may not be to everybody’s taste. The 
right hand gold coloured third has a giant macho 
volume control plus -20dB muting button, and 
then a flush row of large pushbutton input 
selectors: these look smart with their engraved 
lettering but are not too easy to read; they are 
however supplemented by illuminated ideograms 
on the block diagram beside them, but these of 
course are difficult to understand (can anybody 
write down the one for 'aux'?).

The left hand third is again gold finished, with 
two protruding knobs which controltone. Lower 
the flap (and slide it out of the way underneath if 
you wish) and (hey presto) two more knobs and 
eight tiny buttons appear. The former operate 
balance and the signal sent to the tape recorders 
with cross-dubbing facility, while the buttons 
switch mono/stereo, m-m/m-c disc, tone defeat, 
loudness, subsonic filter, speakers A and B. 
Though confusingly labelled, their operation is 
displayed on the map, preventing ambiguity. The 
map section is not really for those who dislike 
light shows, with illuminated power meters on 
top of all the rest. But it is not too difficult to 
understand, and doeshelpprevent getting every
thing wrong in its own interactive little way (some 
videorecorders of my acquaintance might benefit 
from this example).

Lab performance
Power output is more than adequate, though not 
perhaps as generous as we have come to expect 

from the Japanese for this price. Delivery is quite 
well maintained into 4ohms, but is somewhat 
restricted into2ohms. The back panel recommends 
6ohm speakers, and minimum 12ohm models 
when two are being used together (I know of no 
12ohm models on the market); this is really being 
over-conservative, but speakers below 4ohms 
are probably best avoided. The difference be
tween single and dual channel drive is significant, 
though by no means unusual.

Bandwidths appear to have been controlled 
quite sensibly, and the distortion was really'state 
of the art', almost completely masked by the 
(good) low level of noise produced. Two niggles 
relate to the disc inputs: the m-m capacitance is 
perhaps a trifle high at 21OpF- not enough to 
completely rule out cartridges if sensibly low 
values of arm lead capacitance are obtained: the 
m-c overload margin deteriorated somewhat at 
high frequencies. It was noticeable how distortion 
and noise were improved when the 'line straight’ 
tone-defeat switching was engaged, so its just as 
well this switch was provided along with all the 
other gubbins. In other respects the amplifier is 
pretty good, with sensibly compatible interfacing, 
a little extra noise than 'desirable via m-c, no 
distinct IM sidebands although the'noise modula
tion effect can be seen around the test signals, 
and slightly below average hum performance.

Listening impressions
Overall the results for this amplifier were reason
ably consistent and rated it slightly above average. 
The areas of criticism were mainly the extreme 
treble and bass, the former sounding a little 
'jangly with definition somewhat obscured, and 
the latter lacking real power and authority, though 
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neither criticism was particularly severe. The 
midband was nicely controlled and open, with 
quite good stereo and depth,while the total 
sound was smooth if not particularly dynamic, 
and overall this amplifier seems to have managed 
quite a neat set of compromises.

Conclusions
Though not offering the power/price ratio of 
some of the competition, this is a generally very 
competently engineered amplifier which rated 
quite well on the listening tests, offering a 
smooth if not spectacularly exciting sound, and 
happily free of many of the fatiguing effects 
criticised in other designs. Ergonomics are fine, 
though the styling is perhaps more of an acquired 
taste.
GENERAL DATA 
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dis!............................... 78/85.8/82.5 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 18.9/19.3/19.2dEI

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1%dist...................................97/150/131 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 19.9/18.7 /15.1 dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 11 6/200/138 Watts 
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................  20.6/20/15.3dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)...............................................0.3dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power) 
Disc in - power out............................................. 5 Hz - 86kHz
Disc in - tape out...............................................5Hz - 43kHz
Aux in - power out ... : :..................... 2.5 Hz - 64kHz
Inputs Type Sens (m^ Imp (ohms) Cap IpA
Disc MM........... Phono 2.5 51k 213
Disc MC........... Phono 0.25 100
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 150 47k
Tape 1.............. Phono 150 47k
Tape 2.............. Phono 150 47 k
Disc overload MM. - ..... ................. 37dB
Disc overload MC___ _ — ... ................. 37dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV,I Imp (ohms)
Tape...................................... Phono 250 3k
Tape...................................... Phono 250 3k
Headphones (8 ohms)___  50

(2 kohm... 2.0V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume............  ..   . -  ................-90dB
Aux ref volume....... ........ ............................ —82dB
MM disc ref volume ................................. -81dB
MC disc volume . ......... .......................-75dB
Other
Damping factor...................................................................... 91
TH D performance....... . c0 : = 0 ; ;. .................... excellent
Hum performance............................................ below average
Dimensions(WxD x H) ... 16%(42) x 1 6%(42)x5(1 2) ins(cms)
Weight................................................................................261bs
Typical purchase price....................................................£270

Disc frequency response note expanded vertical 
scale (2d8 per division (m-c above mm below) •............. ‘ . . . . ............. ‘, . . i n •^i

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear vert range 90d8)
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Presentation, facilities etc
This middle model of Pioneer's 'big three' is 
difficult to distinguish from the cheaper Al. The 
fascia is divided into three full height sections 
finished in gold, black plus lights, and gold 
respectively. The right hand section is dominated 
by a huge volume control with an attendant 
muting button. A neatly indented row of large 
pushbuttons select the inputs: these are attrac
tively engraved but not easy to read, while the 
light show next door only identifies them in 
hieroglyphics.

A hinged and retractable panel covers the left 
hand section, with just the tone control knobs 
peeking through (why?) When retracted a con
fusion of nine little buttons is revealed, to switch 
mm/m-c disc, speakers A and B, 'line straight' 
tone bypass, mono/stereo, subsonic filter, loud
ness, high/low mm and m-c loading, the latter 
giving 200/400pF mm options and 33/1OOohm 
m-c alternatives.

Two extra rotary controls adjust balance and 
sort out tape recorder switching, allowing any 
input to be recorded independently of the main 
signal playing, and organising cross-dubbing. In 
the centre the 'light show' gives a graphic and 
hard-to-ignore display of the signal routing through 
the amplifier. This does help to overcome am
biguities in the switch labelling, but the absence 
of any dimming/off switch and the use of three 
lurid colours makes this a difficult item of equip
ment to ignore. Adding further muscle to the 
display is a vertical'power' meter, while the main 
power switch is tucked away almost as an 
afterthought, black on black with only a red blip 
to attract attention.

Lab measurements
Power delivery follows a similar pattern to the Al, 
offering about 1dB of extra level. Delivery was 
quite well maintained into4 ohms, though some
what curtailed into 2ohms, so a little caution is 
necessary when choosing loudspeakers particu
larly if wanting to use two pairs together and 
loudly, though the 'minimum 12ohms' instructions 
under these conditions on the back panel is quite 
impractical. Single/dual channel drive difference 
is on the large side.

The bandwidths show a measure of control, 
though with a certain randomness, and no LF 
rolloff has been incorporated. Although the in
tention was presumably to improve upon the Al, 
as it turned out the measurements were mar
ginally poorer overall, though pretty good none
theless. Once again distortion was vanishingly 
small, while the IM test shows some 'noise 
modulation effect', but no distinct sidebands to 
speak of. The tone control circuits should be 
switched out unless really(?) necessary, since 
they adversely affect the distortion and noise 
performance. The provision of alternative disc 
input capacitances is usually useful, but the 
values we measured are 10% higher than specifi
cation, and the 200/400pF spec would have 
been much more useful as 100/300pF in any 
case. So despite these alternatives some care 
needs to be taken with turntable and cartridge 
selection, though mismatches are likely to be 
minor. We cannot see the 450pF+ setting proving 
to be much benefit at all, unless it helps control 
the input bandwidth at high frequencies.

Listening impressions
Listening test results were not entirely consistent, 
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but the overall rating was comfortably above 
average in spite of this, and some listeners 
responded quite positively towards this amplifier. 
The extreme bass seemed unusually well con
trolled, and was quite powerful with reasonable 
detail and definition. A slight preference was made 
for moving magnet over moving-coil inputs, and 
there were occasional touches of 'brashness’, 
but by and large the dynamics were quite liked 
and the amplifier did not seem to become too 
distressed when driven loud.

Conclusions
This appears to be a soundly engineered amplifier 
with few if any criticisms, albeit with fairly con
servative power ratings for the price.Listening 
tests gave encouraging though not entirely con
sistent results, and the technical niggles were 
few and slight. Ergonomics are quite good, but 
the Star Trek presentation might not suit every
body.
GENERAL DATA 
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 

8 ohms, 0.1 % dis!...............................  102/108/99 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................... 20.1/20.4/20dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1% dis!............................... 124/198/149 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................21/19.9/15.7dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 143/231/156 Watts 
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB..................... 21.6/20.6/15.9dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)............................................. 0.46dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out......................................... DC Hz - 75kHz
Disc in - tape out............ ................................ 5 Hz - 40kHz
Aux in - power out........................................... DC Hz - 90kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pF)
Disc MM........... Phono 2.3 50k 220/450
Disc MC........... Phono 0.25 33/100
Tuner/ Aux....... Phono 150
Tape................. Phono 150
Tape.......... Phono 150
Disc overload MM.................................................................. 39dB
Disc overload MC.................................................................. 39dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms) 
Tape 1..................................  Phono 235 3k
Tape 2..................................  Phono 235 3k
Headphones (8 onms) .... 65

(2 kohms).... 2.5V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume................................................................... -89dB
Aux ref volume.............................................................. -81 dB
MM disc ref volume......................................................-80dB
MC disc ref volume....................................................... -77dB
Other
Damping factor...................................................................... 74
THD performance.......................................................excellent
Hum performance..............................................................good
Dimensions(W x D x H) ...16^(42) x 16%(42)x5(12) ins(cms)
Weight.................................................................................291bs
Typical purchase price.....................................................£330

Disc frequency response note expanded vertical

Crosstalk, mm disc inpul note baseline reference 
(10d8 per division)

0.0 HZ 25.000 K
Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear; vert range 90d8)
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Pioneer A9
Pioneer UK Ltd., Pioneer House, The Ridgeway, lver, Bucks. SLO 9JL. Tel (0753) 652222/7

Presentation, facilities etc
Biggest of Pioneer's upmarket threesome, the 
A9 has much in common with its two slightly 
smaller brothers. The gold and black/Christmas- 
tree fascia is divided into three segments, the 
right hand one dominated by a giant volume 
control with attendant muting switch. To the left 
of these is a row of neatly indented push switch 
sections controlling the main inputs Their legends 
look expensively engraved, but are not easy to 
read, so they are supplemented by illuminated 
heiroglyphics: these are not easy to understand.

The left hand section has a hinged panel, only 
the tone controls (why the tone controls?) being 
visible with it up. When lowered, two extra 
rotaries and no less than twelve tiny pushbuttons 
are revealed. The rotaries control balance and 
tape recorder switching (independent reco(d 
routing and cross-dubbing), while the buttons 
select mono/stereo, tone defeat, speakers A and 
B, loudness, subsonic filter, mm/me, 33/1OOohm 
on me, and W0/200/300/400pF options on mm. 
The central 'Space Invaders' panel has the virtue 
of helping one avoid some of the ambiguities of 
the function labelling, but its three colours are 
rather garish and bright. One might have hoped 
that Pioneer could have incorporated a delay 
switch which cancelled the display, say ten 
seconds after each function change, for those 
who find a light show accompanying their music 
distracting. In addition to inpuVrouting information, 
a (larger) 'power' meter is fitted, and an indicator 
which detects subsonics and advises when the 
filter should be inserted: surely this task could 
have been dealt with automatically?

Lab performance
This unit has plenty of power potential, but 
delivery into low impedances was constrained by 
asymmetrical clipping. Using a practical rather 
than lab load the effect may well not be noticed, 
as it is probably due to current limiting and only 
occurs at high levels. In fact the back panel 
implies that this power amplifier is less load 
sensitive than the other Pioneers, so speaker 
selection is unlikely to be as critical as our results 
might indicate, though again some care may be 
needed if using two pairs together at high levels. 
Like the others there is a significant but not 
extreme difference between single and dual 
channel drive.

The measured bandwidths show sensible con
trol at high frequencies, 'but no built in rolloff at 
the LF end. The distortion results and noise 
results were truly excellent, likewise RIM accuracy 
and crosstalk, while the IM spectrum showed no 
specific sidebands but some 'noise modulation 
effecf. Disc overload margins were excellent, 
but unfortunately the mm input capacitance 
measured consistently 1OOpF higher than the 
labelling indicates: this is regrettable because 
the minimum now becomes 200pF, which is a bit 
marginal for optimum matching with some 
cartridge/turntable combinations. The unit be
comes quite warm even when working at low 
levels, due presumably to the highish level of A 
biasing in this non-switching design. Overall this 
amplifier would have given an exemplary all 
round performance but for the asymmetrical 
clipping and mm input capacitance, both of which 
suggest slight QC deficiencies, unfortunate in an 
amplifier at this price level.
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Listening impressions
Like its kindred this model was quite well received 
in the listening tests, again rating a comfortable 
above average with reasonable consistency. In 
fact there was probably not a lot to choose 
between the three Pioneers. Although they were 
not the same, they had general similarities with 
different aspects attracting varying degrees of 
criticism. Once again this design was felt to be 
‘open’ ‘clear' and detailed, with reasonably good 
dynamics, extended and powerful bass, perhaps 
a shade ‘full, and a tendency to treble 'fizz’ when 
driven hard. Most aggressive tendencies were 
kept adequately under control, though the stereo 
was not particularly well focused.

Conclusions
This is an expensive amp that scored quite well 
on listening and did very well technically apart 
from slight quality control problems. Despite its 
fairly high price it did not outperform its cheaper 
brethren significantly, though like them it re
presents a good overall compromise. The aes
thetics owe more to the Pinball Wizard than to 
good taste.
GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 

8 ohms, 0.1 % dist............................142/147/142 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................21.5/21.7/21.5dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1 kHz, 0.1% dist.................................. 167/166/88 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................... 22.2/19.2/13dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms....... 175/1 57/86 Watts 
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.....................22.4/18.9/13.3dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)..............................................0.2dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power) 
Disc in - power out....................................... DCHz- 40kHz
Disc in - tape out...........................................DC Hz - 50kHz
Aux in - power out.. .. ..DCHz- 80kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pF)
Disc MM.......... Phono 2.5 51k 201/297/

396/500
Disc MC.......... Phono 0.1 33/100
Tuner/ Aux....... Phono 156 50k
Tape 1............... Phono 156 50k
Tape 2............... Phono 156 50k
Disc overload MM............................................................41dB
Disc overload MC......................................... 41dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (m\I) lmp(ohms
Tape 1.................................. Phono 250 2.6
Tape 2.................................. Phono 250 2.6k
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 70

(2 kohms) .... 2.5V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume.................................................................. -91 dB
Aux ref volume...............................................................-86dB
MM disc ref volume...................................................... -82dB
MC disc ref volume........................................................-78dB
Other
Damping factor....................................................................105
THD performance...................................................... excellent
Hum performance......................................................excellent
Oimensions(Wx D x H) ...16%(42) x 16%(42) x 5(12) ins(cms)
Weight............................................................................... 341bs
Typical purchase price.................................................... £450

T
2jB

10 Hz 50 100 200 500 1k 2k 5k 10k 20k 
Disc frequency response note expanded vertical 
scale (2dB per division) (m-c above, mm below)

0.0 HZ 20. 0BB K
Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25 kHz linear; vert. range 90dB)
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Quantum series
Quantum Electronics, 8 Albion Street, Leicester. Tel (0533) 546198

Presentation, facilities etc
Just as we were wrapping this project up, a 
complete quorum of Quanta arrived, somewhat 
unexpectedly. One we could have handled, three 
was a bit too much for the resident camel, and 
matters were made worse by an intermittent fault 
in the pre-amp, which cleared itself after fraying a 
few nerves and upsetting the lab testing. Time 
was too short to obtain an alternative sample 
under the circumstances, so we decided to do 
the best we could, treat them as a single group 
ireview, and get as much data as possible, with 
any necessary qualifications in the review.

Quantum have emerged from the electronic kit 
market as amplifier manufacturers proper fairly 
recently, and in many ways their products still 
bear the hallmark of this extremely cost-conscious 
market, with their low-cost metal case construction. 
In fact the finish is pretty good, even though the 
design externals appear to have been left to 
happen by themselves with the accent on economy 
rather than aesthetics. So although they may not 
be as elegant as a Meridian or an Elite, they cost 
a whole lot less, and the'hair shirf austerity look 
approach has always had its place amongst 
value-conscious audiophiles. Three power ampli
fier systems were supplied for use with a 
common 102 pre-amp, the two stereo models, 
202 D and 207D, providing power for the pre-amp 
via a DIN umbilical, while the mono 205DAs 
offer still more power but operate via a 402 pre^ 
amp supply. The pre-amp is superficially very 
basic, with two knobs for volume and balance 
and two pushbuttons for inputs and tape monitor 
ing; internally there is a fair amount of flexibility 
via different disc input cards switchable line 
sensitivities and an LF filter. Disc inputs are 
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phonos, and the other sockets DIN but operating 
to phono standards. The stereo power amplifiers 
have only banana (4mm) sockets, while the 
205DA has proper binding posts. All in all this is 
an intelligent attempt to provide an audiophile- 
oriented modular amplification system without 
frills at a modest cost. Even though it does 
appear a little crude, some considerable thought 
has gone into the design, even as far as rounding 
the metal case corners so they don't have the 
propensity to causing actual bodily harm in the 
way that some American units do.

Lab performance
Power delivery showed a strong family resemr 
blance throughout, with power outputs measuring 
at about 45, 80 and 130 watts respectively. 
There is plenty of reserve to drive low impedances, 
but some suggestion of rather 'loose' power 
supply control. Bandwidths were sensibly re
strained, with the pre-amp envelope correctly 
lying within the power amplifiers’. Inputs and 
outputs should pose no compatibility problems 
and are usefully flexible. The R IAA response was 
not as flat as we would have liked, With a 1 dB bass 
'bump' and a treble rise that is likely to be audible. 
Harmonic distortion was generally reasonable, 
but the IM spectrum did show some sidebands 
(205), albeit with only modest 'noise modulation’. 
Crosstalk at-45dB was rather poor, and was 
limited by the pre-amp. Hum and noise both gave 
acceptable but rather average results. Overall 
the results show some promise, but are also a 
little flawed.

Listening impressions
The problems mentioned earlier interfered with a



proper multiple appraisal of these products, but 
as far as we can establish the 102/2070 is the 
most promising combination, and would appear 
to rate firmly above average, being quite easy to 
listen to with generally good integration across 
the band, good midrange, reasonable bass and 
treble control, and good detail. Somewhat behind 
this came the 205DA(X2)/102/402, which was 
less consistently liked at the frequency extremes, 
while behind this the cheapest 102/202 rated a 
little below average, lacking some control and 
delicacy and tending to sound a little coloured in 
the midband.

Conclusions
We remain a little cautious about the Quantums, 
because we didn't have sufficient time for our 
usual full analysis. That which we did manage 
shows both strengths and weaknesses, and as a 
route to low cost audiophilia we feel they merit 
close attention. The 102/2070 came within an 
ace of recommendation, and appears to offer the 
best overall package, with a good combination of 
power and sound quality for the price. There 
remains certain areas which could be 'tidied up', 
but the range shows quite a lot of promise, and is 
potentially good value for money as well.

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear; vert range 90dB)

GENERAL DATA
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out.........................................1OHz- 49 kHz
Disc in - tape out.......................................... 11 Hz - 160kHz
Aux in - power out............................................ 3 Hz- 50kHz
Power amp only.............  .. 2Hz - 50kHz
Inputs Type Sens {m^ Imp (ohms) Cap {pF)
Disc MM............ Phono 3.8 48k 127
Disc MC............ Phono 0.12 32 (varj
Tuner/Aux....... DIN 170/900 37k(var)
Tape.................... DIN 170/900 37 k
Disc over-load MM.......................................................................36dB
Disc over-load MC. ...35dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (m\I) Imp (ohms)
Tape..................................... DIN 185 1.7k
Power stage 202D/102
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dist.. .................. 47/50/46 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB...................... 16.7/16.9/16.6dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1 kHz, 0.1% dist.......................................58/86/97 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................17.6/16.4/13.8dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms...... 81/136/182 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................... 19/18.3/16.6dB

Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume..................................................................-95dB
Other
Damping factor .................................................................... 51
THD performance........................................................average
Hum performance...................................................... average
Typical purchase price...................................................£240
GENERAL DATA
Power stage 207 DA/102
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dist..................................... 81/88/77 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................... 1 9/19.5/18.9dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz. 0.1% dist.............................. 101/150/179 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB..................................20/8.7/16.5dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 126/220/333 Watts 
o/p level r-ef 2.83V=OdB............................. 21/20/19dB

- Dynamic headroom (IHF)............................................ 0.16dB
Noise (r-ef 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume.................................................................. -83dB
Aux r-ef volume.............................................................-82dB
MM disc r-ef volume.................................................... -72dB
MC disc r-ef volume...................................................... -70dB
Other
Damping factor..................................................................... 90
THD performance.............................................................. good
IMD performance............................................ below average
Hum performance...........................................below average
Dimensions (Wx D x H)............................................ complex
Typical purchase price...................................................£300

Power stage 205D/102
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dist..............................  128/145/132 Watts
o/p level r-ef 2.83V=OdB........................... 21/21.6/21.2dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms
1 kHz, 0.1% dist.................................. 145/208/242 Watts
o/p level r-ef 2.83V=OdB........................21.6/20.2/17.8dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 210/378/506 Watts
o/p level r-ef 2.83V=OdB........................... 23.2/22.8/21 dB

Noise (r-ef 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume.................................................................. -90dB
Aux r-ef volume.............................................................-82dB
MM disc r-ef volume.....................................................—72dB
MC disc r-ef volume...................................................... -70dB
Other
Damping factor.....................................................................48
THD performance..........................................................average
Typical purchase price.................................................... £470

10 Hz 50 100 • 100 500 Ik 1k 5k 10k 10k
Crosstalk,
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Reference Master
Reference Products, PO Box 86, Headington, Oxon. OX3 9SZ Tel (0865) 60844

Presentation, facilities etc
This is a neat integrated amplifier of British 
manufacture, marketed by Reference Products 
of Oxford. Simply finished in black with white and 
silver pointing and lettering, it is attractively 
discreet, and scalloped knobs give it a touch of 
individuality. Five of these comprise the total 
complement of front panel controls, and although 
this gives reasonable symmetry, no attempt has 
been made to physically separate or distinguish 
the volume control, so this is not the simplest of 
designs for the uninitiated to use.

The power knob, operating a simple switch, 
has been set slightly apart from the others, which 
comprise balance, volume, tape monitor switching 
and input selection. The rear panel has phono 
socket tape inputs/outputs throughout, with 4mm 
sockets for loudspeakers. Heatsinks are mounted 
on the rear, though the unit is not deep enough to 
cause any ventilation problems when sited beside 
a record player Overall it is a neat enough unit, 
which is in some ways reminiscent of those 
manufactured by JE Sugden in terms of overall 
shape, size and layout

Lah performance
Considering the reasonably high price of this 
model, power output at about 40 watts per 
channel is rather modest, although the lack of 
any significant difference between single and 
dual channel drive is a good sign. However the 
delivery into low impedances is quite severely 
restricted under both steady state and single 
cycle conditions, so care should be taken to 
avoid low impedance loudspeakers. Further
more it was found that harmonic distortion rose 
significantly as impedance was reduced, and 

also showed significant variation between the 
channels, with the results quoted corresponding 
to the better figures obtained.

Bandwidths show sensible close control, though 
the input capacitance on disc is too high at 
300pF for optimum matching with a number of 
cartridges around, even if one takes care to use a 
turntable with low capacitance wiring. The RIM 
equalisation shows well-tailored high and low 
roll-offs, but unfortunately it is marred by a 
distinct and rather abrupt 1 dB step in the im
portant midband area, which can be expected to 
audibly affect the character of the sound. It also 
seems a little surprising that an amplifier in this 
price class is not equipped with a moving-coil 
input Crosstalk was very good indeed, as was 
noise, but the other performance parameters 
were below average, the IM distortion spectrum 
showing both a significant difference component 
as well as quite a pronounced 'noise modulation 
effecf.

Headphone drive was accomplished by un
usual means the signal being taken directly from 
the pre-amp output, while insertion of a Y. inch 
jack in the socket causes the loudspeakers to be 
disconnected by relay. It is better to use high 
impedance 'phones since the source impedance 
of 217ohms connected to Sohm phones can 
result in the pre-amp being overdriven fairly 
easily.

Listening impressions
The frequency response anomaly seems to have 
been accurately identified by the listeners, as 
there was constant complaint of upper-mid 
emphasis with attendant coloration, pi us a rather 
lacking bass and extreme treble, giving a clear 
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but 'dulled' sound lacking bass definition and 
'drive'. It was generally tidy sounding, tending to 
sound rather 'bland' and 'lifeless', though it did 
begin to sound a little 'edgy' when volume was 
increased above normal listening levels. Overall 
it was not an offensive sounding amplifier, nor 
was it one that excited the interest of the panel, 
and the response problem probably contributed 
to the negative comments despite its mild 
degree, perhaps because of its rather abrupt 
nature.

Conclusions
Though this is not a poor design, neither is it a 
particularly inspiring one, and it is expensive for 
the power offered and subjective performance 
which we obtained. Furthermore it needs some 
care in matching to cartridge and speakers, and 
does not have a particularly versatile pre-amplifier.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1 % dis!.......................................34/40/36 Watts
o/p level r-ef 2.83V=OdB........................... 15.3/16/15.5dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms
1 kHz, 0.1 % dis!...........................................41 /33/15 Watts
o/p level r-ef 2.83V=OdB.................................16/12/5.8dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms.......47/40/20 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.................................16.7/13/7dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)................... ......................... 0.17dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power*)
Disc in - power out..........................................16 Hz - 37 kHz
Disc in - tape out............................................. 11Hz - 28kHz
Aux in - power out...........................................11Hz - 31 kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap IpA
Disc MM............ Phono 2.5 51k 300
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 130 203k
Tape 1................ Phono 130 180k
Tape 2............... Phone 130 180k
Disc over-load MM..............  . , --------- . ,. ............. 36dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input)
Tape 1..................... ...

Tape 2...................... ...........
Headphones (8 ohms).......

(2 kohms).. ..
Noise (r-ef 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume........................

Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms) 
Phone 200 1 k

Phone 200 1 k
15 -24* 

250mV-3V*

........................................... 83d8
Aux ref volume...................... 83dB
MM disc ref volume........................... 80dB
Other 
Damping factor......................................................................43
THD performance.............................................. below average
Hum performance............................................ below average
Dimensions (W x D x H)... 17(43) x 12(30) x 5(13) ins(cms)
Weight................................................................................ 24lbs
Typical purchase price....................................................£295
*Special circuit for'phones (driven fro'!' pre-amp output buffer).

Crosstalk, mm disc input, note baseline reference 
(10d8 per division)

-80. 000

0.0 HZ 25.000 K
Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear; vert. range 90dB)

Note
As we went to press we were informed of a welcome 
price reduction to £200 for this model.
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Revox B750 II
FWO Bauch Ltd., 49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts. WD2 4RZ. Tel 01-953 0091

Presentation, facilities etc
In 1980's Receivers book we recommended the 
Revox, mainly because we were very impressed 
by the tuner section with which it was fitted. 
Now we have another opportunity to place 
the amplifier under close scrutiny. It is a big 
solid beast (though not without a rattle to its top 
plate), attractively presented in a dark blue/grey 
suede type finish. Ergonomically it is not par
ticularly clever, as the layout of the knobs seems 
to have been selected for overall symmetry 
rather than to find one or another particularly 
easily.

The four large knobs control volume, bass, 
treble, and presence(upper midrange) tone. The 
smaller rotaries control balance, and switch 
mode, inputs, and loudspeaker options. Four 
toggle switches operate power, loudness, low 
and high filters, while pushbuttons cover tone 
defeat, -20dB muting, tape monitoring and 
cross-dubbing. Two headphone sockets and a 
large 'on' light preserve the overall styling 
package. A slim hinged section at the top of the 
fascia opens to reveal a pre/power break switch, 
disc sensitivity control, variable impedance on 
disc(25/50/100 kohm), and a convenient 'record 
ouf jack socket. The socket panel at the rear is 
recessed slightly, which enables the amplifier to 
sit flush against a wall but does make access a 
little trickier. Phono sockets are used predomin
antly, with DIN duplication on tape 2, and un
usually a set of DiN speaker output sockets 
supplementing the sprung bare wire retainers.

Lab performance
The amplifier has changed little since our last 
examination some two years ago, most of the 

results showing quite good consistency. How
ever one aspect which we criticised which has 
been improved is the power delivery into low 
impedances, and this is now respectable into 
4ohms steady state, and rather good into both 4 
and 2ohms under single cycle transient con
ditions. The difference between single and dual 
channel drive is also commendably slight, in
dicative of good power supply engineering.

The bandwidths show sensible control at low 
frequencies, although one could perhaps quibble 
a little and suggest that the filtering does start at 
a rather high frequency and could have been 
better tailored. However the anomaly of disc/power 
out being wider than the power amplifier band
width alone needs a little further examination, 
and we found that the rising trend at high 
frequencies noted on the RIAA curve continues 
to +5dB at 80kHz, which is unlikely to auger well 
for performance with the wide bandwidth car
tridges necessary for fair comparative auditioning. 
The capacitance is a little on the high side for 
some models, and although the variable im
pedance gives some tailoring capability, its effects 
tend to be more crude and less accurate on 
today's better cartridges than those obtained with 
variable capacitance loading. The inputs and 
outputs were well chosen, but the other technical 
performance parameters tended to give average 
or below average results (crosstalk was good 
however). This may not matter much, as there is 
more to an amplifier than is revealed in our 
measurements, but it do^s perhaps indicate that 
the design is not quite the last word. Sidebands 
can be seen on the IM spectrum, though it should 
be noted that the 'noise modulation effectis 
notably absent.
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Listening impressions
The Revox is a difficult model to rank. Though the 
comments showed quite good consistency, the 
value judgements based upon them showed 
more variation. The most obvious characteristic 
was a degree of 'brightness' that some thought 
potentially fatiguing, while others found it gave 
an attractive (artificial?) clarity. Though a trifle 
bass light, the amplifier sounded powerful and 
generally well-controlled, 'clean' and clear, with 
good stereo. The overall ranking of average was 
an attempt to reconcile a promising design which 
gave an odd, slightly unbalanced result. It is 
possible that some of the points of criticism 
might have been less obvious with the more 
controlled source bandwidth of the cartridges 
used in Revox's own players.

Conclusions
Though this amplifier has a number of strengths, 
results suggest that there is room for improve
ment particularly at the disc input, and although 
it might be well suited to a Revox system, it was 
not entirely subjectively happy in a 'universal' 
context. The results of this completely fresh 
re-appraisal show a gratifying consistency with 
our findings of two years previously.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 

8 ohms, 0.1% dis!................................. 96/105/99 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.........................19.8/20.2/19.9dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms
1 kHz, 0.1% dis!..................................  110/156/25.9 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.......................... 20.4/17.9/8.1 dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 105/190/297 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................... 20/19.7 /18.7dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)............................................. 0.04dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out.................................... .  19Hz - 103kHz
Disc in - pre out.............................................18Hz- 150kHz
Disc in - tape out.............................................. 23 Hz- 90 kHz
Aux in - power out..............................................8Hz- 91 kHz
Power amp only................................................... 4Hz- 90kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap IpA
Disc MIMI........... Phone 1.1 - 7 38 - 43 228
DiscMM2/Aux Phone 180 47k
Tuner/Aux....... Phone 180 108k
Tape 1................ Phone 180 108 k
Tape 2................. DIN 180 108 k
Disc overload MM............................................................. 36dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)

. Tape 1... ................................... Phono 130 2k
Tape 2................................... DIN 70 200 k
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 200

(2 kohms).... 2.65V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume.....................................................................-84dB
Aux ref volume................................................................-82dB
MM disc ref volume.......................................................-79dB
Other
Damping factor...................................................................... 89
THD performance.......................................................... average
Hum performance...........................................below average
Dimensions (W xD xH)... 18(45) x 14(35) x 6(15) ins(cms)
Weight............................................................................... 281bs
Typical purchase price................................................... £500

20 H‘ 50 100 200 500 Ik 2k 5k lOk 20k

Disc frequency response note expanded vertical

-80. 000

LGMAG OB

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz. 0
25kHz linear; vert, range 90dB)
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(revised and reprinted)Rogers A75 Series 3/T75 Series 2
Swisstone Electronics Ltd., 4-14 Barmeston Road, London SE6 3BN
Tel: (01) 697 8511

This review has been adapted from that which 
appeared as a tuner/amplifier combination, shown 
in the photograph. Some care should be taken in 
comparing value judgements with those for the 
latest tests.

Presentation, facilities, etc.
The Rogers designs have changed little in external 
appearance over the years, which implies that they 
should retain their value well. The case is narrower 
than most, though fairly high, and the line of the 
black fascia is broken by a grille effect at the top 
and bottom, offset by wooden endplates; the unit 
has a particularly substantial 'feel'.

The amplifier offers the fairly standard range of 
facilities, with phono inputs DIN-duplicated for 
tape on front and rear, and with variable sensitivity 
on the disc input The high frequency filter is 
unusually elaborate, offering a choice of two 
turnover frequencies and variable slope; this offers 
scope for precise fine tuning of the high frequency 
response. This discreet if somewhat severe looking 
unit is quite compact, needing less shelf space than 
most, and feels reassuringly 'solid'.

Lab performance
Though on the expensive side for the power 
offered, delivery is reasonably well maintained into 
low impedances, but shows the usual marked 
difference between single and dual channel drive. 
Disc input bandwidth was rather excessive, though 
with sensible LF rollotf, while the frequency 
response showed a lower midrange suckout that is 
likely to be audible; the impedance and capacit
ance was complex, and resisted our measurement 
In general performance parameters were fine, but 

hum performance was considered below average.

Subjective impressions
Scoring average overall, this amplifier's listening 
test reception was clearly affected by the frequency 
response, with consistent criticism of undue 
brightness, and farther observations of lack of bass 
definition and power, plus some muddling, while at 
the same time having good overall clarity and 
definition.

Conclusions
Overall this is a competent design without any 
significant weaknesses, though a few mild oppor
tunities for improvement The listening test results 
may have been influenced by the frequency 
response characteristic, but are insufficient to 
ensure recommendation at the fairly high price.

Aux ^p white noise frequency response
n,

n, _K

IM distortion,
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GENERAL
Power
Bandwidth (-3dB ref max power. disc) . ..................16Hz-159kHz
Both channels 20Hz/I kHz/20kHz(8 ohms. 0.1% dist) . 4 1 /42/42 Watts 
Single channel 8/4/2 ohms (I kHz. 0.1% dist)........ 53/73/73 Watts 
Burst power 1 kHz. 8/4/2 ohms................................ 66/109/89 Watts
lnpuls Type Sens (m V) Imp (ohms) Cap
Disc MM........................ Phono Var ' '
Disc MC............................ -
Tuncr/aux.......................... Phono 130 50k
Tape.................................. Phone 130 50k
Tape................................... DIN 120 50k
Disc overload 1 kHz..........................................................  35dB
Outputs (5mV disc) Type Level (m V) Imp (ohms)
Tape .........................   Phono 225 100
Tape_________ ___________ DIN 120 81k
Headphones (8 ohms)........... Jack 120
Noise (ref 1 Watt. 8 ohms)
Zero volume. ................................ ........................................-76dB
Aux -z/ v<Jumc..................................................  -75dB
Disc ref volume............     -76dll
Other
Damping factor..........................................................  70
THD performance.................................................................. good
IMO performance............ ................................  average
Hum performance........................................................well below average
Total size (W x D x H).......... 14%(36) x 12(31) x 43/'(12) in(cm)
Typical retail price....................  ............. £220

Disc i/p frequency response/crosstalk

Selected for our demonstration studio
Amiss»

A
it®»?

A & R Crimson Sansui A9 Tandberg 3000

MlDlflMD Ä STUDIO
Royal London Buildings, Wulfruna Street, 

Wolverhampton. Tel: 0902 771774
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(revised and reprinted)Rogers AIOO
Swisstone Electronics Ltd., 4-14 Barmeston Road, London SE6 3BN
Tel: (01) 697 8511

This review has been adapted from that which 
appeared as a tuner/amplifier combination, shown 
in the photograph. Some care should be taken in 
comparing value judgements with those for the 
latest tests.

Presentation, facilities, etc.
This more recent and more powerful Al 00 amplifier 
is practically identical to the cheaper model, with 
the austere but discreet black fascia broken by a 
'grille' effect, and attractive wooden endplates. 
Though fairly high, the unit is narrower than most, 
and will use correspondingly less shelf space.

The amplifier front panel has switching for the rear 
(phono) inputs and a DIN auxiliary input on the 
front Tone controls are conventional, but the HF 
filtering is unusually sophisticated, with choice of 
two operating frequencies and variable slope. Two 
sets of speakers and headphones may be connec
ted, and the rear panel also has European-style 
mains sockets, and switches for 'fine-tuning' the 
disc input loading. The overall effect is attractively 
smart, yet restrained, sturdy and fairly compact.

Lab performance
Quite expensive for the power output offered, 
delivery was well maintained into low impedances, 
but with the usual single/dual channel difference. 
Disc input bandwidth followed the new IEC 
recommendations for bass rolloff, and was a little 
over-extended at HF (though much better than the 
'75). Disc input capacitance was usefully variable, 
and other inputs/outputs should pose no problems. 
Once again performance parameters were average 
or better, with hum performance well below 
average, but a significantly flatter frequency re

sponse than the '75 on disc was measured.

Subjective impressions
Described as significantly more 'authoritative' 
than the '75, the AJOO was rated significantly 
above average overall, with particularly favourable 
comments at lowish powers, describing nice 
balance with plenty of detail, good bass perform
ance and good overall control, though it was a trifle 
'bright' with tendencies to harshness nearer full 
power.

Conclusions
Although on the expensive side, this amplifier has 
evidence of a general competency of design, with 
few if any weak spots. The added confidence of 
respectable listening test results implies that this 
model merits serious consideration even in the 
context of the higher standards of this latest 
Amplifier project

Aux i/p white noise frequency response 
A^1 P

IM distortion.
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AMPLIFIER 
Power
Bandwidth (— 3dB ref max power, disc)............................2OHz-85kHz
Both channels 20Hi/1kHi/20kHz(8 ohms, 0.1% dist). . . 53153/53 Watts
Single channel 8/4/2 ohms (I kHz, 
Burst power I kHz, 8/4/2 ohms.
Inputs Type
Disc MM.......................... Phono
Disc MC ........................
Tuner/aux . . .   Phono
Tape.................................. Phono
Tape................................... DIN
Disc overload I kHz.

0.1% dist) . 63/91/100 Watts
........................  75/1 16/107 Watts
Sens (m V) Imp (ohms) Cap

1.8 49 k Var

110 50k
110 50k
110 50k

Outputs (5mV disc) 
Tape..........................................  
Tape............   
Headphones (8 ohms)............ 
Noise (ref I Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume.. ....................
Aux ref volume........................  
Disc ref volume........................

38dB

Other

Type Level (m V) Imp (ohms)
Phono 280 460
DIN 150 82k
Jack 120

................................................ -75dB 

................................................  -73dB 

.................................... ........-74dB

Damping factor....................................  82
THD performance................................................................................ good
IMO performance............................................................................average
Hum performance............................  well below average
Total size (W x D x H)............14%(36) x 12(31) x 4^(12) in(cm)
Typical retail price..............................................................................£320

=SOUINDS
Specialists in : HI - FI & VIDEO EQUIPMENT

We also stock: 
ADC,AKAi, JVC, 
MARANTZ, KEF, 
MITSUBISHI, 
SONY,DENNON 
PANASONIC,

Also in stock: JVC AXI
A great amplifier to start your Hi-Fi system 
off with

NOW IN STOCK AND ON 
DEMONSTRATION

Contact Bill Kandola (B.Scl for -
* Personal Advice
* Demonstration Facilities
* Technical Information

WE OFFER:
* Competitive Prices
* Free Installation
* Blank Tapes at Competitive Prices
* Video Film Club
* Own Service Dept.

FINANCE CAN BE 
ARRANGED

SOUNDS
AVION SHOPPING CENTRE
NEW HAMPTON ROAD WEST
WOLVERHAMPTON
WV6 00W
Tel: (09021 21126
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Rotel RA520 (prototype)
Rotel Hr Fi Ltd., 2-4 Erica Road, Stacey Bushes, Milton Keynes, Bucks. Tel (0908) 317707

Presentation, facilities etc
When we included the RA520 in our testing for this 
issue, we realised that some of the work would be 
done on a prototype, but hoped to have an 
example of final production for checks and com

, parisons before publication. As it happens we did 
receive a second sample much closer to final 
production, but our findings must remain very 
circumspect at this stage, as the design may not 
have yet been finalised, and we were unable to 
take measurements on the second sample.

A pleasantly uncluttered fascia features a 
silver detent action volume control, and contrasting 
black knobs for balance and tone. A row of light 
indicated push buttons switch the various inputs, 
mono/stereo, and tone defeat, while switching 
between two pairs of speakers and power is at 
the other end. Finish on our second sample was 
reasonable enough, though it is difficult to know 
whether this will be representative in any case. 
The unit is styled with an overhanging front fascia 
with rather sharp corners, so it is presumably 
intended primarily for rack/console use. Phono 
sockets are in the majority on the rear, though 
one of the tape sockets is to DIN standards. 
Speaker terminals are rather insubstantial spring 
loaded types, with fuses available externally 
(under a cover).

Lab performance
Although our findings here may be of limited 
benefit to the consumer, it was nonetheless 
interesting to investigate a prototype, and see 
the development stages through which every 
product must pass, but which is usually done 
behind closed doors. Considering the modest 
price, the power output at 36 watts is not 

ungenerous, and delivery is quite well maintained 
into low impedances, even as low as 2ohms, so 
there should be no practical limitation on the 
choice of loudspeakers. A difference of about 
10% can be noted between single and dual 
channel drive, though this is by no means 
excessive.

Bandwidths show pretty close control through
out, and although the RIAA equalisation may look 
a little unusual, it is probably the most sensible 
approach for the designer of a low-cost amplifier. 
In fact the low frequency end might have benefited 
from slightly tighter tailoring to further protect 
the power supply from stress in use. The disc input 
capacitance is unusually low, so there will be no 
problem in matching any available cartridges, 
and external adaptors can assist those that 
require higher capacitance to give a flat response. 
The high frequency roll-off is perhaps just as well, 
because we found that the disc input overload 
margin had reduced to 11dB at 20kHz. Noise 
and hum were both slightly problematic on the 
first prototype, with the former increasing as the 
volume control was reduced (this has been 
changed we understand). Harmonic distortion 
was reasonable but worsened somewhat into 
low impedances, while a significant difference 
product and 'noise modulation effect' can be 
seen on the IM spectrum.

Listening impressions
The original prototype 520 did not fare well in the 
listening tests, scoring well below average with 
criticisms of 'loose' control at the frequency 
extremes. It also became rather muddled on 
complex material and when the sound became at 
all loud. Stereo and 'focusing' were poor, though
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there was some praise of'dynamics' and'liveliness'. 
The second sample was assessed informally in 
comparison, and was felt to offer a real improve
ment in terms of integration, but also a tendency 
to sound 'forced' and 'coloured' in the midband 
when loud. Certainly it was preferred to the 
original, but the overall improvement was not 
considered sufficient to make the sound particu
larly distinguished. However we believe that 
things are not quite finalised yet, and we under
stand Rotel are hoping to effect further im
provements before stocks are in the market
place.

Conclusions
This product has certain promise technically, and 
would appear to be heading in the right general 
direction subjectively. But we did not have the 
opportunity to check a full production sample, as 
we had originally hoped to do, so we cannot 
come to any firm conclusions. All we can do is 
point out that the design does hold some promise.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 

8 ohms, 0.1% dis!.................................. 32/36/36 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................15.1/15.6/15.6dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1 kHz, 0.1% dist.......................................41/65/87 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 16.2/15.1/13.4dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 45/85/138 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................... 16.6/16/15.4dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)............................................0.13dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power) 
Disc in - power out.........................................22 Hz - 24kHz
Disc in - tape out............................................ 4Hz - 155kHz
Aux in - power out............................................ 4 Hz - 32kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap {pF)
Disc MM.......... Phono 1.7 50 22
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 220 5.5k
Tape 1............... Phono inop. 47 k
Tape 1................. DIN inop. 54k
Disc overload MM..........................................................34d8*
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1.................................. Phono 70 47
Tape 1.................................. DIN 15 87k
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume....................................................................-73dB
Aux ref volume...............................................................-83dB
MM disc ref volume......................................................-76dB
Other 
Damping factor.....................................................................41
THD performance........................................................average
Hum performance.......................................... below average
Dimensions(W x D xH)... 16Vz(42)x1 2(30"2) x3"2(9) ins(cms)
Weight............................................................................... 151bs
Typical purchase price.................................................... £90
*Reduces to 11 dB at 20kHz.

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference 
(10dB per division)

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25 kHz linear; vert. range 90d8)
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Rotel RB/RC 1010
Rotel Hi-Fi Ltd., 2-4 Erica Road, Stacey Bushes, Milton Keynes, Bucks. Tel (0908) 317707

Presentation, facilities etc
The RB and RC 1010 combination comprise a 
relatively low cost pre-/powercombination which 
could presumably feature in an upmarket rack 
system. Construction is neat enough, if not 
exactly lavish and with rather sharp edges to the 
fascias, and the dark grey finish is pleasantly 
neutral.

The pre-amplifier has quite a number of facilities, 
notable and unusual amongst them being a 
headphone socket, which therefore operates 
independently of the power amplifier, hence 
avoiding at least one set of switches at the 
output. The large central knob is a smooth action 
volume control; balance is provided but no tone 
controls. (Rotel market an equaliser in matching 
trim for those who value such a facility, and 'tone 
send' switch and sockets are provided for inter
connection.) Three large pushbuttons select 
main inputs, with three additional rotaries to 
route tape recorders and adjust the disc inputs, 
input linked indicator lights help to avoid con
fusion. Four rather fiddly little pushbuttons give 
muting, subsonic filter, loudness, and mode, the 
latter entirely ambiguously labelled. The disc 
inputs offer three impedance options on mrm and 
also moving-coil matching. The power amplifier 
is no 'black box' either, with its illuminated 
'power' indicator, sensitivity switch for same, 
speaker switching, plus output levels for each 
channel independently.

Lab performance
There is plenty of power available from this unit, 
and the delivery thereof is well maintained into 
4ohms, though fairly restricted into 2ohms, so 
low impedance models are reasonably OK pro

vided one doesn't try to drive two such pairs 
simultaneously at high levels. The output level 
with both channels driven is somewhat lower 
than the single channel maximum, but not 
dramatically so.

No particular attempt appears to have been 
made to control the bandwidths at either end of 
the spectrum, though at least the matching 
between them is the right way round. Rather 
disturbing is the high figure measured for m-m 
disc input capacitance, which will only really be 
optimally useable with a very few cartridges 
assuming the normal contribution from the turn
table. Even Shure and Ortofon models will be 
rather heavily loaded, while the best solution 
might be to go for load-tolerant types like 
Technics, Grado and high output moving-coil 
models. Even the provision of variable impedance 
switching cannot really compensate for the effect 
this high capacitance will have upon the fre
quency responses of most moving magnet designs, 
though to be fair one school of thought suggests 
that high input capacitance is desirable per se in 
helping to control (ie rolloff) high frequencies. By 
and large most of the technical performance 
parameters were pretty good, with distortion 
generally at the noise level. The m-c disc noise is 
poorer than some, and the overload margin here 
reduces from 37dB to 19dB at high frequencies. 
Some sidebands can be seen on the IM test 
spectrum, but in this instance the 'noise modula
tion effecf is notably absent.

Listening impressions
A dirty contact amongst the disc input circuitry 
plagued our listening tests. Nevertheless with 
perseverance results were obtained, though they
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were neither particularly positive nor entirely 
consistent, indicating an overall rating of average. 
As often seems to be the case the sound was 
quite liked when playing softly, but was felt to 
deteriorate significantly when any real power 
was being demanded, with control at the fre
quency extremes suffering. The midrange was 
described as rather 'forward', but clean and with 
plenty going on, though not particularly exciting 
dynamically.

Conclusions
By most conventional standards there is quite a 
lot of amplifier for the money here, but our 
listening tests were not especially encouraging, 
and the m-m disc input capacitance is rather high 
for good general compatibility, so our enthusiasm 
remains a little muted, while acknowledging 
respectable enough value for money.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 2OHz/1kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1 % dis!............................... 140/145/145 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 21.5/21.6/21.6dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1 % dist............. .................  165/272/158 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................22.2/21.3/15.9dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms .. .1 92/344/297 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 22.8/22.4/18.7dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF).............................................0.43dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out.........................................4 Hz - 129kHz
Disc in - pre out.............................................. 3Hz - 192kHz
Disc in - tape out............................................ 6Hz - 220kHz
Aux in - power out........................................... 3Hz-175kHz
Power amp only..... . ...................  3 Hz - 235kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pf)
Disc MM........... Phono 2.3 47k 400
Disc MC............ Phono 0.14 100
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 145.0 40k
Tape 1................ Phono 145.0 40k
Tape 2................ Phono 145.0 40k
Power amp.... Phono 1.0V 18k
Disc overload MM..................................................................40dB
Disc overload MC............................................................. 37dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type
Tape 1............................ Phono
Tape 2.................................. Phono
Headphones (8 ohms).......

(2 kohms)....

Imp (ohms)
450
450 

independent 
of power 
amplifier

....... -85dB

Level (mV) 
290 
290
25 
85

Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume........................
Aux ref volume............................. ............................. -83dB
MM disc ref volume................... . ................................ —83dB
MC disc ref volume....................................................... —71dB
Other
Damping factor.....................................................................128
THD performance.......................... ........................... excellent
Hum performance.........................................................average
Dimensions(Wx D xH) 17(43) x 12%(32) x8(23) ins(cms)
Weighl.................................................................................36lbs
Typical purchase price .........................£300

scale (2dB per division) (m-c above, mm below)r . . . * r-.» r-r-ï

10 Uz 50 100 200 50 1k 2k 5' 10k 20kH
Crosstalk, mm disc input, note baseline reference
(10dB per division)

10.000—

-80. 000

0-0 HZ 25.0100 K
Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz. 0
25kHz linear; vert range 90dB)
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SansuiA6
Sansui UK Ltd., Unit 10A Lyon Ind. Estate, Rockware Avenue, Greenford, Middx UB6 OAA Tel 01-575 1133

Presentation, facilities etc
Two distinct ranges of electronics are currently 
available from Sansui, since the advent of their 
budget 'super compo' series a couple of years 
ago, aimed primarily at the fast-growing rack 
system market. The AS is the cheapest of these, 
and certainly does not have the pretensions 
towards high fidelity of their more expensive 
models. But our experiences with Sansui amplifiers 
have generally been rather positive over the 
years, and we are always on the look out for the 
most 'likely' budget amplifiers, so its inclusion 
seemed well worthwhile.

Finished in black on our sample (silver also 
available), the AS betrays its humble aspirations 
more by a lack of weight than any paucity of 
facilities, indicator lights or quality of external 
finish. (Smart plastics mouldings are partly re
sponsible.) The full width transparent window in 
the fascia makes one wonder whether a tuner or 
receiver has arrived by mistake, but turns out 
merely to indicate the 'power' level and identify 
the selected input. The main selector knob is 
unfortunately identical to the volume control, 
and is supplemented by two pushbars for the 
single tape input, one offering monitoring and 
the other usefully enabling the tuner signal to be 
fed to the recorder irrespective of the source 
being heard via the amplifier at the time. Rotary 
controls operate bass, treble and balance, while 
(tiny and rather fiddly) pushbuttons switch high 
filter, loudness, and either/or/off loudspeakers. 
Although only one pair may be operated at a time, 
the back panel instructions strongly warn against 
using speakers of less than 8ohms; if adhered to 
strictly this would limit the user's choice dramati

cally. Phono sockets only are provided on the 
back panel.

Lab performance
Despite the impedance warning, our measure
ments indicate that this model performs reason
ably capably into 4ohms, with more severe curtail
ment into 2ohms, so speaker choice is not too 
critical (though higher impedance models are to 
be preferred), and the omission of the capability 
to drive two pairs simultaneously appears sensible. 
Overall power is somewhat restricted, showing a 
distortion increase at the frequency extremes 
before it is reached in the midband, while the 
25% difference between single and dual channel 
drive is certainly indicative of some inadequacies 
in the power supply. The bandwidths show some 
attempt at curtailment, which is probably sensible 
in view of the limited power available, though in 
our view it would have been more usefully 
applied at high frequencies to the disc rather 
than the auxiliary input.

Input and output parameters are reasonably 
normal, though the tape output impedance is a 
little higher than usual, and the disc input capa
citance is also a little on the high side for 
optimum matching with a number of popular 
cartridges. Most of the other aspects of per
formance tend to rate below average, but 
none sufficiently so to cause any real misgivings, 
and although the intermodulation test spectrum 
shows distinct sidebands (at adequately low 
levels), there is little suggestion of an increase in 
the noise floor either side of the test signals.
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Listening impressions
The listening tests unfortunately gave consistently 
negative reactions to this modeI, some paneIists 
taking a most uncompromising stance. The sound 
was described as muddled throughout, obscuring 
detail and dynamics, though not in a particularly 
offensive way; ie it wasn't so much what the amp 
did but what it didn't do that attracted criticism. 
The balance was considered rather 'bright' and 
'clangy tonally, with a 'softened' and restrained 
bass, little 'focus' and indifferent stereo imagery.

Conclusions
The modest technical performance and dis
appointing auditioning lead us to believe that 
perhaps Sansui should have sacrificed some of 
the facilities and external finish rather than the 
internals to maintain a presence in this important 
market slot. It is not so much that the product is 
bad, rather the inescapable conclusion that its 
not really much to do with hi-fi.
GENERAL DATA
Power stage

Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 
8 ohms, 0.1 % dist...................................26/33/30 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=Od8........................14.2/15.1/14.8dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1% dist........................................44/50/40 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=Od8...............................16.4/14/1 OdB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms.......51/81/7 0 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................... 17/16/12.5dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF}.............................................0.28dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out............................................ 8Hz - 75kHz
Disc in - tape out.............................................. 8Hz - 90kHz
Aux in - power out.............................................8Hz - 35kHz
Inputs Type Sens (ml/) Imp (ohms) Cap (pFJ
Disc MM.................. Phono 2.6 50k 240
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 150 ?Ok
Tape................... Phono 150 ?Ok
Disc overload MM..........................................................................................................36 d8
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (ml/) Imp (ohms)
Tape.......... ........................... Phono 190 4.7k
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 100

(2kohms).. ■ 2.7 V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume.................................................... ............... -85 dB
Aux ref volume................................................................-77dB
MM disc ref volume....................................................... -73d8
Other 

Damping factor......................................................................85
THD performance.............................................. below average
Hum performance.............................................below average
Dimensions(WxD x H)....... 17(43) x 10(26) x5.2(13) ins(cms)
Weight...............................................................................1Dibs
Typical purchase price........................................................ £78

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference
(10d8 per division)
is. 000

LGMAG 
DB

-80.000

0.0 HZ 25.000 K

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear vert- range 90d8)
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SansuiA7
Sansui UK Ltd., Unit 10A Lyon Ind. Estate,Rockware Avenue, Greenford,Middx. UB6 OAA Tel 01^575 1133

Presentation, facilities etc
This is the middle model in Sansui's range of 
budget amplifiers, which are conceived as part of 
their rack system 'super compo' range. All three 
models share plastics mouldings for the case, 
which keeps the weight down and the standard 
of finish high. The review sample was finished 
with a silver fascia and knobs, but an all-black 
option is also available.

Although modestly priced, finish is well up to 
the expected high Japanese standard and there 
is a plentiful range of facilities. A full-width 
transparent window reminiscent of a tuner or 
receiver covers brightly illuminated 'power' meters 
and input indicator lamps. The large volume 
control and input selector are identical, which is 
a pity ergonomically, while plenty of other features 
keep the front panel quite busy. Rotary controls 
operate tone, balance and a variable loudness 
function, plus mike mixing level (front panel 
stereo jack). Switches control the selection and 
cross-connection of two tape recorders, per
mitting a deck to record from a tuner while the 
amplifier is playing from an alternative source. 
Rather small pushbuttons permit either/or/off 
speaker selection and high filter. The second 
tape recorder sockets are mounted on the front 
panel, which is practical alternative avoiding 
wiring inconvenience if the second machine is 
not a permanent part of the installation. Socketry 
is phono throughout.

Lab performance
A lot of power is available for the money, but the 
delivery pattern is not particularly 'tidy', and 
perhaps some should have been sacrificed to 
avoid the distortion rise at high frequencies 

which we noted. Power delivery is reasonably 
well maintained into 4ohms, but more seriously 
curtailed into 2 ohms, so speaker matching is less 
critical than the rear panel warning (8ohms or 
more) implies, though the avoidance of 'both’ 
speaker drive option is quite sensible. The power 
supply is clearly not very 'stiff, as the difference 
between single and dual channel drive is rather 
marked.

The bandwidths via the disc input show 
reasonable control, more so than with the cheaper 
A5, but the tape output might benefit from some 
attention as it distorts above 50kHz. Inputs and 
outputs are generally reasonable, though the 
tape output impedance is a little higher than 
usual. The highish 320pF disc input capacitance 
does give rise to some concern, as it will certainly 

• impair the designed frequency response of quite 
a number of available cartridges, so selection 
should be made with some care. Shure and 
Ortofon models are likely to be fine, likewise 
load-insensitive cartridges like high-output 
moving-coils, Technics and Grado models. The 
other performance characteristics gave below 
average results, though none seriously so, yet 
we wonder perhaps whether too many of the 
subtler aspects of performance have been com
promised slightly in the quest for specification 
power.

Listening impressions
The general consensus placed this amplifier 
significantly below average on the listening tests, 
and with a reasonable degree of consistency. 
Most frequent criticisms were directed at a 
general lack of integration, a certain lack of 
control at the frequency extremes, and an un-
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acceptable degree of muddle when the music 
was complex, plus a loss of stereo information. 
Results were rather better under blind conditions, 
with criticisms less severe but along the same 
general lines, and still showing substantially 
negative attitudes towards the sounds produced.

Conclusions
Rather in the manner of the A5 we have the 
feeling that a little too much effort has been 
directed towards the provision of extensive 
facilities and a high external standard of finish, 
and in this instance a high specification power 
output.Overall we feel that too much of the 
overall balance which tends to result in good 
sound quality has been sacrificed to these ends.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1 % dis!...................................... 48/58/54 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 16.7/17.6/17.2dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms
1 kHz, 0.1% dis!........................................72/100/98 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................ 18.5/17/13.9dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms.......94/162/162 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................... 19.7/19/16dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)............................................ 0.96dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out............................................. 7Hz - 46kHz
Disc in - tape out...............................................?Hz - 59kHz
Aux in - power out..........................................DC Hz - 75kHz
Inputs Type Sens (ml/) Imp (ohms) Cap (pF)
Disc MM............... Phono 2.6 47k 320
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 150 64k
Tape 1................ Phono 150 64k
Tape 2................ Phono 150 64k
Disc overload MM...................................................................................... 36dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (ml/) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1.................................. Phono 180 5k
Tape 2..................................  Phono 180 5k
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 100

(2 kohms)... 2.6V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume..................................................................... -81dB
Aux ref volume..............................................................-78dB
MM disc ref volume.......................................................-77dB
Other
Damping factor . . . . .... . .. .............. 53
THD performance.............................................below average
Hum performance........................................... below average
Dimensions(W xD xH) 17(43) x9^(24) x5V2(14) ins(cms)
Weight.................................................................................131bs
Typical purchase price....................................................£105

20 Hz 50 100 200 MO Ik 2k 5k lOk 20k

Disc frequency response note expanded vertical

Crosstalk, mm disc input, note baseline reference 
(10dB per division)

10.000

LGMAG 
DB

-00.080

ae HZ 25. 080 K
Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz. 0
25kHz linear vertrange 90dB)
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Sansui A9
Sansui UK Ltd., Unit 1OA Lyon Ind. Estate, Rockware Avenue, Greenford, Middx. UB6 OAA Tel 01-575 1133

Presentation, facilities etc
This is the top model of the 'super compo' 
threesome, and consequently is the most elab
orate in terms of features and facilities. The same 
basic chassis has been used, as well as the 
‘window’ along the full length of the fascia, 
though both the large rotary controls have been 
replaced by pushbuttons. Input selection has 
light indication and is now entirely controlled 
by pushbuttons/bars The real extra is rather 
more useful perhaps than the mike inpuVblend 
fitted to the A7, and gives the option of moving
coil or moving magnet cartridge matching. Once 
again tape dubbing may be switched and record
ings made from a tuner input when the amplifier 
is playing from any source.

The rotary controls operate tone, balance and 
variable loudness, while control over volume has 
been delegated to two large pushbuttons necess
arily augmented by a light indicator bar. How this 
can be anything but a fatuous gimmick on any 
item not actually needing digitised controls for 
remote operation escapes us. Not only does one 
lose control of the rate at which volume may be 
changed and is unable to set the volume before 
connecting power, but the simple single analogue 
control must be replaced by two buttons and a 
visual indicator. Other pushbuttons of rather 
fiddly dimensions control either/or/off loud
speakers and a high filter. Phono sockets are 
used throughout, with the tape 2 set duplicated 
on the front panel, a useful way of temporarily 
connecting a second machine without entangling 
the 'spaghetti’ at the back of the installation.

Lab performance
Power output is again generous for the price, 

showing some similar characteristics to other A
series models, being reasonably well maintained 
into 4ohm loads and even able to deal quite 
respectably with 2ohms particularly in the short 
term. Our specification for power being measured 
at the level of 0.1 % distortion has restricted our 
reading at high frequencies to an unfortunate 
degree, showing that the distortion begins to rise 
quite early on. There is still a significant difference 
between single and dual channel drive, though 
this is not as pronounced as in the cheaper 
models in the series

Bandwidths show some attempt at control, but 
the RIAA equalisation at high frequencies is not 
correct and can lead to over-driving within the 
amplifier and give rise to slew rate limiting 
problems. The amplifier is just at the threshold of 
this. Disc input capacitance is rather high, which 
will restrict the range of cartridges which can be 
optimally loaded. Shure and Ortofon models, 
plus those insensitive to loading like moving-coil, 
Grado and Technics models, are likely to give the 
best match. Tape output impedances are rather 
high, though practical problems are most unlikely. 
Although the IM distortion test gave good results, 
hum breakthrough and THD+ noise via disc were 
well below average.

Listening impressions
This amp received a somewhat mixed reception 
on the listening tests, though it was certainly 
better received than its cheaper brethren, and on 
occasion attracted quite favourable comment. 
Results were not entirely consistent, and the m-c 
input did not give such good results (bandwidth 
matching?). The midrange was well liked if a little 
'forward', and the dynamics were considered
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reasonable. Extreme bass and treble received 
criticism for lack of control, likewise the overall 
performance when the volume level was in
creased. But the sound as a whole was slightly 
above average, which is quite respectable for an 
amplifier in its price class.

Conclusions
Lots of power and facilities for the money, and 
clearly a better power supply and listening test 
results than its cheaper stablemates suggest 
that this model has quite a lot going for it. But 
there are a number of areas of technical reserva^ 
tion, particularly on the disc input and its high 
frequency capability, so pre-auditioning in a 
system context is vital if this amplifier is considered.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1kHz/20kHz 

8 ohms 0.1% dis!..................................86/88/20 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................... 19.3/19.4/13dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1% dis!..............................  105/156/162 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.............................. 20/18.9/16dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 1 26/220/272 Watts 
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 21 /20.4/18.3dB

Dynamic headroom <IHF).............................................. 0.5dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power) 
Disc in - power out............................................7 Hz- 63kHz
Disc in - tape out............. ................................6Hz - 52kHz
Aux in - power out.........................................DC Hz- 61 kHz
Inputs Type Sens (m\I) Imp (ohms) Cap {pF)
Disc MM.......... Phono 2.5 49k 330
Disc MC.......... Phono 0.16 9
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 156 60k
Tape 1............. Phono 156 60k
Tape 2............. Phono 156 60k
Disc overload MM............................................................38dB
Disc overload MC.......  ................. 36dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (m\I) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1.................................. Phono 200 4.9k
Tape 2............. ........ . . Phono 800 4.9 k
Headphones (¡3 ohms). 100

(2 kohms).... 2.5V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume...................... ............................................-??dB
Aux ref volume............................................................. -73dB
MM disc ref volume.....................................................-72dB
MC disc ref volume...................................................... -71 dB
Other 
Damping factor.....................................................................48
THD performance......................................  below average
Hum performance............................................below average
Dimensions(WxD xH) ... 17(43) x10(25) ^5%(131%) in^cms)
Weight.............................................................................. 161bs
Typical purchase price...................................................£ 135

B.0 HZ 25.080K

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear vert. range 90dB)
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Sansui AU-D5
Sansui UK Ltd., Unit 10A Lyon Ind. Estate, Rockware Avenue, Greenford, Middx. UB6OAA Tel 01^575 1133

Presentation, facilities etc
The cheapest of the three AU series which were 
tested for this new edition, the 05 is really a 
middleweight rather than a lightweight in Sansui's 
hi-fi range, leaving the gaps left by the departure 
of the popular 217 and 317 models still to be 
filled. Available in silver or black, the 05 seems 
much more substantially constructed than the A
series. The front panel is a little cluttered, with 
vertical and horizontal groupings, but the volume 
control is easily distinguished.

Inputs are selected with illuminated display by 
pushbuttons, and rotary controls independently 
select the source fed to a tape recorder, and also 
control cross-dubbing, mode selection and 
balance. Other rotary controls grouped together 
offer no fewer than four tone controls, 'super 
bass' and 'presence' complementing the tradi
tional bass and treble; a defeat switch is also 
provided. The left hand section of the amplifier is 
dominated by rather garish red/blue illuminated 
'power' meters, switching being provided to change 
the range and switch off the display, though the 
illuminated scale remains permanently lit when 
the unit is on. A loudness button, smaller than the 
others and left untrimmed in nude plastic sits 
almost as an afterthought beside the volume 
control, while either/or/both speaker switching 
is situated near the power switch and protection 
indicator light.

Lab performance
The power behaviour of this model was surprisingly 
close to the cheaper A9, though it nevertheless 
gives a healthy output for the price. Distortion 
measured very well on this model, however, so 
there is no high frequency limitation like that 

• found on the cheaper design. Power was reason
ably well maintained into 4ohms, but the relay 
protection operated too early for us to take any 
2ohm readings even on single cycle, so a little 
care perhaps needs to be exercised when choos
ing loudspeakers, especially if two pairs are to be 
used continuously together at high levels. The 
difference between single and dual channel 
drive was respectable at about 1 0%, again mirror
ing the A9.

The bandwidths permitted are very wide, un
necessarily and riskily so in our opinion, though 
the moving-coil input rolls off at the bass rather 
too early even by our conservative standards! 
The m-c input also gave significantly more hum 
and noise than the m-m input, which is a further 
disincentive to taking it seriously. The inputs and 
outputs appear to have been carefully selected 
for general compatibility, and unlike the A-series 
the m-m disc input capacitance is a more modest 
value permitting greater flexibility of cartridge 
choice. Crosstalk in particular was rather better 
than most of the competition, and all the other 
performance parameters were fine, though hum 
was perhaps a little less good than it might have 
been.

Listening impressions
Overall the rating for this amplifier was a little 
below average, with quite consistent criticism of 
its performance via the moving-coil input, and of 
an inability to maintain its respectable low level 
quality when being driven loud. The bass register 
was felt to be a little vague, lacking definition and 
some control, while the midrange and treble 
were a little forward, compressing and muddling 
stereo information and depth and emphasising
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surface noise a little. The general consensus 
seemed to be that the amplifier had a reasonable 
potential, but didn't quite get enough things right 
for a balanced subjective performance.

Conclusions
Though many aspects of this amplifier's per
formance were sound, there were a few anomalies 
notably on the moving-coil input, and the listening 
tests consistently criticised this and the per
formance when loud. Though it is not over
priced, the cheaper A9 was generally preferred 
(though not without its own quibbles), so the AU- 
05 would not appear to rank as a class leader.
GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dist......................................85/90/85 Watts
o/p lev-el ref 2.83V=OdB........................19.3/19.6/19.3dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms
1 kHz, 0.1 % dis!.................................100/148/Relay Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................20/18.7IRelay dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms... 107/190/ Relay Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB...........................  20/20/Relay dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF).............................................0.29dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power) 
Disc in - power out......................................... 2Hz- 110kHz
Disc in - tape out............ ..........................2Hz - >200kHz
Aux in - power out...........................................DC Hz - 84kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pF)
Disc MM.......... Phono 2.7 46k 189
Disc MC.......... Phono 0.25 100
Tuner/Aux .. .. Phono 210 34k
Tape 1.............. Phono 21O 34k
Tape 2.............. Phono 210 34k
Disc overload MM.............................  37dB
Disc overload MC............................................................ 36dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1.................................. Phono 380 215
Tape 2.................................. Phono 380 215
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 100

(2 kohms).... 2.6V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume.....................................................................-94dB
Aux ref volume................................................................-85dB
MM disc ref volume....................................................... -81dB
MC disc ref volume.........................................................-72dB
Other 
Damping factor.............................  125
THD performance.......................................................excellent
Hum performance........................................... above average
Dimensions (W x D x H)...17(43) x 13(33) x 6(15) ins(cms)
Weight............................................................................... 221bs
Typical pur-chase price................................................... £ 180

Disc frequency response note expanded vertical

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear; vert. range 90d8)
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Sansui AU-D7
Sansui UK Ltd., Unit 10A Lyon Ind. Estate,Rockware Avenue,Greenford, Middx. UB6 OAA Tel 01^575 1133

Presentation, facilities etc
This model is almost identical to the AU-05 
externally, though our review sample was finished 
in the alternative black finish. This we normally 
prefer, but on this occasion the permanently 
illuminated blue 'power' meter scale seemed 
even more lurid against a dark background, so it 
is a pity that it cannot be completely switched off. 
This is never going to be an amplifier which is 
easily ignored.

Features and facilities appear to be identical to 
those on the cheaper model, namely illuminated 
pushbutton operated inputs supplemented by 
rotaries for mode and record-send.Four separate 
tone controls are centred on 1O Hz, 100 Hz, 
1.5 kHz and 15 kHz respectively and accompanied 
by a defeat switch. A nice distinctive large rotary 
controls volume and is accompanied by a small 
balance control and an itsy-bitsy loudness button. 
All sockets are to phono standards, and provision 
is made for two speaker systems independently 
switchable from the front panel.

Lab performance
As expected the 07 resembles the 05 quite 
closely in many ways while offering rather more 
power. Power output is pretty generous by any 
standards and is quite well maintained into 
4ohms, though 2ohm measurements were again 
impossible because of the action of the protection 
relays. However we think it is most unlikely that 
these will be triggered under normal program 
signals except perhaps under overdrive with the 
wrong combination of two sets of loudspeakers. 
A little care should perhaps be taken to avoid the 
lowest impedance types.The difference between 
single and dual channel drive was significant 
though not excessive.
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The bandwidths were very wide as in the 05, 
and this in our view is unnecessary and some
thing of a pity. The disc input frequency responses 
are rather strange, with the m-c bass rolloff even 
more pronounced than on the cheaper model, 
and the remaining parts of the curves less even 
Overload margins and noise figures were also 
significantly poorer than those measured on the 
05, which is inexplicable, or at any rate rather 
strange. Crosstalk was again very good, as was 
IMD, though the hum performance was below 
average and noticeable on the m-c input.

Listening impressions
TheAU-07 received very similar comments to the 
05, rating somewhat below average overall. 
Once again the sound quality via the moving-coil 
input came in for a fair degree of criticism both in 
terms of balance and hum, and it was felt that this 
input was not really worth taking too seriously. 
Again the sound was generally quite liked when 
the amplifier was playing quietly, but was felt to 
deteriorate significantly when driven above a few 
watts, with descriptions of stereo anomalies and 
positional insecurities. The bass qualitywas also 
consistently criticised, and was felt to lack defini
tion, control and be somewhat 'detached'. When 
driven to louder levels, the presence/treble began 
to sound rather 'bright'. Overall the amplifier was 
criticised quite consistently in much the same 
way as the 05, and if anything gave results which 
were a little worse overall.

Conclusions
Something of a disappointment, this amplifier is 
more costly than the 05 or A9, yet seems less 
well balanced than either The poorer measured 
performance parameters than the 05 are a



particular surprise, and the moving-coil input 
design would appear to need some attention. 
Auditioning results were fairly negative, and 
again a trifle worse than those for the 05, so 
despite the generous power available, this amplifier 
failed to win our confidence.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1 % d^st...............................117/124/119 Watts
o/p ^evel ref 2.83V=OdB........................20.6/20.9/20.7dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1 kHz, 0.1% dist.............................141/210/Reaiy Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.....................21.5/20.2/Relay dB

Singlecyclepower1 kHz,8/4/2 ohms.... 156/270/Relay Watts
o/p level r-ef 2.83V=OdB.....................21.9/21.3/Relay dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)............................................ 0.44dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out..................................... DC Hz -11OkHz
Disc in - tape out........................................2 Hz - >200kHz
Aux in - power out.........................................DC Hz - 52 kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pF) 
Disc MM.......... Phono 3.4 47k 180
Disc MC.......... Phono 0.41 100
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 270 100k
Tape 1............... Phono 270 1OOk
Tape 2.., Phono 270 1OOk
Disc overload MM........................................................... 28dB
Disc overload MC........................................................... 29dB

Imp (ohms)
550
550

Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type
Tape 1.................................. Phono
Tape 2.................................. Phono
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 

(2 kohms)..
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume.....................................

Level (mV) 
350 
350 
62

1.6V

-85dB
Aux ref volume.............................................................. -73dB
MM disc r-ef volume......................................................-72dB
MIC disc r-ef volume.......................................................-70dB
Other
Damping factor................................................................... 149
TH D pefformance.....................................................exc;el^ent
Hum performance.......................................... below average
Dimensions(Wx DxH).......17(43)x13(33)x5'h(14) ins(cms)
Weight..............................................................................21 lbs
Typical purchase price...................................................£215

scale (2dB per division) (m-c above, mm below)

-80

lOdB

20 Hz 50 100 200 501 Ik 2k 5k lOk 20k
Crosstalk, mm disc input, note baseline reference

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25 kHz linear; vert. range 90dB)
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Sansui AU-D9
Sansui UK Ltd.,Unit 1OA Lyon Ind. Estate,Rockware Avenue,Greenford,Middx UB6 OAA Tel 01575 1133

Presentation, facilities etc
Despite following the number sequencing estat 
lished by the AU-05 and AU-07, the AU-09 
appears to come from a completely different 
design source. It is much closer to the traditional 
Sansui look, which we prefer frankly to the'super 
compo'influence, and has a smart rosewood 
finished case and rather less cluttered overall 
layout. Not only is the pre-amplifier section laid 
out quite differently, but the power amplifier 
section uses the unusual technique of feed
forward, reputedly similar to that pioneered not 
long ago by Quad.

The matt black fascia is neatly laid out, and is 
dominated by a large smooth volume control. 
However the identification of on and off positions 
on some of the pushbuttons is a little ambiguous 
without consulting the manual. Input selection 
bristles with indicator lights, and combines a 
rotary switch with pushbuttons for tape and for 
moving coil options (two sensivities), while a 
separate rotary handles the selection of the 
signal sent to a recorder independently of the 
main amplification. Central pushbars select -20dB 
muting, infra- and ultra-sonic filters plus tone 
defeat, while the tone controls themselves have 
two turnover frequencies each, namely 150/300 Hz 
and 3/6kHz. Either/or/both/off speaker switching 
is fitted, but after checking at least three times 
we must happily conclude that at least one major 
Japanese manufacturer has had the guts to 
leave the loudness control off - the muting 
offered instead is far more useful. Phono socketry 
is used exclusively.

Lab performance
This large and quite expensive amplifier has 
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plenty of power available, though not in fact 
much more than the far cheaper AU-07. However 
the manner of its delivery appears to be rather 
better controlled, and shows only a slight difference 
between single and dual channel drive. Delivery 
is quite well maintained into 4ohms, though we 
could not measure the steady state power into 
2ohms because of the protection relays. However 
we did get figures for single cycle peak power, 
which are probably more representative of a 
music signal in any case, and these show that the 
09 is capable of driving almost any load without 
significant voltage drop.

Bandwidths with all controls flat are rather wide, 
with no attempt whatever at low frequency curtail
ment, though the high frequencies are more 
sensibly limited. The disc input frequency re
sponses, in contrast to those on Sansui’s cheaper 
AU amplifiers, were exceptionally flat, though the 
m-m disc input capacitance is perhaps a trifle 
high for optimum matching to certain cartridge/ 
turntable combinations. Crosstalk. distortion, hum 
and noise measurements were all very good, 
while no specific IM products are visible though 
the noise floor rises either side of the test signal. 
Overall this is a clean and well-balanced performer 
which gives us rather greater confidence than 
the cheaper Sansui models which we tested on 
this occasion.

Listening impressions
We had some hopes for this amplifier in view of 
the sterling auditioning results from its predecessor 
the 919. Unfortunately, while attracting less 
criticism than the cheaper AU models, the 00 
only rated marginally above average overall, 
although the results were rather less consistent.



Essentially the comments were broadly similar to 
those for the 05 and 07, though the level of 
criticism was much lower, and no particular brick
bats were levelled at the moving-coil input. 
Aggressive tendencies were thought to be well 
under control, though the amplifier did tend to 
sound a little 'thin' particularly when driven hard. 
Dynamics did seem a little 'softened' and some 
criticism was made of mid-congestion. Overall 
then this amplifier gave slightly disappointing 
results, though quite good by the general 
standards of 'mainstream' integrated amplifiers.

Conclusions
This is an extremely difficult amplifier to fault 
technically, and it offers plenty of power at a not 
unrealistic price, plus a reassuring feeling of 
'build quality, a high standard of finish and a 
comparatively discreet domestic appearance 
(ignoring its sheer bulk). However our listening 
tests were not particularly encouraging, in the 
way that its predecessor's were, so we would 
advise potential purchasers to try to audition the 
amplifier for themselves before making a final 
decision.

scale (2dB per division) (m-c abov^mm below)

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dis!...............................  128/128/119 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB...............................21/21/20.7dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1 kHz, 0.1% dis!............................. 135/197/Relay Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB....................21.2/19.9/Relay dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ...176/300/400 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................... 22.4/21.7/20dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)................................................ 1.0dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power) 
Disc in - power out......................................... DC Hz - 68kHz
Disc in - tape out......................................... DC Hz - 116kHz
Aux in - power out........................................... DC Hz - 59kHz
Inputs Type Sens (ml/) Imp (ohms) Cap (pF)
Disc MM.......... Phono 2.5 44k 221
Disc MC........... Phono .06/.14 100
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 247 32k
Tape 1................ Phono 247 32 k
Tape 2................ Phono 247 32 k
Disc overload MM.............................................................37dB
Disc overload MC.............................................................37dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (ml/) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1..................................  Phono 450 550
Tape 2.................................. Phono 450 550
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 100

2 kohms).. -. 2.6V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume................................................................... -93dB
Aux ref volume................................................................—87dB
MM disc ref volume....................................................... —84dB
MC disc ref volume.........................................................-77dB
Other
Damping factor.....................................................................111
THD performance....................................................... excellent
Hum performance.........................................................average
Dimensions(Wx D xH).......17/2(44)x16(41) x6(15) ins(cms)
Weight.................................................................................321bs
Typical purchase price..................................................... £350

Crosstalk, mm disc input, note baseline reference

25kHz linear vert, range 90dB)
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Sugden A4811/T48I1 (revised and reprinted)
J. E. Sugden and Co. Ltd., Carr Street, Cleckheaton, West Yorkshire BD19 5LA 
Tel: (0274) 872501

This review has been adapted from that which 
appeared as a tuner/amplifier combination, shown 
in the photograph. Some care should be taken in 
comparing value judgements with those for the 
latest tests.

Presentation, facilities, etc.
One might be forgiven for an Oldenberg-inspired 
shock when first seeing this unusually styled 

• amplifier from the well established Yorkshire 
firm: "It looks furry” being one reaction. In fact, 
the exterior is in the very durable Nextel finish, 
which has a suede-like appearance; the lack of 
reflections and tastefully chosen two-tone brown 
makes this an appropriately well-domesticated 
product Construction is reassuringly 'solid'.

The amplifier feeds two sets of switchable 
speakers and a headphone jack, with inputs on 
DIN socketry including three sensitivity positions 
for disc. Traditional tone controls are supple
mented by switches for stereo/mono, mode, tape 
monitoring and cross-dubbing, loudness (labelled 
'quiet'), low and high filters, the latter being 
particularly comprehensive, with six alternatives. 
In summary, this is an interesting and refreshingly 
domestic design, soundly constructed, and with 
plentiful facilities.

Lab performance
The modest power output for the price is perhaps 
explained by the 'solidity' of delivery, with no 
difference between single and dual channel out
puts, and with reasonable delivery into low imped
ances (the HF constriction being distortion limited, 
and not serious). The disc input bandwidth is well 
constrained, frequency response reasonable, though 

impedance and capacitance resisted our measure 
(findings in Amplifiers suggesting no problems). 
The DIN socketry is best used as such. Perform
ance parameters were average, with hum excellent

Subjective impressions
Steadily above average listening test results were 
recorded, with common descriptions of a smooth, 
powerful sound, with good 'integration', but a little 
'gentle', and perhaps slightly fatiguing when loud.

Conclusions
With decor that is attractive to live with and 
generally good ergonomics and facilities, the 
respectable sound quality and technical perform
ance give reassurance that implies that this model 
merits consideration However it would have been 
nice to have had a built-in head-amp for moving. 
coil cartridges at the fairly high price of the unit

1..000

21 • LGHZ ^aK

Aux i/p white noise frequency response

LI HZ ......

IM distortion.
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GENERAL
Power
Bandwidth (—3dB re[ max power, disc)..........................21 Hz—30kHz
Boh channels20Hz/I IHz/20kHz(8 ohms,0.1% dist). . . 41/41/34 Waits 
Sniggle channel 8/4/2 ohms (10Hz, 01% dist)  41/52/60 Watts
Burst power I kHz, 8/4/2 ohms . ................. 52/78/90 W'atts
Inputs Type Sens (m V) Imp (ohms) Cap
Dtsc MM...................... DIN Var '
Dtsc MC........................
Tuner/aux........................ DIN 170 15k
Tape.......... .. „,., „; , DIN 170 15k
Dtsc overload I kHz...........................................................................31dB
Outputs (5mV disc) Type Level (m V) Imp (ohms)
Tape.................. .................. DIN 100 4k
Headphones (8 ohms) . . Jack 50
Noise (ref I Watt, 8 ohms
Zero volume.............................. ...................................................... —75dB
Aux ref volume............................................................................... —7 1dB
Dtsc ref volume............................................................................... —74dB
Other
Damping factor . ....................................................................................52
THD performance........................................................................ average
IMO performance.......................................................................... average
Hum performance. .................................. ............ ..........excellent
Typical retail price.............................................................................£280

Disc i/p frequency response/crosstalk

4 Albert Parade, 
Green St., Eastbourne 
Telephone 0323-31336

LATE NIGHT DEMS

"BEST BUY" 
“RECOMMENDED" 

"CRITIC'S RAVE"
When seeking advice from Hi-Fi magazines you still regretably finish up with too 

much CHOICE. This is where we believe we come in, because we are able to 
demonstrate and advise you on virtually the full range of recommended hi-fi amplifiers 

including Nairn, Meridian, A & R, Tandberg, Rodgers, Crimson, Exposure, 
Electrocompaniet, Pioneer, Sansui, Technics, Trio. In addition we also stock the 
necessary source material products to enable you to hear the amplifiers with the 

ancillary equipment used by the reviewers, thus enabling you to hear their optimum 
performance.

JEFFRIES HI-FI
,,ourdSa^,_

69 London Road, Brighton 
Telephone 0273 609 431 

(Brighton only closed Mondays)
UP TO 3 YEARS PARTS 

AND LABOUR GUARANTEE.
As recommended by Hi-Fi Answers April 1979 

f£ o 
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Sugden C5 l /P5 l /(revised and reprinted)
J. E. Sugden and Co. Ltd., Carr Street, Cleckheaton, West Yorkshire BD19 5LA 
Tel: <0274) 872501

This review has been adapted from that which 
appeared as a tuner/ amplifier combination, shown 
in the photograph. Some care should be taken in 
comparing value judgements with those for the 
latest tests.

Presentation, facilities, etc.
This traditional, indeed quite old fashioned looking 
separates combination has been available in more 
or less the same overall format, though with 
continuous technical updating, for a decade or so, 
and yet it remains a neat and attractive solution to 
installations where the power amp can be tucked 
out of sight in a well-ventilated cabinet The pre
amp and tuner are supplied with brackets for panel 
mounting, and with alternative self-adhesive feet 
Any item may of course be used with other 
components if desired, and in combination are 
switched on from the pre-amp.

The pre-amp has rather complex input switching, 
which permits very flexible operation with both phono 
and DIN sockets, but takes a little learning; the 
instruction booklet details how disc sensitivities 
and equalisation may be modified The traditional 
tone controls are supplemented by loudness, low 
and high filters (the latter having six alternative 
positions), plus mode switching. In summary, this 
is a highly flexible, compact, if slightly quaint 
design, though the visual and function layout 
makes operating a little complex.

Lab performance
With a slight power increase over the A48 and 
similarly good delivery patterns, the '51 remains on 
the expensive side, but shows good inter-channel 

'stiffness' and competent delivery into low im
pedances. Disc input bandwidth was well con
strained, but with a frequency response that will 
probably cause some coloration; we could not 
establish the capacitance loading, and the overload 
margin was lower than most Inputs and outputs 
permit phono or DIN interconnection. Perform
ance parameters were average, but with below 
average hum contrasting with the excellent result 
obtained on the '48, and a lowish damping factor.

Subjective impressions
Fractionally better overall results than for theA48 
placed this combination comfortably above aver
age, and in comparison with its stablemate it was 
considered rather more coloured and untidy, but 
also more detailed and 'livelier', with well-liked 
treble characteristics. The power amp heat sinks 
became rather hot

Conclusions
On balance this combination was considered 
roughly on a par with the rather cheaper A48, and 
the idiosyncratic styling would appear to suit 
rather specialised applications, so we feel that the 
design remains worth considering

^•K
Aux i/p white noise frequency response
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A SPEC I .. IN M EXPNCJ

LI
IM distortion.

AMPLIFIER
Power
Bandwidth (— 3dB ref max power, disc).......................... I7Hz-27kHz
Bothchannels20H7/lkHz7/'20kHz(8 ohms,0.1 % dist).. . 46/50/44 Watts
Single channel 8/4/2 ohms (1kHz, 0.1 % <list)........ 51/69/71 Watts
Burst power 1kHz, 8/4/2 ohms............  ..........  56/85/100 Watts
Inputs Type Sens (m V) Imp (ohms) Cap
Disc MM.................. Both 2.9 477k '
Disc MC.......... .......
Tuner/aux........................ Phono 200)0 150k
Tape. ............................ Both 210 150 k
Disc overload 1kHz............................ .......................... 25 dB
Outputs (5 mV disc) Type Level (m V) Imp (ohms)
Tape.......................................... DIN 345 200
Tape...................... ........... , DIN 16 31k
Noise (ref 1 Watl 8 ohms)
Zero volume........ ............................ ...................................... —73dB
Aux ref volume...............................................................................— 70d8
Disc ref volume.................................... .......................... ................—73dB
Other
Damping factor . . .............. , ...................................................... 23
THD performance . . .................................................................average
IMb performance.............................................................. below average
Hum performance...............................................................below average
Typical retail price.............................................................................£320

SRtCWUßf...

1HÏOA6ISINA HljFlpeseRT

&UC Wfl&f 6fä&4Bean&ottM. 
Oasttefcrd, YOßKS.lä0m-553O66*5Mm

If you think you've heard the best —

THINK AGAIN!-
Come and hear the

TAND BERG 3000
SERIES

At
AUDIO BRISTO L LTD

PARK STREET AVENUE 
BRISTOL I. TEL : 0272-291931

Ask for Mr J D OWEN who will give you 
the benefit of his personal experience of 

TANDBERG PRODUCTS OVER 30 years 
or so.

Ring Bristol 0272-291931 NOW!
THIS SERIES

REALLY IS'
THE BEST'I

BECAUSE IT'S THE RESULTS
WHICH MATTER!!!
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Thndberg 3000 series
Tandberg UK Ltd., 81 Kirkstall Road, Leeds LS3 1 HR. Tel (0532) 774844

Presentation, facilities etc
This combination of pre- and power amplifier is 
most attractive, with a standard of finish the 
equal of anything around, and a design that has 
distinct touches of Scandinavian flair, while sen
sibly not flying in the face of current fashion. Of 
the two units, the power amplifier is perhaps the 
most interesting in appearance, with the sculptured 
louvres through the case looking quite dramatic.

The large rotary control on the pre-amp(naturally) 
adjusts volume, and alongside are two smaller 
rotaries for balance and input selection. Two 
more rotaries further along adjust bass and 
treble, while at the other end another controls 
the output to the headphone socket, driven in
dependently of the power amplifier. One pair of 
pushbuttons switch mono and loudness, the next 
pair subsonic filter and tone defeat, a group of 
four give tape monitoring and cross-dubbing, 
while the one on its own switches power. Apart 
from the attractive metalwork, the power amplifier 
is almost featureless (as it should be?), with its 
matching power switch and two LEDs indicating 
peak clipping. The rear panels use phono through
out, which is a bit of a break from European 
tradition, but not unwelcome. Inputs are pro
vided for both moving-coil and moving magnet 
cartridges, with switching for variable impedance 
(100/47/33 kohm) and variable capacitance 
(20/120/350pF) beside the sockets. Incidentally, a 
matching tuner is also available, as well as a most 
interesting (and expensive) piece of modern 
furniture designed specially to house the units 
along with other equipment.

these units were capable of a whacking 180 or so 
watts both channels driven, though the increase 
of 12% under single channel drive is a little high, 
so the power supply is not perhaps quite as 'stiff 
as we would have liked. The power delivery is 
very well maintained into low impedances, show
ing a voltage drop of only 3.2dB into as low 
as 2ohms. Obviously this amplifier will drive any 
loudspeakers without problems, although there 
was slight current limiting into the lowest 
impedances.

Bandwidths show reasonable curtailment at 
the frequency extremes (or at any rate an avoid
ance of excess), the R IAA equalisation is very flat 
and nicely tailored, and the moving magnet 
impedance/capacitance variations are accurate 
and usefully flexible. The moving-coil input 
impedance is higher than usual, though we 
would be surprised if this made any significant 
difference. Distortion is quite low (if not quite as 
low as the latest Japanese amplifiers), and the 
noise and hum performances were not quite as 
good as we expected. One curiosity is that the 
gain matching through the pre-amp is not quite 
right, so that it is not difficult to clip the output 
section with modest level inputs when the volume 
control is set high. This may not matter in 
practice as there is plenty of volume at the 
control mid position with a typical input, and here 
the overload margin is high. But it does represent 
a chink in the armour of this otherwise im
pressive system. The IM spectrum showed the 
slightest sideband, and was noticeably free of the 
'noise modulation effect'.

Lab performance
Belying its compact dimensions (if not its price),

Listening impressions
Tandberg have no recent track record for ampli-
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tiers, so it was pleasant to find that this expensive 
model did seem to deliver the goods subjectively, 
and was placed consistently high in the listening 
tests. The sound was considered 'open', 'clean' 
and commendably clear of confusion, if a trifle 
lacking control at high frequencies and not 
entirely well-defined at low frequencies. Generally 
quite 'busy' sounding with plenty going on, it 
nevertheless lacked the full dynamics and 'focus' 
of the best audiophile amplifiers.

Conclusions
This is an expensive combination, but one which 
did consistently well throughout the tests. As an 
amplifier for the music lover who would rather 
avoid the occasional eccentricities of the audio
phile market, and who rates style and engineering 
quality above simplistic value for money, the 
Tandbergs stand up extremely well, and are a 
welcome surprise from this tape recorder specialist
GENERAL DATA 
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dist...............................  175/181/178 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB......................... 22.4/22.5/22.5dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms
1 kHz, 0.1 % dist.................................. 205/315/386 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 23.1/21.9/19.9dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 225/378/400 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................23.3/22.8/20dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)................................................0.4dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power) 
Disc in - power out.............................................. 7 Hz- 89kHz
Disc in - pre out.............................................. 7Hz-110kHz
Disc in - tape out................................................7 Hz- 77 kHz
Auxin - power out............................................ 5Hz- 114kHz
Power amp only................................................ 3Hz- 122kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pF)
Disc MM........... Phone 2.2 33/48/98k 34/131/

334
DiscMC......... Phone 0.16 1k
Tuner/Aux ..... Phone 150 48k
Tape 1............... Phone 150 48k
Tape 2.............. Phone 150 48k
Power amp.... Phone 1.1V 10k
Disc overload MM.......................... 42dB
Disc overload MC..................................................................41dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1.................................. . Phone 300 1k
Tape 2..................................  Phone 300 1 k
Headphones (8 ohms).......  300 max (separate

(2 kohms) .... 17V max control)
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms) 
Zero volume.'...................................................................... 88dB
Aux ref volume..................................................................82dB
MM disc ref volume......................................................... 78dB
MC disc ref volume.......................................................... 73dB
Other
Damping factor.............................................  159
THD performance.......................................................excellent
Hum performance..................................................... very good
Dimensions(W xDxH) ... 17(43.5) x 15(38) x6.5(16) ins(cms)
Weight............................................................................... 35lbs
Typical purchase price................................................... £850

scale (2d8 per division) (m-c above, mm below)

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 ik 2k.....” 5k” " lOk 20k
Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference 
(10d8 per division)

0.0 HZ 25.0110 K
Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25 kHz linear; vert range 90d8)
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Presentation, facilities etc
This is a reasonably compact and slim amplifier, 
with a very well finished satin-silver fascia. The 
control layout is neat and unobtrusive, apart from 
the light-type 'power' meters which are a little 
garish. The volume control is sensibly large and 
distinguishable, and function switching is dele
gated to three rotary controls, controlling speaker 
selection, tape recorder selection, and main 
amplifier inpuVoutput respectively- this arrange
ment permits tape recording to be made from any 
input whatever source has been selected for 
listening at the time.

Subsidiary controls are relegated to the bottom 
third of the fascia, and include bass, treble, and 
balance controls, and switches for low and high 
filters, 'loudness', and meter range. Sadly there is 
no mono switch, an unfortunate omission for 
owners of old and treasured recordings, as in 
such cases this helps to reduce surface noise 
and rumble. Phono inputs are used throughout, 
though there is DIN duplication on one tape 
position. Certain claims for operating principles 
such as 'new Class A synchro-bias' and 'DC' 
circuitry are made with unnecessary vigour on 
the front panel: such features are of nebulous 
benefit in themselves (the whole being greater 
than the sum of the parts), their main purpose 
being to give the copywriter or salesman some
thing to talk about.

Lab performance
We are accustomed to excellent laboratory results 
on Technics models, and the SU-V3 is no exception 
despite its comparatively modest price. Indeed it 
is somewhat encouraging to note that Technics 
do not seem prepared to sacrifice performance 

and quality in an attempt to meet a particular 
commercial price target. Power delivery is 
generous for the price, and well maintained into 
low impedances, so selection of partnering loud
speakers is uncritical. However the difference 
between single and dual channel capabilities 
approaches 20%, indicating some limitations in 
the power supply 'stiffness', though this is by no 
means unreasonable for a modestly priced 
amplifier.

Most of the points one can raise concerning 
the technical performance are in the nature of 
quibbles rather than criticisms. The hum per
formance only rated average, and the disc input 
bandwidth might have been curtailed an octave 
below the measured 70kHz with advantage. 
Inputs and outputs have been sensibly chosen, 
so no matching problems are likely. Crosstalk 
measured quite well, rising to a reasonable 
-42dB from a very good low frequency -68dB. 
The intermodulation spectrum shows no specifi
cally identifiable sidebands, though the noise 
floor did rise somewhat with the application of 
the tests signals on either side of these. The 
normally measured noise figures were however 
very good.

Listening Impressions
Listening test results were consistently in the 
average and above average class, which is very 
encouraging for a model in this price class. Most 
descriptions included the adjectives 'bright', but 
in a'forward' or'open' sense ratherthan indicating 
aggressiveness. A somewhat 'powerful' sounding 
bass was felt by some to be slightly less well 
controlled than the best amplifiers. Detail and 
information presentation was generally praised 
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for an amplifier in this class, and it managed the 
far from easy feat of sounding quite lively and 
generally well-controlled at the same time. 
Amongst non-moving-coil models, it was clearly 
one of the top performers.

Conclusions
This is clearly a very competent design, which is 
modestly priced but has made few compromises 
to this end. Certainly there are some indications 
that the power supply has to work fairly hard, but 
then this is part of what cost-effective engineering 
is about. The auditioning gave consistently en
couraging results, which suggest that this is 
amongst the leading budget designs in terms of 
sound quality (something which we would have 
been reluctant to say about earlier Technics 
models). And if this alone is not enough, the 
power delivery is also generous for the price. Our 
only regret is that the choice of features is very 
much consumer- rather than audiophile-oriented, 
and it would have been nice to have had a moving 
-coil cartridge input instead of flashy power 
meters, mono and tone-bypass switches instead 
of speaker switching.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 

8 ohms, 0.1 % dist.........................50.5/54.6/54.6 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................17.0/17.4/17.4dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1 kHz, 0.1 % dist....................................65/95/112 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................18/16.8/14.5dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms... 78.7/136/195 Watts 
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................. 19/18/17dB

Dynamic headroom (HF..............................................0.07dB
Bandwidth (—3dB below half power 
Disc in - power out......................................... 1 OHz - 70kHz
Disc in - tape out.............................................11Hz - 57kHz
Aux in - power out............................................ 5 Hz - 104 kHz
Inputs 7ype Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap {pA
.Disc MM................. Phone 2.5 47k 160
Tuner/Aux....... Phone 140 86 k
Tape 1 & 2 ... . Phone 170 78k
Tape 2.............. DIN 170 78k
Disc overload MM...................................  36dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1 & 2.......................... Phone 260 550
Tape...................................... DIN 28 78k
Headphones (8 ohms....... Jack 68

(2kohms).... 2.5 V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms 
Zero volume.......... ..................................................... —90dB
Aux ref volume.............................................................. —84dB
MM disc ref volume......................................................—BOdB
Other
Damping factor...................................................................... 34
THD performance....................................................... excellent
Hum performance.........................................................average
Dimensions(WxD xH).......17(43) x13^(34) x4(10) ins(cms)
Weight................................................................................. 161bs
Typical purchase price..................................................... £120

20 m 50 100 200 500 Ik 2k 5k 10k 20k

Crosstalk, mm disc input, note baseline reference 
(10dB per division)

10.000

LGMAG 
DB

-80. 000

B.B HZ 25.008 K

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear vert. range 90dB)
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Technics SU-V7
Panasonic UK Ltd., 107/109 Whitby Road, Slough, Berks. SL1 3DR. Tel (0753) 27516

Presentation, facilities etc
The SU-V7 delivered to us was pleasingly finished 
in a dark, neutral matt-brown, with the panel 
lettering in a complementary lighter colour an 
alternative version is available with a silver fascia 
The front is divided horizontally into two sections, 
the top part featuring the most used volume and 
selector controls. Showing the way fashions 
change, the volume control has a nice con
tinuous smooth action without discrete steps, 
and the 'power' meters fitted to the cheaper V3 
have been dispensed with.

By and large the facilities provided appear to 
have been carefully chosen. Moving magnet or 
moving-coil type cartridges may be accom
modated, recordings may be made from any 
source irrespective of the source being listened 
to, and a full tone control bypass switch is fitted. 
Switching also controls speaker selection, 
mono/stereo, high and subsonic filters and 
loudness. There is a smattering of indicator lights 
as well as Technics’ traditionally tasteless illu
minated 'new class A synchro bias’ panel. These 
niggles aside it is a pleasantly unassertive design 
which is easy to use. Phono sockets are used 
throughout on the back panel, with DIN duplication 
of one tape set.

Lab performance
The power output is very generous for an amplifier 
at this price level, and delivery is well maintained 
into 4ohm loads. However, the 2ohm load tests 
actuated the protection relays and also showed 
some limitations under our single cycle burst 
conditions, so some of the most awkward speaker 
loads might be best avoided, and a little care may 
be needed if driving two pairs of speakers hard, 

at a party for instance. One curiosity which we 
found was that after the protection had operated, 
if the amplifier was switched off and then on 
again immediately, the maximum power available 
was reduced by 2dB until the amplifier had been 
left off for a considerable time: this may be a useful 
extra measure of protection or a sample irregular
ity, but regular party givers might take note. 
There was virtually no difference between the 
power outputs with one or both channels driven, 
which is a good point.

The disc frequency responses were commend
ably flat, and the measured bandwidths showed 
some attempt at control, with no excessively high 
frequencies present. Inputs and outputs showed 
sensible values throughout with no potential 
matching problems; the headphone output had 
slightly greater attenuation than usual, though 
this may well be no bad thing. The intermodulation 
test showed better than average results, but the 
background noise spectrum did not appear quite as 
'clean’ as other amplifiers under these conditions. 
Measured noise figures, harmonic distortion per
formance and hum performance were all fine. 
Overall this is clearly a very competently and 
cost-effectively designed amplifier.

Listening impressions
The results ol the various listening tests were 
both consistent and favourable, the sound being 
described as generally'lively and'open’, perhaps a 
little presence/treble 'bright, but with good 
overall coherence and reasonable dynamics. 
Some misgivings were made of a lack of real 
'power' at the bass end and a rather'grainy' effect 
on the sound as it was driven harder, but stereo 
and separation were both well liked. The con
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sistency of these comments was unusually good, 
so we feel reasonably confident in presenting 
them, and confirming a solid above-average 
rating for this model.

Conclusions
This is a pleasantly styled amplifier which 
consistently gave above average results on both 
the technical and the listening tests. The price is 
quite modest, the power quite generous, and 
there is very little ground for criticism, so we can 
do little but endorse its obvious merit.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1% dist...................................... 96/96/96 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=Od8.........................19.8/19.8/19.8dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1 % dist.............................  102/170/Relay Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.........................20/19.3/Relay dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 107/200/224 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.  ........ ............. 20.3/20/17.5dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)............................................ 0.12dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power-) 
Disc in - power out........................................... 3 Hz - 59kHz
Disc in - tape out.............................................4Hz - 104kHz
Aux in - power out..................................... '..DC Hz - 76kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pF)
Disc MM.......... Phono 2.8 47k 163
Disc MC.......... Phono 0.190 215
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 170 61k
Tape 1 &2.. .. Phono 170 64k
Tape 2.. DIN 210 64k
Disc overload MM.........................  35dB
Disc overload MC..............................................................35dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1 & 2.......................... Phono 300 530
Tape 2................................... DIN 32 77k
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 22

(2 kohms) .... 800
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume...................... ..-87dB
Aux ref volume.................  -80dB
MM disc ref volume....................................................... -80dB
MC disc ref volume......................................................... -77dB
Other 
Damping factor......................................................................42
THD performance.......................................................excellent
Hum performance..............................................................good
Dimensions (WxDxH)... 17(43) x 14(36) x 5(12) ins(cms)
Weight......................................  261bs
Typical purchase price.....................................................£190

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear; vert range 90dB)
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TriO KA900
Harman Audio UK Ltd.. Mill Street,Slough, Berks. SL2 500. Tel (0753) 76911

Presentation, facilities etc
This. is the middle model in Trio's new Sigma
drive threesome, which are handsome and quite 
expensive models with a special facility intended 
to compensate for any distortions introduced by 
the speaker cable by including it within the 
amplifier's feedback loop. This involves running 
an extra pair of cables, but special double cables 
are supplied (3m). Some interesting styling 
features are also introduced, with a pre-select 
volume control and hinged smoked glass flap 
covering subsidiary functions. The case is a little 
flimsy due to the considerable ventilation provided.

The presentation and finish are rather nice, the 
volume control being an extended slider for pre
setting level with an illuminated touch-sensitive 
fade panel which alternately mutes or brings up 
the volume to level. Clumsily sited right next to 
the slider, and not very clearly marked, are the 
main input selector pushbars, and the remaining 
'unconcealed' power switch is on its own at the 
end. The smoked glass cover is quite a nice way 
of keeping the amplifier simple to operate, while 
making sure that everyone knows there are lots 
of buttons for manipulation! Set back with small 
black legends on a reflective fascia this is not the 
easiest of control panels to use (particularly the 
labels attached to the input identification lights). 
Two large pushbuttons select disc options (1 /2, 
mm/m-c), and three more give mode, loudness 
and subsonic filter. Balance and 'record ouf 
rotaries are followed by switches for defeat and 
turnover frequency selection for the two tone 
controls. Finally, a rotary switches speakers and 
Sigma. The rear panel allows mm impedance 
adjustment (33/47/100kohm), and uses phono 
sockets DIN duplicated on tape B.

Lab performance
Power output was very respectable, approaching 
100 watts, though there was a significant differ
ence between single and dual channel drive 
indicating some room for improvement in the 
power supply. Nor was the power very well 
maintained into low impedances: 4ohms was 
okay, but 2ohms showed significant curtailment 
so low impedance speakers are best avoided, 
particularly if two pairs are to be used 
simultaneously.

Bandwidths are rather wide, showing no LF 
curtailment but some disc HF roll-off. The equal
isation is very good on mm input, but less so on 
m-c, which only just meets ±1 dB and is likely to 
give a 'heavy" bass performance: as the m-c 
cartridges we use tend to have much firmer bass 
than mm models, the combination could prove 
unfortunate. Noise performance, crosstalk, THD 
and disc overload were exemplary, but the hum 
performance was below average and the IM 
spectrum showed a slight difference component 
and some 'noise modulation effecf. Inputs and 
outputs showed sensible and typical values 
suggesting no compatibility problems, while the 
mm input capacitance is low enough to pose no 
practical problems to cartridge optimisation; 
nevertheless we would have preferred variable 
capacitance to the variable impedance fitted. 
The two figures for damping factor relate to 
Sigma and non-Sigma conditions. Quite a lot of 
heat was produced, and DC offsets were a little 
higher than we would have liked.

Listening impressions
First of all, the sound with Sigma was significantly 
preferred to the sound without using the supplied
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cable, showing improved stereo, 'focusing’, HF, 
mid clarity, and bass tautness. However a very 
similar sound was obtained without Sigma but 
using normal heavyweight cable of high quality 
and in fact this was felt to sound slightly'sweeter 
and more subtle than the rather 'forced’ Sigma 
sound. However, although the sound did appear 
to have potential in terms of clarity, it was not 
liked particularly well on the listening tests (blind 
tests done with RS cable after hands on com
parison with Sigma). Criticisms were directed at a 
certain 'brightness’ which worsened when driven 
loudly, plus a rather ill-defined bass. Overall the 
promise of this design was marred by a feeling 
that the sound was insufficiently integrated and 
overall results tended to be a little below average.

Conclusions
This is an interesting design in many ways, but it 
is quite expensive, presumably because it is 
rather elaborate. Our listening tests did not really 
confirm that the extra Sigma facility was really 
necessary, so this does not seem to be a particu
larly competitive model even though some results 
were promising.
GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 

8 ohms, 0.1 % dist.................................. 91/95/95 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................19.6/19.8/198dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1 kHz, 0.1% dist..................................106/110/53 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................... 20/17.4/11.2dB

' Single cycle power 1kHz, 8/4/2 ohms.......144/120/76 Watts 
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB....................... 21.6/17.8/13dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)............................................ 0.85dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out....................................... DC Hz - 78kHz
Disc in - tape out..................................... DC Hz - >200kHz
Aux in - power out.........................................DC Hz - 70kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pFJ
Disc MM.......... Phone 3.0 33/49/100k 192
Disc MC. Phone 0.28 130
Tuner/ Aux....... Phono 170 40k
Tape A & B... . Phono 170 42k
Tape B............ DIN 170 2.0M
Disc overload MM............................................................ 40dB
Disc overload MC............................................................ 40dB
Outputs (5.0mVdisc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape A & B.......................... Phone 300 325
Tape B................................ DIN 150 100k
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 40

2 kohms).... 2.3V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume.................................................................. -90dB
Aux ref volume............................................................. -81 dB
MM disc ref volume...................................................... -79dB
MC disc ref volume........................................................-78dB
Other
Damping factor (see text)........................................... 76/614
THD performance......................................................excellent
Hum performance.....................   below average
Dimensions(Wx D xH).......17112(44) x15(38)x5(13)ins(cms)
Weight.............................................................................. 23lbs
Typical purchase price...................................................£31O

Disc frequency response note expanded vertical 
scale (2dB per division) (m-c above, mm below)

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear; vert range 90dB)
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Trio KAlOOO
Harman Audio UK Ltd., Mill Street, Slough, Berks. SL2 5DD. Tel (0753) 76911

Presentation, facilities etc
This top model of Trio's Sigma threesome comes 
in two boxes to preserve the 'non-magnetic 
amplifier' concept which they introduced a couple 
of years ago. To this end the power supply is 
separately housed, the object being to keep the 
audio amplification as free from ferrous metals 
and magnetic fields as possible. Themain feature is 
the Sigma drive concept, which enables the 
loudspeaker wires to be included in the amplifier's 
feedback loop, thereby extending this distortion 
cancelling technique as far as the speaker 
terminals.

Presentation is very attractive, with the major 
functions on the top part of the front panel, and 
the less important ones partly hidden under a 
smoked glass panel. Unusually the volume control 
is operated by an illuminated touch fader panel, 
whereupon it rises or falls to and from a level pre
determined by a slider. This runs alongside some 
indifferently labelled pushbars which control the 
major inputs, with power on/off the final outside 
control. Under the flap there are plenty of knobs 
and tiny pushbuttons, and a great deal of fine 
black-on-silver writing which is difficult to read in 
its recessed location. Facilities are more or less 
the same as those on the 900, with the addition of 
a balance control defeat switch©, so two pushbars 
switch disc 1/2 and mm/m-c, and tiny buttons 
mode; subsonic filter, loudness and balance 
defeat. Two rotaries control balance and record 
out selection, then three pushbuttons and two 
rotaries adjust tone, with defeat and turnover 
switching. Finally a rotary switches loudspeakers 
and Sigma. The back panel offers three mm disc 
impedance options (33/47/100 kohm) and is 

phono throughout but with DIN duplication on 
tape B.

Lab performance
This is quite a powerful amplifier at 128 watts per 
channel, offering a slight improvement over the 
900 and showing a rather similar delivery pattern. 
Once again there was close similarity between 
single and dual drive channel, but again drive 
was fairly restricted into low impedances, with a 
'soft-clipping' effect into 2ohms. So while overload 
is not unpleasant with this design, higher output 
impedance speakers are to be preferred.

Bandwidths show no permanent restrictions at 
low frequencies (rather the reverse, as a matter 
of philosophy), but the disc input is quite sensibly 
curtailed at 60kHz. The RIAA curve shows the 
same falling trend on the m-c input (±1 dB) as did 
the 900, although the mm input is very flat; 
subjectively this may be unfortunate because m
e cartridges tend to sound 'firmer' in the bass 
than mm types in any case. DC offsets measured 
+69/+99mV, which is higher than we would have 
liked. Though no specific IM products are visible 
on the spectrum, the 'noise modulation effecf is 
quite marked. Noise figures are generally fine, 
leaving a little room for improvement on m-c 
input, while harmonic distortion and hum were 
very good. The low disc input capacitance 
facilities optimisation of moving magnet cartidges, 
though we would have preferred to have seen 
variable capacitance rather than the variable 
impedance offered. Input and output parameters 
are fine.
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Listening impressions
Plenty of opportunity for comparison is offered 
by the Sigma function, and with the supplied (4m) 
cable Sigma certainly offered an improvement, 
particularly in terms of stereo accuracy and 
general 'tautness’. However when we compared 
good heavy duty cable (1 Orn RS 56 strand) used 
without Sigma, with the provided cable used with 
Sigma we preferred the former slightly overall - 
there seemed to be a little less 'brightness’ and a 
generally marginally sweeter overall balance. 
Ignoring Sigma then the amplifier came out a 
little above average overall, with some complaints 
of 'bass heaviness’ (frequency response?). 
Generally balance was quite good apart from 
this, and the sound considered clear, 'clean', with 
good stereo, if lacking a little in dynamics.

Disc frequency response, note expanded vertical 
scale (2dB per division) (m-c above, mm below)

Conclusions
This is a very competent design, but one which is 
perhaps a little over-elaborate. The Sigma drive 
system does work, but would appear to offer little 
if any advantage over high quality heavy cable. 
The extra elaboration of the non-magnetic 
system is also perhaps questionable, because 
although this amplifier was quite well received, it 
did not appear to sound that exceptional. A sound 
enough performer, but no particular bargain.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1kHz/20kHz

8 ohms 0.1% dist...............................  126/128/128 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=0dB............................21/21.1/21.1dB

Single channel 81412 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1 % dist..... ............................. 128/121/77 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=0dB.........................21.1/17.8/12.8dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms....... 1 69/1 12/77 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=0dB.........................22.3/17.5/12.8dB

Bandwidth (—3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out........................................DC Hz - 60kHz
Disc in - tape out........................................... 2 Hz - 230kHz
Aux in - power out......................................DC Hz - 114kHz
Inputs Type Sens (ml/) Imp (ohms) Cap (pF)
Disc MM.......... Phone 2.6 34/50/100 k 182
Disc MC.......... Phone 0.24 133
Tuner/Aux....... Phone 160 52 k
Tape 1& 2.... Phone 160 54k
Tape 2................. DIN 160 52k
Disc overload MM......................................................... 40dB
Disc overload MC...............  ..40dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (ml/) lmp(ohms)
Tape........................................ Phone 300 326
Tape........................................ DIN 58 99 k
Headphones (8 ohms)......... not

(2 kohms).... taken
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume..................................................................... -90dB
Aux ref volume................................................................-80dB
MM disc ref volume....................................................... -78dB
MC disc ref volume......................................................... -73dB
Other
Damping factor................................................................87/860
THD performance.......................................................very good
Hum performance.......................................................excellent
Typical purchase price..................................................... £540

l(

□ UIJ lk 2k 5k 1Uk 20k20 Hz
Crosstalk mm disc input note baseline reference

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25 kHz linear; vert, range 90dB)
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Yamaha A560
Natural Sound Systems Ltd., 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middx. HA3 7TL. Tel 01-863 8622

Presentation, facilities etc outputs appear to have been sensibly chosen for
This budget model from Yamaha doesn't give general compatibility, though the m-c disc input
much away to its bigger brothers in standard of 
finish, and the economies have been well dis
guised. The silver fascia with satin-finished knobs 
are more or less standard at the cheaper end of 
the market, likewise the fairly wide range of 
facilities that this model sports.

The large knob is a smooth action volume 
control, next to which rotary switches select 
inputs served by a large illuminated display, and 
'record ouf switching and cross-dubbing so that 
a tape recorder may be operated from the 
amplifier independently of the signal source 
actually being listened to. Four smaller rotary 
knobs give balance, variable loudness, bass, and 
treble, while pushbuttons select speakers, power, 
m-c/mm disc, and high filter, the latter button 
looking like something of an afterthought, though 
the power switch is nicely distinguished. Phono 
sockets are used exclusively on the back panel.

Lab performance
This model packs quite a punch, with around 80 
watts a channel both channels driven, though the 
increase measured with single channel drive is 
rather large, indicative of a rather 'loose' power 
supply. The delivery is quite well maintained into 
both 4 and 2ohms, particularly under 'single 
cycle' transient conditions, so this amplifier is 
most unlikely to have any problems driving any 
loudspeakers, though as usual a little care should 
be taken if intending to use two pairs simul
taneously and loudly.

Bandwidths show some slight curtailment at 
low frequencies, but little apparent attempt to 
control things at high frequencies. Inputs and 

impedance is rather lower than the more usual 
66-1 OOohms. The RIAA curves were quite good, 
with just a slight bass rise before rolloff at low 
frequencies on moving-coil. Distortion was ex
cellent, usually below noise, while the noise 
figures themselves were pretty good except on 
the m-c input, which was rather average. Hum 
performance was excellent, and crosstalk likewise, 
while the IM distortion spectrum shows a slight 
difference component only, though the 'noise 
modulation effecf is rather more pronounced 
than many. Cartridge input overload margins 
were adequate, though not up to the best per
formers. All-in-all, there is very little to cause 
concern.

Listening impressions
Sadly the promising technical performance was 
not reflected in the attitudes of the panelists, 
who were fairly consistent in disliking the sound 
with this amplifier. Main point of criticism was the 
bass, which was considered 'loose' and lacking in 
detail and definition, despite sounding quite 
powerful. The high frequencies were less negative
ly received, though still regarded as 'artificial' by 
some, while the general sound was said to lack 
'bite', separation and 'focus'. However there was 
some dissent, so it is probably worth trying to 
check the sound out for oneself if this amplifier's 
(many) other strengths appeal.

Conclusions
This is a difficult amplifier to sum up, because the 
technical performance and power available are 
very good for the price, while the features have 
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the added benefit of a moving-coil input. Indeed 
it is only really the'(fallible) subjective testing that 
let it down, so we advise taking notice of this 
competitive model, and trying to assess the 
sound quality for oneself, preferably in the intended 
system

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 

8 ohms, 0.1% dist................................... 78/83/78 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 18.9/19.2/18.9dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1% dist...................................98/144/172 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 19.9/18.6/16.4dB

Single cycle power 1kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 126/215/324 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................. 21/20.3/19dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF).............................................. 0.9dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power) 
Disc in - power out......................................... 8Hz - 129kHz
Disc in - tape out........................................12Hz - >200kHz
Aux in - power out............................................ 7Hz - 79kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap IpA
Disc MM.......... Phono 3.0 46k 180
Disc MC.......... Phono 0.2 10
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 145 64k
Tape 1.............. Phono 145 64 k
Tape 2.... Phono 145 64k
Disc overload MM............................................................ 33dB
Disc overload MC............................................................ 33dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1................................. Phono 300 500
Tape 2.................................. Phono 300 500
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 120

(2 kohms) ... 2.6V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume.....................................................................-83dB
Aux ref volume................................................................-83dB
MM disc ref volume....................................................... -80dB
MC disc ref volume.........................................................-74dB
Other 
Damping factor......................................................................59
THD performance.......................................................excellent
Hum performance......................................... excellent
Dimensions(Wx D x H).......17(43) x 12(30) x4V12(11) ins(cms)
Weight.................................................................................151bs
Typical purchase price........................................................ £99

Disc frequency response, note expanded vertical

Crosstalk, mm disc input, note baseline reference

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz. 0
25kHz linear; vert, range 9GdB)
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YamahaA960
Natural Sound Systems Ltd., 10 Byron Road,Wealdstone, Harrow, Middx. HA3 7TL. Tel 01-863 8622

Presentation, facilities etc
Clearly from the same family as the 560, this 
slightly larger model has a similarly high standard 
of finish, but quite a number of extra facilities, 
which give the front panel a rather cluttered 
appearance. In fact the variety of different knobs, 
buttons and sliders is so great and arranged in 
such a fashion that this cannot be considered an 
elegant design in the Yamaha tradition; it is far 
too 'bitty' looking, even though the organisation 
is logical enough.

The single rotary naturally enough controls 
volume, while two horizontal sliders adjust balance 
and give variable degrees of 'loudness compen
sation'. A further horizontal slider is a variation on 
the power meter theme, though more accurately 
it would be described as a user-adjustable peak 
level indicator. The idea is that one sets this 
to the (peak) power handling of one's loud
speakers, and if it starts to blink repeatedly then 
you are taking a chance and should turn things 
down a little. Tone is adjusted by means of two 
vertical sliders, augmented by small pushbuttons 
to select turnover frequency. Other tiny push
buttons select loudspeakers, subsonic and high 
filters, and mono/stereo. Three rotary switches 
select inputs, phono matching circuitry(m-c/mm 
options LED indicated), and the signals sent to 
tape recorders. Finally three chunky illuminated 
perspex switches operate power, total bypass, 
and disc over-ride: pushing in these three allows 
the amplifier to be used simply as a volume 
control for a disc source, avoiding all the inter
mediate complexities. Rear panel socketry is 
phono throughout.

Lab performance
Although this is quite an expensive amplifier, it is 

also exceedingly powerful, giving over 130 watts 
per channel. Very little difference between single 
and dual channel drive shows good electrical 
supply control. One point of criticism which might 
have been a sample fault was that the transformer 
produced quite a lot of mechanical hum with 
modest power demands, so it was either loose 
inside or perhaps under-rated. Delivery appears 
restricted into low impedances, due to current 
limiting, but the 'single cycle' transient conditions 
suggest that short-term demands will pose no 
problems. A little caution is perhaps necessary if 
choosing two sets of speakers for simultaneous 
use at high levels.

Bandwidths are rather on the wide side, though 
the RIAA equalisation is quite flat. Input capa
citance is really too high for optimisation with a 
number of cartridge types: the variable impedance 
can assist fine tuning, but variable capacitance is 
much better suited to flattening the very high 
frequency perturbations in modern moving 
magnet cartridges. Distortion products were 
generally below the noise thresholds, and these 
were about average with a little room for improve
ment on the m-c input. Some quite obvious low 
level sidebands can be seen on the IM spectrum, 
but one should also notice that the 'noise 
modulation effect' is almost absent. In all other 
respects the technical performance is good, with 
sensibly chosen inputs and outputs.

Listening impressions
A rather mixed bag of results on the listening 
tests give the 960 an overall rating about average, 
though not terribly consistently. The overall 
impression was that this was another amplifier 
which changed its character somewhat with 
level, sounding quite pleasant when used fairly 
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quietly, but becoming progressively less pleasant 
at higher levels A slight 'coarseness' and 'thicken- 
ing'was described in the midrange, with 'tizzy' 
treble and 'loose' bass effects coming into the 
picture at higher levels. However there was some 
dissent over this model, so we advise people to 
confirm or deny our findings for themselves.

Conclusions
This amplifier gave rather mixed resuits overall. 
Fine power output and a quite versatile pre-amp 
is in its favour (marred by disc input capacitance 
but assisted by bypass circuitry), but mixed 
listening results, mechanical hum, and rather 
muddled styling mute our enthusiasm somewhat.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz 

8 ohms, 0.1 % dis!............................ 131/135/131 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 21.1/21.3/21.1 dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms 
1kHz, 0.1 % dis!...................................1311114/66 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................ 21.1/17.5/12.2dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz, 8/4/2 ohms ... 141/242/342 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB.........................21.4/20.8/19.3dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF)............................................ 0.23dB
Bandwidth (—3dB below half power) 
Disc in - power out.................. 6Hz - 90kHz
Disc in - tape out............................................. 3Hz - 170kHz
Aux in - power out...........................................DC Hz - 63kHz
Inputs Type Sens (ml/) Imp (ohms) Cap (pF)
Disc MM.......... Phono 2.5 34/47/96k 280
Disc MC.......... Phono 0.16 100
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 154 60k
Tape 1.............. Phono 154 60k
Tape 2.............. Phono 154 60k
Disc overload MM............................................................ 39dB
Disc overload MC........  .............. .............. .............. 39dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (ml/) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1.................................. Phono 300 550
Tape 2.................................. Phono 300 550
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 80

(2 kohms). ... 2.5V
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume.................................................. .............. —80dB
Aux ref volume................................................................—80dB
MM disc ref volume....................................................... —78dB
MC disc ref volume.........................................................—73dB
Other
Damping factor...................................................................... 52
THD performance.......................................................excellent
Hum performance.........................................................average
Dimensions (W x D x H)... 17(43) x 14(36) x 5(13) ins(cms)
Weight................................................................................ 231bs
Typical purchase price.....................................................£260

Disc frequency response note expanded vertical 
scale (2dB per division) (m-c above mm below)

0.0 HZ 25.000 K
Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25 kHz linear; vert range 90dB)
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Yamaha C6/M4
Natural Sound Systems Ltd.. 10 Byron Road Wealdstone, Harrow, Middx. HA3 7TL. Tel 01-863 8622

Presentation, facilities etc
This macho combination from Yamaha is not 
cheap, but it gives a lot of amplifier for the money, 
and is one of the heaviest in the book. The power 
amplifier is the most striking, with its metal 
grillework top section reminiscent of the days of 
valves, and its weight reinforcing this impression 
(no glow, however). What is a little irritating is that 
the units cannot be sited easily with the power 
amplifier sitting on top (to help ventilation) and 
with the fascias flush, because the power 
amplifier is much the deeper unit, with its feet 
missing the rear of the pre-amplifier. Furthermore 
the fascia of the pre-amplifier slightly overhangs 
the case, which suggests console mounting.

Both units are smartly finished in matt black 
with large square illuminated pushbuttons for 
power, speaker switching (on power amplifier), 
and -20dB muting (which will usefully extend 
the rather cramped range of the smooth-action 
volume control at its low end). Complicated 
parametric tone control circuitry makes the pre
amp fascia quite busy, but apparently has good 
flexibility, allowing a single 'notch' or 'bump’ of 
adjustable size and 'sharpness (Q) to be placed 
in each band (31.5-BOOHz, 500-12.5kHz). When 
we examined the responses on a'scope, we were 
disappointed to find that a sharp 'Q' could not 
really be obtained. This circuitry may be 
routed to tape recorders, power amplifier, 
or defeated via a rotary switch, the parametric 
requiring four small rotaries and two sliders. The 
final small rotary knob controls balance, while 
two rotary switches select main inputs, and 
'record send’. Finally, a rather fiddly row of small 
black-on-black pushbuttons select high and low 
filters, pre-out on/off, disc 1/2, and mm/m-c.

Mindful of the elaborate controls on the integrated 
amplifiers, the absence of even a loudness 
button is a surprise.

Lab performance
Ample power is delivered by this combination 
into Bohms, and this is also very well maintained 
into low impedances (near exemplary results on 
the single cycle, where the amplifier behaves 
very much as the ideal voltage source). One 
could perhaps niggle slightly over the differences 
between single and dual channel drive and 
between continuous and single cycle conditions, 
which together suggest a slight lack of control. 
But the performance is really very fine, giving no 
loudspeaker matching worries.

Bandwidths show sensible curtailment of the 
disc input, if rather sporadic efforts elsewhere. 
The R|Aa curves are nearly flat, but the disc input 
capacitance on the moving magnet input is on 
the high side at 266pf, which will make optimi
sation with a number of such cartridges impossible. 
Distortion is very low, but noise figures are quite 
exceptional, so some (generally third) harmonic 
products could be seen. Similarly the IM distortion 
spectrum shows some low level sidebands, but 
the 'noise modulation effecf is effectively absent. 
Hum and crosstalk likewise gave excellent results, 
so this is an amplifier with an outstanding overall 
technical performance.

Listening impressions
As if to confound the fine technical performance, 
the results of listening tests were rather ordinary, 
and not particularly consistent, rating overall 
about average. The sound was considered clean 
and powerful, but somewhat untidy and tending
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to sound aggressive when loud, while a certain 
'brittleness' in the sound was also mentioned. 
Criticism was made of some midrange muddling 
and less than 'firm' bass performance. However 
our results were not very consistent, so maybe 
the reader should try and check this for himself.

Conclusions
This is a difficult amplifier to summarise. It is 
beautifully finished and attractively presented, 
though not without the odd quirk. Technical 
performance was excellent throughout, with sub
stantial power delivery into any load, compromised 
only by a moving magnet input capacitance that 
will exclude a few cartridge models. Listening 
tests gave inconsistent and rather too average 
results for confident recommendation at the 
fairly high price, but we would advise interested 
prospective purchasers to try to deny or confirm 
these for themselves.

GENERAL DATA
Power stage
Both channels 20Hz/1 kHz/20kHz

8 ohms, 0.1 % dist...............................128/136/132 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB............................... 21/21.3/21dB

Single channel 8/4/2 ohms
1 kHz, 0.1 % dist...................... . 149/248/343 Watts
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................21.5/20.9/19.5dB

Single cycle power 1 kHz,8/4/2 ohms ... 178/312/600 Watts 
o/p level ref 2.83V=OdB........................22.5/22/21.7dB

Dynamic headroom (IHF).............................................0.54dB
Bandwidth (-3dB below half power)
Disc in - power out............................................ 9 Hz - 57kHz
Disc in - pre out................................................. 7 Hz- 64kHz
Disc in - tape out............................................ 7 Hz- 235kHz
Aux in - power out... ...........   7 Hz - 128kHz
Power amp only.........................................6/DC Hz - 170kHz
Inputs Type Sens (mV) Imp (ohms) Cap (pF)
Disc MM.......... Phono 1.45 46k 266
Disc MC.......... Phono 0.072 52
Tuner/Aux....... Phono 95 43k
Tape 1.............. Phono 95 43k
Tape 2.............. Phono 95 43k
Power amp. i.. Phono 1.15V 25k
Disc overload MM.............................................................45dB
Disc overload MC.............................................................43dB
Outputs (5.0mV disc input) Type Level (mV) Imp (ohms)
Tape 1............................    Phono 350 215
Tape 2.................................... Phono 350 215
Headphones (8 ohms)....... 30

(2 kohms)... 660
Pre-amp out (max vol)....... Phono 13V 925
Noise (ref 1 Watt, 8 ohms)
Zero volume................................................................... -98dB
Aux ref volume ...............................................................-94dB
MM disc ref volume......................................................-85dB
MC disc ref volume.  ...................................... ............-85dB
Other
Damping factor....... ............................................................. 300
THD performance....................................................... excellent
Hum performance....................................................... excellent
Dimensions(Wx Dx H).........17(44) x 15(38) x 10(25) ins(cms)
Weight........................ . ..................................................... 531bs
Typical purchase price,.......... ............ £160 + £250

20' Hz 50 100 200 500 lk 2k Sk 10k lOk
Disc frequency response, note expanded vertical 
scale (2dB per division) (m-c above, mm below)

Crosstalk, mm disc input note baseline reference

Intermodulation distortion spectrum (horiz 0
25kHz linear; vert range 90dB)
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TECHNICS YAMAHA
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Money Can Buy.
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CONCLUSIONS

This is now the third successive year that the 
authors have collaborated on a major Choice 
project based around amplification (last year 
amplifiers, tuners and receivers were combined). 
So not only do we have an unusually detailed and 
comprehensive overview of the current market 
place, but some degree of historical perspective 
as well. In many ways this is even more interesting 
than the comparison and examination of current 
product.

The most obvious change has been that power 
has become significantly cheaper, paradoxically 
particularly amongst the cheaper amplifiers. 
However the delivery of the power has changed 
somewhat, and it appears that designs today are 
more closely optimised to drive the (mythical) 8 
ohm load than they used to be. This means that 
they are a little more fussy about speakers that 
they will drive happily, so some 'universality' 
appears to have been sacrificed presumably in 
order to be able to quote 8 ohm power specifi
cations which are bigger than the opposition for 
the price.

It continues to a be a philosophical debate 
whether the amplifier should be cost-effectively 
engineered to produce maximum level/power 
into 6-8 ohms, or whether it should try to behave 
like the ideal 'voltage source', where current 
availability is effectively unrestricted. In the first 
book, the contrast was drawn between 'voltage 
source' type designs like the Meridian 105 and 
Sansui 919, and much cheaper models capable 
of the same 8 ohm rating, like the Quad 405 and 
Sony designs, which acted much more like 
current sources. And it is still our experience that 
the 'voltage source' types tend to sound better, 
even though it would appear to be impossible to 
carry out a valid scientific comparison.

So we tend to regard the power trends as 
rather negative. For an amplifier designed to 
produce a modest 30 or40 watts for a low selling 
price there is some justification in optimising 
around 6-8 ohms. But for a prestige model with 
heavyweight power supply it seems foolish to 
restrict current demands too early. Though loud
speakers may measure 6-8 ohms or so under 
'steady state' sine wave drive when everything 
has settled down, there is considerable doubt 
that the constant stopping and starting of a 
music signal bears any resemblance to the 
steady state condition. Suggestions that the 
amplifier should be designed to try to drive 'the 
impossible load', or at any rate not get too upset 
by such a prospect, remain persuasive.

Another rather unfortunate trend has been a 
significant overall increase in the capacitance 

presented to the cartridge by the pre-amplifier at 
the moving magnet input. The ideal value for 
matching any of the cartridges around is probably 
100-1 SOpF, because this allows for an extra 70
1 SOpF contribution from the turntable/arm lead- 
out wires, and those who wish to use cartridges 
which are designed for high capacitance loading 
can easily add a further ISOpF or whatever by 
means of an external adaptor. Many of today's 
new amplifiers have input capacitances of 200, 
300 or even 400pF, which compromises their 
universal application.

It is perhaps reasonable to argue that by now 
cartridge manufacturers should be making car
tridges which are not affected by their loading, 
and it can also be argued that a high capacitance 
on the disc input is a useful technique for 
protecting the amplifier from receiving ultrasonic 
garbage that does nothing but harm. But we are 
not living in an ideal world, so amplifiers should at 
least have the capability of matching most of 
today's cartridges, and a switch to do this is a 
minor cost compared to the various fatuous 
gimmicks that tend to be fitted to even the 
cheapest of today's amplifiers.

On this subject, it was a little exasperating to 
find that some designs which offered adjustable 
capacitance were inaccurately calibrated, the 
indication being that they had not taken account 
of the inherent capacitance of the input as well 
as the add-on switchable value. The Pioneers 
managed to considerably reduce the usefulness 
of this facility, while the Elite fell far behind the 
exemplary results for the Lentek in this respect.

Unfortunately commercial amplifier design is 
as much a matter of fashion than of sound 
engineering. There are indications that fashion 
trends are moving in the right general direction, 
but it is also obvious that this has more to do with 

• demand than with design intention. In the first 
issue meaningless power meters were starting to 
appear on their latest models; last year in the 
Receivers issue it was difficult to find an amplifier 
without them, and now thankfully they are be
ginning to disappear again, though still hanging 
on grimly at the low end of the market.

We must admit thaf we find it somewhat 
depressing that there is (presumably?) still in
sufficient international demand to warrant a 
major consumer electronics manufacturer pro
ducing a truly audiophile-oriented integrated 
amplifier for, say,£100. The NAD 3020 gets quite 
close in a number of respects of course, but it is 
still overburdened with unnecessary complexities, 
and its big brother the 3140 was something if a 
disappointment, with facilities appearing to have 
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taken precedence over the pleasant overall 
balance of its cheaper stablemate. The Rotel 520 
prototype which we examined has some potential 
in this direction, though our sample was really 
too early for any definite conclusions to be 
reached. At this stage it does at least seem to be 
pointed in the right direction.

One welcome trend is that there are now rather 
more amplifiers around where one can bypass 
the various fripperies, making them much simpler 
to use and probably nicer to listen to. However 
specmanship still has a habit of taking over, so 
defeating ftre tilters etc. often means that band
widths become too wide for the inherent capa
bilities of the design. It is still very much our 
experience that wide bandwidth is a dangerous 
thing even in the best designs, and that some 
inherent bandwidth control could enhance 
most of the designs where it has not been fitted.

Our experiences in the listening tests force us 
to conclude that internal close control within the 
amplifier is still one of the most important deter
minants of good sound quality. Therefore, if it is 
necessary to offer super-wide bandwidths for 
marketing reasons, then these should be the 
option, rather than vice-versa. The NAD3020 is a 
good example of how this is done, with its special 
'lab in' power amplifier socket permitting wide 
bandwidths for those who wish to experiment, 
whereas in its 'normal use' state the frequency 
extremes are quite carefully controlled, to avoid 
internal stress as much as possible.

Though it appears to be a small point, there is 
plenty of evidence to suggest that switching in 
the power signal path can only harm the overall 
sound quality. Yet it seems to be a commercial 
requirement to provide two sets of speakers plus 
headphones, all switch-controlled. The option 
used by MR to have their cake and eat it too is 
particularly ingenious, with one set of terminals 
being connected without switching, but with an 
alternative set which is routed via the headphone 
sockefsmuting switch. There is surely no reason 
why this idea could not be extended further, yet 
speaker switching still appears on nearly all the 
cheaper models in the book, and on many more 
expensive ones besides.

The most serious aspect of the 'fashion angle' 
on amplifier design appears to be the haste with 
which a model is rushed from original design to 
development and thence production in a very 
short space of time, so that it remains as 'up to 
date' in appearance for as long as possible. This 
seems to have two repercussions. First, most of 
the products have the appearance of being 
designed 'by committee', in that they lack a 
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convincing totality and harmony, and tend to be 
somewhat unbalanced as a result. (One could 
contrast this not only with single designer audio
phile-oriented products, but also with successful 
mass-market turntables like the B&O models and 
the Technics SL series: both have a unity which 
makes then stand out, and both have or will be 
around for a long time as a result.) Secondly, 
there is clearly little time for serious develop
ment work on many new products, yet a properly 
developed if superficially unfashionable product 
is far more likely to give better overall balance 
and hence sound quality. For example, we have 
been familiar with the A&R A60 since the original 
prototype five years ago. It is not a 'great' 
amplifier even now, but it has shown steady and 
audible improvements on a continuous basis 
over the years, and may certainly now be regarded 
as a 'classic' which sets a very high standard in its 
price class.

One could argue that a product should be 
'right’ from the drawing board, but no-one is 
infallible and even the best original concepts 
benefit from some development work from time 
to time. And the difficulty with the mainstream 
consumer electronics products is that the dictates 
of fashion say 'all change' each year; last year's 
models are substantially ditched, to be replaced 
by significantly different designs which have no 
chance to have their 'rough edges' knocked off 
them before they are slung into the marketplace.

The test procedures have not changed very 
dramatically, and we are still looking for the 
elusive 'super test which correlates measure
ment and listening test results accurately. This 
time we have presented the disc input frequency 
responses more accurately on an expanded 
vertical scale, which shows that quite a number 
of amplifiers have weak spots here, and also 
goes someway towards helping explain some of 
the subjective findings.

By and large the moving magnet inputs showed 
quite flat responses, though often with sufficient 
deviation to result in audible coloration. (While it 
is true to say that amplifier frequency responses 
are betterthan those measured on loudspeakers 
and cartridges, when there is an error it tends to 
result in a whole band being elevated or de
pressed, which will permanently affect tonal 
balance somewhat.) More disturbing perhaps 
were the anomalies found on some of the moving
coil inputs which are now being increasingly 
fitted (and welcomed on principle by us) on 
cheaper amplifiers. Often however the perform
ance of the input is too poor to justify its 
inclusion, and it has clearly been cynically slung
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NAO 3020. Expansion of frequency axes at LF and HF shows fine detail of IM spectrum.

-90 rum . . . , .■ 300 . . ...
0 0 H7: 800.00 f.. r 4! MZ.0£

Expansion of LF frequency and variable vertical (amplitude) scales show hum components clearly: left 
B&K generator alone; right Sansui A9.
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in as an afterthought in the hope of boosting 
sales, rather than being treated seriously as an 
essential part of the amplifier.

Another new test which we have included this 
time is a modification of one first attempted in the 
Receivers book. Regrettably it has still left us 
with a certain amount of egg fouling the beard. 
The two-tone intermodulation test should be 
quite a powerful discriminator, though it is still 
largely a static ratherthan dynamic test situation. 
In an attempt to increase its usefulness we close 
up the two tones to a difference of 500 Hz, while 
examining the complete spectrum in one go from 
0—25kHz. The result has been that the discrimin
ation of the digital spectrum analyser was not 
fine enough to give really useful results across 
such a wide bandwidth. The spectrograms still 
have meaning, but the analysis can only be on a 
rather crude level, and we were unfortunately 
unable to undertake finer discrimination tests on 
the entire test group.

The result is that instead of nice specific 
sidebands either side of (and between) the test 
tones, plus the difference frequency component 
of500Hz(and hum products), in many cases we 
have a 'noise modulation effect, whereby the 
noise floor appears to rise either side of the test 
tones. In fact this is because the analyser works 
by sampling and averaging, so that closely spaced 
sidebands (on a compressed horizontal scale) 
will be averaged out into the 'rising noise’ effect.

We cannot completely explain what is happening 
in such cases, but have included some more 
detailed spectrograms which suggest that where 
there is a noise modulation effect, it does hide 
some sidebands, even though these cannot be 
specifically identified. However there are a 
number of oddities that we cannot fully explain 
yet, and which presumably relate to the sampling 
system and the way it works. So at the present 
time we feel that the results of these tests should 
not be subjected to rigorous analysis or form the 
basis of firm value judgements. They are interest
ing, but we cannot yet be entirely sure of their full 
implications.

One distinct worry was the number of actual 
failures or faults which we encountered while 
doing the tests. No fewer than eleven out of fifty 
five-a disturbing twenty percent-showed some 
problem or another. Two of these were almost 
certainly down to us, but the others remain as a 
question mark of reliability standards in general. 
Are we seeing falling standards of quality control 
as market competitiveness continues to sharpen? 
Frankly I think we were just unlucky, and OW 
reports that 1—2?% is much nearer his shop 
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experience. And it was interesting to note that 
the failures were spread quite evenly across the 
board, not concentrating on a particular sector of 
the market.

Ignoring the two for which we think we were 
responsible, the 'list of embarassment’ included 
the following items: Aurex SB66, pre-amplifier 
fault, not replaced/re-submitted in time for in
clusion (so no Clean Drive to examine); Amcron 
0150, blow up during half power bandwidth 
testing - a stressful situation, but this design is 
supposed to be fully protected - not replaced 
owing to detail model/design changes; HK750, 
output device stopped working; Rotel RC1010, 
intermittent pre-amplifier switch operation; 
Yamaha A560, high crossover distortion, returned 
and re-submitted; PS Audio, mm disc input im
pedance switching incorrectly wired; Trio 
KA1000, power supply unit non-functioning on 
delivery; Electro, pre-amplifier intermittent dry 
joint (a tricky one for QC to have caught); 
Quantum, intermittent initial disfunction on pre
amplifier, seemed to rectify itself.

Going through the results carefully, it is surprising 
how few amplifiers approach a totally balanced 
result, and this above all seems to be the key to 
good subjective performance. So while one can 
criticise certain performance aspects in 'com
promise' designs which sound good, their overall 
balance still seems to distinguish them from the 
run-of-the-mill. It is also noticeable that the more 
expensive designs, seemingly trying extra hard 
to prove their superiority over cheaper designs 
now that power outputs vary only a little, tend to 
go 'over the top’ in some respect, and so upset 
the overall balance and subjective performance.

A subjectively good result seems to be attainable 
at any price level without resort to 'super tech
nology', merely by following comparatively simple 
rules which are less concerned with the actual 
performance of the amplifier on specific para
meters, but which have more to do with preventing 
the amplifier from being able to get itself upset 
no matter what is hung on the front or back.

Have amplifiers got better over the years we 
have done these tests? A little perhaps, but not a 
great deal. They have got cheaper in real terms, 
but the cheapest models which we included this 
time did tend to be a little marginal in hi-fi terms. It 
is fair to say that hi-fi amplifiers start at about 
£70, and that below this the compromises get 
rather severe, which is pretty much what we 
found 2-3 years ago (inflation notwithstanding).

At the more expensive end of the market prices 
do seem to have risen rather more amongst 
audiophile type equipment (though the heavy
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weight Japanese equipment was stayed remark
ably competitive). However, in all honesty we 
cannot admit to having terribly impressive results 
from auditioning many of these, though as a 
group they did rate a little higher than the 
mainstream commercial designs. The difference 
was certainly slight enough to question the value 
for money of many of the more expensive designs, 
even when using ancillary equipment of the 
highest quality.

Overall it is fair to say that there has been 
comparatively little change in amplifier total 
performance over the last few years. There have 
been minor improvements in power outputs and 
distortion performance. But power delivery 
patterns have become a little more suspect, and 
disc input capacitances tend to have risen rather 
too high. Subjectively there has probably been a 
marginal overall improvement, but we feel that 
there is still plenty of room for this to continue. 
We hit a rather nasty crop of unreliability problems 
this time, which we fervently hope is not typical 
(and we don't believe is our fault, as we haven't 
changed the test procedures much and this 
hasn't happened before).

The important thing about an amplifier still 
seems to be its overall balance rather than 
exceptional performance in some particular area, 
and most of the models still show plenty of room 
for improvement here; this does not seem to be 
an.aspect of design to which much importance is 
given.
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Your best buy. • •
is of most concern to you. Rarely is it also 
the concern of the hi-fi dealer. Yet, 
Hampshire Audio is one of those rare 
Independent Hi-f'i Specialists who put 
quality and value first and foremost. 
Volumes abound on the whys and where
fores of this and that .. . black is proved to 
be white, and white black . .. but you still 
have to make a choice. Buying hi-fi should 
not be like betting on a horse, whether you 
study form in detail or just use a pin. On 
average the punter does not win because the 
odds are stacked against him. Test reports 
never show variability between different 
samples nor general reliability - good or

bad - but these facts a good dealer learns 
from experience. In any event your require
ment might be best met by a model not 
included in test reports. The risk is just not 
worth it, so approach Hampshire Audio if 
you have not already been recommended 
lo come to us. In fact, recommendation we 
consider to be our most effective form of 
advertising (sorry Hi-f'i Choice and other 
magazines). Recommendations from those 
persons who really appreciate the joys of 
music are valued greatly for enjoyment is 
the final result of our endeavours. This we 
arc committed to. Hi-Fi equipment is our 
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BEST BUYS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Deciding the Best Buys and Recommended 
models is always the hardest part of any 
Choice project, or to be more specific the 
really difficult part is actually drawing the 
dividing lines. To 'balance’ an issue we might 
regard 10% of the models as falling into the 
Best Buy section, and perhaps the next 20% 
into the Recommended grouping. But on this 
occasion we have been much more restrictive. 
This is because the dividing lines fell quite 
clearly where they were. The Best Buys obviously 
distinguished themselves in sheer value for 
money terms, while the Recommended models 
also 'selected themselves’ on a combination of 
competitiveness, auditioning and generally good 
overall balance. We have also included a listing of 
'Worth Considering’ models, where generally 
good results have been obtained, but where 
we lack sufficient confidence to 'flag' the 
corner, for one reason or another (often high 
price).

One of our toughest problems has been in 
coming to terms with the wide difference in 
price between 'mass market’ and 'audiophile' 
products. As a group the latter are inclined to 
sound better than the former, but not perhaps 
by as much as one might expect, particularly 
as the ancillary equipment used for our 
listening tests is deliberately of the very 
highest quality in order not to compromise the 
performance of these models in any way. For 
this reason we have been very conservative in 
our recommendations on this class of product, 
preferring to place the better examples under 

‘ Worth Considering’ so as to invite the 
potential purchaser (with the help of his 
dealer) to convince himself of the value of the 
product in relation to the value that he places 
upon his pound notes.

BEST BUYS (in approximate ascending price 
order)

JVC AX1 (£72)
This is a smartly finished well-balanced design 
offering good compatibility on inputs and 
outputs, with very respectable listening test 
'results for the price. Some criticism was 
directed at the bass sound quality, so 
auditioning prior to purchase is worthwhile.
NAO 3020 (£90)
Firmly established now as THE budget-priced 
amplifier, there are slight grounds for technical 
criticism (some RIAA error), but listening test 
results still give significantly above average 
ratings to this low-priced model.

Technics SU-V3 (£120)
Fine technical performance and an excellent 
standard of finish, if a trifle on the gimmicky 
side, this unit returned consistently above 
average listening test results, and showed 
evidence of careful cost-effective engineering. 
Power output is quite generous.
Technics SU-W (£190)
Good overall technical performance, nicely 
chosen facilities, and smart but discreet 
presentation make this model very 
competitive. Power is quite generous, and 
sound quality ratings were consistently above 
average, though with a slightly 'thin' character.
A&R A60 (£198) (HA 10 m-c booster £48)
Though some aspects of the measured 
performance appear to fall a little behind 
Japanese competition, the sound quality 
invariably beats them, indicating excellent 
design balance. Now well established, with a 
good reliability record, input compatibility is 
very flexible, though some care should be 
taken in choosing loudspeakers as power is a 
little restricted.

RECOMMENDATIONS (in approximate 
ascending price order)

Sansui A9 (£135)
In many ways a rather frustrating and irritating 
design, the A9 nevertheless is very powerful 
for the price, and did reasonably well 
subjectively. High disc input capacitance and 
RIAA errors suggest that this unit should be 
auditioned prior to purchase.
Crimson 510/520 (£228)
Well above average subjective performance, 
and reasonably sound technical results (good 
inpuVoutput flexibility, but below average 
crosstalk and hum) dictate recommendation at 
the modest price. The slightly 'quirky' design is 
not too convenient to use (battery powered 
pre-amplifier).
Pioneer AB (£330)
This rather brash heavyweight may be aimed 
at the flashing lights market, but gave an 
above average subjective performance, plus 
generally good technical results marred by 
mis-calibrated disc input capacitance 
switching; lots of power available.
Marantz PMS (£399)
Rather brash and aggressive styling, but 
consistently above average subjective results 
and plenty of power, plus respectable overall 
technical performance place this model in the 
recommended class. Misgivings concern the 
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MAKE AN APPOINTMENT 
WITH THE BEST AMPS 

AT AT. LABS.

just two top amplifiers to be found 
at A. T. Labs Gants Hil.

I n our'back room' dem studio you'll find a hand picked selection of the 
very best amps around. These range from that ultimate value for money 
offering the NAO 3020 and include the esoteric Meridian 101 /103 
cornbination.

To enable you to fully appreciate the subtle differences between 
models, we do not employ a corn parator as these can introduce sound 
characteristics of their own. Heavy gauge connecting cables are used 
throughout however to minimize signal losses. To ensure a minimum of 
disturbance and a maximum of concentration demos. are by 
appointment only. These can be arranged by calling in at the shop or 
phoning 01-518 0915.

We stock amps by: A&R, Electrocompaniet, Elite, Hatler, JVC, Lentek, Meridian, 
NAD Optonica, Pioneer, Quad, Rotel, Sansui, Tresham.

a.t.Labs
ILFORD 01^518 0915

442-444 Cran brook Road, Gants Hill, Essex IG2 6LL
Monday to Saturday 10.00-18.00

Also at 191 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex EN2 OQZ. Tel: 01-363 7981. Monday to Saturday 10.00-18.00
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BEST BUYS& RECOMMENDATIONS

high disc input capacitance, high heat output, 
and generally rather over-sophisticated 
complexity.
Tandberg 3002/3003 (£850)
Though this is an expensive combination, it 
did a great deal to justify the price, with a well 
balanced technical performance, fine finish, 
great power, and consistently well above 
average listening test findings, though we did 
not like the volume control very much.

WORTH CONSIDERING (in approximate 
ascending price order)

Marantz PM310 (£69)
A good effort for the price.
Yamaha 560 (£100)
Powerful, good facilities but sound disliked 
(check).
Denon PM510 (£144)
Some promise, but inconsistent audition.
Denon PM540 (£190)
As above, quite powerful.
NAO 3140 (£189)
As above, unusual features.
Yamaha A960 (£260)
Powerful, promising but inconsistent audition.
Rotel RB/ RC1010 (£290)
As above.
Pioneer A7 (£270)
Flashy, lively sound, a little 'untidy.
Quantum 207 (£280)
Powerful with promising audition.
Sugden A4811 (£280)
Civilised sound and appearance.
Rogers A100 (£320)
As above.
Bryston 3B (£400)
Gutsy power amplifier, sharpedged case.
Hitachi HM/CA 7500 II (£390)
Clean heavyweight, a little 'leaden'.
JVC AX9 (£485 inc MC2E cartridge)
Clean heavyweight, a little 'chromium plated'.
Trio KA1OOO (£530)
Rather flash, nice sound, powerful.
Yamaha C6/M4 (£540)
Genuine heavyweight, technically excellent, 
mixed audition.
Exposure (£570)
Nice sound but noisy.
Electro (£575)
Fine power amplifier (low power).
Meridian 101/105 (£700)
Fine power amplifier (high power).

PS Audio (£670)
Promising sound, rather expensive.
Lentek (£750)
Clean and neutral sound, very flexible.
Elite Townshend (£860)
Promising sound, rather expensive, a bit noisy.
Amcron SA2/DL2 (£3000)
Technical masterpiece, domestically an 
ergonomic embarassment, silly price.

L-ONGPLAYERHkFI
118 High Street, Margate, Kent 

Telephone:0843 293477

THANET'S ONLY 
A90CKIA9 

OF
BOSE DENON 

WHARFEDALE
MISSION SONY
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OVERALL COMPARISON CHART

DISC INPUTPD WER

Both eh. Bohms Single 8/4/2ohms Single CycCe 8/4/2ohms Moving Magnet

Watts dB ref :283 V Cap 
pF

imp 
kohms

sens 
mV

noise
-dB

Bandwidth 
Hz-kHz

Akai AMU 11 23 13.7 14.5 13.5 8.8 15.6 14.4 11.5 127 56 2.8 74 19-100
Akal AMU 33 49 16.9 17.6 16.3 13.5 18.6 17.9 15.4 130 48 3.8 78 10-60
Amcron SA2/DL2 289 24.6 24.7 23.9 22.7 25.4 25.2 23.2 30 48/97 var 86 2.5-113
MR M0 44 16.4 17.1 13.8 6.6 18.1 16.8 8 120 48 2.0 78 20-50
Boston 2 B 68 18.4 18.4 17.0 14.6 19.3 18.2 17.3 (89) 3-90
Boston 3B 139 21.4 21.4 20.8 16.9 22.1 21.7 21.2 (90) 3-82
Crimson 510/520 43 16.3 17.3 16.0 13.7 18.7 18.0 16.8 47 45 2.3 76 20-58
Oenon PM510 64 18.0 18.1 17.1 14.5 18.1 17.3 15.5 280 50 2.6 82.5 6-35
Oenon PM540 97 19.9 20.5 18.9 15.2 21.4 20.2 17.8 230 50 2.5 81 3-63
Oenyo AU 3000M 39 15.9 16.9 14.8 11.3 17.6 16.4 13.1 220 45 2.4 74 9-50
Eagle M500 58 17.6 18.4 16.4 10.5 19.3 17.0 14.0 127 55 2.9 82 22-110
Electro 25w 25 14.6 14.7 13.8 11.5 14.8 13.8 12.8 176 48 1.5 73 2-94
Electro 'bridged' 90 19.5 19.5 17.6 12.6 20.0 18.6 16.3 176 48 1.4 68 2-100
Elite Townshend 93 19.7 19.7 18.0 7.9 19.8 18.6 10.9 var 46 5.0 76 5-38
Exposure (lll)/IWVll 87 19.4 20.0 18.8 16.6 20.6 20.0 18.1 60 46 7.5 67 4-43
Harman Kardon HK750 64 18.0 18.5 17.0 14.9 19.3 18.g 17.5 150 42 2.8 78 -»200 k
Hitachi HM/CA 750011 104 20.1 20.2 17.1 21.0 17.2 11.0 156 var 2.8 82 2.5-137
JVC AX1 37 15.7 16.2 15.1 14.3 17.0 16.8 15.4 110 49 2.8 80 8-71
JVCAX4 78 18.9 19.6 15.0 8.8 20.4 14.8 8.8 337 46 2.8 80 5-152
JVC AX9 119 20.7 21.2 17.2 11.6 21.4 17.4 11.7 160 var 2.5 82 2->200
Lentek 72 18.6 18.7 18.3 11.9 19.4 18.9 protected var var var 79 7-36
Marantz PM310 49 16.9 16.0 13.9 6.0 16.9 15.4 6.0 230 46 2.8 74 11-51
Marantz PMSSOOC 72 18.5 19.1 14.8 7.3 20.0 19.5 8.3 335 47 3.3 77 5-103
Marantz PMS 100 20 20.5 19.6 17.7 21.9 21.4 19.8 370 54 2.5 78 4-35
Meridian 103 48 16.9 17.6 16.0 13.9 18.5 18.0 14.6 various 84 3-45
Meridian 103D 57 17.6 17.6 16.4 13.9 18.5 18.0 14.6 various 84 3-45
Meridian 101/105 117 20.7 20.7 19.0 17.5 22.0 21.7 19.6 125 84 3-45
NAD3020 35 15.4 16.4 15.6 14.0 17.2 16.8 15.8 121 47 3.0 80 16-41
NAD3140 73 18.6 19.6 18.0 15.0 20.0 19.0 17.9 var 50 69 14-42
Onkyo A25 52 17.2 17.8 16.3 13.2 18.6 17.5 15.2 220 43 3.5 77 8-93
PS 2/111/LCC 40 15.9 17.0 16.1 15.0 17.2 16.7 15.7 var var 2.2 74 3-63
Pioneer A7 86 19.3 19.9 18.7 15.1 20.6 20.0 15.3 213 51 2.5 82 5-86
Pioneer M 108 20.3 21.0 19.9 15.7 21.6 20.6 15.9 var 50 2.3 81 3-78
Pioneer M 147 21.7 22.2 19.2 13.0 22.4 18.9 .13.3 var 51 2.5 82 3-87
Quantum 202 50 16.9 17.6 16.4 13.8 19.0 18.3' 16.6 127 48 3.8 72 10-49
Quantum 205 145 21.6 21.6 20.2 17.8 23.2 22.8 21.0 127 48 3.8 72 10-49
Quantum 207 88 19.5 20.0 18.8 16.5 21.0 20.4 19.2 127 48 3.8 72 10-49
Reference Master 40 16.0 16.0 12.0 6.8 16.7 13.0 7.0 300 51 2.5 80 16-37
Revox 8750 105 20.2 20.4 18.9 8.1 20.6 19.7 18.7 228 var var 79 18-103
Rotel RB/RC 1010 144 21.5 22.2 21.3 15.9 22.8 22.4 18.7 400 47 2.3 83 4-129
Rotel R^20 36 15.6 16.2 15.1 13.4 16.6 16.0 15.4 22 50 1.7 76 22-24
Sansul ^ 33 15.2 16.4 14.0 10.0 17.0 16.0 12.5 240 50 2.6 73 8-75
Sansul A7 58 17.6 18.5 17.0 13.9 19.7 19.0 16.0 320 47 2.6 77 7-46
Sansui A9 88 19.4 20.0 18.9 16.0 21.0 20.4 18.3 330 49 2.6 72 7-63
Sansul A^W 90 19.6 20.0 18.7 20.0 20.0 189 46 2.7 81 2-110
Sansul A^D7 124 20.9 21.5 20.2 21.9 21.3 180 47 3.4 72 O110
Sansul A^W 128 21.0 21.2 19.9 22.4 21.7 221 44 2.5 84 ^116
Tandberg 3^2/3003 181 22.5 23.1 21.9 19.9 23.5 22.7 20.0 var var 2.2 78 7-89
Technlcs SU-V3 55 17.4 18.1 16.8 14.5 18.9 18.3 16.9 160 47 2.5 80 10-70
Technlcs SU-W 96 19.8 20.0 19.3 20.3 20.0 17.5 163 47 •2.8 80 3-59
Trio KM00 95 19.8 20.0 17.4 11.2 21.6 17.8 13.0 192 var 3.0 79 078
TrloKA1000 128 21.1 21.1 22.3 182 var 2.6 78 0-60
Yamaha ^60 03 19.2 19.9 10.6 16.4 21.0 20.3 19 180 46 3.0 80 0129
Yamaha ^60 135 21.3 21.3 17.5 14.2 21.4 20.8 19.3 280 var 2.5 78 6-90
Yamaha C6/M4 136 21.3 21.7 20.9 19.3 22.5 22.0 21.7 266 46 1.5 85 9-57
*See text
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OVERALL COMPARISON CHART

DISC INPUT TAPE (mV/ohm)

imp 
ohms

Moving-coil IN 

sen^imp Phono

OUT

DIN
Typical 
Prices 
£

sens 
micro V

noise
-dB

140/90k 260/24 28/77k 60 Akal AMU 11
180/100k 200/1.3k 110 Akal AMU 33

100 var 86 235/85k 500/500 3000 + Amcron SA2/DL2
var var 75 100/49k 150/5^ 115/104k 190 MR A60

700/48k 299 Bryston 28
850/48k 399 8ryston 38

86 40 75 50/47k 100/1.7k 210 Crimson 510/520
100 270 75 160/70k 300/390 45/470k 144 Oenon PM510
100 260 73 150/67k 300/450 45/500k 190 Oenon PM540

170/39k 300/2k 20/87k 75 Oenyo AU 3000M
172/80k 250/2k 46/20k 120 Eagle ^50C

99 60 71 78/9k 250/1k 575 Electro 25w
99 65 66 78/9k 250/1k 880 Electro ‘bridged’
var 280 68 170/26k 170/1.2k 860 Elite Townshend
474 300 65 400/9k 700/100 560 Exposure (111)/IV/VI

150/31k 260/15k 195 Harman Kardon HK750
10 105 77 150/43k 265/580 390 Hitachi HM/CA 7500ll

160/73k 290/510 30/66k 72 JVC AX1
100 215 75 190/46k 290/800 38/70k 166 JVC AX4
100 200 77 200/66k 380/319 48/76k 500^ JVC AX9
var var 79 100/64k 190/550 750 Lentek

180/60k 300/278 70 Marantz PM310
108 340 66 180/76k 270/470 150 Marantz PM550OC
74____ 250 74 180/39k 325/600 400 Marantz PM5
46 130 79 150/19k 100/6k* 430 Meridian 103
46____ 130 79 150/19k 100/6k* 550 Meridian 1030
46____ 100 76 150/19k 100/6k* 700 Meridian 101/105

220/36k 280/1.6k 56/68k 90 NAD 3020
250/56k 780/2.8k 250/74k 160 NA0 3140

330___ 310 65 190/64k 240/980 110 Onkyo A25
10____ 170 66 360/8k 600/870 670 PS 2/lll/LCC
100___ 250 75 150/47k 250/3k 270 Pioneer A7
var 250 77 150/47k 235/3k 330 Pioneer ^
var___ 100 78 156/50k 250/2.6k 450 Pioneer ^
32____ 120 70 170/37k 185/17k^ 240 Quantum 202
32____ 120 70 170/37k 185/17k* 450 Quantum 205
32 120 70 170/37k 185/17k* 300 Quantum 207

130/180k 200/1 k 295 Reference Master
180/108k 130/2k 110/270k 500 Revox B75O

100___ 140 71 145/40k 290/450 300 Rotel RB/RC 1010
i nop 70147 15/87k 90 Rotel RA520
1S0/70k 190/4.5k 78 Sansui ^
150/64k 180/5.0k 105 Sansul A7

9_____ 160 71 156/60k 200/5.0k 135 Sansul A9
100___ 250 72 210/34k 380/215 180 Sansul AOK
100 410 70 270/100k 350/550 215 Sansul A^07
100___ 60/140 77 247/32k 450/550 350 Sansul A^W
1k____ 160 73 150/48k 300/1k 850 Tandberg 3000

170/78k 260/550 28/78k 120 Technics SI>V3
215__ _ 190 79 210/64k 300/530 32/77k 190 Technics SU-W
130___ 280 78 170/42k 300/325 150/100k 310 Trio KA900
133 240 73 160/54k 300/326 58/99k 540 Trio KA1000
10____ 200 74 145/64k 300/500 100 Yamaha ^60
100___ 160 73 154/60k 300/550 260 Yamaha ^6(0
52____ 72 85 95/43k 350/215 540 Yamaha C6/M4
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Can we 'Sound Off' a little about the current 
trend for reducing the enthusiast market to 
one budget system?

We agree that the NAO/DUAL/MISSION 
system is excellent value for money and 
offers really good performance, but hi-fi 
doesn't stop there - there are many more 
products available to the discriminating 
listener that offer superior performance - 
albeit mostly at a higher price.

We refuse to subscribe to the trend that 
it's not worth spending more than the cost of 
the NAD system-which is the overall 
i mpression we get from reading certain 
sections of the hi-fi press. There are many 
fine products to be auditioned and which, if 
blended properly into a system, will give a 

very satisfying performance-the value is in 
the personal pleasure you derive from 
listening to them.

(A Mini Metro will get you there - but 
a Rolls Royce does it much more 
pleasantly).

We stock most of the better buys 
identified in this magazine and many more 
products besides. In fact we stock most of 
the major brands and a lot of the lesser 
known. Neither have we forgotten the need 
to offer good value for money, whether that 
be on 'Special Offers' or in giving 
competitive prices on regular lines. In fact, 
we prefer to meet or beat any other 
genuinely offered prices.
Sound us out sometime!

Luxman LX33 Valve Amp
At long last an integrated valve amplifier 
at a price you can afford. A performance 
that's silky smooth, warm yet open - if 
you can't get on with transistor amps 
and you like the smoothness of valves 
then audition this one. It's a modern 
‘ state of the art' valve design with 
inexpensive valve replacement.

This amplifier is available 
exclusively from KJ. so visit your most 
convenient branch for a demonstration.

Vital Statistics-Size 17%"w x

30 Watts 
pure Class A

(by mail - 
carriage free)

6% "h x 12%"d; Weight 421bs approx . (heavy); Price : £399
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GLOSSARY

Amplitude: Size or magnitude,. and hence level or loudness 
of a signal, for example.
Bandwidth: A range of frequencies with presumed defined 
upper and lower limits.
Capacitance: An element of electrical impedance that is 
particularly important when matching pickup cartridge, arm 
leads and amplifier input characteristics to achieve a flat 
frequency response from discs.
Clipping: This is the state reached when a circuit is 
overloaded and overdriven, resulting in bad waveform 
distortion and audibly unpleasant effects.
Coloration: A general term used to describe the audible 
effects of distortions, particularly in loudspeakers and record 
players. These are usually caused by frequency response 
irregularities and/or resonances.
Crosstalk: The leakage from one channel to the other in a 
two channel stereo system.
dB: Decibel.
DIN: German standards body, responsible amongst other 
things for a popular range of standard plugs and socket 
specifications.
Decibel: A logarithmic unit used in audio to indicate the 
relative intensity of a sound or the relative strength of a signal. 
Distortion: The total percentage of unwanted signal present 
in a wanted signal.
Equalisation: The deliberate modification of frequency 
response, usually in response to some engineering limitation 
or deficiency in the component (eg loudspeakers) or the 
information medium (eg disc and tape).
Ferrite rod: A short rod type aerial used for AM reception; 
may be fitted internally or externally to tuner or receiver. 
Filter: A circuit (normally) used to restrict the bandwidth of 
a system; may be fixed or switchable.
Frequency: The rate of a cyclic (repeated) vibration.
Frequency response: Abbreviated from amplitude/frequency 
response, this prime graphical measurement examines 
whether all frequencies across the spectrum are reproduced or 
generated at the same relative level.
HF: High Frequencies; the treble end of the audio band’ 
musically consisting largely of harmonics.
Hz: Hertz=cycles per second; the measure of frequency. 
Harmonic: Harmonics are the whole number multiples of a 
base frequency called the fundamental.
Harmonic distortion: The addition of unwanted harmonics 
to a signal. Because the structure of music is already rich in 
harmonics, the audible effects of moderate levels of harmonic 
distortion are rarely objectionable, but may be evidence of 
engineering limitations.
Hum: Self explanatory and onamatapoeic; caused by inter
ference of mains frequency or harmonics (50Hz etc in UK), 
perhaps as a result of poor earthing arrangements.
IHF: American Institute of High Fidelity, an important 
standards body, many of whose recommendations on 
measurement techniques have been adopted in this book. 
IM: Intermodulation. Interference between two or more 
single frequency tones can cause non-harmonic distortion 
components such as sum, and difference frequency signals to 
occur.

Impedance: The measure of an electrical load when using 
alternating currents as in audio, combining resistance, 
capacitance and inductance.
Jack plug/socket: Post Office style plug/socket standard, 
widely used for headphone and microphone connections both 
in mono and stereo formats.
Kilo- (k-): Prefix for units meaning X 1000 (eg 1 kHz= 
lOOOHz).
LED: Light Emitting Diode; an indicator light.
LF: Low frequencies; the bass end of the audio frequency 
range.
'Loudness’: An equalisation circuit frequency switchable on 
amplifiers which is designed to compensate for presumed 
hearing characteristics at low listening levels by boosting bass 
and treble.
Medium wave: An AM transmission band incapable of high 
fidelity signals.
Micro- (u-): Prefix for units meaning one millionth of (eg 
seconds, farads).
Midrange: The middle part of the audio frequency band. 
Milli- (m-): Prefix for units meaning one thousandth of (eg 
volts, etc.).
Modulation: An alternating (eg audio) signal.
Moving-coil (m-c): Type of transducer, used in some 
cartridges and widely in loudspeaker drive units.
Moving-magnet (m-m): Type of transducer widely used in 
cartridges.
Noise: Random unwanted low level signals generated 
fundamentally through thermal excitation on the molecular 
level. Poor system design may make it intrusive.
Ohm (also eg kohm): measure of the load presented by a 
device to an electrical source.
Phono: The most commonly used plug/socket combination 
in audio components.
Power ampliner: The part of an amplifier that provides 
power to drive the loudspeakers; usually integrated it is 
sometimes a separate component.
Pre-amplifier The part of an amplifier that accepts the input 
Signals, sorts them, applies any necessary equalisation, and 
then passes the signal to the (normally integral) power 
amplifiers.
Presence: Area of frequency band in upper mid/lower treble 
which emphasises any forward quality in the human voice. 
Sensitivity: The amount of signal input required to generate 
a specified signal level output, or vice-versa.
Signal-to*noise, signal/noise, S/N: The difference in total 
output when an applied signal is removed.
Transient: Signal of very short duration.
Volt: A measure of the amplitude of a signal in electrical 
form.
Watt: A measure of electrical power, combining the voltage 
(amplitude) with the current required to drive the 'motor' of a 
loudspeaker.
Weighting: Derived from psychoacoustic or engineering 
considerations, thfs is a bias applied to a test method to 
improve its subjective relevance (hence also unweighted).
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The System 
thatbeats the system

Arguments over which system is 
best (or worst) for which type of 
distortion have been raging 
for years.

But now, Sansui have IN 
perfected a system that ends 
disputes once and for all.

Because their revolutionary 
new Super Feedforward System 
is designed to eliminate a// kinds of distortion.

Ata// frequencies.

_T/\

What Super FF does
Distortions such as harmonic, 

intermodulation, cross over, switching, TIM 
and envelope have been virtually eliminated.

And even the, as yet, unknown and 
unquantifiable types of distortion are guarded 
against.(TIM was once considered one of these.)

How Super FF works
The diagram shows how a distortion, 

generated in A2, is returned to the input in 
reverse phase, where it is added to Al. The 
reverse phase signal is then amplified by Al 

and sent to A2. Thus distortion 
is reduced atthe output of A2. 

This is the working principle
__ ofNFB.

JUT In the Super Feedforward 
system, a reverse-phase 

signal at the output of Al is 
also sent to error correction 

amp A3, where it is amplified 
and then sent on to the output 

(rather than the input) of A2.
In this way the feedforward circuit removes 

what little distortion NFB fails to eliminate.

The Super FF Unit
For some time Sansui have been considered 

the pacesetters in advanced audio technology.
The development of the Super Feedforward 

system confirms this.
But the new AU-09 Super FF amp is not only 

a remarkable improvement that makes your 
music sound better - it is also remarkable value 
for money.
Write for details and we'll tell you about our 
matching tuners as well.

I The end of distortion disputes
Sansui Information Centre PO. Box 26C Esher Surrey KT10 9QZ.



and when you switchover to the 770 
you will smile and say .its magic

because there is nothing like it
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